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Abstract

Multi-FPGA Systems

by Scott Hauck

Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee: Associate Professor Gaetano Borriello

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Associate Professor Carl Ebeling

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Multi-FPGA systems are a growing area of research.  They offer the potential to deliver high performance

solutions to general computing tasks, especially for the prototyping of digital logic.  However, to realize

this potential requires a flexible, powerful hardware substrate and a complete, high quality and high

performance automatic mapping system.

The primary goal of this thesis is to offer a disciplined look at the issues and requirements of multi-FPGA

systems.  This includes an in-depth study of some of the hardware and software issues of multi-FPGA

systems, especially logic partitioning and mesh routing topologies, as well as investigations into problems

that have largely been ignored, including pin assignment and architectural support for logic emulator

interfaces.  We also present Springbok, a novel rapid-prototyping system for board-level designs.
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Chapter 1.  General Introduction

In the mid 1980s a new technology for implementing digital logic was introduced, the field-programmable

gate array (FPGA).  These devices could either be viewed as small, slow gate arrays (MPGAs) or large,

expensive programmable logic devices (PLDs).  FPGAs were capable of implementing significantly more

logic than PLDs, especially because they could implement multi-level logic, while most PLDs were

optimized for two-level logic.  While they did not have the capacity of MPGAs, they also did not have to

be custom fabricated, greatly lowering the costs for low-volume parts, and avoiding long fabrication delays.

While many of the FPGAs were configured by static RAM cells in the array (SRAM), this was generally

viewed as a liability by potential customers who worried over the chip’s volatility.  Antifuse-based FPGAs

also were developed, and for many applications were much more attractive, both because they tended to be

smaller and faster due to less programming overhead, and also because there was no volatility to the

configuration.

In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s there was a growing realization that the volatility of SRAM-based

FPGAs was not a liability, but was in fact the key to many new types of applications.  Since the

programming of such an FPGA could be changed by a completely electrical process, much as a standard

processor can be configured to run many programs, SRAM-based FPGAs have become the workhorse of

many new reprogrammable applications.  Some uses of reprogrammability are simple extensions of the

standard logic implementation tasks for which the FPGAs were originally designed.  An FPGA plus several

different configurations stored in ROM could be used for multi-mode hardware, with the functionality on

the chip changed in reaction to the current demands.  Also, boards constructed purely from FPGAs,

microcontrollers, and other reprogrammable parts could be truly generic hardware, allowing a single board

to be reprogrammed to serve many different applications.

Some of the most exciting new uses of FPGAs move beyond the implementation of digital logic, and

instead harness large numbers of FPGAs as a general-purpose computation medium.  The circuit mapped

onto the FPGAs need not be standard hardware equations, but can even be operations from algorithms and

general computations.  While these FPGA-based custom-computing machines may not challenge the

performance of microprocessors for many applications, for computations of the right form an FPGA-based

machine can offer extremely high performance, surpassing any other programmable solution.  While a

custom hardware implementation will be able to beat the power of any generic programmable system, and

thus there must always be a faster solution than a multi-FPGA system, the fact is that few applications will

ever merit the expense of creating application-specific solutions.  An FPGA-based computing machine,

which can be reprogrammed like a standard workstation, offers the highest realizable performance for
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many different applications.  In a sense it is a hardware Supercomputer, surpassing traditional machine

architectures for certain applications.  This potential has been realized by many different research

machines.  The Splash system [Gokhale90] has provided performance on genetic string matching that is

almost 200 times greater than all other Supercomputer implementations.  The DECPeRLe-1 system

[Vuillemin95] has demonstrated world-record performance for many other applications, including RSA

cryptography.

One of the applications of multi-FPGA systems with the greatest potential is logic emulation.  The

designers of a custom chip need to verify that the circuit they have designed actually behaves as desired.

Software simulation and prototyping have been the traditional solution to this problem.  However, as chip

designs become more complex, software simulation is only able to test an ever decreasing portion of the

chip’s functionality, and it is quite expensive in time and money to debug by repeated prototype

fabrications.  The solution is logic emulation, the mapping of the circuit under test onto a multi-FPGA

system.  Since the logic is implemented in the FPGAs in the system, the emulation can run at near real-

time, yielding test cycles several orders of magnitude faster than software simulation, yet with none of the

time delays and inflexibility of prototype fabrications.  These benefits have led many of the advanced

microprocessor manufacturers to include logic emulation in their validation methodologies.

While multi-FPGA systems have great potential to provide high-performance solutions to many

applications, there are several problems that hold back current systems from achieving their full promise.

Their hardware structures tend to have much too few I/O connections for their logic capacity to be

adequately used.  This leads to very low logic utilization, with only 10% to 20% of the available capacity

usable.  While some of these problems may be unavoidable, since we are using FPGAs targeted to single-

chip applications to build multi-chip systems, the routing topologies of multi-FPGA systems need to be

improved to compensate for this.  Also, while there are logic emulation systems that meet the needs of

single-chip ASIC prototyping, the domain of system-level or board-level prototyping has largely been

ignored.  These emulation opportunities are quite different from single chip systems, since multi-chip

designs have a heavy reliance on premade components, and have resource demands that vary much more

widely than that of a single ASIC.  Not only does board-level prototyping demand a flexible and extensible

emulation hardware system, one that allows the inclusion of arbitrary premade components, but it also

brings into sharper focus the need to support external interfaces.  Even in single-chip systems, one of the

major benefits of an emulation is that it may be capable of being put into its target environment, thus

encountering the true input-output demands of the final implementation.  However, an emulation of a

circuit will almost always run slower than the final implementation, meaning that it will no longer meet the

timing requirements of the external signaling protocols.  Current emulation systems have no answer to this
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problem, forcing the user to develop ad hoc solutions.  For board-level prototyping, where a system will be

required to meet several signaling protocols at once, this problem becomes an even greater concern.  Thus,

a general-purpose solution to the logic emulator interface problem is critical to the success of board-level

prototyping, and can improve emulations of individual ASICs as well.

The problems with current multi-FPGA systems are not solely with the hardware.  Automatic mapping

software is an important part of any multi-FPGA system that hopes to achieve widespread utility, and is an

absolute requirement for any successful logic emulation system.  While there are niches for multi-FPGA

systems with hand-mapped solutions, very few people are capable and willing to expend the effort to hand-

map to a multi-FPGA system, and without software these systems will only realize a small portion of their

promise.  Unfortunately, today’s mapping software is inadequate for most potential applications.  They

deliver quite poor mappings, and can take huge amounts of time to complete.  Creating a mapping with

current tools can take almost an entire day to finish.  Obviously, this is a tremendous disadvantage, since

any time savings that could be achieved by running an algorithm on a multi-FPGA system is swallowed up

by the time to create the mapping in the first place.  Thus, high-quality, high-performance mapping tools

are a necessity for realizing the full potential of multi-FPGA systems.

Part of the reason why these deficiencies exist in current multi-FPGA systems is that there has been

relatively little work done on optimizing the hardware and software structures of these machines.  While

there are a huge number of multi-FPGA systems proposed and constructed, there are almost no studies

investigating what the best architectures really are.  The software systems suffer as well, with many

individual optimizations proposed, but no real understanding of how to bring these optimizations together

to achieve the best possible results.  Thus, today’s systems are largely grab-bags of appealing features with

little knowledge of what the systems should really look like.

In 1992 we were in the same position as many other potential multi-FPGA system builders.  We saw the

need for a new system, which in our case was an emulation system optimized for the demands of board-

level prototyping.  While we knew in general what the system should look like, there was little guidance on

exactly what the hardware and software architecture should be.  At this point, instead of blindly going

forward with our best guesses on how the system should be, we set out to look at the underlying issues and

determine what really were the right architectures.  By performing a disciplined investigation of multi-

FPGA hardware and software systems, we not only would learn how to build our prototyping system

correctly, but would also give a better understanding of some of the issues to the multi-FPGA community

at large.  It is these investigations that form the heart of this thesis.  While we have not yet built our
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prototyping system (the high-level design of which is contained in Chapter 6), our work has yielded insight

into many of the problems facing today’s multi-FPGA systems.

Our investigations have focused on several different areas.  In the hardware arena, we examined the routing

topologies of multi-FPGA systems.  Although the FPGAs in a multi-FPGA system are reprogrammable, the

connections between the FPGAs are fixed by the circuit board implementing the system.  With the main

bottleneck in current multi-FPGA systems being the limited bandwidth for inter-FPGA routing, the routing

topology of a multi-FPGA system has a significant impact on the capacity, as well as performance, of a

multi-FPGA system.  In our investigations we examined how best to construct a multi-FPGA system,

yielding topologies with significantly lower I/O requirements, faster performance, and higher bandwidth.

Since our goal was to construct a prototyping system for board-level designs, we also had to consider the

issue of how to support the external interfaces of a logic emulation system.  By examining how to solve this

problem in general, we have shown that a generic interface transducer, a simple board with FPGAs and

memories for filtering the incoming and outgoing datastreams, is capable of supporting many different

types of protocols.  It has a flexible architecture that enables it to be prefabricated, yet it still allows

customization to a specific application’s requirements.  Also, the required customization is easy to develop,

and a small amount of programming in a high-level hardware description language is usually sufficient.

We have also spent time investigating the software required to map to a multi-FPGA system.  Perhaps the

most critical of these algorithms is partitioning, the process of splitting an input mapping into pieces small

enough to fit into the individual FPGAs in a multi-FPGA system.  While much work has been done on this

problem previously, there was little insight into the best possible approach.  Many researchers have

proposed software solutions, but there was little comparative assessment of different approaches.  Thus,

one major portion of our work was to sift through the different approaches, and develop an algorithm that

brings together the best possible set of optimizations to achieve the best overall results.  This produced a

survey of many of the different approaches, with each optimization implemented in a common framework,

and compared quantitatively on a set of benchmark circuits.  We now have an algorithm that produces

results significantly better and faster than any other published approach.

We also recognized that flexible routing topologies are becoming more common in multi-FPGA systems,

with architectures capable of significant customization in their interconnection patterns being proposed.  To

deal with these systems, it became apparent that the mapping tools not only needed to be fast and high-

quality, but they also must be able to adapt to an arbitrary topology.  This is not only important for flexible

multi-FPGA hardware, but it also results in software that can easily be adapted to different machines.  In

pursuit of this goal, we have developed partitioning software capable of mapping to an arbitrary multi-
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FPGA system topology, as well as routing software that can do the same.  This routing software has the

added advantage that it improves the quality of the mapping over current approaches, yielding both better-

quality mappings and faster run-times.  This latter benefit is due to the fact that poor routing complicates

the following mapping steps, and thus by improving the routing quality we decrease the total mapping time.

The result of all of this work is new insights into how best to build and use multi-FPGA systems, as well as

solutions to some of the outstanding problems.  These results are not just important for building prototyping

systems like the one we envisioned, but to multi-FPGA systems in general.  The routing topologies are

generally useful, offering improved topologies for both emulation and custom-computing.  The mapping

tools provide fast, high-quality mapping solutions for arbitrary system topologies.  Finally, the interface

transducers deliver a generic solution for interfacing both current single-chip emulators, as well as future

board-level prototyping systems.

This thesis details the results of these investigations.  It begins with a discussion of the underlying

technologies that make multi-FPGA systems practical, including a survey of FPGAs and other logic

implementation technologies in Chapter 2, as well as the application domains of multi-FPGA systems in

Chapter 3.  Chapter 4 delves deeper into one of the most promising application areas for multi-FPGA

systems, logic emulation.  Chapter 5 then gives an overview of current multi-FPGA system hardware.

With the background provided by these chapters, we then present some new investigations and approaches

to multi-FPGA system hardware.  In Chapter 6 we present a new multi-FPGA system optimized for the

prototyping of board-level designs.  This system combines the inclusion of arbitrary devices with a flexible

and extensible architecture to provide an extremely adaptable prototyping solution.  Then, Chapter 7

examines routing topologies for multi-FPGA systems.  This yields constructs with lower I/O demands,

smaller delays, and higher bandwidth than standard topologies.  Finally, Chapter 8 investigates how to

support external interfaces for logic emulators, one of the significant problems with current systems.

The discussion of multi-FPGA system software begins with a general introduction in Chapter 9.  Chapter

10 considers logic partitioning for multi-FPGA systems, presenting a comprehensive investigation into

bipartitioning techniques.  This results in a combined partitioning algorithm that achieves results better than

the current state of the art, in significantly less time.  Chapter 11 presents an iterative partitioning algorithm

that automatically adapts to an arbitrary topology.  This allows bipartitioning to be applied to any multi-

FPGA system, as well as multi-sectioning and multi-way partitioning algorithms where appropriate.

Finally, Chapter 12 investigates pin assignment algorithms for multi-FPGA systems.  This speeds up the

placement and routing time for multi-FPGA systems and produces higher quality results.  We conclude this

thesis with some overall results and potential future work in Chapter 13.



Chapter 2.  Circuit Implementation Alternatives and Technologies

Overview of chip design styles

Circuit designers have a range of methods for implementing digital logic, with widely differing capabilities

and costs.  In the following sections we will discuss many of these different alternatives.  This will serve

both to explain what FPGAs are, and also to show how FPGAs enable new opportunities that were not

possible with other technologies.  Note that throughout this chapter, the pictures are meant merely to

illustrate the concepts discussed.  Many (less important) details are omitted, and the quantities of resources

are often reduced to aid visibility.

The different methods of implementing digital logic can have significantly different capacity, performance,

and costs (both in time and money), as well as differing levels of automation of the design process.  Full

custom designs offer the highest performance and capacity possible.  However, they also take the longest

time to be fabricated, have little or no automation in the design process, and cost the most money, in both

per-chip and NRE (non-recurring engineering) costs.  NRE’s are initial costs to set up the production

process, and thus are paid once for the first chip produced.  Other design styles sacrifice some of the

performance and capacity of full-custom design in order to lower costs, speed up the design process, and

reduce the fabrication time.  Many such technologies will be covered in the following sections.

Full custom

In full custom design, the designer specifies all the details of how an integrated circuit will be fabricated.

This gives the designer the maximum flexibility, yielding the highest possible performance and gate

capacity.  Thus, for some applications, this is the only possible method of implementing the desired

functionality, since other technologies may not accommodate the application’s capacity or performance

demands.  However, this power and flexibility does come at a cost.  Since the circuit will be custom

fabricated, sharing no features with other designs, the fabrication will be costly, and will take a significant

amount of time.  Other technologies will share some features from design to design, in general yielding

lower costs due to economies of scale, and faster turnaround due to prefabrication of shared features.

The designer of a full custom implementation specifies exactly where the different features of the circuit

will be by specifying where the various materials will be placed on the chip.  That is, the designer decides

where diffusion, polysilicon, and metal will be applied to create the desired functionality.  There are some

design rules that restrict the allowed circuit designs.  However, these rules are local constraints on circuit
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geometries required to avoid structures that cannot be fabricated.  For example, wires must be a certain

width, and must be spaced apart by a certain distance, in order to avoid breaks or short circuits in signal

lines.  However, the designer still has a considerable amount of flexibility in deciding how to design the

circuit.

Because of the high degree of flexibility in full custom circuits, the process of designing such a circuit is

quite complex and time-consuming.  Since the designer must decide where each circuit feature will be

placed, there are a huge number of decisions to be made.  Thus, it takes a large amount of time and effort to

develop a full custom design, time beyond what is required simply to fabricate the circuit.  Since each

fabrication of the circuit is quite costly, the designer will also expend a significant amount of time to make

sure the design is correct before fabrication.  While software can be used to simplify some of this process,

most designers of full custom circuits are using this implementation technology specifically to achieve the

highest quality implementation possible, and thus avoid inefficiency due to software designed circuits.

Thus, software support for full-custom design is in general restricted to validation of the circuit, and actual

design of only non-critical subcircuits, places where some inefficiency can be tolerated.

The process of fabricating the design is done in multiple steps, building up the layers necessary to

implement the circuit (Figure 1).  Early stages make wells inside which the transistors will be placed.  Next,

diffusion and polysilicon layers will be added to build the actual transistors.  Finally, metal layers will be

created to route signals between the different transistors.  Note that many processes have multiple metal

layers, so steps h-j will be repeated for each metal layer.

Each of these layers is created by a photolithographic process (Figure 2) that patterns the layer of material.

Photoresist, an acid resistant substance that changes properties when exposed to a light source, is applied

on top of the layer material to be patterned.  The photoresist is then exposed to a light source shone through

a mask, so that the mask’s image selectively alters the photoresist.  Unaltered portions of the photoresist are

removed, and the underlying layer is etched by an acid.  Since the areas still coated with photoresist will

not be affected by the acid, the layer is selectively etched in the pattern described by the mask.

Because all layers of the design of a full custom circuit are specified by the designer, there is no sharing of

masks or other layer processing between different designs.  Thus, full custom designs are in general the

most expensive and time-consuming, since there are little economies of scale.  Many other design styles

will standardize some or all processing steps, speeding up the processing, and lowering costs.
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Figure 1.  Steps in the fabrication of a full custom design (p-well CMOS) [Weste85].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Photoresist

Mask

Figure 2.  Steps in patterning a layer [Weste85].  (a) Photoresist covers the layer to be patterned.

(b) A light source is shown through a mask, selectively polymerizing the photoresist.  (c) The

unpolymerized photoresist is removed, and the wafer is exposed to an acid, which etches only the

areas not covered by photoresist.

Standard cells

Creating a complete full custom design takes a lot of time and effort, since all the details of the chip

creation must be specified.  However, in many cases the complete flexibility of the full custom design

process are not needed for a given circuit.  In these cases, it is advantageous to restrict some of the design

flexibility to speed up the design process.  This is exactly the approach taken in standard cell design.  A

standard cell design restricts the allowed circuit geometries and dictates a specific layout topology.  By

doing so, software tools can be designed to efficiently automate the physical design process, greatly

speeding up the design process.  However, since the layout is more restrictive, this approach delivers lower

capacity and performance than a full custom design.

In a standard cell design, all gates are predefined in a library.  This library consists of a set of standard cells

that implement all the different gate structures necessary to map a circuit, as well as possibly some larger,

more complex gate structures included for better mapping efficiency.  All of these cells have the same

height, the same placement of power and ground lines (which run horizontally across the cell), and have
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input and output terminals at the top and/or bottom.  In this way cells can be abutted horizontally, creating a

row of cells with uniform height, and with power and ground lines connecting together.  Cells can be of

arbitrary widths, so that cells with widely differing functionality (from a simple inverter to a multiple gate

cell) can all be created efficiently.  A standard cell chip is laid out in interleaved routing and logic rows

(Figure 3).  The logic rows are all of uniform height, while the routing rows are as high as necessary to

accommodate the required routing.  While horizontal routing is handled in these routing rows (or

“channels”), vertical routing is either accomplished in higher metal layers, or by the inclusion of route-

through cells which connect signals between adjacent routing channels.
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Figure 3.  A standard cell chip layout (left), and a detail of a portion of the array (right), including

a route-through between CELL 8 and CELL 9.

With the layout of the gates handled by a predefined library, the process of creating a standard cell layout

involves translating the circuit to be implemented into a collection of standard cell functions (technology

mapping), placing these cells to achieve the required performance with the minimum routing channel

widths (placement), and connecting the terminals of the standard cells together in the proper pattern

(routing).  Because of the regularity of the standard cell layout, each of these problems can be handled

automatically via software.  Thus, a logic designer need only specify the desired circuit functionality, and

the software will automatically create a layout.  This layout will then be fabricated at a silicon foundry

exactly the same way as a full custom design.

Since standard cells and full custom designs require exactly the same fabrication processes, the fabrication

time and costs are similar.  The big differences between the two styles are the time it takes to ready a

design for fabrication, and  the resulting size and performance of the design.  In a full custom design, the
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designer can optimize all aspects of the layout, and achieve the highest performance and capacity circuit.

However, it takes a significant amount of time to create such a design.  A standard cell design can be

created much more quickly, but the capacity and performance will suffer.  As a result, full custom design is

used primarily where the capacity and performance penalties of standard cells cannot be tolerated, while

other circuits will use standard cells.

This EPS image does not contain a screen preview.
It will print correctly to a PostScript printer.
File Name : chipphoto.eps
Title :  /var/a/chauncey/g1/kwb/chipphoto.ps
Creator :  XV Version 3.10  Rev: 12/16/94  -  by John Bradley
Pages :  1

Figure 4.  The Chaos router chip [Bolding93], which includes full-custom (the dark black regions)

and standard cell (the regions of scattered black lines) elements.
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The decision of what style to use can occur not only at the chip level, with an entire design created either as

a full custom or standard cell layout, but also at the logic level, with the two styles combined within a

single chip.  For example, a multiprocessor routing chip may require the highest performance possible in

the datapath, while the control circuitry can be designed somewhat less optimally.  Thus, the design will

include a full-custom datapath, while the control logic will be generated with standard cells (Figure 4).

This tradeoff works especially well in this case, since the datapath will have a large amount of regularity,

and will thus be somewhat simpler to design by hand, while the potentially complex and irregular control

circuitry can be automatically created.  This gives much of the benefits of both full custom and standard

cells in a single design.

Another possibility in a standard cell is to include megacells or cores.  These are complex, predesigned

circuit elements that can be inserted in a design.  For example, there are microcontrollers, DSPs, multipliers

and other mathematical functions, standard bus interfaces, and many other functions available as megacells

or cores [Arnold94].  These elements can be included in a standard cell design, providing complex,

compact, high performance functionality without the need to custom design these parts.  They will be

significantly larger than standard cells, so some provision for including these elements is required.

However, current software can in general automatically include these elements in a standard cell design.

Mask-programmable gate arrays

While standard cells simplify the design process over full custom designs, they do nothing about the time

and cost involved in the actual fabrication of the chips.  Although standard cell designs restrict the

topologies and logic structures available to the designer, a standard cell design is still fabricated from

scratch.  Mask-programmable gate arrays (MPGAs) take the logic standardization of standard cells a step

further.  They speed up the fabrication process and lower costs, while retaining the ability of standard cells

to harness automatic mapping software.

In an MPGA [Hollis87] much of the fabrication of the chip is carried out ahead of time.  An MPGA has a

standardized logic structure, with the layout of all transistors in the system fixed and predefined.  That is, a

given type of MPGA has a specific logic structure dictated to its users.  For example, the MPGA might

consist of simply a sea of individual transistors covering the chip.  Others may have sets of four, six, or

more transistors partially interconnected in a pattern optimized for mapping certain types of gates.  To

customize the MPGA in order to implement a given functionality, the designers are able to interconnect

these logic elements in any manner they desire.  Thus, one design can connect four transistors to power,
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ground, and each other in the proper manner to implement a 2-input NAND gate, while another design uses

these transistors as a portion of a complex latch, or whatever else is desired.

Because the transistor layouts are fixed for a given MPGA, the foundry can stockpile partially fabricated

chips, with all but the metal layers already created.  A designer then specifies the interconnection pattern

for the routing layers, and the fabrication of the chips is completed accordingly.  In this way, most of the

processing steps are already completed ahead of time, with the masks shared across all the designs that use

a given MPGA.  This decreases both processing time, since much of the processing has already been

completed, as well as amortizing the cost, since much of the processing is shared across numerous designs.

The designers still have a great deal of design flexibility, since they can specify an arbitrary interconnection

pattern for the logic elements in the system, as long as there is enough routing area to accommodate the

routing demands.

There are some limitations to MPGAs.  Since the layout of the logic in the MPGA is predetermined, it will

not be optimal for a given design.  Some designs may require more or less of a given resource than the

MPGA is designed for, leading to inefficiencies.  Also, since the locations are predetermined, the routing

may be more complex than in either a standard cell or full custom design.  This is especially true in

MPGAs that predefine the routing channels on the chip, since these routing channels will inevitably be

either too large or too small for a given design.  Thus, either routing resources are wasted because the

channels are too large, or logic resources are sacrificed since the routing necessary to use them is not

available.  Some MPGAs are designed as Sea-of-Gates.  In a Sea-of-Gates design, the entire chip area has

logic fabricated on it.  To handle routing, some of these logic functions are ignored, and arbitrary routing is

performed over the top of the logic functions.  In this way, the restrictions on routing channel size are

removed, yielding greater flexibility in the design.  However, even with a Sea-of-Gates design, there are

still numerous inefficiencies due to fixed logic placement and resource mixes, yielding lower performance

and logic capacities than either standard cell or full custom designs.

Programmable logic devices

Mask-programmable gate arrays reduce some of the fabrication time by prefabricating the logic on the

chips.  However, customizing an MPGA still requires processing at a silicon foundry, with the associated

time lag and mask costs.  Programmable logic devices (PLDs) in general avoid these costs by

prefabricating the entire chip ahead of time.  In order to customize the design, the PLD has configuration

points scattered throughout the system.  These configuration points are controlled by static memory cells,

antifuses, or other devices that can be programmed after the chip has been fabricated.  Thus, to customize
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the chip for a given design, the user programs these elements, which causes the chip to implement the

desired functionality.  The amount and locations of these configuration points will be optimized for a given

PLD.  Large amounts of configurability yield a much more flexible part, while less configurability yield

higher capacity and performance (since the configuration points and their programming elements consume

chip area and add delay to the signals connected to them).

n+ drainn+ source

P-Type Silicon

access gate floating gate

Figure 5.  Floating gate structure for EPROM/EEPROM.  The floating gate is completely isolated.

An unprogrammed transistor, with no charge on the floating gate, operates the same as a normal n-

transistor, with the access gate as the transistor’s gate.  To program the transistor, a high voltage

on the access gate plus a lower voltage on the drain accelerates electrons from the source fast

enough to travel across the gate oxide insulator to the floating gate.  This negative charge then

prevents the access gate from closing the source-drain connection during normal operation.  To

erase, EPROM uses UV light to accelerate electrons off the floating gate, while EEPROM

removes electrons by a technique similar to programming, but with the opposite polarity on the

access gate ([Altera93] pp. 467-471, [Wakerly94] pp. 399-400).

A simple example of this type of device is a memory.  A memory is a device with N address signals, M

outputs, and M*2N configuration points.  The configuration points can take on the value 0 or 1.  The address

lines select one of 2N sets of M configuration bits, and the outputs are set to the value of the selected M bits.

Thus, the memory can be used to implement any M functions of N  inputs, since each combination of these

N inputs can produce a unique output value on each of the M outputs.  There are a significant number of

different configuration technologies ([Brown92a] pp. 2-3).  Mask-programmable Read-Only Memories

(ROM) configure their logic like MPGAs, with the configuration fixed during manufacture at a silicon

foundry.  Field-programmable versions also exist, with the programming accomplished without custom

fabrication.  Thus, users can easily customize field-programmable chips at their workbenches.  Some

Programmable Read-Only Memories (PROMs) contain fuses that can be blown by selectively applying a

high voltage, permanently configuring the PROM.  Erasable PROMs (EPROM) allow the configuration to
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be changed by exposure to a UV light source, while Electrically Erasable PROMs (EEPROM) allow the

chip to be reprogrammed via a completely electrical process (Figure 5).  Finally, Random-Access

Memories (RAM) allow the configuration to be changed on the fly during circuit operation, allowing read-

write access to the chip, while ROMs are read-only.  Thus, configuration technology enables a large variety

of methods for setting the memory, from custom fabrication to one-time-programmable fuses to the

complete read-write flexibility of a RAM.  Other PLDs (as well as FPGAs, discussed later) will offer most

or all of these same programming technologies to configure their logic.

o1

o2

o3

i6i5i4i3i2i1 o1 o2 o3i6i5i4i3i2i1

Figure 6.  PAL (left) and PLA (right) structures [Biehl93].

While memories are able to implement logic functions, they are in general too inefficient for most

applications.  The problem is that most logic functions do not need the complete flexibility of the full

memory structure, and thus using a memory to implement these functions is quite inefficient (the memory

must double in size with each additional input).  A better alternative is the Programmable Array Logic

(PAL), a device optimized for implementing two-level sum-of-products logic structures (Figure 6 left).

The device consists of a set of arbitrary product terms (the AND gates) leading to OR gates that produce

the chip’s outputs.  As shown in Figure 7, these product terms are logic structures that can be programmed

to implement an AND of any or all of its inputs.  That is, the output is the NOR of all inputs whose

programmable connection is enabled, while the function is insensitive to inputs whose programmable

connections are disabled.  By inverting the signals coming into this function, the NOR function becomes an

AND.  Thus, the product term can become the AND of A and   B  by making connections P2 and P3, and
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disabling all other connections, while connections P2, P4, and P6 would make the AND of A, B, and C.

Since these product terms feed into an OR gate, multiple product terms can be ORed together.  By

programming two product terms leading to the same OR gate with the functions just discussed, the output

would be     (AB ) + (ABC) = A(B + C) .  While the implementation just discussed is less efficient than a

similar function in a small memory, the efficiency of the memory implementation degrades significantly as

the number of inputs increase.  However, a PAL is usually not able to implement all possible functions

because there are usually not enough product terms leading to the OR gates.  For example, to compute an

XOR function of 3 inputs requires 4 product terms (ABC,   A B C ,  A BC ,  AB C ), while the PAL structure

shown contains only 3 product terms per output.  Actual PALs can have many more inputs, outputs, and

product terms per output, as well as latches on the outputs with feedback paths to the product term array

(i.e., the output of the latch can be included in the product terms in the same way that inputs are handled).

Generic Array Logics (GALs) are similar to PALs, except that they are flexible enough to be configured to

implement several different types of PALs.  They also can include optional inversions on the output.  This

is important, since it is often much easier to implement the complement of a function in a sum-of-products

form and then invert it than it is to implement the uncomplemented sum-of-products form directly.  For

example, the function   ABCD( ) requires fifteen product terms to implement in sum-of-products form, while

the complement requires only one product term.

CBA

O

Vdd

A B C

O

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

Figure 7.  One portion of the PAL structure (top), and the corresponding implementation (bottom)

[Wakerly94].  The circles labeled P are programmable connections.  Note that the inverters are

swapped between the two versions.  In both circuits, the output value O is the AND of any or all

vertical lines, depending on which programmable connections are enabled.
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Figure 8.  The PML structure [Biehl93].

One limitation of a PAL is that product terms cannot be shared between outputs.  Thus, if two outputs both

require the product term   A BC , they would each need to generate the function with their own product

terms.  A different form of PLD, called a Programmable Logic Array (PLA), allows product terms to be

shared between output functions (Figure 6 right).  In a PLA, the AND array of product terms (the AND

plane) leads to a similar OR array (the OR plane).  These OR functions are implemented the same way the

AND functions are, except that instead of inverting the inputs, the outputs are inverted (since the base

structure computes a NOR, instead of inverting the inputs, which produces an AND, inverting the output

produces an OR).  Thus, the OR gates compute an OR of any or all of the input product terms.  Thus, the

XNOR and majority functions of three inputs can be implemented with five product terms, where a PAL

structure would require eight (the product terms are     A1 = (A BC ) ,     A2 =(AB C) ,     A3 =(ABC ) ,

    A4 = (A B C ) ,     A5 =(ABC) , and the output functions are     XNOR = A1 + A2 + A3 + A4( ) ,

    MAJ = (A2 + A3 + A4 + A5)).  While PLAs have more flexibility than PALs since the connections

between the AND and OR gates are programmable, this flexibility results in lower performance.  Primarily

the performance degradation is due to the fact that in a PLA a signal must travel through two

programmable connections (one in the AND plane, one in the OR plane), while in a PAL the signal goes
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through only one programmable connection.  These connections can add significant delay to the system.

Historically, PLAs were introduced before PALs, but PALs are today’s most commonly used PLD

[Wakerly94].

An even more general structure than the PLA is Programmable Macro Logic (PML).  As shown in Figure

8, instead of separate AND and OR structures in the PLA, the PML has a single array of NAND gates, with

the outputs feeding back into the array.  Thus, the output of a NAND gate can be used as an input to

another NAND gate in the same way as a chip input.  As we know from basic logic design, a two-level

NAND-NAND structure is identical to a two-level AND-OR structure, which means that the PML can

implement the same structures as a PAL or PLA.  However, by combining the AND and OR functionality

into a single array, the user can trade off the number of AND and OR terms on a per-mapping basis, as well

as choose to implement some outputs in 1, 2, 3, or more levels of logic, simply by using the proper

feedback paths.  However, just as in a PLA, each level must pass through a programmable connection, so

multi-level paths will be significantly slower than one or two-level paths.  A similar product, the ERASIC

[Jenkins94], uses a single array of NOR gates instead of the PML’s NAND gate structure.

o3

o4

o1

o2

Switch 
Matrix

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8 i9 i10 i11 i12

Figure 9.  CPLD structure.  The switch matrix provides configurable connectivity between the

inputs, logic arrays, and any feedbacks from outputs [Biehl93].
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While the previous structures are fine for small PLDs, they may not scale to larger arrays.  Primarily, as the

PLD gets larger, the number of connections to a given product term grows larger, slowing down the signal

propagation.  To deal with this, Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLDs) break the system up into

several smaller product term arrays, connected together with a switch matrix (Figure 9).  Thus, the CPLD

can be viewed as a collection of smaller PLDs and an interconnection network.  In this way, the CPLD can

have much larger capacity than a single PLD, while keeping propagation delays low.

Because of the regularity and simplicity of PLDs, it is fairly easy to map to a PLD, a process that has been

automated by software.  These tools can take logic equations and automatically create the configuration

files for the PLD.  CPLDs may complicate the process by having switch matrices with restricted

connectivity, as well as the requirement of partitioning the logic equations into the separate logic arrays,

but the process is still much simpler than for many other technologies.

Field-programmable gate arrays

Programmable logic devices concentrate primarily on two-level, sum-of-products implementations of logic

functions.  They have simple routing structures with predictable delays.  Since they are completely

prefabricated, they are ready to use in seconds, avoiding long delays for chip fabrication.  Field-

Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are also completely prefabricated, but instead of two-level logic they

are optimized for multi-level circuits.  This allows them to handle much more complex circuits on a single

chip, but it sacrifices the predictable delays of PLDs.  Note that FPGAs are often considered another form

of PLD, often under the heading Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD).  In this thesis, we will use

PLD to exclusively refer to the product-term oriented devices discussed in the previous section.

Polysilicon

Field 
Oxide

N+ diffusion
ONO

Dielectric

Figure 10.   Actel’s Programmable Low Impedance Circuit Element (PLICE).  As shown at left,

an unblown antifuse has an oxide-nitride-oxide (ONO) dielectric preventing current from flowing

between diffusion and polysilicon.  The antifuse can be blown by applying a 16 Volt pulse across

the dielectric.  This melts the dielectric, allowing a conducting channel to be formed (right).

Current is then free to flow between the diffusion and the polysilicon [Actel94, Greene93].
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Figure 11.  The Actel FPGA structure [Brown92a, Actel94].  Logic blocks (C-Modules and S-

Modules) are surrounded by horizontal routing channels like an MPGA.

Just as in PLDs, FPGAs are completely prefabricated, and contain special features for customization.

These configuration points are normally either SRAM cells or antifuses.  Antifuses are one-time

programmable devices (Figure 10), which when “blown” create a connection, while when “unblown” no

current can flow between their terminals (thus, it is an “anti”-fuse, since its behavior is opposite to a

standard fuse).  Because the configuration of an antifuse is permanent, antifuse-based FPGAs are one-time

programmable, while SRAM-based FPGAs are reprogrammable, even in the target system.  Since SRAMs

are volatile, an SRAM-based FPGA must be reprogrammed every time the system is powered up, usually

from a ROM included in the circuit to hold configuration files.  Note that FPGAs often have on-chip

control circuitry to automatically load this configuration data.  SRAM cells are larger than antifuses,

meaning that SRAM-based FPGAs will have less configuration points than an antifuse based FPGA.

However, SRAM-based FPGAs have numerous advantages.  Since they are reprogrammable, their

configurations can be changed for bug fixes or upgrades.  Thus they provide an ideal prototyping medium.

Also, these devices can be used in situations where they can expect to have numerous different

configurations, such as multi-mode systems and reconfigurable computing machines.  More details on such

applications are included in Chapter 3.  There are many different types of FPGAs, with many different
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structures.  Instead of discussing all of them here, which would be quite involved, this chapter will present

a few typical and well-known FPGAs.  Details on many others can be found elsewhere [Brown92a,

Rose93, Chan94, Jenkins94, Trimberger94, Oldfield95].
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Figure 12.  The Actel ACT 3 C-Module (left) and S-Module (right) [Actel94].
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Figure 13.  Actel routing structure [Actel94].  Circles are antifuses.  Signal lines passing straight

through an antifuse are always connected, while signals meeting at right angles in an antifuse or

only touching the outside are only connected when the antifuse is blown.
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One of the best known antifuse-based FPGAs is the Actel ACT series (we will discuss the third generation

FPGA, the ACT 3, in this section).  In many ways, the Actel FPGA is essentially a small MPGA that is

ready to use instantly.  The routing structure of the FPGA is very similar to an MPGA, with rows of logic

cells between horizontal routing channels (Figure 11).  The cells come in two types:  C-Modules, for purely

combinational functions, and S-Modules, for sequential logic (Figure 12).  Both cells have a logic function

based on a 4:1 multiplexer, though the control inputs are fed by either an AND or an OR gate.  By properly

assigning signals to inputs, this logic block can implement any 2-input function, and many other functions

of up to eight inputs.  To implement an arbitrary 2-input function, the two inputs are routed to A0 and A1,

with B1=0 & B0=1, and D00-D11 are assigned either 0 or 1 to implement the desired function.  To

implement a function such as a 4-input AND (I1*I2*I3*I4), A1=I1, B1=0, A0=I2, A1=I3, D11=I4, D00=0,

D01=0, D10=0.  Many other functions are possible.  In the S-Module, the logic block feeds into a flip-flop

for implementing stateholding elements.

Unlike an MPGA, an FPGA is completely prefabricated, so configuration hardware must be imbedded in

the system.  In the Actel FPGA, this is accomplished with antifuses scattered throughout the routing

topology (Figure 13).  Horizontal routing channels run between the rows, and are broken into multiple

segments.  At the ends of these segments are antifuses, allowing the segments to either be used separately

for two different signals (in which case the antifuse is left unblown), or combined together into a single

longer route.  Inputs to the logic cells come from signals in the channel directly above or below the cell

(each input can take signals from only one of these tracks, with half coming from the upper and half from

the lower).  Which signal is chosen depends on which antifuse is blown.  Antifuses are provided for

connecting the input to any of the signals in the track, including dedicated power and ground lines for tying

inputs to a constant value.  The output of a cell is connected to a vertical wire (an output track) traversing

the two channels above and two channels below the cell.  There are also vertical wires (LVTs) traversing

most of the chip.  Some of these are segmented, though segments can be combined together in a similar

fashion to that used for horizontal tracks.  Antifuses are provided for connecting an output to any of the

LVTs, and for connecting either the LVTs or the output tracks to any signal in the horizontal channels.

Overall, the architecture is optimized primarily for horizontal routing, with approximately twice as many

wires running horizontally as vertically.  Thus, routes will primarily use the dedicated output track to reach

the nearest four channels, and then route horizontally to all the signal destinations.  Signals that must move

further than the dedicated output will reach will have to use the LVTs, but a good logic placement will

avoid this as much as possible.

Antifuses have a significant impact on both the architecture and usage of these systems.  Since antifuses are

much smaller than other programming technologies, an antifuse-based FPGA has many more configuration
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sites than an SRAM based FPGA.  Thus, the number of choices in the routing structure is much higher than

in other FPGAs.  On the other hand, since the chips are not reprogrammable, they cannot be changed later

for bug corrections, upgrades, nor used in reconfigurable systems.  This means that an antifuse-based

FPGA is essentially a slow, small MPGA which does not require custom fabrication.  They are slower and

less dense since in an MPGA the user has more control over the fabrication of the metal layers of the chip,

while an antifuse-based FPGA must make the routing general enough to handle a wide range of

applications.  However, since they do not require custom fabrication in order to configure the chip, they are

less expensive (at least at low volumes) than MPGAs, and are ready to use instantaneously.

READ or WRITE

DATA

Q

Q

I1I2 I3

OUT

P1

P3

P5

P7

P2

P4

P6

P8

Figure 14.  Programming bit for SRAM-based FPGAs (left) [Xilinx94], and a 3-input LUT

(right).

In SRAM-based FPGAs memory cells are scattered throughout the FPGA instead of antifuses.  As shown

in Figure 14 left, a pair of cross-coupled inverters will sustain whatever value is programmed onto them.  A

single n-transistor gate is provided for either writing a value (the ratio of sizes between the transistor and

the upper inverter is set to allow values sent through the n-transistor to overpower the inverter), or reading a

value back out.  The readback feature is used during debugging to determine the current state of the system.

The actual control of the FPGA is handled by the Q and   Q  outputs.  One simple application of an SRAM

bit is to have the Q terminal connected to the gate of an n-transistor.  If a 1 is assigned to the programming

bit, the transistor is closed, and values can pass between the source and drain.  If a 0 is assigned, the

transistor is opened, and values cannot pass.  Thus, this construct operates similarly to an antifuse, though it

requires much more area.  These programming bits can also be fed into decoders, allowing a few bits to

control multiple features where only one feature can be active at a time.  One of the most useful SRAM-

based structures is the lookup table (LUT).  By connecting 2N programming bits to a multiplexer (Figure 14

right), any N-input function can be implemented.  Although it can require a large amount of programming

bits for large N, LUTs of up to 5 inputs can provide a flexible, powerful function implementation medium.

Note that inverters may be necessary between the programming bits and the multiplexer to avoid the

programming bit’s value from being overwritten during operation.
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Figure 15.  The Xilinx 4000 series FPGA structure [Xilinx94].  Logic blocks are surrounded by

horizontal and vertical routing channels.

One of the best known of all FPGAs is the Xilinx Logic Cell Arrays (LCAs) [Trimberger93, Xilinx94].  In

this section we will describe their third generation FPGA, the Xilinx 4000 series.  As opposed to Actel’s

channel architecture, the Xilinx array is an “Island-style” FPGA [Trimberger94].  As shown in Figure 15,

the logic cells are embedded in a general routing structure that permits arbitrary point-to-point

communication.  There is no horizontal bias in the routing (as is found in the Actel FPGAs), and the only

requirement for good routing is that the source and destinations be relatively close together.  Details of the

routing structure are shown in Figure 16.  Each of the inputs of the cell (F1-F4, G1-G4, C1-C4, K) comes

from one of a set of tracks adjacent to the cells.  The outputs are similar (X, XQ, Y, YQ), except they have

the choice of both horizontal and vertical tracks.  The routing structure is made up of three lengths of lines.

Single-length lines travel the height of a single cell, where they then enter a switch matrix (Figure 17 right).

The switch matrix allows this signal to travel out vertically and/or horizontally from the switch matrix.

Thus, multiple single-length lines can be cascaded together to travel longer distances.  Double-length lines

are similar, except that they travel the height of two cells before entering a switch matrix (notice that only

half the double-length lines enter the switch matrix, and there is a twist in the middle of the line).  Thus,

double-length lines are useful for longer-distance routing, traversing two cell heights without the extra
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delay and the wasted configuration sites of an intermediate switch matrix.  Finally, longlines are lines that

go half the chip height, and do not enter the switch matrix.  In this way, very long-distance routes can be

accommodated efficiently.  With this rich sea of routing resources, the Xilinx 4000 series is able to handle

fairly arbitrary routing demands, though mappings emphasizing local communication will still be handled

more efficiently.
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Figure 16.  Details of the Xilinx 4000 series routing structure [Xilinx94].  The CLBs are

surrounded by vertical and horizontal routing channels containing Single-Length Lines, Double-

Length Lines, and Longlines.  Empty diamonds represent programmable connections between

perpendicular signal lines (signal lines touching on opposite sides of the diamonds are always

connected).

As shown in Figure 17 left, the Xilinx 4000 series logic cell is made up of three lookup-tables (LUTs), two

programmable flip-flops, and multiple programmable multiplexers.  The LUTs allow arbitrary

combinational functions of its inputs to be created.  Thus, the structure shown can perform any function of
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five inputs (using all three LUTs, with the F & G inputs identical), any two functions of four inputs (the

two 4-input LUTs used independently), or some functions of up to nine inputs (using all three LUTs, with

the F & G inputs different).  SRAM controlled multiplexers then can route these signals out the X and Y

outputs, as well as to the two flip-flops.  The inputs at top (C1-C4) provide the third input to the 3-input

LUT, enable and set or reset signals to the flip-flops, and a direct connection to the flip-flop inputs.  This

structure yields a very powerful method of implementing arbitrary, complex digital logic.  Note that there

are several additional features of the Xilinx FPGA not shown in these figures, including support for

embedded memories and carry chains.
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Figure 17.  Details of the Xilinx CLB (left) and switchbox (top right) [Xilinx94].  The

multiplexers, LUTs, and latches in the CLB are configured by SRAM bits.  Diamonds in the

switchbox represent six individual connections (bottom right), allowing any permutation of

connections between the four signals incident to the diamond.

While many SRAM-based FPGAs are designed like the Xilinx architecture, with a routing structure

optimized for arbitrary, long-distance communications, several other FPGAs concentrate instead on local

communication.  The “Cellular” style FPGAs [Trimberger94] feature fast, local communication resources,

at the expense of more global, long-distance signals.  As shown in Figure 18, the CLi FPGA [Jenkins94]
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has an array of cells, with a small amount of routing resources running horizontally and vertically between

the cells.  There is one local communication bus on each side of the cell.  It runs the height of eight cells, at

which point it enters a repeater.  Express buses are similar to local buses, except that there are no

connections between the express buses and the cells.  The repeaters allow access to the express buses.

These repeaters can be programmed to connect together any of the two local buses and two express buses

connected to it.  Thus, a small amount of global communication can be accomplished on the local and

express buses, with the local buses allowing shorter-distance communications and connections to the cells,

while express buses allow longer-distance connections between local buses.

While the local and global buses allow some of the routing flexibility of the Xilinx FPGA’s arbitrary

routing structure, there are much fewer buses in the CLi architecture than are present in the Xilinx FPGA.

The CLi FPGA instead features a significant amount of local communication resources.  As shown in

Figure 19, each cell receives two signals from each of its four neighbors.  It then sends the same two

outputs (A and B) to all of its neighbors.  That is, the cell one to the north will send signals AN and BN,

and the cell one to the south will send AS and BS, while both will receive the same signals A and B.  The

input signals become the inputs to the logic cell (Figure 20).

Instead of Xilinx’s LUTs, which require a large amount of programming bits per cell, the CLi logic block is

much simpler.  It has multiplexers controlled by SRAM bits which select one each of the A and B outputs

of the neighboring cells.  These are then fed into AND and XOR gates within the cell, as well as a flip-flop.

Although the possible functions are complex, notice that there is a path leading to the B output that

produces the NAND of the selected A and B inputs, and sending it out the B output.  This path is enabled

by setting the two 2:1 multiplexers to their constant input, and setting B’s output multiplexer to the 3rd

input from the top.  Thus, the cell is functionally complete.  Also, with the XOR path leading to output A,

the cell can efficiently implement a half-adder.  The cell can perform a pure routing function by connecting

one of the A inputs to the A output, and any of the B inputs to the B output, or vice-versa.  This routing

function is created by setting the two 2:1 multiplexers to their constant inputs, and setting A’s and B’s

output multiplexer to either of their top two inputs.  There are also provisions for bringing in or sending out

a signal on one or more of the neighboring local buses (NS1, NS2, EW1, EW2).  Note that since there is

only a single wire connecting the bus terminals, there can only be a single signal sent or received from the

local buses.  If more than one of the buses is connected to the cell, they will be coupled together.  Thus, the

cell can take a signal running horizontally on an EW local bus, and send it vertically on a NS local bus,

without using up the cell’s logic functionality.  However, by bringing a signal in from the local buses, the

cell can implement two 3-input functions.
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logic cell repeater

Figure 18.  The CLi6000 routing architecture [Jenkins94].  One 8x8 tile, plus a single set of

surrounding rows and columns, is shown.  The full array has many of these tiles abutted

horizontally and vertically.

The major differences between the Island style architecture of the Xilinx 4000 series and the Cellular style

of the CLi FPGA is in their routing structure and cell granularity.  The Xilinx 4000 series is optimized for

complex, irregular random logic.  They feature a powerful routing structure optimized for arbitrary global

routing, and large logic cells capable of providing arbitrary 4-input and 5-input functions.  This provides a

very flexible architecture, though one that requires a large amount of programming bits per cell (and thus

cells that take up a large amount of space on the chip).  In contrast, the CLi architecture is optimized for

highly local, pipelined circuits such as systolic arrays and bit-serial arithmetic.  Thus, they emphasize local

communication at the expense of global routing, and have simple cells.  Because of the very simple logic
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cells there will be many more CLi cells on a chip than is found in the Xilinx FPGA, yielding a greater logic

capacity for those circuits that match the FPGA’s structure.  Because of the restricted routing, the CLi

FPGA is much harder to automatically map to than the Xilinx 4000 series, though the simplicity of the CLi

architecture make it easier for a human designer to hand-map to the CLi’s structure.  Thus, in general

cellular architectures tend to appeal to designers with appropriate circuit structures who are willing to spend

the effort to hand-map their circuits to the FPGA, while the Xilinx 4000 series is more appropriate for

handling random-logic tasks and automatically-mapped circuits.
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Figure 19.  Details of the CLi routing architecture [Jenkins94].

Compared with technologies such as full-custom, standard cells, and MPGAs, FPGAs will in general be

slower and less dense.  In the case of SRAM-based FPGAs, this is due to the configuration points, which

take up a significant amount of space, and add extra capacitance and resistance (and thus delay) to the

signal lines.  Thus, the programming bits add an unavoidable overhead to the circuit, which can be reduced

by limiting the configurability of the FPGA, but never totally eliminated.  Also, since the metal layers in an

FPGA are prefabricated, while the other technologies custom fabricate the metal layers for a given circuit,

the FPGA will have less optimized routing.  This again results in slower and larger circuits.  However, even

given these downsides, FPGAs have the advantage that they are completely prefabricated.  This means that
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they are ready to use instantly, while mask-programmed technologies can require weeks to be customized.

Also, since there is no custom fabrication involved in an FPGA, the fabrication costs can be amortized over

all the users of the architecture, removing the significant NRE’s of other technologies.  However, per-chip

costs will in general be higher, making the technology better suited for low volume applications.  Also,

since SRAM-based FPGAs are reprogrammable, they are ideal for prototyping, since the chips are reusable

after bug fixes or upgrades, where mask-programmed and antifuse versions would have to be discarded.
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Figure 20.  The CLi logic cell [Jenkins94].

Although, as we just discussed, FPGAs have an unavoidable overhead due to configurability, making them

slower and larger than mask-programmed and custom technologies developed in the same processes,

SRAM-based FPGAs may give the designer access to better fabrication technology than other approaches.

Specifically, as a fabrication process is being readied for production use, the fabricator will produce some

early designs to debug the technology.  In general, the first chips off the line are test structures, and then

SRAMs.  Increasingly, an SRAM-based FPGA is the next chip to be fabricated on these lines.  For the

fabricator, SRAM-based FPGAs have the advantages that they can quickly be designed for a given

technology, since they consist of a single tile replicated across the chip surface, yet are highly testable

because of their programmability, and have many of the same features of full-custom designs.  Thus, an

FPGA can quickly be created in a technology, and used for fault location and diagnosis to isolate errors in

the fabrication process.  For the FPGA manufacturer (which often do not have their own fabrication lines,

and thus use outside fabricators), this gives them the earliest access to a new process technology, increasing
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the performance and capacity of their products.  Antifuse-based FPGAs do not have this same advantage.

Creating the antifuses requires extra fabrication steps.  This complicates the fabrication, relegating antifuse

manufacture to older, lower quality fabrication processes.  While antifuses are much denser than SRAM

bits, which makes antifuse-based FPGAs denser than SRAM-based FPGAs created with the same process,

an SRAM-based FPGA’s access to new fabrication technologies may offset this cost.
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Figure 21.  The Aptix FPIC architecture [Aptix93a].  The boxed P indicates an I/O pin.

A technology similar to SRAM-based FPGAs is Field-Programmable Interconnect Components (FPIC)

[Aptix93a] and Devices (FPID) [I-Cube94] (we will use FPIC from now on to refer to both FPIC & FPID

devices).  Like an SRAM-based FPGA, an FPIC is a completely prefabricated device with an SRAM-

configured routing structure (Figure 21).  Unlike an FPGA, an FPIC has no logic capacity.  Thus, the only

use for an FPIC is as a device to arbitrarily interconnect its I/O pins.  While this is not generally useful for

production systems, since a fixed interconnection pattern can be achieved by the printed circuit board that

holds the circuit, it can be quite useful in prototyping and reconfigurable computing (these applications are

discussed in Chapter 3).  In each of these cases, the connections between the chips in the system may need

to be reconfigurable, or this connection pattern may change over time.  In a reconfigurable computer, many

different mappings will be loaded onto the system, and each of them may desire a different interconnection

pattern.  In prototyping, the connections between chips may need to be changed over time for bug fixes and
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functionality upgrades.  In either case, by routing all of the I/O pins of the logic-bearing chips to FPICs, the

interconnection pattern can easily be changed over time.  Thus, fixed routing patterns can be avoided,

hopefully increasing the performance and capacity of the prototyping or reconfigurable computing

machine.

There is some question about the economic viability of FPICs.  The problem is that they must provide some

advantage over an FPGA with the same I/O capacity, since in general an FPGA can perform the same role

as the FPIC.  One possibility is providing significantly more I/O pins in an FPIC than are available in an

FPGA.  This can be a major advantage, since it takes a significant amount of smaller I/O chips to match the

functionality of a single high-I/O chip (i.e., a chip with N I/Os requires three chips with 2/3 the I/Os to

match the flexibility).  However, because the packaging technology necessary for such high I/O chips is

somewhat exotic, FPICs can be expensive.  Another possibility is to provide higher performance or smaller

chip size with the same I/O capacity.  Since there is no logic on the chip, the space and capacitance due to

the logic can be removed.  However, even with these possible advantages, FPICs face the significant

disadvantage that they are restricted to a limited application domain.  Specifically, while FPGAs can be

used for prototyping, reconfigurable computing, small volume products, fast time-to-market systems, and

multi-mode systems, FPICs are restricted to the interconnection portion of prototyping and reconfigurable

computing solutions.  Thus, FPICs may never become commodity parts, greatly increasing their unit cost.

Discrete components

In the previous sections we have discussed custom fabricated and field-programmable implementation

technologies for digital logic.  The final alternative is to use standardized, non-programmable chips.

Specifically, simple logic structures such as inverters, 2-input to 4-input logic gates, and latches can be

prefabricated on individual small chips.  By connecting these chips in the proper manner, the desired

functionality can be implemented.  This interconnection is done at the board level, either by prototyping

methods such as wire-wrap and breadboarding, or by fabricating a custom circuit board to hold the parts.

Performing the routing customization at the board level instead of the chip level tends to be cheaper and

requires less lead time, since board fabrication is much simpler than chip fabrication.  Also, since the chips

are simple and standardized, they can be prefabricated, and will be quite cheap because of their small size

and their economies of scale.  These discrete components have been used in many different circuits,

amortizing many of the costs.  However, since each of the chips will hold only a small amount of logic

(perhaps four 2-input functions), a large circuit will require a large amount of chips.  This slows down the

circuit, complicates the circuit board design, and greatly increases the circuit board size.  Thus, while this

approach may be cheap for small circuits, it quickly becomes unattractive for large systems.
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Microcontrollers and DSPs

By prefabricating all of the components, a discrete component methodology reduces costs and avoids

delays associated with custom fabrication.  In the discrete component approach, all the chips are quite

simple, having very restrictive functionality.  However, premade components do not necessarily need to be

simple.  For example, microprocessors are completely prefabricated, but are some of the most complex

chips currently made.  Premade components can be found for many standardized, generally useful

applications.  Two types of premade components that merit special consideration are microcontrollers and

digital signal processors (DSPs).  These are complex, prefabricated parts that are widely used for many

applications.

    
Out = Ci × Xi( )

i = 1

k

∑

Equation 1.  FIR filter equation.

A microcontroller is essentially a simple microprocessor optimized for embedded control situations.  The

microcontroller has much the same internal structure as a microprocessor, with a datapath capable of

performing complex operations and control flow dictated by a series of instructions.  The major difference

between a microcontroller and a microprocessor is that the microcontroller tends to be smaller, slower, and

have a smaller address space, but it has more interfaces for external communications.  Many

microcontrollers are only 8-bit or 16-bit processors, with memories on the order of only a few kilobytes.

However, because they are simple, they can be very cheap.  This makes them ideal for control applications,

moderating the operation of embedded systems such as automobile engines, microwave ovens, and many

other applications.  Since they have good external connectivity, and since the performance demands of

these applications are in general relatively low, a microcontroller becomes a very cheap alternative to either

a large number of discrete components, or expensive custom ASICs.  The operation of the microcontroller

is completely dictated by a program stored either in an internal or external PROM, making it field-

programmable much in the same way as PLDs and FPGAs.  However, a microcontroller is capable of much

more complex control flow than an equivalent PLD or FPGA, albeit at a much slower speed, making it

valuable for many applications.  Also, since many applications will fit into the on-chip ROM, a

microcontroller provides a complete, highly integrated processing element for many applications.

Replacing a microcontroller with a standard microprocessor would require several more chips, since

standard microprocessors require separate chips to implement the ROM and the external interfaces.
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Figure 22.  An example DSP architecture [Lee88].  The datapath is at left, which is optimized for

high-speed multiply-accumulate computations.  Shifters are provided to scale values to avoid

overflows.  At center is the data RAM addressing hardware, and at right is the program fetch

hardware and the I/O controller.

Digital signal processors (DSPs) [Lee88, Lee89] are also quite similar to microprocessors, but instead of

using slow, simple processors to reduce costs like a microcontroller, a DSP is highly optimized to provide

the highest possible performance for a restricted application domain.  A DSP is designed to perform

multiply-accumulate operations (A := A + B*C) as fast as possible.  An example of a DSP architecture is

shown in Figure 22.  As can be seen, the DSP includes instruction and data addressing hardware like a

microprocessor, but the datapath is optimized for multiply-accumulate operations instead of the more

general operations found in a standard processor.  Because of the restricted application domain, the

processor can be optimized to achieve high performance operations, at least for those operations that fit the

DSP’s computation model.  This yields a programmable processor capable of handling many signal

processing tasks.  For example, a finite impulse response (FIR) filter computes the function shown in
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Equation 1, where   X i  is the input value received i steps previous.  This computation fits the multiply-

accumulate model quite well, and current DSPs can compute a k-input FIR filter in one step per input.

Design style summary

In the previous sections we have discussed many different methods for implementing digital logic.  For

traditional logic implementation tasks the choice of implementation technology is usually most constrained

by capacity, performance, and price.  Full-custom designs provide the highest capacity and highest

performance, but at a significant price.  Other implementations tend to be cheaper (at least in lower

volumes), but have lower capacity and performance.  In order, from highest capacity and performance to

lowest, are Standard Cell, MPGA, FPGA, PLD, and discrete component implementations.  The same

ordering is true in price, at least at low volumes, with Standard Cell and MPGA implementations costing

the most, and FPGA, PLD, and discrete component implementations costing the least.  Thus, when

choosing an implementation technology, the designer will use the lowest price device that can meet their

capacity and performance demands.  FPGA and MPGA designs are normally preferred over full-custom

implementations, but they may not be powerful enough to handle the designer’s needs.  Note that as the

volume of parts produced increases, the cost of the various technologies changes.  Specifically, while

FPGAs and PLDs are much cheaper than other technologies at low volumes, since they have no up-front

costs for masks and other fabrication costs, their unit costs are much higher than other technologies.  Full

custom designs have the highest startup costs, because none of their fabrication is shared with other

products, and the design process is quite complex.  However, as the quantity of parts produced grows, this

fixed cost is amortized over a larger number of chips.  This makes the per-chip costs dominate, and a full-

custom design becomes the cheapest implementation.

In some cases, the most important feature of an implementation technology is not cost, capacity, or

performance, but is instead some other issue.  For example, time-to-market can often be a primary factor.

If a product must wait for the design and fabrication of a full-custom design, it will take many months or

even years for the product to reach the market.  However, if an FPGA or PLD implementation is chosen,

the logic might be ready in a matter of days.  Note that a hybrid approach is also possible.  A product can

be quickly implemented in FPGAs, and brought to market quickly.  While the FPGA-based version is

shipped, an MPGA or full-custom implementation can be readied.  Once this design is debugged and

fabricated, it will replace the FPGAs in the product being shipped.  Thus, the lower per-unit costs of an

MPGA or full-custom design decrease costs for later products, while the FPGA implementation allows the

product to be brought to market as soon as possible.
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There are many other situations where the unique abilities of FPGAs play a critical role.  These are detailed

in Chapter 3.  As we will show, the reprogrammability of FPGAs, coupled with their ability to contain

significant amounts of logic, open up many opportunities not possible in other technologies.

Overview of single FPGA mapping software

While some circuits are designed by hand, in many cases automatic mapping software is critical to logic

development.  This is particularly true for technologies such as FPGAs, where in general the complete

mapping process is carried out by mapping software.  In the following sections we will discuss some of the

most important steps in mapping to LUT (lookup-table) based FPGAs.  Note that the process is similar, but

not identical, for other types of FPGAs.  First is technology mapping, which restructures the input netlist

into the logic blocks of the FPGA.  Next, placement decides which specific logic blocks inside the FPGA

will contain the logic functions created by technology mapping.  Finally, routing determines what routing

resources inside the FPGA will be used to carry the signal from where they are generated to where they are

used.  A more detailed treatment of all of these tasks can be found elsewhere [Venkateswaran94].

Technology mapping

The user of an FPGA provides as input a circuit specified as some interconnection of basic logic gates and

functions.  These functions may havemore or less inputs than the LUT in the FPGAs that will implement

them.  When the logic gate has too many inputs, it needs to be split into smaller functions that can fit inside

the LUTs in the FPGAs.  If the gates have too few inputs, several interconnected gates could be combined

to fit into a single LUT, decreasing the amount of LUTs needed to handle the mapping.  By reducing the

number of LUTs, more logic can be fit in the same sized FPGA, or a smaller FPGA could be used.  The

process of restructuring the logic to best fit the logic blocks in an FPGA is called technology mapping.

There are many different methods and approaches to the technology mapping of circuits for FPGA

implementation [Brown92a, Vincentelli93].  An example of this process is shown in Figure 23.  The circuit

at left is restructured into four 5-input LUTs, designated by the gray loops at right.  Some of the logic

function, such as gate 7 at left, have more inputs than the LUT can handle.  Thus, the gate will be

decomposed into two gates (7 and 8 at right).  Then, the gates are grouped together into LUTs, while trying

to minimize the total number of LUTs required.  Note that this grouping can be complex.  For example,

even though gates 1 and 3 each have three inputs, and thus should not fit into a single LUT with gate 2,

since input C is shared between the two gates a single 5-input LUT can handle all three gates.  Finding this

reconvergent fanout can be difficult.  Also, this grouping process can cause the logic to be restructured.

For example, gate 5 at left is duplicated, creating gates 5 and 6 at right.  Although this seems like it would
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increase the hardware cost, replicating the logic can actually reduce the logic cost.  In the example shown,

if gate 5 was not replicated, it could not be grouped with either of its fanouts, since by grouping a gate with

its fanout the gate’s output is no longer available to other functions.  However, by duplicating the gate, the

duplicates can each be grouped with one of the fanouts, reducing the total LUT count.
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Figure 23.  Example of 5-input LUT technology mapping.  The input circuit (left) is restructured

and grouped together into 5-input functions (right).  The gray loops at right indicate individual

LUTs.  The numbers on the gates are for identification.

Many approaches and optimizations are possible for technology mapping.  Instead of just mapping for LUT

count, some algorithms optimize for performance or routeability (i.e., how easy it is to route the logic

generated by technology mapping).  Also, real FPGAs usually have logic blocks that are more complex

than a single n-input LUT, and thus require more complex mapping algorithms.  Numerous approaches to

these and other mapping issues are presented in the literature.

Placement

Placement takes the logic functions formed by technology mapping and assigns them to specific logic

blocks in the FPGA.  This process can have a large impact on the capacity and performance of the FPGA.

Specifically, routing between distant points in an FPGA requires a significant amount of routing resources.
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Thus, this path will be much slower, and use up many valuable resources.  Because of this, the primary goal

of placement is to minimize the length of signal wires in the FPGA.  To do this, logic blocks that

communicate with one another are placed as close together as possible.  For example, Figure 24 shows a

placement of the logic functions created by technology mapping in Figure 23.  Since function 2 takes the

output of function 1 as an input, and shares inputs F, G, and H with function 3, function 2 is placed

between function 1 and function 3.  Also, F, G, and H are assigned to I/O blocks close to function 2.
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Figure 24.  Placement of the circuit from Figure 23.  The numbers are the number of the LUT

(from the technology mapping) assigned to that logic block, while the letters are the assignment of

input signals to I/O blocks.

Placement is a complex balancing act.  Logic circuits tend to have a significant amount of connectivity,

with many different functions communicating together.  Trying to find the best 2D layout of these elements

can be quite difficult, since many functions may want to be placed together to minimize communications,

while only a small fraction will fit within a given region of the FPGA.  Thus, the placement tool must

decide which functions are most important to place together, not just to minimize the distances of

communications between these functions, but to minimize the total communication in the system.
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The most common technique for performing placement for FPGAs (as well as other technologies) is

simulated annealing [Shahookar91].  In order to use simulated annealing to solve an optimization problem,

the programmer must generate a cost function and a move function.  A cost function looks at a state of the

system and assigns a value to the desirability of that state, with a lower value indicating a better result.  For

placement, a state of the system would be an assignment of logic functions to logic blocks, and I/O

connections to I/O blocks.  A cost function could be the total wirelength necessary to route in this

configuration (this would need to be an estimate, since exact numbers are time-consuming to calculate, and

simulated annealing requires the cost metric to be quickly computed).  Thus, states that have the smallest

cost would require the least amount of routing, and thus would be better placements.  More complex cost

metrics, which take into account issues such as critical paths, are also possible.  A move function is simply

a method of transforming the current state of the system into a new state.  Through repeated applications,

this function should be capable of transforming any state of the system to any other.  For placement, a

move function could be to randomly pick two logic blocks in the FPGA and swap their contents.
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Figure 25.  An example of a local minima in placement.  The circuit at center, placed as shown at

left, is in a local minima.  No swap of logic or I/O functions will reduce the total wirelength.

However, the placement at right is significantly better.

One way to perform placement once a cost and move function are defined is to first pick a random starting

point.  The algorithm then repeatedly applies the move function to the current state of the system,

generating a new state.  If this state has a lower cost than the current state, it is accepted, and replaces the

current state.  Otherwise the current state is retained.  Thus, this algorithm will greedily accept good moves,

and move into a local minimum in the cost function’s state space.  The problem is that most cost functions

have a huge number of local minima, many of which are much worse than the optimal placement (Figure
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25).  Specifically, from a given state there may be no way to swap two logic functions and reduce the cost

(thus, we are in a local minima), though two or more pairs of swaps can greatly improve the placement.

Simulated annealing avoids the problem of getting caught in local minima.  Like the greedy algorithm,

simulated annealing takes the current state, uses the move function to generate a new state, and compares

the cost metric in both states.  If the move is a good move (that is, the cost function is lower for the new

state than the old state) the new state replaces the current state.  However, instead of rejecting all bad

moves (move that increase the cost function), simulated annealing accepts some bad moves as well.  In this

way, the algorithm can get out of a local minima by accepting one or two bad moves.  Subsequent good

moves will then improve the results again, hopefully finding better results than the previous local minima.

The method of how to determine what bad moves to accept is critical.  The probability of accepting a bad

move is usually     exp(−∆C/T) , where   ∆C  is the difference between the current and the new state’s cost

functions, and T is the temperature, a parameter that allows more or less bad moves to be accepted.

Whenever the algorithm finds a bad move, it calculates the different between the current and new state.

The algorithm then randomly determines whether to accept this bad move, and it is more likely to accept

moves causing small increases in the cost function than big increases in the cost function (that is, the worse

the move, the less like it is to be accepted).  Also, over time it gets pickier, accepting less and less bad

moves.  This is done by lowering the temperature parameter T.  At the beginning of the annealing the

algorithm accepts many bad moves, and randomly wanders around the search space.  Since it always

accepts good moves, it tends to stay in the portion of the search space where better states are found, but the

large amount of bad moves accepted keep it from getting stuck in any one place.  As time goes on, T is

decreased, and the algorithm accepts less and less bad moves.  As this happens, it gets harder for the

algorithm to wander away from the areas in the cost function where the better states are found.  Thus, it is

stuck in one region of the state space based on very coarse-grain measures of goodness, and it begins to

stay in parts of this region where better states are found.  The algorithm continues to accept less and less

bad moves, until eventually it accepts only good moves.  At this point, the algorithm is zeroing in on a local

minima, though this minima tends to be much better than the average local minima in the search space,

since the algorithm has slowly gravitated to areas in the search space where better states are found.  In this

way, simulated annealing can find much better results than greedy approaches in complex search spaces.

By applying simulated annealing to a placement problem, the complex relationships between the functions

in the mapping can be considered.  The algorithm will slowly optimize the state, coming up with a good

final placement.  Note that simulated annealing can be quite time-consuming.  This is because the
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algorithm must be allowed to accept many good and bad moves at each acceptance level, so that the

algorithm can explore much of the search space.  Thus, multiple hour annealing runs are not exceptional.

Routing

Routing for FPGAs is the process of deciding exactly which routing resources will be used to carry signals

from where they are generated (the source) to where they are used (the destinations).  Unlike many other

technologies, FPGAs have prefabricated routing resources.  Thus, instead of trying to limit the size of

routing channels (the goal in standard cell routing), an FPGA router must work within the framework of the

architecture’s resources.  Thus, the router must consider the congestion of signals in a channel, making sure

than no more routes are made through a region than there are resources to support them.  Otherwise, if too

many resources are required the routing fails, while in other technologies the region could just be enlarged.
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Figure 26.  Routing of the placement from Figure 24.  The small black squares are the

configuration points used for this mapping.

An example of the routing of the placement from Figure 24 is shown in Figure 26.  The router must decide

which inputs and outputs of the logic blocks to connect to, which channels to route through, and how to
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connect through the switchboxes in the architecture.  It is allowed to choose which terminal on the logic

block to connect to because the logic is implemented in LUTs, and all inputs to a LUT are equivalent

(assuming the programming of the LUT is modified accordingly).  In deciding which channels and wires to

use, and how to connect through the switchboxes, the router must ensure that there are enough resources to

carry the signal in the chosen routing regions, as well as leaving enough resources to route the other signals

in the system.  One algorithm for performing this routing is presented in [Brown92b].  Here, the algorithm

is divided into a global and a detailed router.  The global router picks which routing regions the signal will

move through.  Thus, it will select the routing channels used to carry a signal, as well as the switchboxes it

will move through.  In this process, it takes care not to assign more signals to a channel than there are

wires.  However, the global router does not decide which specific wires to use to carry the signal.  The

detailed router handles this problem, making sure that it finds a connected series of wires, in the channels

and switchboxes chosen by the global router, that connects from the source to all the destinations.  Both

algorithms worry both about congestion-avoidance, making sure that all signals can be successfully routed,

as well as minimizing wirelength and capacitance on the path, attempting to optimize the performance of

the circuit.  By running both algorithms together, a complete routing solution can be created.

Software summary

Tools are available that automatically map a structural circuit into FPGA logic.  This involves several steps.

First, technology mapping restructures the logic to fit the logic blocks of the FPGA, attempting to minimize

the number of blocks required.  Then, placement assigns these functions to locations in the FPGA,

attempting to minimize the routing required.  Finally, routing determines which specific resources in the

FPGA will carry the signals from source to destinations, simultaneously attempting to route the largest

number of signals, and achieve the fastest implementation.  Once routing is done, there is a complete

description of how the circuit should be mapped to the FPGA.  A simple translation takes this description

and creates a programming file that, when downloaded to the FPGA, implements the desired functionality.

As discussed, mapping to a single FPGA is a highly automated process.  The user is only required to

specify the desired functionality, and the software automatically creates a realization.  This thesis concerns

systems of FPGAs used to implement circuits.  While many of the issues are different for the multi-chip

case than for the single chip implementations discussed here, single-chip mapping tools are still important.

Specifically, several software steps, applied in series, reduce a multi-FPGA mapping into several single-

FPGA mappings.  Then, single-chip mapping tools are applied to the system’s chips.  In Chapter 9 we

discuss the algorithms necessary to convert a multi-FPGA mapping into several single-FPGA mappings.



Chapter 3.  Multi-FPGA System Applications

In Chapter 2 we discussed many different implementation technologies for digital logic, considering

primarily how these various mediums support standard circuit designs.  However, with the development of

FPGAs, there are now opportunities for implementing quite different systems than were possible with other

technologies.  In this chapter we will discuss many of these new opportunities, especially those of multi-

FPGA systems.

When FPGAs were first introduced, they were primarily considered to be just another form of gate array.

While they had lower speed and capacity, and had a higher unit cost, they did not have the large startup

costs and lead times necessary for MPGAs.  Thus, they could be used for implementing random logic and

glue logic in small volume systems with non-aggressive speed and capacity demands.  If the capacity of a

single FPGA was not enough to handle the desired functionality, multiple FPGAs could be included on the

board, distributing the functionality between these chips.

FPGAs are more than just slow, small gate arrays.  The critical feature of (SRAM-based) FPGAs is their in-

circuit reprogrammability.  Since their programming can be changed quickly, without any rewiring or

refabrication, they can be used in a much more flexible manner than standard gate arrays.  One example of

this is multi-mode hardware.  For example, when designing a digital tape recorder with error-correcting

codes, one way to implement such a system is to have separate code generation and code checking

hardware built into the tape machine.  However, there is no reason to have both of these functions available

simultaneously, since when reading from the tape there is no need to generate new codes, and when writing

to the tape the code checking hardware will be idle.  Thus, we can have an FPGA in the system, and have

two different configurations stored in ROM, one for reading and one for writing.  In this way, a single piece

of hardware handles multiple different functionalities.  There have been several multi-configuration

systems built from FPGAs, including the just mentioned tape machine, generic printer interface cards with

configurations for specific printers, pivoting monitors with landscape and portrait configurations, as well as

others [Xilinx92, Fawcett94].

While the previous uses of FPGAs still treat these chips purely as methods for implementing digital logic,

there are other applications where this is not the case.  A system of FPGAs can be seen as a computing

substrate with somewhat different properties than standard microprocessors.  The reprogrammability of the

FPGAs allows one to download algorithms onto the FPGAs, and change these algorithms just as general-

purpose computers can change programs.  This computing substrate is different from standard processors,

in that it provides a huge amount of fine-grain parallelism, since there are many logic blocks on the chips,
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and the instructions are quite simple, on the order of a single five input, one output function.  Also, while

the instruction-stream of a microprocessor can be arbitrarily complex, with the function computed by the

logic changing on a cycle by cycle basis, the programming of an FPGA is in general held constant

throughout the execution of the mapping (exceptions to this include techniques of partial reconfigurability

[Lysaght94, Hadley95, Jones95, Wirthlin95], which change a portion of the logic while the rest of the

system continues operating).  Thus, to achieve a variety of different functions in a mapping, a

microprocessor does this temporally, with different functions executed during different cycles, while an

FPGA-based computing machine achieves variety spatially, having different logic elements compute

different functions.  This means that microprocessors are superior for complex control flow and irregular

computations, while an FPGA-based computing machine can be superior for data-parallel applications,

where a huge amount of data must be acted on in a very similar manner.  Note that there is work being done

on trying to bridge this gap, and develop FPGA-processor hybrids that can achieve both spatial and limited

temporal function variation [Ling93, Bolotski94, Maliniak94].

There have been several computing applications where a multi-FPGA system has delivered the highest

performance implementation.  An early example is genetic string matching on the Splash machine

[Gokhale90].  Here, a linear array of Xilinx 3000 series FPGAs was used to implement a systolic algorithm

to determine the “edit distance” between two strings.  The edit distance is the minimum number of

insertions and deletions necessary to transform one string into another, so the strings “flea” and “fleet”

would have an edit distance of 3 (delete “a” and insert “et” to go from “flea” to “fleet”).  As shown in

[Lopresti91], a dynamic-programming solution to this problem can be implemented in the Splash system as

a linear systolic circuit, with the strings to be compared flowing in opposite directions through the linear

array.  Processing can occur throughout the linear array simultaneously, with only local communication

necessary, producing a huge amount of fine-grain parallelism.  This is exactly the type of computation that

maps well onto a multi-FPGA system.  The Splash implementation was able to offer an extremely high

performance solution for this application, achieving performance approximately 200 times faster than

supercomputer implementations.  There have been many other applications where a multi-FPGA system

has offered the highest performance solution, including: mathematics applications such as long

multiplication [Bertin89, Vuillemin95], modular multiplication [Cuccaro93], and RSA cryptography

[Vuillemin95]; physics applications such as real-time pattern recognition in high-energy physics [Högl95],

Monte Carlo algorithms for statistical physics [Monaghan93, Cowen94], second-level triggers for particle

colliders [Moll95], and Heat and Laplace equation solvers [Vuillemin95]; general algorithms such as

Monte Carlo yield modeling [Howard94b], genetic optimization algorithms [Scott95], stereo matching for
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stereo vision [Vuillemin95], hidden Markov Modeling for speech recognition [Schmit95], and genetic

database searches [Lopresti91, Hoang93, Lemoine95].

One of the most successful uses for FPGA-based computation is in ASIC logic emulation.  The problem is

that the designers of a custom ASIC need to make sure that the circuit they designed correctly implements

the desired functionality.  Software simulation can perform these checks, but does so quite slowly.  In logic

emulation, the circuit to be tested is instead mapped onto a multi-FPGA system, yielding a solution several

orders of magnitude faster than software simulation.  A more detailed discussion of logic validation

options, and how logic emulation fits into this process, can be found in Chapter 4.

There are many different types of FPGA-based systems.  In this thesis we concentrate on multi-FPGA

systems, namely those systems that contain more than one FPGA, and are constrained by the inter-chip

connection topology.  Before we discuss what kinds of systems fit this multi-FPGA system model, we first

need to detail some of the systems that do not fall into this category.  These are “topology-less” systems,

systems where there are no specific, predefined connections between the FPGAs in the system.  Topology-

less systems are single-chip and custom multi-chip systems, which includes both the standard gate array

applications of FPGAs, as well as the multi-mode hardware applications.  Here the user is not constrained

by any specific board topology, since the printed circuit board will be designed and fabricated after the

mappings to the FPGAs have been determined, and these mapping will dictate the board interconnection

pattern.  Thus, if there will be more than a single FPGA in the system, the connections between these

FPGAs are designed in response to the needs of the specific application.  This tends to make the inter-

FPGA routing problem much less significant than in the multi-FPGA domain, greatly altering the solutions

adopted.

While topology-less systems have been the subject of significant amounts of work [Kuznar93, Woo93,

Kuznar94a, Chan95, Huang95], it is not clear how important this domain really is.  This is because many of

these systems have their mapping finalized after the circuit board is sent for fabrication.  In some cases, the

need to get the system completed is significant enough that the board design cannot wait for the FPGA’s

logic to be completely specified.  In others, even though a mapping may have been generated for the

FPGAs before the board was designed, new functionality or bug fixes may mandate revisions to the FPGA

mappings.  In either case, the final mapping to the FPGAs must fit within the fixed inter-FPGA topology,

and the requirements of a fixed topology move these systems into the multi-FPGA system domain.  Note

that some multi-FPGA systems are actually treated as a set of single-chip mappings, with each FPGA

having a specific role independent of the other chips in the system, and the communication protocol
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between the chips is fixed.  These systems would be considered topology-less, since they also avoid most

multi-chip implementation issues.

As we just discussed, the primary characteristic of a multi-FPGA system is that it includes several FPGAs

connected in a constrained routing topology.  Within this multi-FPGA system domain, the most significant

attribute is whether the system will be the target of automatic mapping software, or if it will be used

primarily for hand-generated mappings.  This difference can have a significant impact on the structure of

the multi-FPGA system, since features that automatic-mapping software can best optimize for are often

quite different from those that are appropriate for a human designer.

The ideal answer is to have all mappings to a multi-FPGA system generated by automatic-mapping

software, since the hand-mapping process is often quite complex and time-consuming.  Thus, if automatic-

mapping software could deliver high-quality mappings quickly, there would be no reason for a human to

waste time on this process.  However, the problem is that current automatic-mapping software usually

delivers much lower quality mappings than a human can achieve, especially on simple or highly-structured

circuits.  Thus, for many domains, automatic-mapping software simply produces unacceptable results, and

the user is either forced to map the circuit by hand, or not use a multi-FPGA system at all.

To some extent, the applications for multi-FPGA systems can be seen as a spectrum, with highly structured

(and thus easily hand-mapped) circuits at one end, and highly irregular (and thus impossible to hand-map)

on the other.  Currently, automatic-mapping software is only able to support the highly irregular mappings,

not because the tools are somehow able to provide particularly good results for these circuits, but because

the circuits are too complex for a human to do a reasonable job of hand-mapping.  Thus, logic emulation

tasks, where quite complex circuits are mapped to a multi-FPGA system, rely completely on automatic-

mapping software.  However, currently the more highly-structured applications are almost exclusively the

domain of hand-mappings.  One of the major research areas in multi-FPGA systems is developing

automatic-mapping software that can produce higher-quality mappings.  As this happens, the portion of the

spectrum handled by automatic-mapping software will grow, taking over some of the mapping tasks

currently the exclusive domain of the hand-mapping approach.  This is a welcome development not only

from the standpoint of lowering the amount of effort needed to use a multi-FPGA systems, but also because

it increases the application domains of multi-FPGA systems.  This is because there are many circuits that

could perform well on a multi-FPGA system, but the unacceptable quality delivered by current automatic-

mapping software, as well as the excessive effort necessary to hand-map these applications, forces these

users to seek other solutions.  Thus, while automatically-mapping circuits to a multi-FPGA system

currently has a somewhat restricted application domain, as the automatic-mapping software improves this
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domain will become increasingly important.  In this thesis we concentrate on hardware and software

systems for multi-FPGA systems designed to support automatically-mapped circuits.

This distinction between multi-FPGA systems for hand-mappings and those for automatic-mappings is

quite significant, and affects the entire implementation effort.  When mapping by hand, the algorithm to be

mapped is carefully chosen to fit the requirements of the multi-FPGA system, and may be quite different

from the approach taken when the target is a microprocessor or other implementation medium.  Most or all

steps in the mapping are done by the user, who exerts significant effort to create the best possible mapping.

The multi-FPGA system itself is designed to be simple and regular, with an emphasis on local

communication, since this matches the structure of the circuits that can reasonably be hand-mapped.  While

this is how many of the high performance mappings have been developed for multi-FPGA systems, it limits

the areas in which a multi-FPGA system can be used.  In many situations, potential beneficiaries of a multi-

FPGA system’s performance do not have the time or the expertise to create a hand-mapping of their

application, or the application may be too complex for anyone to reasonably map by hand.  Thus, they will

never adopt this strategy.  However, hand-mapping may be necessary in some applications to achieve

reasonable speedups over a microprocessor implementation, since current automatic-mapping software

cannot develop truly high quality mappings.

In multi-FPGA systems designed for automatically-mapped circuits, the burden of taking a circuit from

specification to implementation is handled by software (though variants that harness software for only

lower-level portions of the mapping, or as assistants to a hand-mapping approach, are possible).  Currently

this is a fairly restricted class of systems, since the automatic mapping software often does not deliver

nearly the mapping quality of hand-mappings.  However, as the tools get better we should see more

applications using automatic mapping software.  Also, if multi-FPGA systems are to ever become

commonplace, they will need to be mapped to automatically, because only a small portion of the possible

users are willing and able to hand-map their circuits and algorithms.

The distinction between multi-FPGA systems for hand-mappings and systems for automatic mappings is

more than a software issue.  The design of the multi-FPGA system itself may be altered by how mappings

are generated.  For example, a system created for hand-mappings will usually have a simple topology, so

that it is easier for the designer to use the system.  However, complex and irregular features that automatic-

mapping software can optimize for could be included in a system targeted for automatic mappings, while

these features would only complicate the problem for a designer creating a mapping by hand.  The pin

permutations of Chapter 7 are a good example of this.  While they can improve the quality of automatically

generated mappings, they are probably too irregular to be used for hand-mappings.
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In this thesis, we will be concerned primarily with multi-FPGA systems designed to support automatically-

mapped circuits, though some of the results will also be applicable to hand-mappings as well.  This bias is

important, because many of the concerns of multi-FPGA systems with constrained topologies are quite

different from topology-less systems.  As indicated earlier, when a mapping does not need to fit into a

predefined topology, the inter-FPGA routing problem is much less of a concern.  Also, mapping turnaround

time is a much greater concern in the systems we consider, since a fixed topology can be ready to use

instantly, while custom multi-FPGA systems will need to wait for boards to be fabricated.

In the next chapter we will discussion logic validation, and how multi-FPGA systems can form an integral

part of a complete validation strategy.  Chapter 5 will then provide an overview of current multi-FPGA

system hardware.  Multi-FPGA system software is covered in Chapter 9.



Chapter 4.  Logic Validation

Logic emulation is one of the most promising application domains for multi-FPGA systems.  In this chapter

we explore logic emulation in greater depth, and show how emulation fits into a complete logic validation

methodology.

Logic validation is the process of determining whether a realization of a logic circuit exhibits the desired

features.  While this statement sounds simple, logic validation is in fact a fairly complex procedure, with

many different possible approaches.  The major issue is in defining what the “desired features” are for a

given piece of logic.  There are many different answers.  One possibility is that the behavior of an

implementation matches the behavior of some predefined specification.  However, whether the

specification actually matches the users’ desires is not always clear, especially if the specification is quite

complex.  We could define “desired features” as simply whatever the users desire, but the users may not

know exactly what they want.  Thus, giving the users a system they can examine and test to help define

their desires can also be an important part of logic validation.  Some validation goals can be quite easy to

define.  These include the requirements that the system achieve a certain cycle time (performance), or that

it avoid certain erroneous behavior, such as deadlock or other failure modes.

Another important facet of the logic validation issue is the definition of what is a “realization of a logic

circuit”.  Logic validation will often be performed on a version of the logic somewhat abstracted from the

final, physical realization.  Early in the design cycle, all that may be available is a high-level specification

of the circuit functionality.  The designers may want to test this specification before implementing it.

Catching errors in the specification can allow much simpler fixes, with much less wasted effort, than if the

errors are allowed to propagate all the way to the completed implementation.  In general, errors corrected

earlier in the design cycle are much easier to fix than errors fixed later in the process, since as the design

progresses the implementation becomes more detailed, and thus more complex.  Even when the

implementation is completed, there may still be the need to test an abstracted version of the circuit.  Some

logic validation techniques require that the circuit be simplified somewhat, either because the technique

cannot handle all the details of the system, or because adequate performance can only be achieved by

simplifying the logic.  For example, software simulators can simulate most of the electrical behavior of a

circuit, modeling the voltage levels on all signals in the system, but a much faster simulator can be built for

pure functional testing, where signal voltage values are abstracted to purely “true” and “false” values.

As we will see in the following sections, there are a number of different methods for performing logic

validation.  They each have different strengths and goals, with different models of how user desires for the
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logic are expressed, and operate on different realizations of the circuit’s functionality.  As we will discuss

in the final section of this chapter, the proper method for logic validation is not a single technique, but

instead an integrated system of techniques that takes advantage of the differing strengths of each of these

approaches.

Simulation

Probably the most powerful and most widely used logic validation method is software simulation.  Here,

the logic realization is executed in software.  The software models whatever portions of the electrical and

functional behavior of the elements in the logic realization the user desires, and the resulting behavior can

be observed.  For example, in a unit-delay functional simulator (i.e., a simulator where all electrical effects

are ignored, the circuit is represented as gates, and all gates take exactly one time unit to react to new

inputs), the software examines the inputs to all gates, and computes the appropriate values for each gate’s

output(s).  By assigning different values to the inputs of the system, the user can see how the system will

react to different situations.  By applying sequences of inputs, the sequential behavior of the system can

also be examined.  Simulators need not only be unit-delay functional simulators, but can also incorporate

more complex models of circuit timing and electrical behavior.  For example, a simulator can include a

detailed model of the capacitances on a signal line, and the drive strengths of the transistors generating this

signal, to compute the predicted voltage levels on the wire at any given time.

The advantages of software simulation are that they have good observability and controllability, and are

easy to use.  Since each signal value must be maintained by the software to process the simulation, the

software can tell the user the value of a wire at any time in the simulation, and can follow the changing

value over time.  In this way, the user gains a great deal of information about the system’s behavior,

information that might not be available in the final hardware realization.  Also, since the values on the

wires are simply numbers stored inside the computer, these values can quite easily be manipulated by the

user.  For example, the user may want to understand the behavior of the system once it is in some specific

configuration.  In the final logic implementation, it may be quite difficult to force the system into this state.

The user of a software simulator can simply instruct the simulator to put the system into the desired state,

and then observe the subsequent behavior.  The user can also experiment with the system, evaluating

different configurations and designs.  This allows the designer to efficiently explore the design space,

leading to better implementations.  In terms of ease of use, software simulators can be constructed to accept

any reasonable circuit description.  Thus, simulators can execute high-level specifications, specifications

that are quite distant from their eventual hardware implementations.  In this way, users can begin testing

their designs very early in the design cycle, thus saving significant effort by fixing bugs before they
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propagate to more detailed (and more time-consuming to modify) implementations.  Also, portions of a

given specification can be tested in isolation, making it easier to understand that subcircuit’s behavior.

The flexibility of software-simulation is also its biggest weakness.  It takes a significant amount of

instructions for a standard processor to process the logic elements in the realization to be tested.  This

means that the software simulation is going to operate significantly slower than the real circuit.  Thus, a

second of circuit operation can take a software simulator minutes, hours, or more to process.  Work has

been done on providing specialized simulation-accelerators to speed up software simulation [Blank84,

Zycad94b, Zycad94c].  Also, simulators can operate on abstracted versions of the logic, ignoring some

details of the implementation such as detailed timing and voltage levels, thus providing faster simulation.

While software accelerators and simulators that work on abstracted versions of the logic can give boosts in

performance, it still takes a software simulation significantly longer to execute than a true hardware

implementation of the circuit.  This tends to relegate software simulation to those situations where either

the time penalty is not severe, or the flexibility and observability of software simulation is required.  These

include testing subcircuits of complex designs and early testing of specifications, where short executions of

the software can discover problems in the realizations, as well as executions of trouble situations where

bugs have been discovered by other methods, where software simulation can help the designer understand

the failure.

Prototyping

Prototyping is the process of creating a physical implementation of the circuit under validation.  For

example, one method of testing a circuit is to actually construct it, and then test this implementation under

normal working conditions.  Since one now has the real circuit, results obtained from testing it will be the

most accurate, since there is no abstraction, modeling, or other hidden assumptions in the process.  Thus

exact performance, suitability, reliability, and other evaluations can be made.  Not only can more accurate

tests be performed, but the prototype can also be given to users for evaluation.  This allows the users to

determine whether the system will actually handle their needs and demands, something that is difficult to

do with just the initial specification.  Also, prototypes usually operate at or near target system speeds,

allowing tests to be completed much faster than software simulation.  Note that a prototype of the system

can be made differently than the eventual production system.  For example, techniques of breadboarding

and wire-wrap allow a prototype to be created quickly.  These techniques are simply methods to wire

together standard components to implement the system.  As such, they allow a prototype to easily be

constructed, but the implementation technology (chips scattered across generic boards with individual wire

connections) is different from the final product.  This introduces some discrepancies between the prototype
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and the eventual system, introducing some inaccuracy in the modeling.  One specific example is in

performance, where wire-wrap and breadboard prototypes cannot handle cutting-edge performance, and

thus such systems will need to be slowed down.  Also, both wire-wrap and breadboarding are somewhat

unreliable.  Thus, the debugging process for these technologies is more complex, since the implementation

technology must always be considered a potential culprit in any anomalous behavior.

While prototyping has the benefits of a high degree of accuracy and high-speed testing, it also suffers from

some significant problems.  First, to build a prototype one must have the system to be prototyped

completely designed.  Because of this in general one cannot prototype a specification or behavioral

description.  As a result prototyping is only useable fairly late in the design process.  Also, constructing the

prototype can be a costly process, both in terms of materials (since a complete implementation of a circuit

may involve circuit board or ASIC fabrication) and in construction time.  These prototypes are usually

difficult to alter, so to avoid the costs of multiple fabrications prototyping is again relegated to very late in

the design process, when (hopefully) errors will be few.  Finally, it is hard to test a prototype, since there is

usually little or no access to the internal state of the system, and it is difficult to control system behavior.

Specifically, while a software simulator can display and alter the value of any signal in the system, this is

not possible in most prototypes, making it much more difficult to detect and isolate erroneous behavior.

Even though prototypes are costly to create and difficult to use, they are the only truly accurate method of

logic validation.  All other methods of logic validation make abstractions and assumptions about the

electrical and behavioral characteristics of actual circuits, making the results somewhat suspect.  Thus,

testing a prototype is an essential portion of any logic validation process, though it is usually relegated to

quite late in the design process.  Detection and correction of most bugs in the system is handled by other

validation methods.

Emulation

Logic emulation is a method of logic validation that shares many of the advantages (and disadvantages) of

both prototyping and software simulation.  Like a prototype, the circuit to be evaluated is implemented in

hardware so that it can achieve high performance test cycles.  However, like software simulation, the

emulation can easily be observed and altered to help isolate bugs.  Logic emulation takes a gate-level

description of a logic circuit and maps it onto a multi-FPGA system.  This multi-FPGA system is a

prefabricated, reprogrammable compute engine that can be configured to implement the desired circuit

functionality in a matter of seconds.  However, to transform the circuit description into a mapping suitable

for this multi-FPGA system can take multiple hours to complete.  This mapping process is usually
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completely automated by the emulator’s system software.  Once the circuit is mapped to the multi-FPGA

system, the emulator provides a complete, functional implementation of the circuit that can evaluate

millions of circuit cycles per second.  This is orders of magnitude faster than even simulation-accelerators,

since the multi-FPGA system can implement the complete circuit functionality in parallel, while

accelerators simply provide one or more sequential logic evaluation processors.

Emulators provide a middle-ground between software simulation and prototyping.  Compared to software

simulation, an emulation executes much faster than a simulation.  However, it can take a significant amount

of time to map a circuit onto the emulator, and it is more difficult to observe and modify the behavior of the

circuit.  Thus, software simulation is a better choice for testing small subcircuits or small numbers of

complete circuit cycles, where the software’s flexibility and ease of use outweighs the performance

penalties.  Compared to a prototype, an emulation is much easier and faster to create, and it has much

greater observability, controllability, and modifiability than a prototype.  However, the emulation cannot

run at the same speed as the target system.  Thus, the emulator is a much better choice for providing a huge

number of test cycles than a prototype when one expects to find bugs in the system, but it is no replacement

for final checkout of the system via a prototype.  For circuits that will execute software programs, an

emulator can be used to debug this software much earlier in the design process than a physical prototype.

This is because an emulation can be created from a high-level specification of the circuit, while prototyping

must wait until the complete circuit has been designed.  Simulation in general cannot be used for software

development, since it is much too slow to execute enough cycles of the software.  Also, just like a

prototype, an emulation can be given to the end-user so that the circuit can be evaluated before the design is

completed.  In this way, the user can get a much better feeling for whether or not the design will fulfill the

user’s needs, something that is difficult with just a written specification.  The emulation can be inserted into

the target environment (as long as some method for reducing the performance demands on the system can

be provided, such as those described in Chapter 8), and the system can be evaluated in a more realistic

setting.  This helps both to debug the circuit, and also to test the circuit interfaces and environment.  For

example, often a custom ASIC and the circuit board that will contain it will be developed simultaneously.

An emulation of the ASIC can be inserted into this circuit board prototype, testing both the ASIC

functionality as well as the board design.

One limitation of emulation is that it retains only the functional behavior of the circuit, which means that

validation of the performance and timing features of a circuit cannot be performed on a logic emulator.

Once a prototype is constructed, both logic emulation and software simulation are still valuable tools.

When an error is found in a physical prototype, it can be difficult to isolate the exact cause in the circuit.

An emulator can be used to reproduce the failure, since it can execute nearly as many cycles as the
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prototype, and the emulator’s observability can be used to isolate the failure.  Then, detailed testing can be

performed by software simulation.  Thus, logic emulation plays a complementary role to both software

simulation and prototyping in logic validation.

Formal Verification

Formal verification [Yoeli90] includes techniques that can determine whether two logic realizations are

identical, as well as techniques to decide whether a given logic realization could ever exhibit a certain

behavior.  For example, the designer of a circuit may work from a high-level specification to create an

implementation of the circuit.  Formal verification techniques can examine both of these realizations of the

logic and determine whether they have exactly the same behavior.  Note however that most formal

verification techniques are restricted to functional validation (that is, they ignore the detailed timing and

electrical characteristics of circuits).  Thus, an actual implementation of the circuit could not be tested via

formal verification, and would have to be abstracted into a functional description of the implementation.

This abstraction process could be somewhat inexact, adding the potential for errors.  However, ignoring

this issue, formal verification techniques can tell designers whether or not they have successfully

implemented a given specification.  This is not the same as determining whether the implementation is

actually what the user desires, since the specification may not have reflected these properly.  However, if

the two realizations differ, it is quite likely that there is an error in the implementation.  Also, by

determining that an implementation is the same as a specification, a user can then examine the specification

to determine whether the implementation meets their needs.  Since specifications will usually be much

simpler than their implementations, this can simplify the validation process.  Note that there is another

approach to this process of ensuring that specification and implementation are identical:  automatic

synthesis methods that ensure “correct-by-construction” implementations.  These systems translate a

specification into an implementation by applying a set of transformations that have been formally proven

correct.  That is, the creator of the transformational system has examined each transformation, and proven

that the circuit created by applying the transformation is always identical to the circuit to which the

transformation is applied.  Thus, if an implementation is derived from a specification via a “correct-by-

construction” system, the designer already knows that the implementation is identical to the specification,

and thus it is not necessary to apply formal verification to determine this.

There is a second portion of formal verification:  the determination of whether a given realization can ever

exhibit certain behaviors.  For example, the designer of a resource controller may need to insure that two

requesters can never access the resource at the same time (i.e., ensure mutual exclusion).  The designer

might use software simulation, as well as the execution of a completed prototype, to demonstrate that this
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requirement is met.  However, in most complex systems it is impossible to exhaustively test the circuit, and

thus all that the simulation and/or prototype execution can prove is that the requirement is not violated in

the situations that have been tested.  For many applications, especially safety-critical applications, this

guarantee is not sufficient.  Formal verification techniques hold perhaps the only solution to this problem.

Formal verification methods examine a given realization of a circuit and efficiently determine either that

the realization can never violate the constraint, or provide a counter-example where the circuit does violate

the constraint.  The counter-example is an allowable excitation of the circuit (i.e., a series of input signals

that are not prohibited by the input signaling protocols) that will cause the constraint to be violated.  Both

of these results are valuable.  In the case where the constraint is proven to be upheld, we have much greater

confidence in the system than any other technique can achieve (note that this result may not be an absolute

proof, since the representation of the circuit tested will at best be an abstracted version of the

implementation, and this abstraction process may introduce errors).  In the case where a counter-example is

provided, this counter-example serves as a guide to understanding the failure mode and determining a fix.

While formal verification and “correct-by-construction” techniques offer the best hope for creating

completely correct circuits, these techniques are not sufficient by themselves to handle the complete logic

validation task.  There are three problems with these techniques that somewhat restrict their utility.  First,

when applying these techniques to generate an implementation, we assume that the specification is in fact

what the user desires.  However, user needs and requirements are often ill-defined, and any attempt to

codify them in a formal specification will inevitably introduce errors, misunderstandings, and unexpected

results.  Many of these problems are due to the fact that before users have actually used a system they may

not know exactly what they really want, and early attempts to express these needs may be naïve.  Second,

these formal techniques in general require abstract mathematical models of the actual circuit behavior.

These abstractions will be somewhat inexact, and there is a potential for errors both in translating a

“correct-by-construction” realization into a real circuit implementation as well as in abstracting a circuit

implementation into a form that formal verification techniques can examine.  Finally, while formal

verification techniques can efficiently handle some circuits, real circuits can be quite complex, with huge

state spaces, greatly increasing the task of formal verification.  These techniques, at least as developed so

far, are not capable of handling complete, complex systems.  Thus, formal verification techniques can be

applied only to smaller subcircuits.  However, even if individual subcircuits are verified to be correct, when

they are composed together there is still the potential for failures due to their interactions.
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Complete Logic Validation

As we have just discussed, there are numerous methods for performing logic validation, each with its own

strengths and weaknesses.  Current practice in general involves only software simulation during early

design phases, followed by the construction and testing of a hardware prototype.  Unfortunately, this

ignores the fact that only formal verification can discover some kinds of unlikely, but still possible, failure

modes of the circuit.  Also, logic emulation can greatly improve the completeness of pre-prototype testing.

In an ideal validation environment - one where some of the current shortcomings of formal verification and

logic emulation have been overcome - the methodology would take advantage of the strengths of each

approach, while using multiple approaches to avoid their individual deficiencies.  In early design phases,

the user would be creating and modifying a specification of the circuit to be designed.  Software simulation

would handle most of the validation needs in this step, though formal verification techniques could be

applied to discover failure modes in the specification.  As this specification is subsequently refined into a

complete implementation, correct-by-construction logic synthesis systems or formal verification techniques

could be applied to avoid adding errors during this refinement process.  At some point, software simulation

will have uncovered most of the simple bugs, and further testing would only discover new failures after a

large number of test cycles.  At this point, emulation would become a better testing method than software

simulation simply on performance grounds.  Emulation may also be necessary earlier in the process to

provide a platform for concurrent software development, and to provide a demonstration vehicle for end-

user evaluation.  Once failures are discovered via emulation, software simulation could help isolate the

errors and develop the bug fixes.  Eventually, the designers would have confidence that the current design

is relatively bug-free.  At this point, the time and expense of prototype construction are justified, and a

prototype would be built.  This would probably be done via a complete fabrication of the circuit, avoiding

the unpredictable failures and inaccuracies of wire-wrap or breadboarding.  The prototype could then be

completely tested under true operating conditions.  When failures occur, both emulation and software

simulation could be brought to bear to isolate and correct the errors.

Under this ideal validation process several interesting  things occur.  Formal verification is applied to

uncover failures that no other method would ever uncover.  With the complexity of current systems, it is

impossible to exhaustively test the circuit, and some unlikely situations would not be examined.  Without

formal verification, errors that occur only in these unlikely situations would only be discovered after the

user is bitten by these bugs.  Emulation also provides improved capabilities to the validation process.  Since

emulation could be applied much earlier in the design process than prototyping, many more test cycles

could be completed in the early design phases.  This would uncover failures earlier in the process, making
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the resulting debugging and correction easier and faster.  Also, emulation provides a software execution

platform much sooner than prototyping, allowing software development to begin much earlier in the

process.  It provides an early, working prototype of the system, which could be used for interface testing

(such as when an emulated ASIC is inserted into the circuit board designed to contain it so that the board

and board-chip interactions could be tested), as well as for early end-user evaluation.  The latter is quite

important, since the goal of logic validation is not just to determine whether the circuit meets the

specification, but also make sure that the design is actually what the end-user really wants.  Finally,

emulation could delay the need for the construction of a physical prototype, saving much of the time and

money that would otherwise be wasted on multiple prototype fabrications.

As we have argued, the best validation methodology is a combined methodology, taking advantage of the

benefits of software simulation, emulation, prototyping, and formal verification.  Software simulation helps

the designers understand the design they are working on, and detect problems on a small scale.  Emulation

expands this capability to the complete system, giving the designers and end-users their earliest look at the

complete system in operation.  Prototyping provides the final sanity check, with no hidden errors due to

false assumptions or incorrect abstractions of the true system behavior.  Formal verification guards against

the unlikely (yet still possible) error conditions, detecting problems that could be discovered via no other

method.  In this way, the best overall validation solution could be delivered.

In the next chapter we discuss current multi-FPGA systems, concentrating on their hardware structures.

Then in Chapter 6 we present Springbok, a system for the logic emulation of board-level designs.



Chapter 5.  Multi-FPGA System Hardware

In Chapter 3 we discussed the applications of multi-FPGA systems, and concentrated on logic emulation in

Chapter 4.  In this chapter we will explore some of the existing multi-FPGA systems themselves.  There are

a large number of systems that have been constructed, for many different purposes, with a wide range of

structures.  Note that this section is intended to illustrate only the types of systems possible, and is not

meant to be an in-depth discussion of all the details of existing systems.  Thus, some details of the

topologies, as well as the amount of connectivity on links in the systems, have been omitted.
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Figure 27.  Mesh (left) and crossbar (right) topologies.  In the crossbar, chips A-D are routing-

only, while W-Z hold all the logic in the system.

The most important difference between multi-FPGA systems is in the topology chosen to interconnect the

chips in the system.  The most common topologies are mesh and crossbar (or bipartite graph) topologies.

In a mesh, the chips in the system are connected in a nearest-neighbor pattern (Figure 27 left).  These

topologies have the advantage of simplicity, because of the purely local interconnection pattern, as well as

easy expandability, since meshes can be grown by adding resources to the edge of the array.  Numerous 2D

mesh-based systems have been built [Kean92, Shaw93, Bergmann94, Blickle94, Tessier94, Yamada94], as

well as 3D meshes [Sample92, Quénot94].  Linear arrays, which are essentially 1-dimensional meshes,

have also been built [Gokhale90, Raimbault93, Monaghan94].  More details on mesh topologies can be

found in Chapter 7.

Crossbar topologies separate the chips in the system into logic-bearing and routing-only (Figure 27 right).

The logic-bearing FPGAs contain all the logic in the system, while the routing-only chips are used purely

for inter-FPGA routing.  Routing-only chips are connected only to logic-bearing FPGAs, and (usually)

have exactly the same number of connections to all logic-bearing FPGAs.  Logic-bearing FPGAs are
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connected only to routing-only FPGAs.  The idea behind this topology is that to route between any set of

FPGAs requires routing through only one extra chip, and that chip is any one of the routing-only chips.

Because of the symmetry of the system, all routing-only chips can handle this role equally well.  This gives

much more predictable performance, since regardless of the locations of the source and destinations, the

delay is the same.  In a topology like a mesh, where it might be necessary to route through several

intermediate chips, there is a high variance in the delay of inter-FPGA routes.  There are two negative

features of this topology.  First, crossbar topologies are not expandable, since all routing-only chips need to

connect to all logic-bearing FPGAs, and thus the system is constrained to a specific size once the

connections to any specific routing-only chip are determined.  Second, the topology potentially wastes

resources, since the routing-only chips are used purely for routing, while a mesh can use all of its chips for

logic and routing.  However, since the bottleneck in multi-FPGA systems is the inter-chip routing, this

waste of resources may be more than made up for by greater logic utilization in the logic-bearing chips.

Also, some of the cost of the wasted resources can be avoided by using less expensive devices for the

routing-only chips.  Possibilities include FPICs, crossbars, or cheaper FPGAs (either because of older

technology or lower logic capacity).  Several pure crossbar topologies have been constructed [Chan92,

Ferrucci94, Kadi94, Weiss94].

A middle-ground between the two topologies, which combines the expandability of meshes and the simpler

routing of crossbars, is hierarchical crossbars [Varghese93].  As shown in Figure 28, crossbars can be

stacked together hierarchically, building up multiple levels of routing chips.  There are two simple

crossbars in the system, one consisting of routing-only chips E-H and logic-bearing FPGAs M-P, and a

second one consisting of routing-only chips I-L and logic-bearing FPGAs Q-T.  Routing chips E-L will be

called the first-level crossbars, since they connect directly to the logic-bearing FPGAs.  To build the

hierarchy of crossbars, the simple crossbars in the system can be thought of as logic-bearing chips in an

even larger crossbar.  That is, a new crossbar is built with routing-only chips and logic-bearing elements,

but in this crossbar the logic-bearing elements are complete, simple crossbars.  Note that the connections

within this higher-level crossbar go to the routing-only chips in the simple crossbars, so first-level and

second-level routing-only chips are connected together.  This hierarchy can be continued, building up other

crossbars with third-level and higher routing-only chips.  In an N-level hierarchical crossbar, the chips are

arranged as above, with routing-only chips at the Ith level connected to chips at the (I+1)th and (I-1)th

level, where the 0th level is the logic-bearing chips.  Note that in contrast to the simple crossbar topology,

in a hierarchical crossbar the logic-bearing FPGAs are not connected to all the routing-only chips (even

those at the first-level).  Full connectivity occurs at the top (Nth) level, where all Nth-level routing chips are

connected to all (N-1)th level routing chips.
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Figure 28.  A hierarchy of crossbars.  FPGAs M-T hold all the logic in the system.  Chips E-H

and I-J form two first-level crossbars, and chips A-D form a second-level crossbar.

Routing between two logic-bearing FPGAs in the system simply requires determining the level at which the

source and destination share an ancestor, and then routing from the source up to one of these shared

ancestors, and back down to the destination.  The routing from the source to the shared ancestor requires

routing through exactly one routing-only chip in the intervening levels, as does the routing from the

ancestor to the destination.  Because of the symmetry of the topology (and ignoring conflicts from other

routes), any of the ancestors of the source (for the route up) or destination (for the route down) at a given

level can be used to handle the routing, regardless of what other chips are part of the route.

As mentioned earlier, the advantage of a hierarchical crossbar topology is that it has much of the

expandability of a mesh, yet has much of the simplified routing of a crossbar.  Since levels of hierarchy can

be added to a hierarchical crossbar, it can easily grow larger to handle bigger circuits.  Levels of the

hierarchy tend to map onto components of the system, such as having a complete first-level crossbar on a

single board, a complete second-level crossbar contained in a cabinet, and a complete third-level crossbar

formed by interconnecting cabinets [Butts91].  The routing simplicity, as shown above, demonstrates a
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large amount of flexibility in the routing paths, and a large amount of symmetry in the system.  How easy it

is to route between logic-bearing FPGAs is simple to determine, since if two logic-bearing chips are within

the same first-level crossbar, then they are as easy to route between as any other pair of logic-bearing chips

within that crossbar.  Thus, when mapping onto the topology, the system tries to keep most of the

communication between chips in the same first-level crossbar, and most of the rest of the communication

between chips in the same second-level crossbar, and so on.
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Figure 29.  The Aptix AXB-AP4 topology [Aptix93b].  Logic-bearing FPGAs are connected only

to routing-only FPICs, but the FPICs connect to both FPGAs and other FPICs.

There are two downsides to this topology.  First, signals may have to go through many more routing-only

chips than in a simple crossbar, since they could potentially have to go all the way up to the top level of the

hierarchy to make a connection.  However, the maximum routing distance is less than in a mesh, since the

length (in chips routed through) of the maximum route in a mesh grows by   N  (where N is the number of
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logic-bearing FPGAs in the system), while the length in a hierarchical crossbar grows by log(N).  The other

problem is that the hierarchical crossbar topology requires a large amount of resources to implement the

routing-only chips in the system.  If one could instead use the routing-only chips as logic-bearing chips, the

capacity of the system might be greatly increased.  However, if this extra logic capacity cannot efficiently

be used, it will be of little value.

Some systems use a two-level topology, which is somewhat similar to the pure crossbar topologies.  Just as

in the crossbar topologies, FPGAs in the system are connected only to routing-only chips.  However, unlike

the pure crossbar, the routing-only chips in the system are connected to both logic-bearing and routing-only

chips.  That is, there is a topology of connections between the routing-only chips in the system, and the

FPGAs connect to these chips.  Thus, these systems are similar to multiprocessors, in that for two

processing elements to communicate (the FPGAs in a two-level topology), they must send signals through

a router connected to the source (an FPIC or crossbar).  The signal then travels through intervening routers

until it reaches the router connected to the destination, at which point it is sent to that processor (an FPGA

in our case).  An example of such a system is the Aptix AXB-AP4 [Aptix93b].  As shown in Figure 29, five

FPGAs are connected to each FPIC, and all the FPICs are connected together.  In this system, the longest

route requires moving through 2 FPICs, and no intermediate FPGAs are used for routing.  If instead a mesh

was built out of the 20 FPGAs in this system, it potentially could require routing through many FPGAs to

reach the proper destination, increasing the delay, and using up valuable FPGA I/Os.  However, whether

the routing flexibility of the two-level topology justifies the substantial cost of the FPICs is unclear.  Other

two-level systems have been constructed with a variety of topologies between the routing-only chips

[Adams93, Galloway94, Njølstad94].
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Figure 30.  The Splash 2 topology [Arnold92].  The linear array of FPGAs (A-H) is augmented by

a routing-only crossbar (R).  Note that the real topology has 16 FPGAs in the linear array.
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Figure 31.  The Anyboard topology [Thomae91].  The linear array of FPGAs is augmented with a

global bus.
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Figure 32.  The DECPeRLe-1 topology [Vuillemin95].  The central 4x4 mesh (A-P) is augmented

with global buses to four support FPGAs (Q-T), which feed to three other FPGAs (U-W).
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Some systems are more of a hybrid between different topologies than a single topology.  One example of

this is the Splash 2 architecture [Arnold92].  The Splash 2 machine takes the linear array of its predecessor

Splash [Gokhale90], and augments it with a crossbar interconnecting the FPGAs (Figure 30).  In this way

the system can still efficiently handle the systolic circuits that Splash was built to support, since it retains

the nearest-neighbor interconnect, but the crossbar supports more general communication patterns, either in

support of or as replacement to the direct interconnections.  There are several other augmented linear arrays

[Benner94, Box94, Darnauer94, Carrera95];  one example is the Anyboard [Thomae91], which has a linear

array of FPGAs augmented by global buses (Figure 31).  Another hybrid topology is the DECPeRLe-1

board [Vuillemin95], which has a 4x4 mesh of FPGAs augmented with shared global buses going to four

support FPGAs (Figure 32).  These are then connected to three other FPGAs that handle global routing,

connections to memory, and the host interface.  The DECPeRLe-0 board is similar [Bertin93].
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Figure 33.  The Marc-1 topology [Lewis93].  The complete topology consists of two copies of the

left subsystem (A-I, Memory & FPU), and one copy of the right (1-5).  Numbers by themselves

indicate connections to the FPGAs at right.
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Some topologies are unique [Engels91, Cox92, Erdogan92, Casselman93, Herpel93, Lewis93,

Wazlowski93, Howard94a, Nguyen94, Saluvere94, Hayashi95, Högl95, Van den Bout95].  These are often

machines primarily built for a specific application, and their topology is optimized for the features of that

application domain.  For example, the Marc-1 (Figure 33) [Lewis93] is a pair of 3x3 meshes of FPGAs (A-

I), where most of the mesh connections link up to a set of FPGAs intended to be used as crossbars (1-5).

While the vertical links are nearest-neighbor, the horizontal links are actually buses.  There is a complex

memory system attached to some of the FPGAs in the system, as well as a floating point unit.  This

machine architecture was constructed for a specific application - circuit simulation (and other algorithms)

where the program to be executed can be optimized on a per-run basis for values constant within that run,

but which may vary from dataset to dataset.  For example, during circuit simulation, the structure of the

gates in the circuit are fixed once the program begins executing, but can be different for each run of the

simulator.  Thus, if the simulator can be custom compiled on a per-run basis for the structure of the circuit

being simulated, there is the potential for significant speedups.  Note that this is different than logic

emulation, since a special-purpose processor is mapped onto the Marc-1 system, and this processor

mapping simulates the circuit, while a logic emulator directly maps the logic onto the multi-FPGA system.

Because of the restricted domain of compiled-code execution, the topology was built to contain a special-

purpose processor, with the instruction unit in FPGAs A-C, and the datapath in the FPGAs D-I.
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Figure 34.  The RM-nc system [Erdogan92].  The linear arrays can be grown larger than the

system shown.

Another example of a system optimized for a specific task is the RM-nc system [Erdogan92].  As shown in

Figure 34, the system has a controller chip A, and two linear arrays of FPGAs B-E and F-I.  Each FPGA

has a local memory for buffering data.  The system contains three major buses, with the outside buses
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going to only one linear array each, while the center bus is shared by all FPGAs in the system.  This system

is optimized for neural network simulation, with the controller chip handling global control and

sequencing, while the FPGAs in the linear array handle the individual neuron computations.  A similar

system for neural-network simulation, with buses going to all FPGAs in the system, and with no direct

connections between neighbors, has also been built [Eldredge94].
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Figure 35.  System similar to the Mushroom processor prototyping system [Williams91].

One of the most common domains for the development of a custom multi-FPGA system is the prototyping

of computers.  A good example of this is the Mushroom system [Williams91], which is a system of FPGAs,

memories, and computation chips meant to be used for processor prototyping (the exact interconnection

pattern is unavailable, but an approximate version is shown in Figure 35).  Seven FPGAs are included in

the system, and each of these has a specific role.  FPGA A is a cache controller, B & C serve as a VMEbus

interface, D handles register accesses, E is for processor control, F performs instruction fetches, and G is

for tag  manipulation and checking.  Memories are included for caches and the register file, while an ALU

and FPU chip are present for arithmetic operations.  The advantage of this system is that the FPGAs can be

reconfigured to implement different functions, allowing different processor structures to be explored.  The

arithmetic functions and memory, features that are inefficient to implement in FPGAs and which are

standard across most processors, are implemented efficiently in chips designed specifically for these

applications.  Other systems have adopted a similar approach, including another system intended for

developing application-specific processors [Wolfe88], a workstation design with FPGAs for I/O functions

and for coprocessor development [Heeb93], and a multiprocessor system with FPGA-based cache
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controllers for exploring different multiprocessor systems and caching policies [Öner95].  A somewhat

related system is the CM-2X [Cuccaro93], a standard CM-2 supercomputer with the floating-point unit

replaced with a Xilinx FPGA.  This system allows custom coprocessors to be built on a per-algorithm basis,

yielding significant performance increases for some non-floating-point intensive programs.

Figure 36.  Expandable mesh topology similar to the Virtual Wires Emulation System

[Tessier94].  Individual boards are built with edge connectors and a small amount of logic, and can

be interconnected to form a larger mesh.

There are interesting features of multi-FPGA systems beyond just the interconnect topology.  One of these

is the ability to increase the size of the multi-FPGA system.  As described previously, systems based on

hierarchical crossbars [Varghese93] can grow in size by adding extra levels of hierarchy.  Other systems

provide similar expandability, with special interconnection patterns for multi-board systems [Amerson95,
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Högl95].  In the case of meshes and linear arrays, the systems can be built of a basic tile with external

connectors and a small amount of on-board logic (Figure 36), and the system can be expanded by

connecting together several of these boards [Thomae91, Arnold92, Shaw93, Tessier94, Drayer95].  The

GERM system [Dollas94] is similar, except that the four external connectors are built to accommodate

ribbon cables.  In this way, fairly arbitrary topologies can be created.

Multi-FPGA systems are often composed of several different types of chips.  The majority of systems are

built from Xilinx 3000 or 4000 series FPGAs [Xilinx94], though most commercial FPGAs have been

included in at least one multi-FPGA system.  There are some system designers that have chosen to avoid

commercial FPGAs, and develop their own chips.  Some have optimized their FPGAs for specific

applications, such as general custom-computing and logic emulation [Amerson95], emulation of

telecommunication circuits [Hayashi95], or image processing [Quénot94].  Another system uses FPGAs

optimized for inter-chip communication on an MCM substrate [Dobbelaere92], since MCMs will be used

to fabricate the system to achieve higher density circuits.  A final example is the Pegasus system

[Maliniak94], which uses a hybrid processor/FPGA chip with multiple configurations.  By rapidly

switching configurations the hardware can be time-division multiplexed.  In this way, the hardware is

reused and the communication pipelined, hopefully yielding higher density mappings.

Many multi-FPGA systems include  non-FPGA chips.  By far the most common element to be included is

memory chips.  These chips are usually connected to the FPGAs, and are used as temporary storage for

results, as well as general-purpose memories for circuit emulation.  Other systems have included integer

and/or floating point ALUs [Wolfe88, Williams91, Lewis93, Benner94], DSPs [Engels91, Bergmann94,

vom Bögel94, Zycad94a], and general-purpose processors [Shaw93, Raimbault93, Benner94, Koch94, vom

Bögel94, Zycad94a] to handle portions of computations where dedicated chips perform better than FPGA

solutions.  Another common inclusion into a multi-FPGA system is crossbars or FPICs (Chapter 2).  For

example, a multi-FPGA system with a crossbar or hierarchical crossbar topology requires chips purely for

routing.  An FPIC or crossbar chip can handle these roles.  If the FPIC or crossbar has a lower unit cost, is

capable of higher performance or higher complexity routing, or has a larger number of I/O pins, then it can

implement the routing functions better than a purely FPGA-based solution.  There have been several

systems that have used crossbar chips or FPICs in crossbar [Kadi94, Weiss94] and hierarchical crossbar

topologies [Varghese93], as well as hybrid crossbar/linear array topologies [Arnold92, Darnauer94,

Carrera95] and other systems [Adams93, Aptix93b, Casselman93, Galloway94, Njølstad94, Högl95, Van

den Bout95].
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Figure 37.   The MORRPH topology [Drayer95].  Sockets next to the FPGAs allow arbitrary

devices to be added to the array.  Buses connected to external connectors allow multiple boards to

be hooked together to build an arbitrarily large system.

While adding fixed, non-FPGA resources into a multi-FPGA topology may improve quality for some types

of mappings, it is possible to generate a more general-purpose solution by allowing the inclusion of

arbitrary devices into the array.  For example, in the MORRPH topology [Drayer95] sockets are placed

next to the FPGAs so that arbitrary devices can be inserted (Figure 37).  Thus, in a mapping that requires

extra memory resources, memories can be plugged into the array.  In other circumstances, DSPs or other

fixed-function chips can be inserted to perform complex computations.  In this way, the user has the

flexibility to customize the array on a per-mapping basis.  Other systems have adopted a similar strategy

[Butts91, Sample92, Aptix93b], with a limited ability to insert arbitrary chips into the multi-FPGA system.

Some systems are more of an infrastructure for bringing to bear the best mix of resources rather than a

specific, fixed multi-FPGA system.  One example of this is the G800 system [Giga95].  The board contains

two FPGAs, some external interface circuitry, and four locations to plug in compute modules (Figure 38).

Compute modules are cards that can be added to the system to add computation resources, and can be

stacked four deep on the board.  Thus, with four locations that can be stacked four deep, a total of 16

compute boards can be combined into a single system.  These compute boards are connected together, and

to the FPGAs on the base board, by a set of global buses.  Compute modules can contain an arbitrary mix
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of resources.  Examples include  the X210MOD-00, which has two medium Xilinx FPGAs, and the

X213MOD-82, which has two large FPGAs, 8MB of DRAM, and 256 KB of SRAM.  The users of the

system are free to combine whatever set of modules they desire, yielding a system capacity ranging from

only two medium FPGAs (a single X210MOD-00), to 32 large FPGAs (16 X213MOD-82s) and a

significant amount of RAM.  Similar systems include DEEP [vom Bögel94] and Paradigm RP [Zycad94a].

The Paradigm RP  has locations to plug in up to eight boards.  These boards can include FPGAs, memories,

DSPs, and standard processors.  In the G800 and Paradigm RP systems, cards with new functionality or

different types of chips can easily be accommodated.
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Figure 38.   The G800 board [Giga95].  The base board has two FPGAs and four sockets.  The

socket at left holds four computing module boards (the maximum allowed in a socket), while the

socket at right has none.

Even more flexible systems are possible.  One example is the COBRA system [Koch94].  As shown in

Figure 39, the system is made up of several types of modules.  The standard base module has four FPGAs,

each attached to an external connection at one of the board’s edges.  Boards can be attached together to

built a larger system, expanding out in a 2D mesh.  Other module types can easily be included, such as

modules bearing only RAM, or a host interface, or a standard processor.  These modules attach together the

same way as the base module, and will have one to four connectors.  One somewhat different type of

module is a bus module.  This module stacks other modules vertically, connecting them together by a bus.

Systems like COBRA allow an arbitrary resource mix to be brought to bear on a problem.  Thus, a custom

processing system can quickly be built for a given task, with FPGAs handling the general logic, while

standard processors handle complex computations and control flow.  Thus, the proper resource is always

used for the required functionality.  In Chapter 6 we will present another such system, which is optimized

for the rapid-prototyping of multi-chip circuits.  It offers the expandability of COBRA, with MORRPH’s

ability to include arbitrary devices, and was originally proposed before either of these architectures.
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Figure 39.  Base module (upper left) and example topology built in the COBRA system [Koch94].

The mapping includes a tower of three base modules surrounded by three bus modules (top), a

base module (center), a RAM module (bottom), and an I/O module (right).

In the following chapters we will delve into several issues in multi-FPGA system hardware, including

multi-chip system prototyping in Chapter 6, routing topologies for multi-FPGA systems in Chapter 7, and

interface support for logic emulators in Chapter 8.  Chapter 9 begins the discussion of software support for

multi-FPGA systems.



Chapter 6.  Springbok

Introduction

As pointed out in Chapter 4, logic emulation should be an important part of any logic validation

environment.  To perform logic emulation requires an appropriate hardware substrate and an integrated

software mapping solution.  In Chapter 5 we described many multi-FPGA systems.  In general, they

provide a constrained amount and type of resources in a fixed hardware system.  For ASIC emulation tasks

this is usually sufficient.  However, board-level designs, designs where multiple chips are connected on a

circuit board, will not fit onto these systems.  The problem is that many of the chips in such systems are

quite complex.  Thus, if they had to be mapped onto a standard multi-FPGA system, they would require a

huge amount of FPGA resources.  In some cases, this process may not even be possible, since the

manufacturers of these complex chips will (rightfully) be reluctant to divulge the exact implementation

details of their chips.  However, most or all of the chips used to construct the board-level design will be

prefabricated.  Thus, if we could include the actual chips into the logic emulation, this will yield a much

more efficient implementation.

While some multi-FPGA systems allow the inclusion of a few arbitrary chips, most multi-FPGA systems

are not designed to support a emulation style primarily dependent on premade components.  This is because

these systems rely primarily on FPGAs to implement the logic in the system, and the number of premade

components is limited.

In the rest of this chapter we will discuss Springbok, a system to aid in the development and debugging of

board-level designs.  It has a flexible topology and resource mix, with the ability to include arbitrary chips

into the system.  While there are other multi-FPGA systems that have much of Springbok’s capabilities

(such as COBRA [Koch94] and MORRPH [Drayer95], described in Chapter 5), Springbok predates all of

these systems [Hauck94].  An alternative approach to prototyping with a multi-FPGA system is the Aptix

field-programmable circuit boards, which offer a sea-of-holes for plugging in arbitrary devices.  However,

the system is based around very expensive FPIC chips and multi-layer boards.  Also, since the Aptix

systems are based around FPIC hubs, there is no logic capacity (other than the chips added to the topology)

for handling random logic, chip slow-down circuitry, or Virtual Wires multiplexing.

In the next section we discuss the proposed Springbok architecture, and then the mapping tools.  We also

consider Field-Programmable Interconnects (FPICs), and flexible multi-FPGA systems, which are

promising approaches to circuit board testing, and compare them to the Springbok system.
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Figure 40.  The Springbok interconnection pattern (left), and two connected Springbok baseplates

with four daughter cards (right).  The card at front is similar to the other daughter cards, but is

shown upside-down.

The Springbok Architecture

The Springbok system is based on the philosophy that to develop and test board-level designs one needs a

practical way to perform incremental development and testing using many of the actual chips of the final

system without incurring the effort and expense of either wire-wrap or complete board fabrication.  Our

approach is to allow the important, complex chips comprising a design to be embedded in an FPGA-based

structure, which uses these FPGAs for both the routing and rerouting of signals, as well as the

implementation of random logic (Figure 40).  To allow a specific circuit to be implemented in this

structure, the Springbok system is comprised of a baseplate with sites for daughter cards.  The daughter

cards are large enough to contain both an arbitrary device on the top, as well as an FPGA on the bottom.

Note that the device can be a chip, such as a processor or memory, I/O elements such as switches and LCD

interfaces, or whatever else is necessary to implement the system.  If necessary, daughter cards can be built

that span several locations on the baseplate to handle higher space or bandwidth requirements.  The

daughter cards plug into the baseplate, which handles power, ground, and clock distribution, FPGA
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programming, and inter-daughter card routing.  The baseplates include support for communicating with a

host computer, both for downloading programming and for uploading data captured during prototype runs.

The baseplates are constructed such that they can be connected together with each other, forming an

arbitrarily large surface for placing daughter cards.  The inter-daughter card routing structure is a 1-hop

mesh, with the specific pin interconnections as detailed in Chapter 7.  In many ways, this approach is

similar both to mesh-connected multiprocessors, as well as the approach suggested in [Seitz90].
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Figure 41.  Non-device daughter cards and extender cards, including cards to add more FPGA

logic (top left), bandwidth (double-sized card at top right), long-distance communication (middle),

and edge bandwidth (bottom middle and bottom right).  All but the edge bandwidth cards have

FPGAs on the bottom.

An important feature of the Springbok system is the ability to insert system-specific chips on daughter

cards placed into the array.  This also allows us to include other, specialized daughter cards.  For example,

early in the design cycle the specific chips to be used to implement much of the logic may be unspecified.

Thus, instead of inserting only chip-carrying daughter cards into the array, other cards with only FPGAs on

them could be included.  As in most other FPGA systems, there is also the potential that the simple

connection scheme described above will not be able to accommodate all of the logic or routing assigned to
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a given location.  However, as opposed to a fixed multi-FPGA system, we can insert new “extender” cards

between a daughter card and the baseplate to deal with these problems (Figure 41).  For example, if the

logic assigned to a given FPGA simply will not fit, an extender card with another FPGA can be inserted so

that it can handle some of the logic.  If too many signals need to be routed along a given link in the mesh

structure, an extender card spanning several daughter card positions can be added, with new routing paths

included on the inserted card.  Note that while most routing limitations could be dealt with via Virtual

Wires (Chapter 9), added cards for routing will still serve a purpose by reducing the reliance on Virtual

Wires, thus decreasing cycle time and increasing logic capacity.  For signals that must go long distances in

the array, sets of extender cards with ribbon cable connections can be inserted throughout the array to carry

these long-distance wires.  Also, at the edge of the mapping where edge effects can limit available

bandwidth, dummy daughter cards which simply contain hardwired connections between their neighbors

can be inserted.  Thus, the Springbok approach to resource limitations is to add resources wherever

necessary to map the system.  In contrast, a fixed array cannot afford a failure due to resource limitations,

since it would then have to redo the costly step of mapping to all of the constituent FPGAs.  Thus fixed

arrays must be very conservative on all resource assignments, underutilizing resources throughout the

system, while Springbok simply fixes the problems locally as they arise.

Another important benefit of Springbok is how it supports hardware subroutines.  In many design

environments there will not be just one system developed, but instead a family of products may be built.

Many of these products have subsystems shared across the entire family.  For example, a company

developing disk controllers would have SCSI interfaces on most of its products, as well as an interface to

the host computer’s bus (e.g. [Katz93]).  In the Springbok model, such heavily replicated elements can be

fabricated or wire-wrapped as a single daughter card, and from then on used as a hardware subroutine for

all subsequent designs.  One could use a similar approach in a wire-wrap domain by developing

prototyping boards with these functionalities fabricated on the board.  However, in such a system one must

fix the number and type of these subroutines ahead of time, and this mix cannot be increased.  Thus, a

prototyping board designed with one SCSI interface would be useless for prototyping a two SCSI port

controller, and a board for one type of computer bus could not be used for a different bus.  In Springbok

this is not an issue, because the number and type of daughter cards can vary from system to system, and

cards with functionality not even considered in the first system of a family can be added easily in later

designs.

While the construction of the Springbok system fixes many problems encountered in rapid-prototyping,

there are two important concerns that remain.  First, the physical wires in the target system are replaced

with digital connections in Springbok.  Second, while speeds achieved may be orders of magnitude faster
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than simulation, they will still be less than the final system speeds.  The problem with the way Springbok

handles wires is that not all physical wires in mapped systems are used in a purely digital, unidirectional

manner.  While some systems use analog subsystems, this is beyond the scope of Springbok, and any such

subsystems will need to be either included as specialized daughter cards, or not handled at all.  For non-

unidirectional flow, signals such as buses and bi-directional signals must be handled.  As shown in Figure

42, a tristate bus can be replaced by a pure logic structure [Butts91].  Note that the circuit shown at right

implements a floating low bus.  A floating high bus can be constructed by inverting the inputs and outputs

of the circuit.  Once the tristate bus is converted to the implementation shown, the gates implementing the

communication can be mapped to the FPGA identically to the rest of the random logic in the system.
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Figure 42.  Method for handling bi-directional signals [Butts91].  The tristate bus at left is

replaced with the logic structure at right.  Note that all signals are unidirectional in the structure at

right.

The second problem mentioned above, that a Springbok mapping will almost always be somewhat slower

than the system being prototyped, causes several concerns.  First, one of the goals of a prototype is to test

the system in the actual target environment.  However, other systems that interact with the circuit will be

expecting certain timing assumptions to be upheld, such as those contained in a bus protocol.  This same

problem has been encountered by ASIC logic emulator vendors such as Quickturn, and their customers

have dealt with this by building protocol-specific buffering solutions.  Such an approach would work

equally well with Springbok.  An even better answer is detailed in Chapter 8, which presents a general

solution to the logic emulator interface issue.

The second manifestation of the slow-down problem is that the chips used in the system must be slowed

down as well.  Many chips can simply be operated at the slower clock rate and still function properly.

Springbok mappings will operate fast enough that charge leakage from dynamic nodes will not be an issue

for most chips.  The primary concern is for chips with phase-locked loops which can only operate at certain

clock frequencies.  Solutions to this problem include stalling processor chips either through manipulation of
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an explicit stall signal or insertion of stall instructions into the chip’s instruction stream, dummy data and

buffering for pipelined chips, or even replacement of very restrictive chips with slower members of the chip

family or mapping it into FPGA logic.

The Springbok Mapping Tools

As is found with logic emulators, the target architecture is only half the system.  Just as important as a

flexible medium for implementing the desired functionality is the need for an integrated software system to

map target designs onto the architecture.
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Figure 43.  Springbok software flow diagram.

The overall software system flow in Springbok is shown in Figure 43.  The mapping tools start with a

structural description of the system to be mapped, where the system logic can either be assigned to specific

chips, or possibly have portions of random logic which have not yet been assigned to chips.  Through a

series of steps this logic is mapped down to a form that can be placed onto the Springbok architecture,

producing both a floorplan describing how daughter cards and extender cards must be placed onto

baseplates, and programming files for configuring the individual FPGAs.

The first step in the mapping process is chip replacement.  We expect Springbok to handle systems ranging

from those with only the critical components specified (the rest left as random logic) to those with most or

all of the logic implemented with specific chips.  All logic not assigned to chips in the original structural

description will be handled by FPGAs in Springbok, and the Springbok system may decide to assign logic

mapped to chips in the description to FPGAs as well.  For example, in a completely specified design, a chip

that simply buffers signals might be included in the original description, but would not be necessary in the
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Springbok prototype.  Thus, by replacing this chip with the corresponding logic, the resulting mapping

might save some hardware.  Also, logic placed into a specific FPGA in the source description restricts the

placement choices in the Springbok implementation, and might also be removed.  Finally, since Springbok

is fairly FPGA-intensive, mappings will be more compact if a certain percentage of the system is random,

unassigned logic.  Thus, during chip replacement the software could use a greedy algorithm to replace

chips with random logic until the optimal percentage of random logic is reached.  That is, greedily

removing the chip with the least logic assigned to it should allow the removal of the most number of chips

before reaching the target percentage of logic in the FPGAs, thus reducing the total amount of hardware.  It

might also be useful to break up the highest fanout chip (i.e., that chip connected to the most other chips) to

ease the resulting routing congestion and delay, though how exactly to integrate these two considerations

requires study.  Note that the user can specify that any or all chips be left unreplaced.

The next step, partitioning and global placement, determines the overall layout of the Springbok mapping.

It must decide which daughter cards to use, where to place them, and what logic will be implemented by

each of these cards.  Standard methods for partitioning such as k-way partitioning are difficult to use for

this problem, since these algorithms ignore the locality required in mesh communication patterns, and also

generally require that the number of partitions be fixed.  As opposed to most current systems, the size and

composition of the Springbok substrate is flexible, expanding or contracting to most efficiently map the

target system.  This flexibility makes the partitioning more difficult, but allows greater optimization

opportunities.  An overview of our partitioning approach is contained in Chapter 9, with further details in

Chapter 10 and Chapter 11.

After partitioning and global placement, routing must be considered.  The problem of deciding which

intermediate FPGAs to route through is fairly straightforward, and is very similar to the single-FPGA

routing problem.  Thus, we can use much of the research on single-FPGA routing (such as [McMurchie95])

to handle this portion of the routing problem.  However, this still leaves the problem of determining which

individual I/O pins to use to route between the FPGAs.  In order to handle pin assignment for multi-FPGA

systems, we have developed a new technique that simultaneously reduces the routing resource usage,

reducing both area requirements and delay, while also speeding up the mapping process (Chapter 12).

With partitioning, global placement, and routing completed, it is then necessary to place and route the

individual FPGAs.  For these tasks we can use one of several reasonable commercial software packages

available.  Some of their underlying algorithms are discussed in Chapter 2.

As shown in the software flow diagram, any mappings that fail are fixed by software that inserts extender

cards into the Springbok array.  Then, partitioning and global routing are rerun,  maintaining as much of the
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previous mapping as possible while easing demands on the failing FPGAs.  Note that this portion of the

flow is also important for incremental alteration of a prototype.  Specifically, as a system is debugged

errors will need to be fixed, hopefully without requiring a completely new mapping of the circuit.  By

extending the partitioning and global routing steps to handle incremental alterations to fix failed FPGA

mappings, we also have support for incremental alterations for bug fixes.

FPICFPIC

Figure 44.  An FPIC based prototyping board [Aptix93a].

Springbok vs. Other Current Approaches

As mentioned earlier, another promising approach for the rapid prototyping of board-level designs is Field-

Programmable Interconnects (FPICs), such as those developed by Aptix [Aptix93a].  An FPIC is a chip that

can create an arbitrary interconnection of its pins.  In the case of the Aptix chips, there are 936 user pins per

chip, and the connections formed are passive path wire connections.  This latter feature is helpful, since it

means that the concerns Springbok has with bi-directional signals such as buses are easily handled with

Aptix products.  To use these chips for prototyping, Aptix provides circuit boards consisting of a large grid

of holes for inserting arbitrary chips (Figure 44).  These holes are grouped into sections, with all holes in a

section leading to pins on the same FPIC.  The FPIC chips communicate between themselves with direct

hardwired connections.  There are about 50-140 connections between each pair of Aptix FPICs (the exact

number varies by the Aptix board chosen).  Power and ground routing are handled by separate buses

distributed throughout the grid, and jumpers can be used to connect chip pins to the power and ground
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lines.  Clock distribution is supported with special low skew paths in the Aptix chips.  Mapping to such a

system is easier than for Springbok, since all that is necessary is to partition the chips into sections,

minimizing wire crossings at the same time, and then route the signals through the FPICs.

There are several differences between Springbok and an FPIC approach to rapid-prototyping of board-level

designs.  As mentioned earlier, the software for an FPIC approach is simpler, and there is no difficulty with

bi-directional signals.  However, these benefits are outweighed by several problems.  Most importantly, an

FPIC approach is quite expensive.  Since both the circuit boards necessary to handle the FPIC’s high

pincount package, as well as the FPICs themselves, use very aggressive technologies, they are much more

expensive than standard chips and boards.  In contrast, we expect the cost of a Springbok mapping to be

significantly less, since it uses commodity FPGAs and simple circuit boards.  Also, many Springbok

mappings will use the FPGAs of the underlying routing structure to handle some of the circuit logic.  Thus,

much of the silicon used to implement Springbok will already be required in the target mapping, decreasing

costs.

A second problem with the pure FPIC approach is that of flexibility.  As stated earlier, if a mapping

requires more pins than the Aptix board allows, there is no way of mapping it short of purchasing a larger

board and extra FPICs, adding more expense.  In contrast, the Springbok system easily expands to larger

sizes, since all that is required to add more capacity is the addition of another baseplate.  Thus, instead of

requiring several Aptix boards in several sizes, Springbok baseplates can be used in any size mapping.

Also, the Aptix boards have a fixed 50-140 pin limit on communication between FPIC sections of the grid.

Again, if this number is exceeded, there is no way of mapping the prototype.  In Springbok, capacity can be

added to deal with any pin limitations.  Also, Virtual Wires (Chapter 9), a method usable in Springbok to

ease some pin limitations, cannot be directly used in an FPIC system since the FPICs do not have

programmable logic with which to multiplex signals.  Thus, to use Virtual Wires an FPIC system would

have to add extra FPGAs, FPGAs that will also increase the number of pins in the mapping, pins which

must also pay the per-pin costs.

Just as many of the Springbok FPGAs will be used to implement logic from the system being mapped,

other portions of the FPGAs will be required to slow down chips.  Both Springbok and FPIC mappings will

operate slower than the target system.  As discussed earlier, some chips cannot simply be clocked at a

slower rate, but instead require special additional logic to operate correctly.  In Springbok, this logic can be

accommodated in the FPGAs connecting that chip into the Springbok routing structure.  In an FPIC system,

extra FPGAs would have to be added to handle this functionality, increasing total pin count.  More

importantly, these added FPGAs are not directly connected to the chip to be slowed, but instead must
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communicate with it through the FPIC.  The FPIC introduces delays, reducing the portion of the clock

period available in the FPGA slowing the chip, which makes it more difficult to properly perform these

slowing functions.

A final limitation of the FPIC approach is that it does not support hardware subroutines well.  As discussed

earlier, in many design environments there are common subsystems used in several different circuits.  In

Springbok, these subsystems can be built into custom daughter cards, and then used freely in subsequent

mappings.  In an FPIC system one would need to develop a custom board (an activity Aptix supports with

special software) which would contain the subsystem logic as well as the FPICs and the pin grid.  This

means not only that the resulting new board would be more complex than that necessary for the Springbok

system, it also establishes a limit on both the number of such subsystems and the number of chip pins that

can be used.  This is because both the number of subsystems as well as the size of the pin grid is fixed on

any specific Aptix board.  Again, in the Springbok system, building a custom daughter card only fixes the

contents of that daughter card.  Springbok mappings are still free to choose the type and number of custom

daughter cards to use, and the mapping can still grow to any size.

While we have spent most of this section discussing the difficulties with using a purely FPIC solution to

board-level prototyping, an interesting alternative is to add FPICs into the Springbok framework.  FPICs

could be included on extender cards, cards which could help ease routing in hotspots of a given mapping.

Also, special connections could be built into the baseplates which could lead to a centralized FPIC hub.

These baseplate connections would connect a small number of pins on every daughter card position to the

centralized FPIC hub.  In this way, a network for more efficiently handling long-distance connections could

be built without requiring many ribbon-cable extender boards scattered throughout the array.  In each of

these cases, the FPICs are used sparingly.  Hopefully, this could yield a system with all of Springbok’s

advantages, while harnessing the power of FPICs to perform relatively quick, arbitrary connection patterns.

Whether the added functionality is worth the increased cost is unclear, and requires further study.

As mentioned earlier (Chapter 5), there have been many multi-FPGA systems developed.  However, most

of these are unusable for board-level prototyping, since they do not allow the inclusion of arbitrary chips

into the array, or do so to a limited extent.  Some systems, such as the G800 or the Paradigm RP, allow a

small amount of custom boards to be included into the system.  However, many multi-chip systems will

require tens or hundreds of chips to be included into the prototype, something that is beyond the

capabilities of these systems.

Two systems (which were proposed after Springbok) with a lot of potential for board-level prototyping are

COBRA and MORRPH (Chapter 5).  Like Springbok, these systems are based around a flexible
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interconnection topology that allows the system to grow to an arbitrary size.  The COBRA system is based

around tiles with fixed resource mixes, in a fixed mesh structure.  However, adding a prototyping board

with sockets for arbitrary devices, as well as boards with long-distance communication links, should not be

difficult.  The MORRPH system is based around a single tile type, with sockets for arbitrary devices.

However, there is nothing in the system construction that precludes adding boards with different

functionalities and capacities.  Thus, if we combine COBRA’s ability to include arbitrary cards with

MORRPH’s ability to include arbitrary devices onto these cards, we would achieve much of the flexibility

of Springbok.

Conclusions

As we have shown, Springbok is a novel approach to the rapid-prototyping of board-level designs that

offers many advantages over current systems.  Its flexible architecture accommodates a great range of

system sizes and topologies.  With the ability to solve problems as they occur, Springbok more efficiently

uses its resources than fixed FPGA-based systems, which require a very conservative style.  Including

arbitrary devices and subsystems into the Springbok structure allows even greater efficiency and accuracy.

Finally, the use of FPGAs instead of FPICs for the routing structure reduces overall costs, adds flexibility,

and more easily handles the functionality necessary to interface to timing-inflexible components.

In the following chapters, we will discuss many of the issues necessary to implement Springbok.  Mesh

routing topologies are covered in Chapter 7, yielding topologies with higher bandwidth, lower delay, and

reduced I/O pin usage.  Then we discuss how the external interfaces of a prototype can be supported

(Chapter 8).  On the software end of multi-FPGA systems, we consider an efficient bipartitioning algorithm

(Chapter 10), as well as methods for recursively applying bipartitioning to an arbitrary topology (Chapter

11).  We also cover pin assignment software (Chapter 12), which handles part of the global routing step for

mapping to multi-FPGA systems.



Chapter 7.  Mesh Routing Topologies

Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 3, multi-FPGA systems have great potential for logic emulation and reconfigurable

computing tasks.  An important aspect shared by all of these systems is that they do not use single FPGAs,

but harness multiple FPGAs, preconnected in a fixed routing structure, to perform their tasks.  While

FPGAs themselves can be routed and rerouted in their target systems, the pins moving signals between

FPGAs are fixed by the routing structure on the implementation board.  FPICs (Chapter 2) may remove

some of the topology concerns from small arrays.  However, large FPGA systems with FPICs for routing

will still need to fix the topology for inter-FPIC routing.

Chapter 5 has demonstrated that there are many different possible multi-FPGA system topologies.  The

routing structure used in a multi-FPGA system has a large impact not only on system speed, but also on

capacity and system extendibility.  Crossbar topologies provide a predictable routing delay, but they

sacrifice scaleability and chip utilization.  Hierarchical crossbar structures have less predictable routing

delays, since signals may have to pass through many FPGAs, but have improved scalability.  Mesh

connections are scaleable, and may have better utilization than the other structures, but have even worse

routing predictability.  Although mesh topologies have been criticized due to perceived pin limitations, new

techniques such as Virtual Wires [Babb93, Selvidge95] and future high-I/O FPGA packages make meshes

a very viable alternative.

Determining the proper routing topology for a multi-FPGA system is a complex problem.  In fact, the

multiprocessor community has been struggling with similar questions for years, debating the best

interconnection topology for their routing networks.  The necessary first step is to determine the best way

to use a given routing topology, so that an honest comparison between different topologies can be

performed.  In this chapter, we examine mesh topologies, and present several constructs for more efficient

structures.  We then provide a quantitative study of the effects of these constructs, and examine their impact

on automatic mapping software.  Architectural studies of multi-FPGA systems based on crossbars

[Chan93b] and hierarchical crossbars [Varghese93] can be found elsewhere.

Mesh Routing Structures

The obvious structure to use for a mesh topology is a 4-way interconnection (Figure 45), with an FPGA

connected to its direct neighbors to the north, south, east and west.  All the pins on the north side of an
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FPGA are connected to the south edge of the FPGA directly to the north, and the east edge is connected

similarly.  In this way the individual FPGAs are stitched together into a single, larger structure, with the

Manhattan distance measure that is representative of most FPGAs carried over to the complete array

structure.  In this and other topologies an inter-FPGA route incurs a cost in I/O pin and internal FPGA

routing resources.  The rest of this chapter will attempt to reduce usage of each of these resources.  In this

way, we not only optimize the delay in the system by shortening routes, but we also reduce the area needed

to map a circuit.
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Figure 45.  Basic mesh topology.

I/O Pin Usage Optimization

In order to reduce the average number of I/O pins needed to route signals,  we can increase the number of

neighbors connected to an FPGA.  Instead of the simple 4-way connection pattern (Figure 46 top left), we

can adopt an 8-way topology.  In the 8-way topology (Figure 46 bottom left) an FPGA is not only

connected to those FPGAs horizontally and vertically adjacent, but also to those FPGAs diagonally

adjacent.  A second alternative is to go to a 1-hop topology (Figure 46 right), where FPGAs directly

adjacent vertically and horizontally, as well as those one step removed, are connected together.  One could

also consider 2-hop, 3-hop, and longer connection patterns.  However, these topologies greatly increase

PCB routing complexity, and wiring delays become significant.

We assume here that all connected FPGAs within a specific topology have the same number of wires

connecting them, though a topology could easily bias for or against specific connections.  Since the 8-way

and 1-hop topologies have twice as many neighbors as the 4-way topology, and FPGAs have a fixed
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number of pins, each pair of connected FPGAs in these topologies have half as many wires connecting

them as in the 4-way case.

N

N/2

N/2

Figure 46.   4-way (top left), 8-way (bottom left), and 1-hop (right) mesh routing topologies.

Switching from a 4-way to an 8-way or 1-hop topology has two major impacts:  average I/O pin usage, and

bandwidth.  Figure 47 shows one quadrant of a mesh under the three different topologies, with each box

corresponding to an FPGA.  The number indicates how many I/O connections are required to reach that

FPGA from the source FPGA at the lower-left corner (shown with an asterisk).  As we can see, both the 8-

way and 1-hop topologies can reach more FPGAs within a given number of I/O connections than can the 4-

way topology.  In fact, if we consider an entire mesh instead of a single quadrant, the 8-way can reach

twice as many FPGAs as the 4-way within a given number of I/O connections, and the 1-hop topology can

reach three times as many FPGAs as a 4-way topology (while within a single I/O connection there are only

twice as many neighbors as the 4-way, at longer distances it reaches three times or more).  On average a

route in a 1-hop topology requires about 40% less I/O pins than a route in a 4-way topology.  Another
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interesting observation is that the 1-hop topology can reach almost all the same FPGAs as the 8-way

topology can in the same number of I/O connections.  The only exceptions to this are the odd numbered

FPGAs along the diagonals from the source in the 8-way topology.  What this means is that there is little

benefit in using a combined 8-way & 1-hop topology, since the 1-hop topology gives almost all the benefit

of the 8-way topology.
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Figure 47.  Distance (in number of I/O connections required) to reach FPGAs in 4-way (left), 8-

way (center), and 1-hop (right) topologies.  Distances are from the FPGA in the lower-left corner.

Figure 48.  Bisection bandwidth in 4-way (left), 8-way (center), and 1-hop (right) topologies.

Three times as many connections cross the bisecting line in the 8-way and 1-hop topologies than

in the 4-way topology, though each connection contains half as many wires.  This results in a 50%

increase in bisection bandwidth.

One would expect the I/O pin usage optimization to come at the price of lower bandwidth in the mesh.

However, this turns out not to be the case.  The standard method for measuring bandwidth in a network is

to determine the minimum bisection bandwidth.  This means splitting the network into two equal groups

such that the amount of bandwidth going from one group to the other is minimized.  This number is

important, since if routes are randomly scattered throughout a topology half of the routes will have to use

part of this bandwidth, and thus twice the bisection bandwidth is an upper bound on the bandwidth in the

system for random routes.  In the mesh topologies we have presented, the minimum bisection bandwidth

can be found by splitting the mesh vertically or horizontally into two halves.  As shown in Figure 48,
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cutting each row or column in a 4-way mesh splits one pair of connected neighbors, while in an 8-way and

1-hop topology it splits 3 pairs.  Since there are three times as many neighbor pairs split, though each pair

has half the bandwidth (remember that the 4-way topology has half the number of neighbors, so each pair

of neighbors is connected by twice the wires), the 8-way and 1-hop topologies thus have 50% more

bisection bandwidth than the 4-way mesh.
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Figure 49.  Example of the point-to-point fast bandwidth calculation in 4-way (top left) and 8-way

(bottom left) meshes.  The 8-way routes are only allowed to use three I/O connections, the number

of I/O connections necessary to reach the destination in the 4-way topology.  Also included is a

complete relative bandwidth summary of 8-way vs. 4-way (center) and 1-hop vs. 4-way (right)

topologies.

An alternative way to view bandwidth is point-to-point bandwidth.  If we simply ask how much bandwidth

is available from one specific FPGA to another, then (barring missing connections at mesh edges) all

meshes have exactly the same point-to-point bandwidth.  This is because there are independent paths

(“independent” implying two routes don’t share individual I/O connections, though they may move through

the same FPGAs) from every wire leaving any source FPGA to any destination FPGA.  A more interesting

issue is that of fast bandwidth.  Specifically, we realize that since a 4-way mesh has twice as many

connections to each of its neighbors than an 8-way or 1-hop topology, the 4-way topology can send twice

as many signals to that destination using a single I/O connection as can the other topologies.  By

extrapolation, we would expect that the 4-way topology has more bandwidth to those FPGAs two or more

I/O connections away than the other topologies.  However, if we allow each topology to use the same

number of I/O connections (specifically, the minimum number of I/O connections necessary to reach that
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FPGA in a 4-way topology), the 8-way and 1-hop topologies actually have greater fast bandwidth.  As

shown in Figure 49 left, if we route to an FPGA two steps north and one step east, it requires three I/O

connections in the 4-way topology, and there are two independent paths between the FPGAs.  If we allow

the 8-way topology to use three I/O connections, it actually has five independent paths between the two

FPGAs (Figure 49 bottom left).  Since each path in an 8-way topology has half the bandwidth as a path in a

4-way topology, the 8-way has 25% more fast bandwidth between these FPGAs.  Figure 49 right shows a

complete comparison for a quadrant of the mesh, with the numbers given representing the ratio of 8-way

vs. 4-way fast bandwidth (center), and 1-hop vs. 4-way fast bandwidth (right).  The ratio numbers are for

bandwidth between each FPGA and the FPGA at lower left.  As can be seen, in all cases except the FPGAs

directly adjacent vertically, horizontally, or diagonally, the 8-way and 1-hop topologies have greater fast

bandwidth than the 4-way topology, up to a factor of two or more.

Thus, as we have shown, the 1-hop topology reduces average I/O pin usage by 40%, increases minimum

bisection bandwidth by 50%, and has greater point-to-point fast bandwidth than the 4-way topology to

almost all other FPGAs, up to three times as great.

Internal Routing Resource Usage Optimization

In this section we describe FPGA pin interconnection patterns that minimize FPGA internal routing

resource usage.  While most of the optimizations described here apply equally well to 4-way, 8-way, and 1-

hop topologies, we’ll concentrate on 4-way topologies for simplicity.  Also, we’ll abstract the individual

FPGAs into a grid of internal routing resources, with the grid width equal to the distance between adjacent

FPGA pins.  Finally, we optimize for random-logic applications such as logic emulators and software

accelerators.  Mappings of systolic or otherwise highly regular and structured circuits may require different

topologies.

As described earlier, the obvious way to build a 4-way topology is to connect all the pins on the east side of

an FPGA to the pins on the west side of the FPGA directly to the east (the north edge is connected

similarly).  The problem with this construct is demonstrated in Figure 50 top.  Because the pins connecting

an FPGA to its neighbor to the east are on the opposite FPGA edge from the pins connected to the neighbor

to the west, and pins connected to the south are opposite to pins connected to the north, a signal moving

through several FPGAs must traverse the length or width of the intervening FPGAs.  Thus, as shown in

Figure 50 top, moving from the top of the FPGA at left to the FPGA at right requires a large amount of

internal routing resources.
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Figure 50.  Distances from the X in leftmost FPGA in normal (top) and Superpin (bottom)

connection pattern, on a scale from black (shortest) to white (longest).  Superpin connections are

given by letters, with Superpins with the same letter connected together in adjacent FPGAs.

An alternative is to scatter the pins connecting pairs of FPGAs around the edges of the FPGAs.  We form

groups called Superpins, and within a Superpin is one pin connected to each of that FPGA’s neighbors.

Thus, a Superpin in a 4-way topology has four pins, and a Superpin in an 8-way or 1-hop topology has

eight pins.  Within a Superpin, pins that are likely to be routed together in a mapping are grouped together.

Specifically, long-distance signals will usually require pins going in opposite directions to be connected

together in intermediate FPGAs.   Thus, around the edge of an FPGA in a 4-way topology we order the pins

N,S,E,W,N,S,E,W…, and in a 1-hop the pins are ordered NN,SS,EE,WW,N,S,E,W,NN,SS,EE,WW…,

where the pin NN is connected to an FPGA two steps north of the source FPGA.  In an 8-way topology a

long-distance route that doesn’t connect together pins going in opposite directions will instead probably

connect signals 45 degrees off of opposite (e.g. S and NW or NE).  Thus, the connection pattern

N,S,SW,NE,E,W,NW,SE,S,N,NE,SW,W,E,SE,NW,N,S… is used, since it puts opposite pins together, and

pins 45 degrees off of opposite are at most 2 pins distant.
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Figure 51.  Intuition behind permuted Superpins.  A single connection (at top) gives most of the

benefit of full unpermuted Superpins.  By changing connection C to the lower-right corner

(middle), more short routes are achieved.  Note that connection I is simply connection C for the

middle FPGA.  Bottom shows full permuted Superpins, with even shorter routes in further FPGAs.

The scale ranges from black (shortest) to white (longest).
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As shown in Figure 50 bottom, if we connect the Superpins together in the obvious manner, with Superpins

in one FPGA connected to the corresponding Superpins in neighboring FPGAs, we get significant routing

resource usage improvements.  The Superpin topology almost removes incremental routing resource usage

in intermediate FPGAs.

We can do better than the Superpin strategy just presented by realizing that not only can we scatter the

connections between neighboring FPGAs around their edges, but we can also scatter the connections to

specific sides of these FPGAs around its neighbor’s edges.  Put differently, instead of connecting Superpins

in one FPGA to corresponding Superpins in adjacent FPGAs, we can instead permute these connections to

improve routing resource usage.  As shown in Figure 51 top, simply making the connection labeled “B”

gives most of the benefit of the complete unpermuted Superpin pattern given in Figure 50.  Thus,

connecting “C” as we did in Figure 50 will give little extra benefit, since the short routes the “C”

connection creates will lead to locations that already have short routes due to the “B” connection.  If we

instead connect “C” in the first FPGA to a location on the lower right edge of the adjacent FPGA (Figure

51 middle), we create short routes to locations that only had long routes through “B”.  By continuing this

approach, we route Superpin connections so that not only are there short routes from one location in one

FPGA to its direct neighbors, but we permute the Superpins such that all locations in the source FPGA have

short routes to all locations in all other FPGAs (Figure 51 bottom).

An interesting observation is that by having two (identical) permutations in series in Figure 51 bottom, we

in fact use less routing resources to reach locations in FPGAs two steps away (the rightmost FPGA) than

we need for locations in adjacent FPGAs (middle FPGA in Figure 51 bottom).  This effect does diminish

with more permutations in series, so that average internal routing resource usage begins to increase again

further away from the source, as the incremental cost of routing resources in intermediate FPGAs

dominates the gain of additional permutations.

It is possible to generate even better topologies by using several different permutations in a single system.

As described later in this chapter, having different permutations in different directions takes advantage of

reconvergent paths by having the short routes along one path lead to different locations than the short

routes along another path.  However, in our experience several different permutations yield at most a 1%

improvement in routing costs, and some of these benefits would probably not be realizable by automatic

mapping software.

Later in this chapter we present a lower bound on the quality of permutations.  Unfortunately, we do not

have a simple, deterministic construction method for finding optimum permutations.  However, it is fairly

easy to write a simple simulated annealing program for permutations which gives very good results.  Our
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admittedly inefficient and unoptimized annealer is less than 500 lines of C code, and has consistently found

permutations within a few percent of the lower bounds.  Although the runtimes are up to a few days on a

Sparc 10, these times are very reasonable for the design of a fixed multi-FPGA system, something that will

be done infrequently, and which takes weeks or months to complete.
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Figure 52.  Average (left) and maximum (right) internal routing resource usage from each

location in the source FPGA to all locations in the N nearest destination FPGAs in a 1-hop

topology.

A quantitative comparison of the internal routing resource usage under the Superpin and Permuted

Superpin constructs, all within a 1-hop topology, is presented in Figure 52.  These graphs represent the

average and maximum resource usage from every point in a source FPGA to every point in the nearest N

neighbor FPGAs in the system (FPGAs are represented by grids as described earlier, with 36 pins on a

side).  An interesting observation is that while the Superpins have a great impact, almost totally removing

incremental resource usage in intermediate FPGAs, the Permutations only decrease resource usage by

about 28%.  One reason for this is the theoretic lower bound (“Baseline”) shown above.  This lower bound

comes from the observation that in any 1-hop topology, a route must use at least enough routing resources

to go from the route starting point to the nearest pin on the source FPGA, plus at least one routing resource

in each intermediate FPGA, plus enough resources to go between the route ending point and the closest pin

on the destination FPGA.  As shown, the greatest conceivable improvement over the standard Superpin

pattern (assuming we stay within a 1-hop topology) is approximately 60%, and the permutations achieve

almost half of this potential.  However, when designing a multi-FPGA system, the benefits of permutations

must be carefully weighed against the increased board layout complexity.
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Bounds on Superpin Permutation Quality

As implied earlier, a “permutation” of Superpins is simply a connection of Superpins between adjacent

FPGAs.  One way to think about this is that a permutation forms a one-to-one relation between Superpins

on adjacent FPGAs.  Given this model, we can develop some bounds on how good a permutation can be.

We rate permutations based on the average of the minimum distances of each Superpin on the local FPGA

to each Superpin on a destination FPGA, measured in Superpin steps.  We do not add any cost for inter-

FPGA connections, since it is assumed that we will always make the minimum number of chip crossings,

and since the permutations do not affect this crossing number.  For example, two connected FPGAs with

two Superpins each would have an average cost of 0.5, since half of the Superpin cross-product pairs are

directly connected (0 Superpin steps away), and the other half are one step away.  Note that where the

Superpin steps are taken does not matter to our goodness metric.  For example, if the best route between a

location on FPGA A to a location on FPGA B traverses FPGA C, and uses 2 Superpin steps on A, 1 on B,

and 3 on C, the overall distance is considered to be 6.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 4 8 12 16 20 24
2 1 6 18 38 66 102 146
3 1 8 32 88 192 360 608
4 1 10 50 170 450 1,002 1,970
5 1 12 72 292 912 2,364 5,336

L
N

3 2 1 S 1 2 3

1 0 1 2 1 22 1 2

1 0 1 2 1 22 1 2

L=0

L=1

L=2

Figure 53.  Diagram of the lower bound calculation (left), and a table of the values (right).  The

numbers in the pin locations at left indicate the distance of the Superpin from the source S, with

the arrows indicating direct connections.  These pins form an exponentially expanding fanout tree

of possible short paths.

We can generate a lower bound on how good a permutation can be by assuming each FPGA has an infinite

number of Superpins.  We then determine how many Superpins could possibly be reached in exactly N

Superpin steps, given that we are moving L FPGAs away (that is, we travel through L-1 intermediate

FPGAs plus the destination FPGA).  L=0 indicates that we remain on the source FPGA.  We use an FPGA

with an infinite number of Superpins because in a finite FPGA, reconverging paths may cause less pins to

be reached in a certain distance than is possible in theory.   An example of this entire process is shown in

Figure 53.  Note that we assume that all Superpin steps are taken along the outside edge of the FPGA.

While this ignores the fact that the opposite edge of the chip can be reached more quickly by moving
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directly across the chip than by moving around the outside, these paths will never be minimal in the

permutations we use, and thus can be safely ignored.  We can generate a formula for the resulting function

by realizing that to reach a Superpin in exactly N steps, you must reach a Superpin in the previous FPGA in

i steps, 0 ≤ i ≤ N, and then move across to the destination FPGA.  Since a Superpin in the previous FPGA

reached in i < N steps leads to two N-step neighbors (one clockwise, the other counterclockwise), but a

Superpin with i = N leads only to one N-step Superpin (the one directly connected to it), we have the

formula F( N, L) = F( N, L − 1) + 2∗ F(i, L − 1)i= 0
N −1∑ , where F(N, L) is the number of locations reachable

in exactly N steps when moving L FPGAs away.  Note that this is equivalent to

F( N, L) = F( N, L − 1) + F( N − 1,L − 1) + F( N − 1,L ).  The boundary cases are F(0, L) = 1,

F( j ,0) = 2 j > 0 .

To determine the lower bound for a permutation on FPGAs with finite numbers of Superpins, we know that

no permutation can reach more pins in N steps than the formula given above, and may reach less due to

reconverging paths.  Thus, for an FPGA with M Superpins, we get a lower bound by assuming that the first

F(0, L) pins are reached in 0 steps, F(1, L) are reached in 1 step, and so on until all pins are assigned.  The

weighted average of these distances is the optimum value for Superpin permutations for that FPGA size

and routing distance.  Note that for specific permutations we would have to calculate distances from each

source Superpin to each destination Superpin, but since all source pins will have the same optimum

distances, the average from one source pin is identical to the average from all source pins.  For a specific

example, the optimums for an FPGA with 18 Superpins for L=1 is (0*1 + 1*4 + 2*8 + 3*5)/18 = 1.944, for

L=2 is (0*1 + 1*6 + 2*11)/18 = 1.556, and for L=3 is (0*1 + 1*8 + 2*9)/18 = 1.444.  While this lower

bound is not tight for single permutations (provable by brute force search for an 8 Superpin FPGA, where

no single permutation is optimum for both L=1 and L=2, though optimums for each separately exist), in our

experience permutations exist that either equal or come within a few percent of the lower bound.

While the previous discussion gives a lower bound along a single path of permutations, in order to extend

them to a two-dimensional mesh there are a couple observations to be made.  First, a permutation must not

only work well for signals going from a source FPGA A to a destination B, but also for the reverse route

from B to A.  However, the inverse of a permutation (the permutation seen by a route moving backwards

through the original permutation) is in fact exactly as good as the original permutation.  This is due to the

fact that the measure of a permutation is the average distance from all sources to all sinks, which is

identical to the average distance from all sinks to all sources, which is the measure of the inverse’s

goodness.
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Figure 54.  Permutations in 8-way meshes.  The pattern at left, with a single permutation A, and

its inverse A’, causes some paths to use both the permutation and the inverse, as shown at center.

The pattern at right, with permutations A and B, avoids this problem.  The two permutations are

chosen to be independent, so that permutation A and inverse A’ work well with both permutation

B and inverse B’, and vice-versa.

The next issue is that in a two-dimensional mesh, paths do not necessarily travel in a single direction, but

may be required to change direction to reach their destinations.  However, as illustrated in Figure 54, using

a single permutation in a mesh may make a route pass through both a permutation and its inverse.  Note

that this doesn’t result in a total cancellation of the permutation’s benefit, since a permutation followed by

its inverse has at least the benefit of the inverse permutation.  This can be seen by realizing that any signal

could just take direct connections through the first permutation, without sideways steps in the source

FPGA, and then take the minimal path through the inverse permutation, allowing sideways steps in the

middle and end FPGAs.  Because we do not penalize for crossing chip boundaries, the average distance

through a permutation and its inverse is thus at most the average distance through the inverse permutation

only.  There exists a single-permutation 8-way topology that avoids the problem of paths with both a

permutation and its inverse, but requires different routing from different locations (i.e., while the

permutation leading south from one FPGA may be A, another FPGA might have A’ leading south).  Two

permutations, one for the horizontal and vertical moves, and another for the diagonals, can also fix the

inversion problem while keeping the same pattern in every FPGA (see Figure 54 right).

The final observation is that for some destinations, there is more than one path between two FPGAs that

moves through the minimum number of intermediate FPGAs.  For example, to move two FPGAs north in

an 8-way mesh, a route can move through either the FPGA directly to the north, northeast, or northwest.

We can use this fact to our advantage by choosing combinations of permutations such that the shorter
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routes through one intermediate FPGA lead to where longer routes through other intermediate FPGAs end

(see Figure 55).  Thus, every destination will have a short path through some intermediate FPGA, yielding

a better set of permutations overall.  In this way, if there are P paths between FPGAs, then there could

conceivably be P times as many pins reached in N steps as predicted by the above lower bound.  Note that

in this case, it would actually be advantageous to have different permutations in an 8-way mesh on the two

diagonals leaving an FPGA.  This is so that a path leading northwest then northeast would have a different

permutation order from a path leading northeast then northwest.  Three permutations are sufficient, because

no minimal path will move by both a horizontal (east or west) and a vertical (north or south) edge, since a

single diagonal step would replace these two steps.

A B C
H * D
G F E

D C

B A

C B

D

1 1 0
2 1
1 2 2

0 1 1
1 2
2 2 1

2 1 S
3 1
4 3 2

0 1 1
1 1
1 1 0

Figure 55.  Example of how multiple paths in a two-dimensional permuted mesh decrease routing

costs.  A portion of the permutations leading northeast and east from the asterixed FPGA is shown

at left.  Each FPGA has 8 Superpins.  At right is the resulting distances from the upper right

Superpin (labeled “S”) in the lower left FPGA.  Notice that in the FPGA at top right there are two

different Superpins 0 steps away.  This is because the paths leading through different permutation

orders lead to different points.

Overall Comparisons

We can make an overall comparison of all the topological improvements, both I/O pin and internal routing

resource optimization, by examining inter-FPGA routing delays.  As shown in Figure 56, we present the

average and maximum delay from every point in a source FPGA to every point in the nearest N neighbor

FPGAs in the system.  The FPGAs are represented as grids with 36 pins on a side, and the delay incurred in

using an FPGA’s I/O pin is 30 times greater than a single internal routing resource.  These numbers are

similar to delays found in the Xilinx 3000 series.  Note that this approximates possibly quadratic delays in

internal routing resources as a linear function.  As shown, an 8-way topology decreases delays by 22% over

the standard 4-way topology, while a 1-hop topology decreases delays by 38%.  By using the permuted

Superpin pattern, the delays are decreased by an additional 25%, reducing overall delays by a total of 63%.
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Figure 56.  Graphs of average (left) and maximum (right) delay from each location in the source

FPGA to all locations in the N nearest destination FPGAs.

While the above numbers give an idea of how the features decrease routing costs at different distances, they

ignore the fact that we do not just route a single signal, but in fact have many signals fighting for the same

resources.  To measure these conflicts, we have used the router developed for the Triptych FPGA project

[McMurchie95], which can be retargeted to different domains by altering a routing resource template.  This

router optimizes both area utilization and delay, making it a good experimental platform for this domain.

As before, we abstracted the individual FPGAs to a Manhattan grid, and allowed signals to share edges in

this grid.  Thus, this model ignores internal routing conflicts.  However, these conflicts would have the

greatest impact on those topologies that use the most routing resources, especially resources nearest the

FPGA center.  Thus, ignoring these conflicts will in general decrease the benefit of better topologies, since

they use less resources, and the resources they use are primarily at the chip edge.  We also do not include

signals that begin and end on the same FPGA, because these are unaffected by the inter-chip topologies.

The first two graphs (Figure 57) show the average and maximum cost for signals in each of the routing

topologies, assuming a random distribution of sources and sinks of signals across a 5 by 5 array of FPGAs.

Note that the same random data sets are used for all topologies at a given size, since this means that all

topologies will be subjected to similar routing conditions.  Again, moving between chips costs 30 times as

much as a single step inside an FPGA, and the FPGAs have 36 pins on a side.  The horizontal axis for both

graphs is the total number of signals routed in a given trial, and eight trials are averaged together to

generate each point.  Trials were run at 50 signal increments until the router failed to route all signals.

There is a question of how well some of the topologies handle multi-signal buses and other situations where

several signals move between the same sources and sinks.  Specifically, one might expect the permutation
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topologies to have trouble with buses, since while there is a short path between most sources and sinks,

there are few if any parallel paths.  To determine if this is true, the second set of graphs (Figure 58) is for a

population of 5 signal bundles with random sources and sinks, though signals within a bundle share the

same source and sink.
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Figure 57.  Average and maximum distance of signals under several topologies in a 5x5 array.
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Figure 58.  Average and maximum distance of signals under several topologies in a 5x5 array,

with all signals in 5-signal buses.

The most striking aspect of the previous graphs is how little congestion seems to affect routing distance.

Although samples were taken in 50-signal increments until the router failed, there seems to be little

resulting extra routing necessary.  Although the graphs of maximum lengths do show increases, this may be

mostly due to the fact that a larger number of elements from a random distribution will tend to include
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greater extremes.  The graphs for buses are less flat than the other trials, but this is probably due to the fact

that each bus data set has one fifth as many random points, increasing the variance.  More importantly, the

benefits shown in our original graphs (Figure 56) are demonstrated in actual routing experiments.  The 8-

way topology is approximately 21% better than the 4-way topology, and the 1-hop is 36% better.

Superpins improve the 1-hop topology by about 31%, with permutations saving an additional 5%.  Also, in

the first set of graphs the 8-way and 1-hop topologies successfully route 40% more signals than the 4-way

topology, demonstrating the increase in minimum bisection bandwidth.

Automatic Mapping Tools

Since many multi-FPGA systems will not be used for hand mappings, but instead depend on automatic

mapping tools, it is important that a routing topology not only decrease routing costs, but do so in a way

that automatic tools can exploit.  Since our previous comparisons involved using an automatic routing tool

in the congestion examples, and since these experiments yielded distances equivalent to our previous

average distance measurements, it is fairly clear that routing tools can exploit our improved topologies.  As

described in Chapter 12, we have developed a pin assignment tool (similar to a detailed router) for inter-

FPGA routing, and the only impact of the improved topologies on this tool is the loss of a slight speed

optimization opportunity.  Partitioning tools are also easily adapted, since the locality needed for meshs is

still the primary concern, though the number of closest neighbors is increased.  Thus, automatic mappings

tools for standard 4-way meshes should be able to be easily extended to the topologies presented here.

More details on multi-FPGA system software can be found later in this thesis, starting with Chapter 9.

Conclusions

We have presented several techniques for decreasing routing costs in mesh interconnection schemes: 1-hop

interconnections, Superpins, and Permutations.  Through the retargeting of an automatic routing tool, we

have demonstrated an overall improvement of more than a factor of 2.  While better mesh topologies may

be feasible, especially if we allow permutations to operate on individual signals instead of Superpins,

theoretical lower bounds (the baseline in Figure 52) prove that there is little room for improvement.  Real

improvements might come from increasing the direct neighbors of an FPGA from 8 to 26 (a 3-D mesh) or

more, but the Superpin and Permutation techniques would still be applicable.

The major open question is whether any mesh system makes sense, or if trees, hypercubes, crossbars, or

some other general topology is a better choice.  However, if this chapter is any indication, the best

implementation of a given topology may not be obvious, requiring a close look at individual candidate

topologies before overall topological comparisons can be completed.



Chapter 8.  Logic Emulator Interfaces

Introduction

As pointed out in Chapter 4, logic emulation is an important part of the logic validation process.  While

current systems are capable of performing emulation for single-chip systems, Chapter 6 presents a method

for raising these benefits to the system level.  In this way, board-level designs can be prototyped, speeding

time-to-market for these circuits.  Chapter 7 delved into some of the issues of how to build multi-FPGA

hardware for emulation and other applications.  However, in order to handle chip-level and board-level

emulation, the system must not only provide an efficient method for mapping the logic, but also a means

for handling the external communications of the circuit under validation.

One of the strongest potential reasons for using logic emulation instead of simulation is that an emulation

of a system might be capable of operating in the target environment of the prototype circuit.  In this way,

the emulation would be exercised with real inputs and outputs, providing a much more realistic evaluation

of the circuit’s functionality, while providing a fully functional prototype for further experimentation.

Unfortunately, while it is clear that placing the emulation into its target environment is valuable, it is

unclear how this can be accomplished in general.  Because the environment expects to be communicated

with via some protocol, and while the final circuit will obey the protocol, it is not clear that the emulation

will meet the protocol’s requirements.  This problem is twofold:  some protocols have timing constraints

faster than the emulator can support, and the process of emulation slows the prototype’s clock.

Some protocols have timing assumptions much faster than FPGA-based prototypes can deliver.  For

example, while logic emulators can reach speeds in the hundreds of kilohertz, or even a few megahertz,

many communication protocols operate in the tens of megahertz range.  Thus, unless the protocol will

automatically slow down to the speed of the slowest communicator, the logic emulation will be unable to

keep pace with the communication protocol, and thus cannot be placed in the target environment.

Even if the protocol is slow enough that the logic emulator could keep pace, the emulation will still not

meet the protocol’s timing requirements.  This is because a logic emulation does not run at the same speed

as the original circuit, and there will inevitably be slowdown of the emulation’s clock speed.  For example,

a 50 MHz circuit built to communicate on a channel that requires responses at 1 MHz will communicate

once every 50 clock cycles.  If we use logic emulation for this circuit, we might achieve a performance of

10 MHz from the emulation.  However, the emulation will still be communicating only once every 50 clock

cycles.  This achieves a communication performance of 200 KHz, much too slow to respond to a 1 MHz
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channel.  In general, the emulation cannot be altered to communicate in less clock cycles, both because it

may be busy performing other work during this time period, and also because so altering the emulation

would change its behavior, and we would not be testing the true system functionality.

One solution to this problem is to build a custom interface transducer, a circuit board capable of taking the

high rate communication interface that the environment assumes and slow it down sufficiently for the logic

emulation to keep pace.  This approach has already been taken by Quickturn Design Systems, Inc. with its

Picasso Graphics Emulation Adapter [Quickturn93], which takes video output from a logic emulation and

speeds it up to meet proper video data rates.  This board is essentially a frame buffer, writing out the last

complete frame sent by the emulation while reading in the next frame.  Although this board is adequate for

the specific case of video output, it will be useless for many other communication protocols, or even for

video input to the logic emulation.  With the large number of communication protocols, it is clear that

special-purpose transducers cannot be marketed to handle every need.  Expecting the user to develop and

fabricate these transducers is also impractical, since now to emulate one chip or circuit board, the user must

develop other circuit boards to handle the interfaces.  Thus, the user has to do extra development and

debugging work to use a system meant to simplify the development and debugging process.

In this chapter, we explore an alternative solution for handling logic emulation interfaces:  the development

and use of a single generic, standardized interface transducer for most logic emulation interfaces.  In the

next section, we discuss some of the details of communication interfaces.  We also describe a standard,

generic transducer board.  Then, in the sections that follow we present some case studies, describing how

several communication protocols can be mapped to this structure.  These include NTSC video, digital

audio, PCMCIA, and VMEbus.  Finally, we discuss some of the general techniques and limitations of this

approach, as well as some overall conclusions.

Protocol Transducers

As shown in Figure 59, communication protocols can be considered to have three levels of requirements:

electrical, timing, and logical.  At the electrical level, the protocol specifies the proper signaling voltages,

the amount of current driven onto signals, termination resistors, allowed capacitances, and other features

that interact with the electrical properties of the signaling medium.  At the timing level, the protocol

specifies the minimum and maximum time delay between transitions on signal wires.  At the logical level,

the protocol specifies the order of transitions necessary to accomplish various actions, both on the sender’s

and on the receiver’s end of the communications.  To properly communicate using a given protocol a

system must obey the restrictions of all levels of the specification.
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Logical

Timing

Electrical

Current sourced by board at 0.6 V,
including leakage current:  IOZL+IIL ≤ 600 uA

Current sunk by board at 2.4 V,
including leakage current:  IOZL+IIL ≤ 50 uA

Total capacitive load on signal,
 including signal trace, for system
 controllers (which have drivers):  CT≤ 20 pF

330 Ω
± 5%

0.1 µf

+5 V ± 5%

470 Ω
± 5%

SIGNAL 
LINE

A01-A31*
LWORD*

AS*

DTACK*
BERR*

DSA*

10ns min

10ns min

30ns min

0ns min

0ns min

MASTER SLAVE

DRIVE AS* to low

Drive WRITE* high Receive address
Wait for DTACK* and BERR* Receive address modifier
    (indicates that previous slave Receive LWORD*, IACK*, AS* 
     is no longer driving data bus) If address is valid for this SLAVE
Drive DS0* to low and DS1* to high     Then select on-board device

FETCH DATA

Figure 59.  A communication protocol can be considered to have three levels:  electrical, timing,

and logical.  Examples in this figure are adapted from the VMEbus specification [VMEbus85].

Most of the problems for the interfaces of logic emulations occur at the timing level.  Since the circuit

being emulated has been designed to communicate using the required protocols, it will already be capable

of handling the logical level of the protocol.  This means that the emulation will already know how to

respond to any given set of input transitions, and will generate output transitions in the right order.

However, the emulation will send and receive these transitions much more slowly than the final circuit is
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intended to, since the logic emulator will not be able to achieve the same performance as the custom

hardware.  The emulator may also not meet the electrical level specifications of the protocol.  However, in

general the electrical requirements are simple, and easily met by a small amount of interface hardware.  In

some cases, the protocol will perform all signaling using standard voltage values, with almost no

requirements in the electrical level.  This is most common when the protocol is used to communicate

directly between only two systems.  In this case, most programmable logic, including the logic contained in

the interface transducer, will meet the electrical level specifications of the protocol.  In other cases, there

will be more stringent requirements on the emulation.  However, most protocols will have a standard set of

components that meet their electrical level specification (e.g., standard bus drivers, video input and output

coders).  As long as the emulator (with the help of a protocol transducer) is capable of meeting the logical

and timing level specifications, the standard set of interface components can be used to meet the electrical

level of the protocol.

The interface transducer for a logic emulator will be almost entirely focused on meeting the timing level of

the specification.  While the details of this vary greatly between protocols, there are in general two

methods:  slowing down the protocol, or filtering the data to reduce the amount of communication.

Many protocols are designed to allow a great deal of flexibility in the speed, cost, and quality of the

systems involved in the communication.  These protocols use a handshaking between the communicators,

with both sides of a communication indicating both when they are ready to start or accept a

communication, and also when they have finished with a communication.  These protocols allow either end

of a communication to slow down the actions taking place, and thus it is easy for a emulation to slow the

communication sufficiently for it to keep up.

Some communications are not built with a handshake, and instead assume that any system using a given

protocol is able to meet the specified timing requirements.  Obviously, while the final circuit will meet

these requirements, the emulation may not, and something must be done to compensate.  What is necessary

is to slow down the data coming into the emulation, and speed up the data leaving the emulation.  In

general, we wish the emulation to keep up with all incoming data streams, and not simply keep an ever

increasing buffer of unreceived communications.  Unfortunately, the emulation is capable of processing

only a small fraction of the incoming communications.  Thus, we must somehow reduce the number of

communications coming into the emulation.  The general approach is to throw away enough of the

communications to allow the emulation to keep pace, while not throwing away any essential information.

Obviously, simply throwing away all but the nth clock tick’s worth of data will not normally work, since

the information coming in will usually be totally corrupted.  One possibility, applicable to protocols such as
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video input, is to throw away all but the nth packet or frame of data.  In this way the emulation receives

complete frames of video, though from the emulation’s point of view the objects in the video are moving

very fast.  For other situations, we can throw away communications that do not include important data.  For

example, in a bus-based protocol, many of the transactions will not be intended for the emulation, and most

systems can safely ignore them.  Alternatively, for a voice recognition system an interface transducer can

throw away the “dead air”, and retain only those portions of the input surrounding high volume levels.

External 
Interface

Emulator 
Interface

Prototyping Region

FPGA
RAM2RAM1

FPGA
RAM2RAM1

FPGA
RAM2RAM1

FPGA
RAM2RAM1

Programmable 
Delay

Clock

Figure 60.  Interface transducer board.

The details of meeting the timing requirements of different protocols can vary greatly.  However, the

hardware necessary to do so can be generic and simple (see Figure 60): reconfigurable logic to perform

filtering and meet timing delays, external RAM for holding intermediate results, and programmable delay

lines to generate timing signals.  Also important is a small prototyping area to accommodate any required

standard components for meeting the electrical level requirements of the protocol.  Note that there will

often need to be communication between the FPGAs in the transducer so they can coordinate their actions.

This can be accomplished by connecting together some of the unused wires leading from the prototyping

region to the FPGAs, or from the FPGAs to the emulator interface.  In general, the number of such

connections will be small, since the number of actions the FPGAs will perform will be very limited.

Flexibility is not only important in the number of interconnections between FPGAs, but also in the number

and type of components used for a given mapping.  Specifically, some interfaces will require only a single

small FPGA, while others may need several large FPGAs plus a significant amount of RAM.  This
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flexibility can be handled by using standard sockets for all chips.  For example, a socket for the PQFP208

package can accommodate chips ranging from the Xilinx XC4003H (a high-I/O chip with relatively little

internal logic) to the XC4025 (the largest capacity Xilinx FPGA) [Xilinx94].  In this way, a single board

can be built to handle wide varieties of resource demands.

Example Mappings

In the following sections, we consider several different communication protocols, and describe how they

are mapped onto the interface transducer board detailed above.  This includes continuous streams of data

(video and audio), as well as packetized protocols (PCMCIA and VMEbus).

Video

Video data is transmitted in a steady stream of video frames, arriving at a continuous rate (for the US’s

NTSC video the rate is 30 frames a second).  Because the video arrives at a steady rate we must ignore

some frames, throwing away enough data so that the remainder can be handled by the emulator. What

remains are complete, sequential frames of video, though any motion in the pictures will seem artificially

sped up to the emulator.  This should be sufficient for most applications.

As mentioned earlier, to handle the constraints of a protocol we must handle the electrical, timing, and

logical levels of that protocol.  For video, there are standard chips available for handling the electrical

characteristics of NTSC video [Philips92].  These chips take in the analog waveform containing the video

data and convert it into a stream of digital data.  Most video applications will use these or similar chips, and

a transducer can rely on these chips to handle the electrical level of the interface.

The digital video data coming from the standard chipset arrives at a rate of 13.5 MHz, faster than most

emulators can handle.  To slow the video down, the protocol transducer maintains a buffer of video frames

in the memories, filling up buffers as the logic emulator consumes them.  In the simplest case, there needs

to be only two frames worth of buffer space, one for the frame being sent to the emulator, and one for the

frame being read from the external interface.  In cases such as motion detection, the interface transducer

may need to store several consecutive frames of video, increasing the memory demands.  Because of the

protocol transducer’s socketed design the memory capacity can easily be increased, and the controlling

logic in the FPGAs adjusted accordingly.  Note that since the transducer will be writing arriving data to the

memories at the same time as it is reading data to send to the emulator, there could be memory access

conflicts with a single memory system.  With the two memories of the proposed transducer interleaving or

double-buffering can be used to avoid conflicts.
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A similar mapping can handle outgoing video data as well.  The primary difference is that since there is

less data coming out of the emulator than the external interface expects, we must fill in the time between

frames.  A solution is simply to repeatedly output the last complete frame of data from the logic emulator

until the next frame has been fully received.

Standard 
Video 

Chipset

Logic 
Emulator

Interface Transducer

Frame 
Start 

Detector

Buffer 
Manager

Input Counter Output Counter

Memory Interface

FPGA

Pipeline 
Stages

Pipeline 
Stages

Mem1 Mem2

Figure 61.  Logic diagram of an interface transducer mapping for incoming video data.

As we have just shown, there is relatively little logic necessary in an interface transducer to handle video

data.  A diagram of the logic for the input side is given in Figure 61.  The logic contains a detector to find

the beginning of an incoming frame.  This information is passed to a buffer manager, which checks for an

empty buffer in memory, and if so the incoming data frame is routed into this buffer.  If there are no empty

buffers, the frame is discarded.  Two counters, one for incoming and one for outgoing data, index into the

memory buffers.  This is fed to a simple memory interface, which routes requests to the proper memory,

and generates the proper read and write signals.  To achieve the best performance these steps are all heavily

pipelined.  Since the data comes in at a steady, predictable pace, usually with no latency constraint, heavy

pipelining can easily be achieved.

We implemented the interface transducer mapping as described above by specifying it in Verilog (a high-

level design language).  It was converted to a Xilinx 4000 mapping with completely automatic mapping

tools, and easily achieved the required performance.

Audio

Even though audio is slower than video, and is well within the performance constraints of logic emulators,

audio is actually more difficult to handle than video.  Even though a mapping running on a logic emulator
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could meet the performance requirements for most audio applications, the problem is that the system under

emulation was not designed to run on the logic emulator, but was in fact designed to run at a higher clock

rate.  Thus, it will accept or generate audio data on every nth clock cycle.  Since the clock cycle on the

logic emulator is slower, the system will not be keeping up with the external world.

Since the prototype on the logic emulator will not keep up with the required data rates of audio I/O, it will

need an interface transducer to fix the problem.  Unfortunately, unlike video, audio is not broken into

frames, and there is no clear way to find data that can be ignored.  For some situations, such as the input to

voice recognition systems, the signal can be expected to have large gaps of silence, and a transducer could

look for the “noisy” periods of time.  The mapping takes all incoming data and stores it in one of the

transducer’s memories.  The transducer looks for noisy periods, places where the signal amplitude is above

some threshold.  When such a period is discovered the transducer transfers the noisy period, along with a

second or more of data on either side, to the next memory.  We need this extra time period to catch the less

noisy start and end of the signal, which is why we store all incoming data in the first memory.  The data

from the second memory is sent to the logic emulator, and can be padded with null data if necessary.  In

this way we can detect uninteresting data and throw it away.

Other, more common situations are harder to handle.  In most cases we wish to preserve all of the audio

data in the system.  For example, if the system is generating or recording music there will always be

interesting data in the audio signal, and there is no “dead air” to throw away.  In such situations it is

necessary is to save all of the data, perhaps to tape or disk, and use this storage as a buffer to change the

speed of the data.  For audio this is obviously feasible, since we already store large amounts of audio on

today’s systems.  Thus, it may be worthwhile to augment the transducer hardware with a hard disk

interface.  Even in protocols and mappings where this feature is not necessary for buffering, the disk could

still be used to record the data passing on the channel, serving as a debugging aid.  However, for higher

data rate signals (i.e., video), there may be too much data to store, and using secondary storage would not

be sufficient.

PCMCIA

PCMCIA [Mori94] is a card format and bus protocol used to add peripherals to computer systems.  It

allows standardized memory cards, modems, disk drives, and other computer cards to be added to any

compatible host, including systems from portable computers to Newton MessagePads.  The interface can be

moderated by standard chips such as the Intel 82365SL DF PC Card Interface Controller (PCIC) [PCIC93],

which connects two PCMCIA card slots to an ExCA/ISA bus (see Figure 62).
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Figure 62.  PCMCIA interface built with the Intel 82365SL DF PCIC chip.

Communications to the PCMCIA cards are initiated by the host processor.  The PCIC chip routes these

messages to the proper card slot based on the address sent by the processor.  This card then has the option

of asserting a WAIT signal to indicate that it needs extra time to process the current cycle.  Once the card

has finished processing the current cycle, either by reading in data sent by the host or by writing out

requested data, it will deassert the WAIT signal.  All signals are then returned to their prior (idle) state, and

the system is available for another bus cycle.

Implementing a transducer for either a PCMCIA card or a PCMCIA host system is quite simple.  The

electrical level of the specification is handled by the Intel 82365SL DF PCIC chip plus some standard

support hardware for the host side, while the card side requires little electrical adaptation.  The timing level

is also easy to meet because it is always obvious what subsystems are involved in a given communication,

only one communication can be in progress at a time, and almost all timing constraints on the host system

and the PCMCIA cards are minimum delays, not maximums.  Note that conversely, the timing constraints

on the PCIC chip itself are mostly maximums, making it difficult to emulate the PCIC chip itself.  On the

card side of the protocol, the transducer can use the WAIT signal to slow down the communication.

Performing these actions inside the transducer’s FPGAs is quite easy, and is well within the performance

capabilities of current devices.

One important concern raised by examining the PCMCIA specification is that while it is trivial to handle

the interfaces for the host system and for PCMCIA cards, it is much harder to meet the timing constraints

on the controller chip itself.  While most of the delays on the host and the cards are minimum delays, there

are numerous maximum allowable delays on the controller chip, and these delays are on the order of tens of

nanoseconds.  The emulator will most likely be unable to meet the required delays, and it is unclear if there

is any way to put an emulation of the controller chip into its target environment.  The reason for this
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difference is quite simple.  When we design protocols to interconnect many types of circuit boards we must

realize that some of the boards will be much more complicated, or made from low-cost parts, slowing down

their communications.  Thus, inter-board protocols are designed to tolerate slower cards.  However, when

we design the interfaces to integrated circuits we expect a certain level of performance.  The scope of the

tasks required from these ICs are often limited and well defined, and thus we can require it to respond to

external communications within a certain amount of time.  Thus, meeting the external interface timings for

system-level prototyping is in general simpler than for chip-level prototyping.

VMEbus Slave

The VMEbus [VMEbus85] is a backplane bus capable of supporting multiple Master (controller) boards, as

well as Slave boards.  One of the features that makes this system different than the others discussed so far is

the fact that communication is bus-based, meaning that many of the transactions a component sees are

intended for some other subsystem, and thus that component has no control over the processing of that

transaction.

A VMEbus Master requests control over the bus via an arbitration process.  Once it has gained control of

the bus, it writes an address out onto the bus.  Boards in the system are mapped into a common address

space, and the address written to the bus will uniquely determine with which board the Master wishes to

communicate.  This board will respond to the Master’s request, either reading or writing a data value onto

the bus.  The Master may then request additional data transfers from the same target board, either

communicating several data values in the same direction at once, or performing a read-modify-write

operation.

Slowing down the bus communications for an emulated slave can be difficult, primarily because the

emulation will not be involved in all transactions that occur on the bus, and thus many of these

communications will not give the emulation a chance to slow them.  For transfers actually involving the

emulation we can simply delay the interface signals to re-establish the proper minimum delays from the

emulation’s perspective.  Communications that do not involve the emulation cannot be handled so simply,

because the system does not wait for the emulation to process a transaction that is not intended for it.

However, the emulation may not function correctly if these transactions proceed faster (in its slowed frame

of reference) than the required minimum delays.  There are two solutions to this problem.  First, since the

ranges of addresses a board responds to are fixed, we can program the interface transducer to simply ignore

all transactions that are not intended for the emulation.  A second choice is to allow the interface transducer

to present a transaction to the emulation regardless of what board it is destined for, and delay it sufficiently
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to meet the minimum delays in the emulation’s time frame.  If the transaction is not destined for the

emulation, this and other transactions can complete while the emulation is still receiving the original

transaction.  These transactions are ignored, and the interface only presents a new transaction when the last

transaction has been completely received by the emulation.  Since the transactions are very simple,

requiring less than 100 bits, the data can easily be cached inside the FPGAs in the transducer.  The

emulation will not miss any transactions that are intended for it, since such a transaction would still be

waiting for it when it completes the previous transaction.  This second solution has the advantage that the

emulation experiences transactions that are not intended for it, thus allowing the designer to test that the

board does indeed ignore communications not intended for it.  Note however that a emulation cannot

“snoop” on the bus, attempting to overhear and capture communications not intended for it, since there will

inevitably be transactions communicated on the bus that must be filtered out.

One significant problem with the VMEbus specification is that it contains several built-in time-outs.

Specifically, if a board does not respond in a reasonable amount of time to a bus communication or

arbitration, the system may decide to rescind the transaction.  While these delays should be quite large,

since these time-outs are only meant to free the bus in exceptional situations, it is possible that the

emulation will operate too slowly to meet these upper bounds.  In such a case, the logic that administers

these time-outs will need to be modified or removed to allow proper operation of the emulation.

Conclusions

As we have shown, many logic emulator interfaces can be handled by a simple, generic interface transducer

board.  The board consists of FPGAs, memories, programmable delays, and perhaps an interface to a

secondary storage device.  This board is responsible for meeting the timing level specifications of the

protocol.  The electrical level of the protocol is met by standard chips where necessary, and the logical

level is met in the emulator itself.  The FPGAs on the transducer perform filtering and padding on the data

stream, and make sure all required timing relationships are upheld.  The memories are used for temporary

storage and buffering, with two memories per FPGA to avoid read/write conflicts.  The programmable

delays are used to generate timing signals, both for the interfaces to the memories, and to help the FPGA

meet the protocol’s timing constraints.  While the protocol transducer mappings can be somewhat involved,

we have found that they can be quickly developed in a high-level language, and automatically translated

into FPGA logic.

In this chapter, we described how this generic board can be used to handle NTSC video, digital audio,

PCMCIA, and VMEbus.  From these examples several general techniques have emerged, techniques that
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are applicable to many other situations.  Interface transducers must somehow slow the external interface

down to the speed of the logic emulator, either by delaying the communication, or filtering away data.

Many protocols obey a strict handshaking, or have explicit wait or delay signals.  In these cases, the

incoming data rate can be slowed down to meet the emulator’s speed simply by properly delaying these

signals.  In some cases (such as the VMEbus) data will be sent on a common medium between many

subsystems, but only the sender and receiver of this data have control of the handshaking.  In these

situations the interface transducer can simply ignore data not intended for the emulation.

Other protocols do not have an explicit method for slowing the incoming data.  Video and audio are good

examples of this.  In these cases it is necessary to filter away some of the data that is arriving, throwing

away less interesting data, while storing the more important portions.  In some cases this may require a

large amount of buffer space, possibly even the use of secondary storage.

Timing constraints on individual signals must be respected by the protocol transducers.  However, it is in

general true for system-level prototyping that most of the timing constraints on the system are minimums,

meaning that the emulator should not respond too quickly.  Obviously this is not a problem.  Note that if

the emulation is of an individual chip, meeting the timing constraints can be much more difficult.  This is

because protocols are more likely to impose maximum response-time constraints on individual chips than

on complete systems.  The one exception to this is fault-tolerance features, features that impose a large

maximum response time constraint on the system, reasoning that only a defective system will ever exceed

these delays.  In many cases, the emulation will meet these delays;  in others, there is no choice but to

disable the fault-tolerance features.

Although we did not encounter such protocols in our study, there are some types of interfaces that simply

cannot be handled by any protocol transducer.  Specifically, the logic emulation will run more slowly than

the target system, and this will significantly increase the response-time of the system.  Thus, the protocol

must be able to tolerate large communication latencies.  Also, there must be some method of reducing the

incoming data rate.  If the interface delivers data at a steady rate, and all data must be received by the

system, there will be no way to reduce the data rate.

As we have shown, the design of a generic interface transducer is possible, and can meet most of the

interface demands of current and future emulation systems.  With a small amount of design effort, which

can in general be carried out in a high-level design language, such systems can be run in their target

environment, greatly increasing their utility.



Chapter 9.  Multi-FPGA System Software

In Chapter 5 we presented numerous multi-FPGA systems, and described the varied roles of these systems.

In the chapters that followed we described several important aspects of multi-FPGA hardware.  However,

hardware is not enough.  In order for multi-FPGA systems to achieve widespread use, they not only require

an efficient hardware implementation medium, but also a complete, automatic software flow to map

circuits or algorithms onto the hardware substrate.  Similar to a compiler for a standard programming

language, the mapping software for a multi-FPGA system takes in a description of the circuit to be

implemented, and through a series of transformations creates an implementation of the circuit in the basic

instructions of the hardware system.  In a multi-FPGA system, this implementation is programming files

for the FPGAs in the system.  This chapter will describe multi-FPGA system software in general, including

some existing techniques from the literature.  In the chapters that follow, we will detail the contributions of

this thesis to multi-FPGA system mapping software.

Before we discuss the specific steps necessary to map onto a multi-FPGA system, it is necessary to

consider some of the features of a multi-FPGA system that impact upon this software flow.  One of the

most important concerns in multi-FPGA systems is that while the FPGAs are reprogrammable, the

connections between the FPGAs are fixed by traces on the circuit board.  Thus, not all FPGA may be

interconnected, and communication between FPGAs must be carried on these limited resources.  If the

source and destination of a route are on different FPGAs, and the FPGAs are not directly connected, this

signal will need to traverse intermediate FPGA(s).  This adds extra delay to the routing, and uses up

multiple FPGA I/O pins.  This latter constraint is the major bottleneck in many multi-FPGA systems, with

I/O resource constraints limiting achieved logic utilization to 10%-20%.  Thus, the primary concern of

mapping tools for a multi-FPGA system is limiting the amount of I/O resources needed by a mapping.  Not

only does this mean that most signals should be kept within a single FPGA, but also that those signals that

need to be communicated between FPGAs should be communicated between neighboring FPGAs.  Thus,

the mapping tools need to understand what the topology of the multi-FPGA system is, and must optimize to

best fit within this routing topology.  Note that some topologies use crossbars or FPICs, devices meant to

ease this I/O bottleneck.  However, even these chips have finite I/O resources, and the connections between

them and the FPGAs are fixed.  Thus the restrictions of a fixed topology occur even in these systems.

Since the routing topology is a critical feature of a multi-FPGA system, it would be tempting to come up

with a topology-specific mapping solution.  However, as was shown in Chapter 5, there are numerous

different multi-FPGA topologies, and solutions that are only appropriate to a single topology are obviously

of limited utility.  Also, there are systems such as Springbok (Chapter 6), as well as others, which have a
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very flexible topology, with fairly arbitrary resource mixes.  If the mapping solution cannot adapt to an

arbitrary topology, it will not be able to meet the demands of these types of systems.  Finally, as we will

discuss later, incremental updates may require that only a subset of a multi-FPGA system be remapped, and

this subset can be any arbitrarily complex portion.  The shape of these subsets can be difficult to

predetermine, and requires that the mapping tools adapt to an unpredictable topology.

Not only must the tools be topology-adaptive, but in many circumstances they must also be fully automatic.

In the case of logic emulation, the user of the system has no desire to learn all the details of a multi-FPGA

system, and will be unwilling to hand-optimize their complex design to a multi-FPGA system.  The system

is meant to speed time-to-market of the system under validation, and without an automatic mapping

solution the speed benefits of an emulation will be swamped by the mapping time.  Also, for a multi-FPGA

system targeted to general software acceleration, the users of the system will be software programmers, not

hardware designers.  While there are niches where a hand-optimized solution may be the right answer, for

many other domains a complete, automatic mapping system is a necessity.

The final major constraint is that the performance of the mapping system itself is an issue.  A multi-FPGA

system is ready to use seconds after the mapping has been developed, since all that is necessary is to

download the FPGA configuration files to the system.  Thus, the time to create the mapping dominates the

setup time.  If the mapping tools take hours or days to complete, it is difficult and time-consuming to make

alterations and bug fixes to the mapping.  This is especially important for rapid-prototyping systems, where

the multi-FPGA system is part of an iterative process of bug detection, correction, and retesting.  If the

mapping time is excessive, the multi-FPGA system will be used relatively late in the design cycle (where

bugs are few), which greatly limits their utility.  With a mapping process that takes only minutes, it

becomes possible to use the benefits of logic emulation much earlier in the design cycle, increasing the

usefulness of a multi-FPGA system.

Note that there is a major tradeoff to be made between the conflicting goals of high performance mapping

tools and high quality mappings, where mapping quality is primarily measured in I/O resource usage.

Many of the algorithms that can create the best quality mappings (such as simulated annealing

[Shahookar91]) take a significant amount of time to complete.  Faster mapping tools will often achieve

their speed by sacrificing mapping quality.  The proper answer to this dilemma may not be a single tool that

strikes some compromise between these goals, but instead a pair of tools.  One tool would create the

highest quality mappings, and may take multiple hours to complete.  Another tool would create a mapping

much more quickly, but by sacrificing mapping quality to some degree.  With the pair of mapping tools, we

can adopt the following methodology.  In some cases the resources are not the primary concern, either
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because we are testing only a subset of the complete circuit, but we have the resources for the entire circuit,

or because the logic emulator users decided to buy excess hardware to avoid mapping quality constraints.

In these situations we use the high speed, moderate quality mapping tool.  When resources are at a

premium, the high quality mapper is applied, perhaps running overnight.  This will create the best possible

mapping, and will probably leave some excess resources scattered around the system.  Users will then work

with this high quality mapping, and will discover bug fixes and other modifications necessary to the

mapping.  Instead of iterating back to the high quality mapper, we can apply the high speed, moderate

quality mapper only to the portions of the multi-FPGA system affected by the modification.  In this way

only a small portion of the mapping is degraded by the lower quality mapper, though hopefully the

mapping will still fit within the excess resources left in the system.  In this way the system is quickly back

up and running.  These “corruptions” of the high quality mapping are allowed to continue through the day

or week.  Then, when the users can afford to have the system taken down overnight or over the weekend,

the high quality mapper can be rerun, developing a fresh base for further incremental alteration.  In this

way the user avoids constant long latency remapping steps, yet still achieves high quality mappings,

although with a slight degradation.  Thus, a pair of mapping systems, one high quality but slow, another

high speed but lower quality (and which can work on arbitrary subsets of the system) better serves the

needs of the user than a single system.

Multi-FPGA System Software Flow

The input to the multi-FPGA mapping software may be a description in a hardware description language

such as Verilog or VHDL, a software programming language such as C or C++ [Agarwal94, Wo94,

Galloway95, Iseli95], or perhaps a structural circuit description.  A structural circuit description is simply a

representation of a circuit where all the logic is implemented in basic gates (ANDs, ORs, latches, etc.), or

in specific, premade parts (i.e., microprocessors, memories, etc.).  Programming language descriptions

(Verilog, VHDL, C) differ from structural descriptions in that the logic may be described more abstractly,

or “behaviorally”, with the functions described by what needs to be done, not by how it should be

implemented (note that structural descriptions may be found in higher-level languages as well, but these

portions can be handled identically to complete structural descriptions).  Specifically, an addition operation

in a behavioral description would simply say that two values are added together to form a third number,

while a structural description would state the exact logic gates necessary to perform this computation.  To

implement the behavioral descriptions, there are automatic methods for converting such descriptions into

structural circuit descriptions.  Details of such transformations can be found elsewhere [McFarland90].
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Figure 63.  Multi-FPGA system mapping software flow.

To convert from a structural circuit description to a multi-FPGA realization requires a series of mapping

steps (Figure 63).  For elements assigned to specific chips (memories, microprocessors, etc.), it is assumed

that the implementation hardware will include such devices, and there is little processing necessary to map

these elements.  If such chips are not available, the logic must be converted into basic gates so that it can be

handled similarly to the rest of the random logic in the source description.  This requires that there be a

description of the logic in the chip, and this description will be inserted to replace the chip in question.

To map the random logic requires technology mapping, partitioning & global placement, global routing,

and FPGA placement and routing.  FPGA placement and routing, as well as technology-mapping, are

identical to the tools used for single FPGAs, and were described in Chapter 2.  In the pages that follow, we

will first give a brief overview of the process.  A more in-depth discussion of each of the steps appears later

in this chapter.

The first mapping step is technology mapping.  Technology mapping restructures the logic to best fit the

logic blocks in the FPGAs.  This primarily requires the grouping together of small gates to form larger

functions that better use a single function block’s resources, though it may be necessary to split high fanout

gates, resynthesize logic, and duplicate functions to produce the best implementation.
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After technology mapping, partitioning takes the single input circuit description and splits it into pieces

small enough to fit into the individual FPGAs in the system.  The partitioner must ensure not only that the

partitions it creates are small enough to fit the logic capacity of the FPGAs, but must also ensure that the

inter-FPGA routing can be handled within the constraints of the multi-FPGA routing topology.  In general

global placement, the process of assigning partitions to specific FPGAs in the system, is combined with the

partitioning stage.  Otherwise, it is unclear where a given partition resides within the multi-FPGA topology,

and thus it is difficult to properly optimize the interpartition connectivity.

After partitioning and global placement, global routing handles the routing of inter-FPGA signals (i.e., the

signals that need to be communicated between partitions).  This phase can be broken up into abstract global

routing and detailed global routing (pin assignment).  Abstract global routing (hereafter referred to simply

as global routing) determines through which FPGAs an inter-FPGA signal will be routed.  Pin assignment

then decides which specific I/O pins on each of the FPGAs will carry the inter-FPGA signals.

Once partitioning, global placement, global routing, and pin assignment are completed, all that is left is the

placement and routing of the individual FPGAs in the system.  When this is completed, there are now

configuration files prepared for each FPGA in the system.  Downloading these files to the multi-FPGA

system then customizes the multi-FPGA system, so there will then be a completed realization of the desired

functionality.

Partitioning and Global Placement

As mentioned earlier, the user of a multi-FPGA system specifies the desired functionality as a single, large

structural circuit.  This circuit is almost always too large to fit into a single FPGA, and must instead be split

into pieces small enough to fit into multiple FPGAs.  When the mapping is split up, there will some signals

that will need to be communicated between FPGAs,  because two or more logic elements connected to this

signal reside on different FPGAs.  This communication is a problem for a multi-FPGA system, because the

amount of I/O resources on the FPGAs tends to be used up long before the logic resources are filled.

Because I/O resources are the primary limitation on logic capacity in a multi-FPGA system, the primary

goal of the partitioner, the tool that splits logic up into FPGA-sized partitions, is to minimize the

communication between partitions.  There have been many partitioning algorithms developed which have

as a primary goal the reduction of inter-partition communication, and which can split a mapping up into

multiple pieces.  Unfortunately, these algorithms are not designed to work inside a fixed topology.

Specifically, most multi-way partitioning algorithms, algorithms that break a mapping into more than 2

parts, assume that there is no restriction on which partitions communicate.  They only seek to minimize the
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total amount of that communication, measured as either the total number of nets connecting logic in two or

more partitions (the net-cut metric), or the total number of partitions touched by each of these cut nets (the

pin-cut metric).  These are reasonable goals for when the partitioner is run before the chips are

interconnected, and is used in cases where someone is building a custom multi-FPGA system for a specific

application (note that Chapter 11 discusses some fixed topologies where these methods are also

appropriate).  However, most multi-FPGA systems are prefabricated, with the FPGAs connected in a

routing topology designed for general classes of circuits, and these connections cannot be changed.  Thus,

some FPGAs may be interconnected in the topology, and others will not, and the partitioner needs to

understand that the cost of sending a signal between pairs of FPGAs depends on which FPGAs are

communicating.

3 41 2

Figure 64.  Example system for topological effects on multi-FPGA system partitioning.

For example, consider a linear array of 4 FPGAs, numbered 1-4 (Figure 64).  A signal communicated

between FPGAs 1 & 2 will consume two I/Os, one on each FPGA, since the FPGAs are directly connected.

A signal between FPGAs 1 & 4 will consume six I/Os, two between 1 & 2, two between 2 & 3, and two

between 3 & 4.  Thus, when partitioning onto this linear array of FPGAs, it is better to have two signals

being communicated, one between 1 & 2, and one between 2 & 3, than it is to have a single signal

communicated between 1 & 4.  Thus, in order to do a reasonable job of partitioning onto a multi-FPGA

system, the partitioner needs to understand the topology onto which it is partitioning.  For this reason the

step of global placement, the assigning of partitions to specific FPGAs in the system, is often done

simultaneously with partitioning.  Otherwise  it is hard for a partitioner to understand the cost of

communication within a given topology if it does not know where the partitions it is creating lie within this

topology.

As mentioned earlier, the best method for mapping onto a multi-FPGA system is probably a pair of

mapping approaches, one high quality but slow mapper, and another high speed mapper that can work on

arbitrary subsets of the system.  For the high quality approach we believe a system such as that developed

by Roy and Sechen [Roy93] is the proper approach.  This algorithm applies simulated-annealing onto a

circuit being mapped to a multi-FPGA topology, and performs simultaneous partitioning and global

placement.  During its processing it knows which FPGA a given logic element will be assigned to, and it

performs routing of the inter-FPGA signals to determine how expensive a given connection pattern is, and
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to look for severe congestion points in the system.  In this way the partitioner optimizes to a specific multi-

FPGA topology, and can attempt to find the global optimum for this mapping situation.  Unfortunately,

simulated annealing is a very slow process, especially when it is necessary to also perform routing as part

of the cost metric.  Thus, while this algorithm provides an ideal method to perform  mapping onto a multi-

FPGA system when mapping time is not an issue, it is too slow to be used for incremental updates and local

bug fixes, or for situations that are not resource constrained.  Note that Vijayan has presented an algorithm

with a similar goal [Vijayan90].  Unfortunately, the algorithm is exponential in the number of partitions,

making it unsuitable for most complex multi-FPGA systems, which may have tens to hundreds of FPGAs.
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Figure 65.   An example of the suboptimality of recursive bipartitioning.  We are partitioning to

the multi-FPGA system at middle, and the best first cut is shown at left (gray line).  The next

partitioning would have to cut nine signals.  We can instead partition as shown at right, cutting a

total of two signals.

The partitioning work presented in this thesis has focused on the other half of the partitioning problem.  It

details a partitioning algorithm that is fast, yet still develops good quality partitions, and is capable of

working on an arbitrary subset of a multi-FPGA system.  Such an algorithm would be appropriate in non-

resource constrained situations (such as when a user has decided to spend extra on hardware in order to use

faster mapping algorithms), as well as for incremental updates during testing and debugging, where

mapping speed can be a major issue.  The algorithm is based on the concept of iterative bipartitioning.

Specifically, one can take a mapping and partition it into two parts.  If one then reapply bipartitioning to

these parts, one gets four parts.  This process can be continued until the system is broken up into as many

pieces as there are FPGAs in the system.
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There are two problems with iterative bipartitioning onto a multi-FPGA system:  it is greedy, and it ignores

the multi-FPGA topology.  It is greedy because the first bipartitioning attempts to find the best possible

bipartitioning.  While it may find a good way to split a mapping if it is only going to be broken into two

parts, it may be a poor choice as a starting point for further cuts.  The first split may require only a small

amount of communication between the two halves of the system, but later cuts may require much more

communication.  We may have been better served having a somewhat larger initial cut, which could let

subsequent cuts require much less communication.  An example of this is shown in Figure 65.
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Figure 66.  Example of iterative bipartitioning.  The circuit (top left) is partitioned onto the multi-

FPGA topology (bottom left) in a series of steps.  Each partitioning corresponds to the most

critical bottleneck remaining in the multi-FPGA system, and after each partitioning the placement

of the logic is restricted to a subset of the topology (labeling on circuit partitions).

The greediness of iterative bipartitioning can be taken advantage of in order to map onto a specific multi-

FPGA topology.  Specifically, the multi-FPGA topology itself will have some bottleneck in its topology,

some place where the expected communication is much greater than the routing resources in the multi-

FPGA topology.  For example, going back to the linear array of FPGAs discussed earlier (Figure 64), it is

clear that if the number of wires connecting adjacent FPGAs is the same throughout the system, then the

wires between the middle FPGAs, numbers 2 & 3, will be the most heavily used, since with an equal

number of FPGAs on either side of this pair of FPGAs, the communication demand should be the highest.

Not all multi-FPGA systems will be linear arrays of FPGAs, but within most of them will be some set of

links that are the critical bottleneck in the system.  If we iteratively partition the circuit being mapped onto

a topology such that the first cut in the circuit falls across this critical bottleneck, with the logic in one

partition placed on one side of the bottleneck, and the other partition on the other side of the bottleneck,

then this greedy early cut is performed exactly where the best cut is necessary.  We can continue this

process, performing partitionings corresponding to the remaining bottlenecks in the system.  In this way we

take advantage of the greedy nature of iterative bipartitioning, performing the early, greedy cuts where
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necessary to relieve the most significant bottlenecks in the topology, while later cuts (which are hurt by the

greediness of earlier cuts) are performed where lower quality cuts can be tolerated, since they correspond to

locations that are not critical bottlenecks in the system.  An example of this process is shown in Figure 66.

While this does not totally avoid the suboptimality of iterative bipartitioning, it does help limit it.

In order to implement such a partitioner, it is necessary both to develop an efficient bipartitioning

algorithm, as well as an algorithm to find the critical bottlenecks in the multi-FPGA system.  In Chapter 10

we discuss a bipartitioning algorithm that is fast and develops very high quality partitionings.  Then in

Chapter 11 we discuss an algorithm that can look at a topology and determine where the critical bottlenecks

are in the multi-FPGA system.  Thus, this algorithm can be used to determine the order in which

bipartitionings should be iteratively performed to best map onto the multi-FPGA topology.  Note that these

bipartitionings might not be equipartitionings (that is, they might not attempt to split the circuit into two

partitions each holding half of the circuit), but may in fact be unbalanced.  Specifically, if the critical

bottleneck in a multi-FPGA system splits the topology into one part containing 80% of the logic capacity,

and the other part containing 20% of the logic capacity, then the bipartitioning of the circuit will attempt to

form a split with one side having 80% of the logic, and the other having 20% of the logic.  Also, after one

or more bipartitionings there may be information about logic placement that needs to be transmitted

between partitions.  For example, in Figure 66 during the last partitioning, if logic X in subcircuit AB is

connected to logic in subcircuit CD, then when partitioning subcircuit AB we need to know that X should

be in partition B.  Otherwise, there will be an additional signal that needs to be communicated from FPGA

A to B because of the required connection to logic in subcircuit CD.  There are standard techniques, such as

those described in [Dunlop85], for handling such situations.  What happens is that signals that cross earlier

cuts (such as that between AB and CD) are represented by terminals, where this terminal is a logic node

permanently assigned to the partition next to the cut.  So in the case described before, there would be a

logic node permanently assigned to partition B, which is connected to the signal going to X.  X is still free

to be assigned to partition A, but if it does so the algorithm will realize that the net from X to the terminal is

cut, and thus will properly take into account this extra cost when optimizing.  Note that similar techniques

can be used to handle fixed logic and fixed external connections, situations where certain signals must

reside in a specific FPGA or else they will contribute to the inter-FPGA communication costs in the multi-

FPGA system.

Global Routing

Global routing is the process of determining through which FPGAs to route inter-FPGA signals.  Note that

the related problem of determining which specific pins to use to carry a signal is often handled separately;
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it will be discussed later in this chapter.  In cases where a signal needs to connect between only two directly

connected FPGAs, this step is usually simple.  No intermediate FPGA is needed to carry this signal, and the

routing can be direct.  However, in some cases the wires that directly connect these FPGAs may be used up

by other signals.  The signal will need to take alternate routes, routes that may lead through other FPGAs.

For long-distance routing, there may be many choices of FPGAs to route through.  A global router attempts

to choose routes in order to make the most direct connections, thus minimizing delay and resource usage,

while making sure that there are sufficient routing resources to handle all signal.

Routing is a problem in numerous domains, including standard cells, gate arrays, circuit board layout, and

single FPGAs.  Global routing for multi-FPGA systems is similar to routing for single FPGAs.

Specifically, in an FPGA the connections are fixed and finite, so that the router cannot add resources to

links that are saturated, and the connections may not obey strict geometrical distance metrics.  The same is

true for a multi-FPGA system.  In the cases of standard cells and gate arrays, the size of routing channels

can (usually) be increased, and in circuit board routing extra layers can be added.  Thus, in order to handle

multi-FPGA routing, we can use many of the techniques from single-FPGA routing.

DCBA

ZYXW

Figure 67.  Crossbar routing topology.  The chips at top are used purely for routing, while the

FPGAs at bottom handle all the logic in the system.

There have been some routing algorithms developed specifically for multi-FPGA systems.  These

algorithms focus on crossbar topologies (Figure 67).  In a crossbar topology, a signal that needs to be

routed between FPGAs will always start and end at logic-bearing FPGAs, since routing-only chips have no

logic in them.  Thus, to route any signal in the system, regardless of how many FPGAs it needs to connect

to, requires routing through exactly one other chip, and that chip can be any of the routing-only chips.  This

is because each routing-only chip connects to every logic-bearing FPGA, and the routing-only chips have

exactly the same connectivity.  Thus, routing for a crossbar topology consists simply of selecting which
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routing-only chip an inter-FPGA signal should route through, and a routing algorithm seeks only to route

the most number of signals.  Note that this does require some effort, since some assignments of signals to

routing-only chips allow much less communication than others.  For example, assume that each of the

connections between chips in Figure 67 consist of 3 wires, and assume that we are attempting to route

three-terminal wires, with connections evenly distributed between the logic-bearing FPGAs.  If we route

signals between FPGAs ABC through W, ABD through X, ACD through Y, and BCD through Z, we will

be able to route three signals through each routing-only chip, for a total of 12 signals.  At this point, no

further routing can be performed, even of two-terminal wires.  We can instead route one ABC, one ABD,

one ACD, and one BCD wire through each of the routing-only chips, achieving a total of 16 routed signals.

There have been several algorithms proposed for the routing of signals in crossbar topologies.  [Mak95]

presents an algorithm that is optimal for 2-terminal routing, as well as proof that routing for multi-terminal

nets is NP-Complete.  The routing algorithm is based on the idea that if too many routes are assigned to a

given routing-only chip, there must be some routing-only chip that is underutilized.  Otherwise, there

would be no possible routing for this mapping.  Given this fact, the routes going through these two chips

can be balanced, so that there is almost an identical number of nets going to each of these routing-only chip

from each logic-bearing chip.  Thus, to perform the routing for a crossbar topology, simply assign all of the

nets to a single routing-only chip, and then iteratively balance the demand on routing-only chips until the

routing is feasible.  Since the problem of routing multi-terminal nets in a crossbar topology is NP-

Complete, heuristic algorithms have been proposed [Butts91, Kadi94].  These greedily route signals

through routing-only chips based on their current utilization.  Because of this, they may not always find a

routing solution in situations where such a solution exists, even in the case of purely 2-terminal routing.

Thus, there may be some benefit in combining a heuristic approach to multi-terminal net routing with the

optimal approach to 2-terminal net routing, though it is not clear how this could be done.

Another interesting approach to the global routing phase for multi-FPGA systems is the concept of Virtual

Wires [Babb93, Selvidge95].  Virtual Wires attempts to deal with the I/O bottleneck in multi-FPGA

systems by time-division multiplexing all external communications.  As we mentioned earlier, most logic

emulation systems achieve only 10%-20% logic utilization because of I/O limitations.  Also, these systems

tend to run at clock frequencies ten times or more slower than the maximum clock frequency of the FPGAs.

For example, many FPGAs can easily achieve 30-50 MHz operation, while logic emulations using these

chips achieve only 1-5 MHz at best.

The Virtual Wires approach is based on the observation that there are extra logic resources, and higher

clock rates, available to use to ease the I/O congestion.  Imagine that we generate a clock rate at twice the
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frequency of the emulation clock.  This clock toggles a 2:1 multiplexer at each output, and a 1:2

demultiplexer at each input to the FPGAs in the system.  This extra logic may take up 10% of the logic

capacity of the FPGAs.  However, since there is logic capacity and clock frequency available to perform

these operations, the logic inside the FPGA sees an interface with twice the number of I/O pins, since two

signals can go out each output, and two signals can come in each input, in a single emulation clock cycle.

Although 10% of the logic capacity is consumed in doing this multiplexing and demultiplexing, we have

room to spare in the FPGA.  Thus, we should now be able to fit twice as much inside each FPGA,

achieving perhaps 20%-40% utilization of the logic resources.  The amount of multiplexing can be

increased until the logic capacity and the multiplexing overhead use up the entire chip area.  In this way,

significantly greater logic capacities can be achieved.

As one might expect, there are many details that must be taken care of to fit a circuit into the model

described above.  Primarily, the order in which signals are sent from chip to chip must be carefully

controlled, since when a signal is sent from one chip to another its value must be completely determined,

and may not be changed later in the clock cycle.  Methods for performing this analysis, architectures for

best performing this multiplexing, and methods for transforming  certain circuit features into the well-

formed synchronous logic necessary for this approach have all been dealt with in the Virtual Wires system

[Babb93, Dahl94, Tessier94, Selvidge95].  The important point with this system is that by applying these

techniques, they have been able to increase the external connectivity of the FPGAs by a factor of almost

eight [Tessier94].

Applying Virtual Wires to a multi-FPGA system has a significant impact on the mapping software.

Primarily, Virtual Wires allows the mapping to a specific FPGA to trade off useful logic capacity with I/O

resources.  That is, if we apply greater multiplexing to the I/O pins, there is greater I/O capacity, but less

logic capacity (this capacity is consumed by the logic necessary to perform the multiplexing).  Similarly,

less multiplexing yields greater usable logic capacity, but lower I/O capacity.  This means that when

partitioning onto a system using Virtual Wires, I/O and logic capacities of the partitions cannot be treated

separately.  However, these types of constraints have already been dealt with in the literature with the ratio-

cut partitioning metric [Wei89].  This metric removes strict size bounds on partitions, and instead has a

unified cost metric that combines size balancing and I/O limiting features.  More details on the ratio-cut

metric can be found in Chapter 11.  While the ratio-cut metric may not be exactly the right metric to apply

in this situation, it shows that these concerns can be added to standard partitioning metrics, including the

Fiduccia-Mattheyses variant of the Kernighan-Lin algorithm described in this thesis (Chapter 10).
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Another issue of concern with Virtual Wires is global routing.  While in most systems it is simply

necessary to minimize congestion on each link, making sure that no more signals are passed between

FPGAs than there are wires to carry them, global routing under Virtual Wires introduces timeslices into the

problem.  Specifically, since the wires will be time-division multiplexed, several signals can be sent on a

single wire during an emulator clock cycle.  Thus, there are multiple “timeslices” on a wire, where each

timeslice is a single tick of the faster clock used to multiplex the wires.  Unfortunately, not all signals will

be ready to be sent during any specific timeslice, since a signal can only be sent when all its inputs have

arrived, and its logic has been given enough time to compute its value.  However, the arrival of the inputs is

dependent upon how they are routed, and which timeslice they are assigned to.  Thus, the global router

must understand the Virtual Wires model, and properly optimize the communication in both the normal

spatial domain (which wire to use), and the Virtual Wires timeslice domain.  Techniques for handling this

routing have been developed as part of the Virtual Wires project.

Pin Assignment

Pin assignment is the process of deciding which I/O pins to use for each inter-FPGA signal.  Since pin

assignment occurs after global routing, which FPGAs long-distance routes will pass through has already

been determined.  Thus, if we include simple buffering logic in these intermediate FPGAs (this buffering

logic can simply be input and output pads connected by an internal signal), all inter-FPGA signals now

move only between adjacent FPGAs.  Thus, pin assignment does not do any long-distance routing, and has

no concerns of congestion-avoidance or too few resources.

The problem of pin assignment has been studied in many other domains, including routing channels in

ASICs [Cai91], general routing in cell-based designs [Yao88, Cong91], and custom printed circuit boards

(PCBs) [Pförtner92].  These approaches assume that the terminals of the logic can be placed into a

restricted set of locations, and they attempt to minimize the inter-cell or inter-chip routing distances.

Unfortunately, these approaches are unsuitable to the multi-FPGA pin assignment problem for several

reasons.  The most obvious is that while the cell, channel, and PCB problems seek to minimize the routing

area between the logic elements, in a multi-FPGA system the routing between pins in the system is fixed.

Thus, the standard approaches seek to optimize something that in the multi-FPGA problem is fixed and

unchangeable.  The standard approaches also tend to ignore the details of the logic, assuming that pin

assignment has no effect on the quality of the logic element implementations.  In the multi-FPGA problem,

the primary impact of a pin assignment is on the quality of the mapping to the individual FPGAs, which

correspond to logic elements in the other approaches.  Thus, standard algorithms would ignore the

routeability of the individual FPGAs, the most important factor to optimize in multi-FPGA pin assignment.
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Finally, only specific sets of pins in a multi-FPGA system are connected, and the distances of routes

leaving neighboring pin locations may not obey any standard geometric relationship, both of which are

departures from the model assumed by the standard pin assignment methods.  Because of these differences,

there is no obvious way to adapt existing pin assignment approaches for other technologies to the multi-

FPGA system problem.
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Figure 68.  Multi-FPGA topologies with simple pin assignments.

There are existing methods of pin assignment for certain multi-FPGA topologies.  The most obvious is for

systems connected only through a single FPIC, crossbar chip, or routing-only FPGA (Figure 68 top left).

In these situations, it is assumed that the routing chip can handle equally well any assignment of signals to

its I/O pins, and thus the only consideration for pin assignment is the routeability of the logic-bearing chips.

Since no logic-bearing chips are directly connected, because all routing is through the single routing chip,
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we can place these FPGAs independently.  These placement runs can be almost completely unconstrained,

allowing inter-FPGA signal pins the freedom to be assigned to any I/O pin going to the routing chip.  Once

the individual placements have completed, the pin assignments created by the placement tools induce a pin

assignment onto the routing chip.  That is, pins on the routing chip must be assigned such that they lie on

the opposite end of the board trace connected to the appropriate pin on the FPGAs.  In general this is a

trivial problem, since there are one-to-one connections between FPGA pins and routing chip pins.  Since

the routing chip is capable of handling any pin connection pattern equally well, the routing chip need only

be configured to handle this connection pattern, and the mapping to the multi-FPGA system is complete.  A

similar approach works for two-level topologies (Chapter 5) where there are multiple routing chips, but no

two logic-bearing chips are directly connected, and no logic-bearing chip is connected to more than one

routing chip (Figure 68 right).  Again, the logic-bearing chips can be placed independently, and this induces

a pin assignment onto the routing-only chips.

In a multi-FPGA topology where no two logic-bearing chips are directly connected, but with logic-bearing

FPGAs connected to two or more routing-only chip (Figure 68 bottom left), the algorithm must be slightly

modified.  Depending on which I/O pin on an FPGA a signal is assigned to, it may go to a different routing-

only chip.  However, its ultimate destination may only be connected to one of these routing-only chips, and

so the choice of which chip to route through is critical.  Even if the destination of the route is connected to

the same chips as the source, if the placements of these two FPGAs independently choose different routing-

only chips to send the signal through, there will need to be an additional connection between these routing-

only chips.  Such connections may not exist, or may be too heavily congested to handle this routing.  Thus,

the placements cannot be free to choose the routing-only chip to which to connect a signal.  However, this

is not a problem.  The global routing step determines which chips to route inter-FPGA signals through, and

is capable of picking which routing-only chip is the best to use for any given route.  Thus, all that is

necessary is to make sure the pin assignment respects these connections.  This is easy to accomplish, since

it is clear which I/O pins on a logic-bearing FPGA are connected to which routing-only chip.  This

establishes constraints on the placement tool, telling it to assign individual logic pins to certain subsets of

the chip’s I/O pins.  In this way, we can again place all the FPGAs independently, and let their placement

induce a pin assignment on the routing-only chips.

As described in [Chan93b], there are some topologies that can avoid the need to have global routing

determine the routing-only chip to route through, and instead everything can be determined by the

placement tool.  The simplest such topology  is a crossbar topology with two logic-bearing and two

routing-only chips (Figure 69 left).  The pin connection pattern of the logic-bearing chips has alternating
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connections to the two different routing-only chips (Figure 69 right), so that each connection to one

routing-only chip is surrounded by connections to the other routing-only chip.
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Figure 69.  Topology for integrated global routing and pin assignment (left), with the FPGAs at

bottom used for logic, and the FPGAs at top for routing only.  The detailed pin connections of the

logic-bearing FPGAs are given at right.  The numbers in the pin positions indicate to which

routing-only chip that pin is connected.

In a topology such as the one described, the logic-bearing FPGAs can be placed independently, without any

restriction on the routing-only chip the signals must move through.  The inter-FPGA routing pins can be

placed into any I/O pin connected to a routing-only chip, but they are not constrained to any specific

routing-only chip.  While this gives the placement tool the flexibility to create a high quality placement, the

source and destination pins of an inter-FPGA signal may end up connected to different routing-only chips.

Obviously, this is not a valid placement, since there are no inter-routing chip wires to connect these

terminals.  However, since the problem terminals connect to different routing-only chips, and since the

neighboring I/O pin positions go to different routing-only chips, moving one of the logic pins to one of the

neighboring I/O pins fixes the routing problem for this signal.  While this move may require moving the

logic pin that already occupies the neighboring I/O pin, an algorithm for efficiently handling this problem is

presented in [Chan93b] (hereafter referred to as the Clos routing algorithm).  It will require moving pins at

most to a neighboring I/O pin location, and can fix all routing problems in the topology presented above.

Since this is only a slight perturbation, the placement quality should largely be unaffected.  The alternate

solution, where global routing determines which routing-only chip a signal should be routed through, can

have a much more significant impact.  Assume that in the optimum placement of the logic in the chip,

where inter-FPGA signals are ignored, a set of 10 logic pins end up next to each other in the FPGA’s I/O

pins.  Under the method just presented, these pins might be slightly shuffled, but will still occupy pins

within one I/O pin position of optimum.  Under the global router solution, the router might have assigned

these 10 pins to be routed through the same routing-only chip.  This would require these I/O connections to
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be scattered across every other pin position (since only half the pins in the region go to any given routing-

only chip), forcing some of the connections a significant distance from the optimum.

While the Clos routing algorithm requires somewhat restricted topologies, it can be generalized from the

topology in Figure 69.  Specifically, there can be more than two logic-bearing chips, and more than two

routing-only chips.  The main requirements are that the logic-bearing chips are connected only to routing-

only chips, the routing-only chips only to logic-bearing chips, and there are the same number of

connections between each pair of logic-bearing and routing-only chips.  The pin connections are similar to

those shown in Figure 69 right, with connections interspersed around the logic-bearing FPGA’s periphery.

Specifically, if there are N routing-only chips in the system, then there are N-pin regions on the logic-

bearing FPGA’s periphery that contain connections to each of the N routing-only chips.  In this way, when

the pin assignment is adjusted after placement, a pin need only move within this group to find a connection

to the appropriate routing-only chip, yielding a maximum movement of N-1 pin positions from optimal.

The pin assignment methods described above are adequate for systems where logic-bearing FPGAs are

never directly connected.  However, as we showed in Chapter 5, there are many multi-FPGA systems

where logic-bearing FPGAs are directly connected.  An algorithm for handling such systems is described in

Chapter 12.  It analyzes the logic assigned to each chip in the system, and determines the best way to assign

the pins to create a good placement for all the FPGAs in the system.  While it can handle routing-only chips

reasonably, the techniques just discussed may deliver better mappings.  The reason is that our pin

assignment algorithm determines a specific pin assignment for all logic pins in the system based on

somewhat abstracted information about the logic and FPGA architecture.  The algorithms discussed in this

section are able to use more detailed information on the FPGA architecture and logic to create a better pin

assignment, but only for restricted multi-FPGA topologies.  The best solution to the pin assignment

problem may be a combined approach, which uses the algorithms from this section where appropriate,

while relying on the algorithm from Chapter 12 for the rest of the system.

We can create a combined pin assignment algorithm as follows.  Partitioning, global placement, and global

routing are run normally.  The pin assignment algorithm from Chapter 12 is then applied, creating a

specific assignment for all pins in the system.  This includes a specific assignment for pins that should best

be assigned by one of the algorithms from this section, since this helps create a better pin assignment for all

pins in the system.  We then remove the assignments for those pins that can be handled by the algorithms

presented in this section, namely those pins that need to connect to a routing-only chip.  In cases where the

pins are not interspersed as necessary for the Clos routing algorithm, the pins are restricted to the I/O pins

connected to the routing-only chip the global router has picked for this pin to communicate with.  Thus, it
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has the freedom to pick any pin going to the proper routing-only chip.  For I/O pins arranged in the

topology needed for the Clos routing algorithm, the logic pins going to these routing-only chips are allowed

to be assigned to any of the I/O pins going to any of the routing-only chips.  Thus, we are ignoring both the

assignment created by the pin assignment algorithm, as well as the routing creating by the global router, for

signals that can best be handled by the Clos routing algorithm.  The FPGAs are then placed independently,

and the Clos routing algorithm is applied to the necessary logic pins.  In this way, we get the benefits of all

three algorithms, applied where appropriate.  Note that the pin assignment tool does extra work assigning

pins going to routing-only chips, and the global router does extra work routing signals that will be handled

by the Clos routing algorithm.  However, this allows the tools to factor in the requirements of these signals

when routing and assigning the other signals in the system, without causing any restrictions to these pins.

Placement And Routing

In many ways, the placement and routing tools necessary to map to the FPGAs in a multi-FPGA system are

identical to standard single-FPGA placement and routing tools.  Just as with single-FPGA systems, the

placement and routing tools for a multi-FPGA system seek to fit a circuit into the logic and routing

resources of the FPGA, managing resource conflicts while trying to create the highest performance

mapping.  It must be capable of accepting a predefined pin assignment, which assigns logic pins to I/O

locations on the chip.  If it also allows the restriction of pins to a subset of the possible I/O pin locations, it

is possible to use the algorithms of the previous section to handle signals going to routing-only chips.

The only major difference between placement and routing for individual FPGAs and placement and routing

of FPGAs in a multi-FPGA system is the need for fast mapping turnaround.  For a system using a single

FPGA, the quality of the mapping is often much more important than the amount of time it takes to create

the mapping.  Thus, high quality but low performance algorithms such as simulated annealing are the

standard methods for these tasks.  However, multi-FPGA systems are often used interactively, with

numerous changes to the logic for bug fixes and augmented functionality.  Since these changes are

occurring in an interactive environment, and there may be hundreds of FPGAs in the multi-FPGA system,

the time to place and route the FPGAs can be a serious concern.  Also, many systems will use only a small

fraction of the available resources, often using only 10%-20% of the logic resources.  Thus, quality can be

somewhat ignored, and high speed, moderate quality algorithms may be more appropriate.  Because the

placement and routing of each of the FPGAs can be performed independently, since all dependencies

between the FPGAs are handled by the global routing and pin assignment algorithms, parallel execution of

single-FPGA mapping runs is critical.  If the mapping runs can be performed in parallel, on different

machines connected to a shared network, then the multi-FPGA system can be back up and running much
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more quickly.  This raises the issue of distributed processing and load balancing on multiple workstations.

However, since the parallelism is quite coarse-grain (i.e., the unit of work is the placement and routing of a

complete FPGA, a complex and time-consuming activity), the support software should be quite simple.

One final issue is the need to allow for future modifications when an FPGA is placed and routed.

Specifically, in working with a design on a multi-FPGA system, the user may need to add test probes to the

system, probes that allow the user to determine what is happening on a given signal in the system.  This

corresponds to a new signal in the multi-FPGA system, a signal that must be routed from the test point to

an external connection.  In order to handle these requirements smoothly, the placement and routing tools

should attempt to leave extra resources available in the system so that these test signals can be

accommodated in the extra resources.  Also, the placement and routing tools should be able to create a new

mapping for the FPGA, which includes the new signal, without the need to create the mapping from

scratch.  If the earlier mapping was created with adding future signals as a goal, then the remapping should

be able to reuse most of this previous mapping, saving significant mapping time.  It is not clear how well

these goals can be accomplished, and there may be many interesting research problems involved in

developing such mapping tools for multi-FPGA systems.

Summary

As we have pointed out in this chapter, one of the keys to widespread use of multi-FPGA systems is a

complete, automatic method for mapping circuits onto the system.  Such a system should be fast, so that the

system can be used interactively.  It should adapt to the multi-FPGA topology, so that it can be used on

many different systems, on flexible topologies, and for iterative updates.

The mapping software consists of six steps:  technology-mapping, partitioning & global placement, global

routing, pin assignment, FPGA placement, and FPGA routing.  Three of the steps (technology-mapping,

FPGA placement, and FPGA routing) are currently supported by standard tools.  Global routing is similar

to routing for single FPGAs, and similar techniques can be applied.  That leaves two major areas of

concern:  partitioning & global placement, and pin assignment.  In Chapter 10 we discuss methods for

performing logic bipartitioning efficiently and effectively.  Then, Chapter 11 presents a method for

recursively applying bipartitioning onto an arbitrary multi-FPGA topology.  These chapters suggest an

algorithm to handle the partitioning & global placement of multi-FPGA system mapping.  Finally, Chapter

12 describes a pin assignment tool for arbitrary multi-FPGA systems.  By combining the work contained in

the following chapters with existing tools and techniques, a complete automatic-mapping system for multi-

FPGA systems can be developed.  Such a system would be fast, efficient, and topology-adaptive.



Chapter 10.  Bipartitioning

Introduction

As detailed in Chapter 9, automatic-mapping tools for multi-FPGA systems are important to their success.

A major part of this process is a fast partitioning algorithm that effectively minimizes inter-partition

communication.  In this chapter we present such a tool.  Specifically, we investigate how best to quickly

split logic into two parts.  Along with the techniques discussed in Chapter 11, this forms a multi-way

partitioning algorithm capable of optimized to an arbitrary, fixed multi-FPGA system topology.

Logic partitioning is also a critical issue for digital logic CAD in general.  Effective algorithms for

partitioning circuits enable us to apply divide-and-conquer techniques to simplify most of the steps in the

mapping process.  For example, standard cell designs can be broken up so that a placement tool need only

consider a portion of the overall design at any one time, yielding higher quality results, in a shorter period

of time.  Also, large designs must be broken up into pieces small enough to fit into multiple devices.

For all of these tasks, the goal is to minimize the communication between partitions while ensuring that

each partition is no larger than the capacity of the target device.  While it is possible to solve the case of

unbounded partition sizes exactly [Cheng88], the case of balanced partition sizes is NP-complete

[Garey79].  As a result, numerous heuristic algorithms have been proposed.

In a 1988 survey of partitioning algorithms [Donath88] Donath stated “there is a disappointing lack of data

comparing partitioning algorithms”, and “unfortunately, comparisons of the available algorithms have not

kept pace with their development, so we cannot always judge the cost-effectiveness of the different

methods”.  This statement still holds true, with many approaches but few overall comparisons.  This

chapter addresses the bipartitioning problem by comparing many of the existing techniques, along with

some new optimizations.  It focuses primarily on those approaches that build on the Kernighan-Lin,

Fiduccia-Mattheyses (KLFM) algorithm [Kernighan70, Fiduccia82].

One of the surprising results to emerge from this study is that by appropriately applying existing techniques

an algorithm based upon KLFM can produce results better than the current state-of-the-art.  In Table 1 we

present the results of our algorithm (Optimized KLFM), along with results of three of the best current

methods (Paraboli [Riess94], EIG1 [Hagen92], and Network Flow [Yang94]), on a set of standard

benchmarks [MCNC93].  Note that the EIG1 algorithm is meant to be used for ratio-cut partitioning, not

mincut partitioning as presented here.
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Table 1.  Quality comparison of partitioning methods.  Values for KLFM and Optimized KLFM1

are the best of ten trials.  The EIG1 and Paraboli results are from [Riess94] (though EIG1 was

proposed in [Hagen92]), and the Network Flow results are from [Yang94].  All tests require

partition sizes to be between 45% and 55% of the total circuit sizes.

Mapping Basic KLFM Optimized KLFM EIG1 Paraboli Network Flow

s38584 243 52 76 55 47

s35932 136 46 105 62 49

s15850 105 46 215 91 67

s13207 105 62 241 91 74

s9234 65 45 227 74 70

Geom. Mean 118.8 49.8 156.5 73.1 60.3

Normalized 2.386 1.000 3.143 1.468 1.211

The results show that our algorithm produces significantly better solutions than the current state-of-the-art

bipartitioning algorithms, with the nearest competitor producing results 21% worse than ours (thus, our

algorithm is 17% better).  Our algorithm is also fast, taking at most 7 minutes on the largest examples.

Note that bipartitioning with replication has shown some promising results (all of the algorithms in the

table do not use replication).  [Kuznar94a, Kuznar94b] has reported results only 7-10% worse than ours.

However, these results have no cap on the maximum partition size, while all other trials have a maximum

partition size of 55% of the logic.  In fact, some of Kuznar et al’s runs have partitions of size 60% or larger.

As will be demonstrated, allowing a partitioning algorithm to use a larger maximum partition size can

greatly reduce the cutset size.  Also, their work does not include primary inputs connected to both partitions

as part of the cutset, while the cutsizes reported for the other approaches, including ours, do include such

primary inputs in the cutset.

In the rest of this chapter we discuss the basic KLFM algorithm and compare numerous optimizations to

the basic algorithm.  This includes methods for clustering and unclustering circuits, initial partition

creation, extensions to the standard KLFM inner loop, and the effects of increasing the maximum allowed

partition size and the number of runs per trial.

                                                                        

1 Optimized KLFM includes recursive connectivity clustering, presweeping, per-run clustering on gate-level
netlists, iterative unclustering, random initialization, and fixed 3rd-level gains.  Each of these techniques is
described later in this chapter.
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Although the work described in this chapter is applicable to many situations, it has been biased by the fact

that we are targeting multi-FPGA systems.  One part of this is that the time it takes to perform the

partitioning is important, and is thus a primary concern in this work.  In tasks such as ASIC design, we can

afford to allow the partitioner to run for hours or days, since it will take weeks to create the final

implementation.  In contrast, a multi-FPGA system is ready to use seconds after the mapping has been

completed, and users demand the highest turnaround time possible.  If the mapping software can complete

a mapping in minutes instead of hours, the user can use the multi-FPGA system more interactively and thus

more efficiently.  Thus, there is significant interest in using an efficient partitioning method, such as KLFM

partitioning, as opposed to more brute force approaches such as simulated annealing, which can take

multiple hours to complete.  Targeting our partitioning work towards multi-FPGA systems has several

other impacts, which will be discussed later in this paper.

Methodology

In our work we have integrated numerous concepts from the bipartitioning literature, along with some

novel techniques, to determine what features make sense to include in an overall system.  We are primarily

interested in Kernighan-Lin, Fiduccia-Mattheyses based algorithms, though we do include some of the

spectral partitioning approaches as well.  Note that there is one major omission from this study: the use of

logic replication (i.e., the duplication of nodes to reduce the cutset).  This is primarily because of

uncertainty in how to limit the amount of replication allowed in the multi-FPGA partitioning problem.  We

leave this aspect to future work.

Table 2.  Sizes of example circuits.

Mapping s38584 s35932 s15850 s13207 s9234 s5378

Nodes (gates, latches, I/Os) 22451 19880 11071 9445 6098 3225

The best way to perform this comparison would be to try every combination of techniques on a fixed set of

circuits, and determine the overall best algorithm.  Unfortunately, we consider such a large number of

techniques that the possible combinations reach into the thousands, even ignoring the ranges of numerical

parameter settings relevant to some of these algorithms.  Instead, we use our experience with these

algorithms to try and choose the best possible set of techniques, and then try inserting into this mix each

technique that was not chosen.  In some cases, where it seemed likely that there would be some benefit of

examining multiple techniques together and exploiting synergistic effects, we also tested those sets of

techniques.  In the comparisons that follow we always use all the features of the best mix of techniques

found except where specifically stated otherwise.
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The 6 largest circuits from the MCNC partitioning benchmark suite [MCNC93] are used as test cases for

this work (Table 2).  One of the largest, s38417, was not used because it was found to be corrupted at the

storage site.  While these circuits have the advantage of allowing us to compare with other existing

algorithms, the examples are a bit small for today’s partitioning tasks (the largest is less than 25,000 gates)

and it is unclear how representative they are for bipartitioning.  We hope that in the future a standard

benchmark suite of real end-user circuits, with sizes ranging up to the hundreds of thousands of gates, will

be available to the community.

Create initial partitioning;
While cutsize is reduced {

While valid moves exist {
Use bucket data structures to find unlocked node in each

partition that most improves/least degrades cutsize when
moved to other partition;

Move whichever of the two nodes most improves/least degrades
cutsize while not exceeding partition size bounds;

Lock moved node;
Update nets connected to moved nodes, and nodes connected to

these nets;
} endwhile;
Backtrack to the point with minimum cutsize in move series just

completed;
Unlock all nodes;

} endwhile;

Figure 70.  The Fiduccia-Mattheyses variant of the Kernighan-Lin algorithm.

Basic Kernighan-Lin, Fiduccia-Mattheyses Bipartitioning

One of the best known, and most widely extended, bipartitioning algorithms is that of Kernighan and Lin

[Kernighan70], especially the variant developed by Fiduccia and Mattheyses [Fiduccia82].  Pseudo-code

for the algorithm is given in Figure 70.  It is an iterative-improvement algorithm, in that it begins with an

initial partition and iteratively modifies it to improve the cutsize.  The cutsize is the number of nets

connected to nodes in both partitions, and is the value to be minimized.  The algorithm moves a node at a

time, moving the node that causes the greatest improvement, or the least degradation, in the cutsize.  If we

allowed the algorithm to move any arbitrary node, it could decide to move the node just moved in the

previous iteration, returning to the previous state.  Thus, the algorithm would be caught in an infinite loop,

making no progress.  To deal with this, we lock down a node after it is moved, and never move a locked

node.  The algorithm continues moving nodes until no unlocked node can be moved without violating the

size constraints.  It is only after the algorithm has exhausted all possible nodes that it checks whether it has

improved the cutset.  It looks back across all the intermediate states since the last check, finding the
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minimum cutsize.  This allows it to climb out of local minima, since it is allowed to try out bad

intermediate moves, hopefully finding a better later state.  After it moves back to the best intermediate

state, it unlocks all nodes and continues.  Once the algorithm fails to find a better intermediate state

between checks it finishes with the last chosen state.

One important feature of the algorithm is the bucket data structure used to find the best node to move.  The

data structure has an array of lists, where each list contains nodes in the same partition that cause the same

change to the cutset when moved.  Thus, all nodes in partition 1 that increase the cutset by 5 when moved

would be in the same list.  When a node is moved, all nets connected to it are updated.  There are four

situations to look for:  1) A net that was not in the cutset that now is. 2) A net that was in the cutset that

now is not. 3) A net that was firmly in the cutset that is now removable from the cutset. 4) A net that was

removable from the cutset that is now firmly in the cutset.  A net is “firmly in the cutset” when it is

connected to two nodes, or a locked node, in each partition.  All other nets in the cutset are “removable

from the cutset”, since they are connected to only one node in one of the partitions, and that node is

unlocked.  Thus, the net can be removed from the cutset by moving that node.  Each of these four situations

means that moving a node connected to that net may have a different effect on the cutsize now than it

would have had if it was moved in the previous step.  All nodes connected to one of these four types of nets

are examined and moved to a new list in the bucket data structure if necessary.

The basic KLFM algorithm can be extended in many ways.  We can choose to partition before or after

technology-mapping.  We can cluster circuit nodes together before partitioning, both to speed up the

algorithm’s run-time, and to give some better local optimization properties to the KLFM’s primarily global

viewpoint.  We also have a choice of initial partition creation methods, from completely random to more

intelligent methods.  The main search loop can be augmented with more complex cost metrics, possibly

adding more lookahead to the choice of nodes to move.  We can uncluster the circuit and reapply

partitioning, using the previous cut as the initial partitioning of the subsequent runs.  Finally, we can

consider how these features are improved or degraded by larger or smaller maximum partition sizes, and by

multiple runs.  In this chapter, we will consider each of these issues in turn, examining not only how the

different approaches to each step compare with one another, but also how they combine together to form a

complete partitioning solution.

Clustering and Technology-Mapping

One of the most common optimizations to the KLFM algorithm is clustering, the grouping together of

nodes in the circuit being partitioned.  Nodes grouped together are removed from the circuit, and the
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clusters take their place.  Nets that were connected to a grouped node are instead connected to the cluster

containing that node.  Clustering algorithms are applied to the partitioning problem both to boost

performance, and also to improve quality.  The performance gain is due to the fact that since many nodes

are replaced by a single cluster, the circuit to be partitioned now has fewer nodes, and thus the problem is

simpler.  Note that the clustering time can be significant, so we usually cluster the circuit only once, and if

several independent runs of the KLFM algorithm are performed we use the same clustering for all runs.

The ways in which clustering improves quality are twofold.  First, the KLFM algorithm is a global

algorithm, optimizing for macroscopic properties of the circuit.  It may overlook more local, microscopic

concerns.  An intelligent clustering algorithm will often focus on local information, grouping together a few

nodes based on local properties.  Thus, a smart clustering algorithm can perform good local optimization,

complementing the global optimization properties of the KLFM algorithm.  Second, it has been shown that

the KLFM algorithm performs much better when the nodes in the circuit are connected to at least an

average of 6 nets, while nodes in circuits are typically connected to between 2.8 and 3.5 nets [Goldberg83].

Clustering should in general increase the number of nets connected to each node, and thus improve the

KLFM algorithm.  Note that most algorithms (including the best KLFM version we found) will partition

the clustered circuit, and then use this as an initial split for another run of partitioning, this time on the

unclustered circuit.  Several variations on this theme will be discussed in a later section.

The simplest clustering method is to randomly combine connected nodes.  The idea here is not to add any

local optimization to the KLFM algorithm, but instead to simply exploit KLFM’s better results when the

nodes in the circuit have greater connectivity.  A maximum random matching of the circuit graph [Bui89]

can be formed by randomly picking pairs of connected nodes to cluster, and then reclustering as necessary

to form the maximum number of disjoint pairs.  Unfortunately, this is complex and time-consuming,

possibly requiring O(n3) time [Galil86].  We chose to test a simpler algorithm (referred to here as random

clustering), that should generate similar results while being more efficient and easier to implement.  Each

node is examined in random order and clustered with one of its neighbors (note that a node connected to a

neighbor by N nets is N times as likely to be clustered with that neighbor).  A node that was previously the

target of a clustering is not used as a source of a clustering, but an unclustered node can choose to join a

grouping with an already clustered node.  Note that with random clustering a separate clustering is always

generated for each run of the KLFM algorithm.

Numerous more intelligent clustering algorithms exist.  K-L clustering [Garbers90] (not to be confused

with KL, the Kernighan-Lin algorithm) is a method that looks for multiple independent short paths between

nodes, expecting that these nodes should be placed into the same partition.  Otherwise, each of these paths

will have a net in the cutset, degrading the partition quality.  In its most general form, the algorithm
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requires that two nodes be connected by k independent paths (i.e., paths cannot share any nets), of lengths

at most l1…lk respectively, to be clustered together.  Checking for K-L connectedness can be very time-

consuming, especially for longer paths.  The biggest problem is high fanout nets, which are quite common

in digital circuits.  Specifically, if we are looking for potential nodes to cluster, and the source node of the

search is connected to a clock or reset line, most of the nodes in the system are potential candidates, and a

huge number of paths need to be checked.  However, since huge fanout nets are the most likely to be cut in

any partitioning, we can accelerate the algorithm by ignoring all nets with fanout greater than some

constant.  Also, if l1 = 1, then the potential cluster-mates are limited to the direct neighbors of a node

(though transitive clustering is possible, with A and C clustered together with B because both A and C are

K-L connected with node B, while A and C are not directly K-L connected).  In our study of K-L clustering

we ignored all nets with fanout greater than 10, and used k = 2, l1 = 1, l2 = 3.  The values of maximum

considered fanout and l1 were chosen to give reasonable computation times.  While [Garbers90]

recommends k = 3, l1 = 1, l2 = 3, l3 = 3, we have found that this yielded few clustering opportunities (this

will be discussed later), and the parameters we chose gave the greatest clustering opportunities with

reasonable run time.  Using l2 = 4 would increase the clustering opportunities, but would also greatly

increase run time.

A much more efficient clustering algorithm, related to K-L clustering, has been proposed [Roy93] (referred

to here as bandwidth clustering).  In this method, each net e in the circuit provides a bandwidth of 1/(|e|-1)

between all nodes connected to it, where |e| is the number of nodes or clusters connected to that net.  All

pairs of nodes that have a total bandwidth between them of more than 1.0 are clustered.  Thus, nodes must

be directly connected by at least two 2-terminal nets to be clustered, or a larger number of higher fanout

nets.  This clustering is similar to K-L clustering with k = 2, l1 = 1, l2 = 1, though it requires greater

connectivity if the connecting nets have more than two terminals.  Transitive clustering is allowed, so if the

bandwidth between A&C is zero, they may still be clustered together if A&B and B&C each have a

bandwidth of greater than 1.0 between them.  There is an additional phase (carried out after all passes of

recursive clustering, discussed below) that attempts to balance cluster sizes.

A clustering algorithm similar to bandwidth clustering, but which does not put an absolute lower bound on

the necessary amount of bandwidth between the nodes, and which also considers the fanout of the nodes

involved, has also been tested.  It is based upon work done by Schuler and Ulrich [Schuler72], with several

modifications.  We will refer to it as connectivity clustering.  Like random clustering, each node is

examined in a random order and clustered with one of its neighbors.  If a node has already been clustered it

will not be the source of a new clustering attempt, though more than two nodes can choose to cluster with

the same node.  Nodes are combined with the neighbor with which they have the greatest connectivity.
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Connectivity is defined in Equation 2.  Bandwidthij is the total bandwidth between the nodes (as defined in

bandwidth clustering), where each n-terminal net contributes 1/(n-1) bandwidth between each pair of nodes

to which it is connected.  In this method nodes are more likely to be clustered if they are connected by

many nets (the bandwidthij in the numerator), if the nodes are small (the sizei & sizej in the denominator),

and if most of the nodes’ bandwidth is only between those two nodes (the fanouti - bandwidth ij & fanoutj -

bandwidthij terms in the denominator).  While most of these goals seem intuitively correct for clustering,

the reason for the size limits is to avoid large nodes (or subsequent large clusters in recursive clustering,

defined below) attracting all neighbors into a single huge cluster.  Allowing larger nodes to form huge

clusters early in the clustering will adversely affect the circuit partitioning.

  

connectivityij =
bandwidthij

sizei ∗ size j ∗ fanouti − bandwidthij( ) ∗ fanout j − bandwidthij( )
Equation 2.  Connectivity metric for connectivity clustering.

While all the clustering techniques described so far have been bottom-up, using local characteristics to

determine which nodes should be clustered together, it is possible to perform top-down clustering as well.

A method proposed by Yeh, Cheng, and Lin [Yeh92] (referred to here as shortest-path clustering)

iteratively applies a partitioning method to the circuit until all pieces are small enough to be considered

clusters.  At each step it considers an individual group at a time, where a group contains all nodes that have

always been on the same side of the cuts in all prior partitionings.  The algorithm then iteratively chooses a

random source and sink node, finds the shortest path between those nodes, and increases the flow on these

edges by 0.1.  The flow is a number used in computing net lengths, where the current net length is

exp(10*flow).  Before each partitioning, all flows are set to zero.  When the flow on a net reaches 1.0, the

net is part of the cutset.  Once there is no uncut path between the random pairs of nodes chosen in the

current iteration, the algorithm is finished with the current partitioning.  In this way, the algorithm proceeds

by performing a large number of 2-terminal net routings on the circuit graph, with random source and sink

for each route, until it exhausts the resources in the system.  Note that the original algorithm limits the

number of subpartitions of any one group.  Since this is not an important issue for our purposes, it was not

included in our implementation.  Once the algorithm splits up a group into subpartitions, the sizes of the

new groups are checked to determine if they should be further subdivided.  For our purposes, the maximum

allowable cluster size is equal to (total circuit size)/100, which is half the maximum partition size variation.

There are several alterations that can be made to this algorithm to boost performance, details of which can

be found in Chapter 11.
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Figure 71.   Example for the discussion of the size of logic functions.  The P-input and M-input

functions cascaded together (left) are fit into a (M+P-1) input LUT (right).

Before describing the last clustering method, it is necessary to discuss how to calculate the size of a logic

node in the circuit being clustered.  For our application (multi-FPGA systems), we are targeting FPGAs

such as the Xilinx 3000 series [Xilinx94], where all logic is implemented by lookup-tables (LUTs).  A LUT

is a logic block that can implement any function of N variables, where N is typically 4 or 5.  Since we will

be partitioning circuits before technology-mapping (the reasons for this will be discussed later), we cannot

simply count the number of LUTs used, since several of the gates in the circuit may be combined into a

single LUT.  An important aspect of a LUT-based implementation is that we can combine an M-input

function with a P-input function that generates one of the M inputs into an (M+P-1)-input function (see

Figure 71).  The reason that it is an (M+P-1)-input function, and not an (M+P)-input function, is that the

output of the P-input function no longer needs to be an input of the function since it is computed inside the

LUT.  A 1-input function (inverter or buffer) requires no extra inputs on a LUT.  We can therefore say a

logic node of P inputs uses up P-1 inputs of a LUT, and thus the size of a P-input function is (P-1), with a

minimum size of 0.  Any I/O nodes (i.e., external inputs and outputs) have a cost of 0.  This is because if

size keeps an I/O node out of a partition in which it has neighbors (i.e., nodes connected to the same net as

the I/O node), a new I/O must be added to each partition to communicate the signal across the cut.  Thus,

moving an I/O node to a partition in which it has a neighbor never uses extra logic capacity.  Although

latches should also have a size of 0, since most FPGAs have more than sufficient latch resources, for

simplicity we treat them identically to combinational logic nodes.

The last clustering technique we explored is not a complete clustering solution, but instead a preprocessor

(called presweeping) that can be used before any other clustering approach.  The idea is that there are some

nodes that should always be in the same partition.  Specifically, one of these nodes has a size of zero, and

that node can always be moved to the other node’s partition without increasing the cut size.  The most

obvious case is an I/O node from the original circuit which is connected to some other node N.  This I/O

node will have a size of zero, will be connected to one net, and moving the I/O node to node N’s partition

can only decrease the cut size (the cut size may not actually decrease, since another node connected to the

net between N and the I/O node may still be in that other partition).  Another situation is a node R, which is
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connected to exactly two nets, and one of these two nets is a 2-terminal net going to node S.  Again, node R

will have a size of zero, and can be moved to S’s partition without increasing the cutsize.  The presweeping

algorithm goes through the circuit looking for such situations, and clusters together the involved nodes (R

with S, or N with the I/O node).  Note that presweeping can be very beneficial to some clustering

algorithms, such as K-L and Bandwidth, since such algorithms may be unable to cluster together the pairs

found by presweeping.  For example, an I/O node connected to only one net will never be clustered by the

K-L clustering algorithm.  Since the presweeping clustering should never hurt a partitioning (except due to

random variation), presweeping will always be performed in this study unless otherwise stated.

Table 3.  Quality comparison of clustering methods.  Values are minimum cutsize for ten runs

using the specified clustering algorithm, plus the best KLFM partitioning and unclustering

techniques.  Source mappings are not technology-mapped.  The “No Presweep” column is

connectivity clustering applied without first presweeping.  All other columns include presweeping.

Mapping Random K-L Bandwidth Connectivity Shortest-Path No Presweep

s38584 177 88 112 57 50 59

s35932 73 86 277 47 45 70

s15850 70 90 124 60 59 65

s13207 109 94 87 73 72 79

s9234 63 79 56 52 51 65

s5378 84 78 88 68 67 66

Geom. Mean 89.7 85.6 108.7 58.8 56.5 67.1

Results for the various clustering algorithms are presented in Table 3 and Table 4.  The shortest-path

clustering algorithm generates the best results, with connectivity clustering performing only about 4%

worse.  In terms of performance, the shortest-path algorithm takes more than twice as long as the

connectivity clustering algorithm.  This is because clustering with the shortest-path algorithm takes more

than 15 times as long as the connectivity approach.  Shortest-path clustering would thus be even worse

compared to connectivity clustering if the partitioner does not share clustering between runs.  As we will

show later, it is sometimes a good idea not to share clusterings.  Because of the significant increase in run

time because of shortest-path clustering, with only a small increase in quality, we use the connectivity

algorithm for all of our other comparisons.  We can also see that presweeping is a good idea, since

connectivity clustering without presweeping does about 14% worse in terms of cutsize, while taking about

13% longer.
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Table 4.  Performance comparison of clustering methods.  Values are total CPU seconds on a

SPARC-IPX for ten runs using the specified algorithm, plus the best KLFM partitioning and

unclustering techniques.  The “No Presweep” column is connectivity clustering applied without

first presweeping.  All other columns include presweeping.

Mapping Random K-L Bandwidth Connectivity Shortest-Path No Presweep

s38584 2157 2041 2631 1981 4715 2183

s35932 3014 1247 2123 2100 3252 2114

s15850 780 500 871 643 1354 713

s13207 648 428 629 549 1279 696

s9234 326 266 460 333 669 416

s5378 120 147 223 181 447 189

Geom. Mean 710.4 526.5 824.4 667.6 1412.5 751.5

One surprising result is that K-L clustering only does slightly better than random clustering, and Bandwidth

clustering actually does considerably worse.  The reason for this is that these clustering algorithms seem to

require technology-mapping, and the comparisons in the tables are for non-technology-mapped circuits.

Technology-mapping for Xilinx FPGAs is the process of grouping together logic nodes to best fill a CLB

(an element capable of implementing any 5-input function, or two 4-input functions).  Thus, it combines

several basic gates into a single CLB.  The reason that K-L and Bandwidth clustering perform poorly on

non-technology-mapped (gate-level) circuits is that there are very few clustering opportunities for these

algorithms.  Imagine a sum-of-products implementation of a circuit.  In general, any specific AND gate in

the circuit will be connected to two or three input signals and some OR gates.  Any AND gates connected

to several of the same inputs will in general be replaced by a single AND gate.  The OR gates are

connected to other AND gates, but will almost never be connected to the same AND gate twice.  The one

possibility, an OR gate connected to an AND gate’s output as well as producing one of that AND gate’s

inputs, is a combinational cycle, and usually not allowed.  Thus, there will be almost no possibility of

finding clusters with Bandwidth clustering, and few K-L clustering opportunities.  While many gate-level

circuits will not be simple sum-of-products circuits, we have found that there are still very few clustering

opportunities for the K-L and Bandwidth algorithms.

Unfortunately, technology-mapping before partitioning is an extremely poor idea.  In Table 5, columns 2

through 4 shows results for applying the various clustering algorithms to the Xilinx 3000 technology-

mapped versions of the circuits (note that only four of the examples are used, because the other examples
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were small enough that the size of a single CLB was larger than the allowed partition size variation).

Column 5 (“No Tech Map”) has the results for connectivity clustering on gate-level (non-technology-

mapped) circuits.  The results show that technology-mapping before partitioning almost doubles the

cutsize.  The K-L and Bandwidth clustering algorithms do perform almost as well as the connectivity

clustering for these circuits, but we are much better off simply partitioning the gate-level circuits.  This has

an added benefit of speeding up technology-mapping as well, since we can technology-map each of the

partitions in parallel.  Note that we may increase the logic size by partitioning before technology-mapping,

because there are fewer groupings for the technology-mapper to consider.  However, in many technologies

(especially multi-FPGA systems) the amount of logic that can fit on the chip is constrained much more by

the number of I/O pins than on the logic size, and thus decreasing the cutsize by a factor of two is worth a

small increase in logic size.  This increase in logic size is likely to be small since the gates that technology-

mapping will group into a CLB share signals, and are thus likely to be placed into the same partition.

Table 5.  Quality comparison of clustering methods on technology-mapped circuits.  Values are

minimum cutsize for ten runs using the specified algorithm.  The values in the column marked

“Unclusterable” are the results of applying Connectivity clustering to technology-mapped files,

but allowing the algorithm to uncluster the groupings formed by the technology-mapping.  Note

that only the four largest circuits are used, because technology-mapping for the others causes

clusters to exceed allowed partition size variation.

Mapping K-L Bandwidth Connectivity No Tech Map Unclusterable

s38584 169 159 120 57 60

s35932 155 157 143 47 53

s15850 86 90 87 60 60

s13207 118 119 116 73 72

Geom. Mean 127.7 127.9 114.7 58.5 60.9

It is fairly surprising that technology-mapping has such a negative effect on partitioning.  There are two

possible explanations: 1) technology-mapping produces circuits that are somehow hard for the KLFM

algorithm to partition or 2) technology-mapping creates circuits with inherently much higher minimum

cutsizes.  There is evidence that the second reason is the underlying cause, that technology-mapped circuits

simply cannot be partitioned as well as gate-level circuits, and that it is not simply due to a poor

partitioning algorithm.  To demonstrate this, we use the fact that the technology-mapped circuits for the

Xilinx 3000 series contain information on what gates are clustered together to form a CLB.  This lets us to
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consider the technology-mapping not as a permanent restructuring of the circuit, but instead simply as

another clustering preprocessor.  We allowed our algorithm to partition the circuit with the technology-

mapped files, with connectivity clustering applied on top, then uncluster to basic gates and partition again.

The results are shown in the final column of Table 5.  Although the results for this technique are slightly

worse than pure connectivity clustering, they are is still much better than the permanently technology-

mapped versions.  The small example circuit (Figure 72) demonstrates the problems technology-mapping

can cause.  There is a balanced partitioning of the circuit with a cutsize of 2, as shown in gray at left.

However, after technology-mapping (CLBs are shown by gray loops), the only balanced partitioning puts

the smaller CLBs in one partition, the larger CLB on the other.  This split has a cutsize of 5.

The effects of technology mapping on cutsize have been examined previously by Weinmann

[Weinmann94], who determined that technology-mapping before partitioning is actually a good idea,

primarily for performance reasons.  However, in his study he used only a basic implementation of

Kernighan-Lin (apparently not even the Fiduccia-Mattheyses optimizations were applied), thus generating

cutsizes significantly larger than what our algorithm produces, with much slower performance.  Thus, the

benefits of any form of clustering would help the algorithm, making the clustering provided by technology-

mapping competitive.  However, even these results report a 6% improvement in arithmetic mean cutsize for

partitioning before technology-mapping, and the difference in geometric mean is actually 19% 2.
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Figure 72.  Example of the impact of technology-mapping on partitioning quality.  The circuit s27

is shown (clock, reset lines, and I/O pins are omitted).  At left is a balanced partition of the

unmapped logic, which has a cutsize of 2.  Gray loops at right indicate logic grouped together

during technology-mapping.  The only balanced partitioning has the largest group in one partition,

the other two in the other partition, yielding a cutsize of 5.

                                                                        

2
 Throughout this chapter we use geometric instead of arithmetic means because we believe improvements to

partitioning algorithms will result in some percentage decrease in each cutsize, not a decrease of some constant
number of nets in all examples.  That is, it is likely that an improved algorithm would reduce cutsizes for all
circuits by 10%, and would not reduce cutsizes by 10 nets in both large and small examples.  Thus, the
geometric mean is more appropriate.
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Unclustering

When we use clustering to improve partitioning, we will usually partition the circuit, uncluster it, and

partition again.  There are several ways to uncluster.  Most obviously, we can either choose not to uncluster

at all (no unclustering), or we can completely remove all clustering in one step (complete unclustering).

However, there are better alternatives.  The important observation is that while clustering we can build a

hierarchy of clusters by recursively applying a clustering method, and then uncluster it in a way that

exploits this hierarchy.  In recursive clustering, after the circuit is initially clustered we reapply the

clustering algorithm again upon the already clustered circuit.  Clusters are never allowed to grow larger

than half the allowed partition size variation.  Recursive clustering continues until no more clusters can be

formed.  While we are clustering we remember what clusters are formed at each step, with clusters formed

in the ith pass forming the ith level of a clustering hierarchy.

There are two ways to take advantage of the clustering hierarchy formed during recursive clustering.  The

most obvious method is that after partitioning completes (that is, when a complete pass of moving nodes

fails to find any state better than the results of the previous pass) we remove the highest level of the

clustering hierarchy, leaving all clusterings at the lower levels alone, and continue partitioning.  That is,

subclusters of clusters at the highest level, as well as those clusters that were not reclustered in the highest

level, will remain clustered for the next pass.  This process repeats until all levels of the clustering have

been removed (note that clustering performed by presweeping is never removed, since there is nothing to

be gained by doing so).  In this way, the algorithm performs very coarse-grain optimization during early

passes, very fine grain optimization during late passes, as well as medium-grain optimization during the

middle passes.  This algorithm, which we will refer to here as iterative unclustering, is based on work by

Cong and Smith [Cong93].

An alternative to iterative unclustering is edge unclustering.  This technique is based on the observation

that at any given point in the partitioning there is likely to be some fine-grained, localized optimization, and

some coarse-grained, global optimization that should be done.  Specifically, those nodes that are very close

to the current cut should be very carefully optimized, while nodes far from the cut need much less detailed

examination.  The edge unclustering algorithm is similar to iterative unclustering in that it keeps

unclustering the highest levels of clustering remaining in between runs of the KLFM partitioning algorithm.

However, instead of removing all clusters at a given level, it only removes clusters that are adjacent to the

cut (i.e., those clusters connected to edges that are in the cutset).  In this way, we will end up eventually

unclustering all clusters next to the cut, while other clusters may remain together.  When there are no more

clusters left adjacent to the cut, we completely uncluster the circuit and partition one final time with KLFM.
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Table 6.  Quality comparison of unclustering methods.  Values are minimum cutsize for ten runs

using the specified algorithm.  Source mappings are not technology-mapped, and are clustered by

presweeping and connectivity clustering.

Single-level Clustering Recursive Clustering

Mapping No Uncluster Complete
Uncluster

No Uncluster Complete
Uncluster

Iterative
Uncluster

Edge
Uncluster

s38584 95 77 167 88 57 56

s35932 157 156 90 75 47 46

s15850 77 67 123 84 60 62

s13207 101 79 119 89 73 72

s9234 68 61 105 54 52 58

s5378 79 68 125 70 68 68

Geom. Mean 92.4 80.1 119.3 75.6 58.8 59.7

Table 7.  Performance comparison of unclustering methods.  Values are run times on a SPARC-

IPX for ten runs using the specified algorithm.  Source mappings are not technology-mapped, and

are clustered by presweeping and connectivity clustering.

Single Clustering Recursive Clustering

Mapping No Uncluster Complete
Uncluster

No Uncluster Complete
Uncluster

Iterative
Uncluster

Edge
Uncluster

s38584 1220 1709 1104 1784 1981 2023

s35932 1224 1664 1359 1798 2100 2127

s15850 380 491 301 485 643 646

s13207 375 525 282 429 549 572

s9234 219 283 145 262 333 335

s5378 104 144 82 132 181 162

Geom. Mean 411.4 557 338.9 533.6 667.6 664.8

As the results in Table 6 and Table 7 show, using recursive clustering and a hierarchical unclustering

method (iterative or edge unclustering) has a significant advantage.  The methods that do not uncluster are

significantly worse than all other approaches, by up to more than a factor of two.  Using only a single
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clustering pass plus complete unclustering yields a cutsize 36% larger than the best unclustering (iterative),

and even complete unclustering of a recursively clustered mapping yields a 29% larger cutsize.  The

difference between the two hierarchical unclustering methods is only 1.5%, with three mappings having

smaller cutsizes with edge unclustering, and two mappings having smaller cutsizes with iterative

unclustering.  Thus, it appears that the difference between the two approaches is slight enough to be well

within the margins of error of this survey, with no conclusive winner.  In this survey, we use iterative

unclustering except where explicitly stated otherwise.

Initial Partition Creation

KLFM is an iterative-improvement algorithm that gives no guidance on how to construct the initial

partitioning that is to be improved.  As one might expect, there are many ways to construct this initial

partitioning, and the method chosen has an impact on the results.

The simplest method for generating an initial partition is to just randomly create one (random initialization)

by randomly ordering the clusters in the circuit (initial partition creation takes place after clustering), and

then finding the point in this ordering that best balances the total cluster sizes before and after this point.

All nodes before this point are in one partition, and all nodes after this point are in the other partition.

Table 8.  Quality comparison of initial partition creation methods.  Values are minimum cutsize

for ten runs using the specified algorithm.

Mapping Random Seeded Breadth-first Depth-first

s38584 57 57 57 56

s35932 47 47 47 47

s15850 60 60 60 60

s13207 73 75 80 74

s9234 52 68 52 52

s5378 68 79 80 78

Geom. Mean 58.8 63.4 61.4 60.2

An alternative to this is seeded initialization, which is based on work by Wei and Cheng [Wei89].  The idea

is to allow the KLFM algorithm to do all the work of finding the initial partitioning.  It randomly chooses

one cluster to put into one partition, and all other clusters are placed into the other partition.  The standard

KLFM algorithm is then run with the following alterations:  1) partitions are allowed to be outside the
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required size bounds, though clusters can not be moved to a partition that is too large, and 2) at the end of

the pass, it accepts any partition within size bounds instead of a partition outside of the size bounds.  Thus,

the KLFM algorithm should move clusters related to the initial “seed” cluster over to the small partition,

thus making all nodes that end up in the initially 1-cluster partition much more related to one-another than a

randomly generated partitioning.

Table 9.  Performance comparison of initial partition creation methods.  Values are total CPU

seconds on a SPARC-IPX for ten runs using the specified algorithm.

Mapping Random Seeded Breadth-first Depth-first

s38584 1981 1876 1902 2033

s35932 2100 2053 2090 2071

s15850 643 604 613 584

s13207 549 531 561 533

s9234 333 302 319 325

s5378 181 186 177 173

Geom. Mean 667.6 641.0 652.5 647.5

We can also generate an initial partitioning that has one tightly connected partition by breadth-first

initialization.  This algorithm again starts with a single node in one of the partitions, but then performs a

breadth-first search from the initial node, inserting all nodes found into the seed node’s partition.  Once the

seed partition grows to contain as close to half the overall circuit size as possible the rest of the nodes are

placed into the other partition.  To avoid searching huge fanout nets such as clocks and reset lines, which

would create a very unrelated partition, nets connected to more that 10 clusters are not searched.  Depth-

first initialization can be defined similarly, but should produce much less related partitions.

Results for these initial partition construction techniques are shown in Table 8 and Table 9.  The data shows

that random is actually the best initialization technique, followed by depth-first search.  The “more

intelligent” approaches of seeded and breadth-first do 7% and 4% worse than random, respectively, and the

differences occur only for the three smaller mappings.  There are three reasons for this.  First, recursive

clustering and iterative unclustering seem to be able to handle the larger circuits well, regardless of how the

circuit is initialized.  With larger circuits there are more levels of hierarchy and the algorithms consistently

get the same results.  For smaller mappings there are fewer levels and much greater variance in results.

Since there are thus many potential cuts that might be found when partitioning these smaller circuits,

getting the greatest variance in the starting point will allow greater variety in results, and better values will
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be found (as will worse, but we only accept the best value of ten runs).  Thus, the more random starting

points perform better (random and depth-first initialization).  Also, the more random the initial partitioning,

the easier it is for the partitioner to move away from the initial partitioning.  Thus, the partitioner is not

trapped in a potentially poor partitioning, and can generate better results.  Some of these effects can be seen

in Figure 73, which contains the distribution of results for ten runs of both random (black bars) and seeded

(gray bars) initialization.  As can be seen, there is little variation in the larger circuits.  There is greater

variation for smaller circuits, and for the random algorithm in general.  Also, the random algorithm seems

to be finding very different results from the seeded initialization, since few of the same cuts are found by

the two algorithms for smaller circuits.

s38584

     

s35932

     

s15850

s13207

     

s9234

     

s5378

Figure 73.  Distribution of results from partitioning with random (black bars) and seeded (gray

bars) initialization.  The ith bar from the left represents the ith best cutsize found by either

algorithm, and the height indicates how many different runs of the algorithm (out of ten) achieved

that result.  There is little variation in the larger circuits.  There is more variation in smaller

circuits, and more variation in random initialization results in general.

While the previous discussion of initial partition generation has focused on simple algorithms, we can in

fact use more complex, complete partitioning algorithms to find initial partitions.  Specifically, there exists

a large amount of work on “spectral” partitioning methods (as well as others) that constructs a partitioning

from scratch.  We will consider here the IG-Match [Cong92], EIG1 and EIG-IG [Hagen92] spectral

partitioning algorithms.  One important note is that these algorithms are designed to optimize for the ratio-

cut objective [Wei89], which does not necessarily generate balanced partitions.  However, we obtained the

programs from the authors and altered them to generate only partitions with sizes between 49% and 51% of

the complete circuit size, the same allowed partition size variation used throughout this chapter.  These
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algorithms were applied to clustered circuits to generate initial partitionings.  These initial partitionings

were then used by our KLFM partitioning algorithm.

Table 10.  Quality comparison of spectral initial partition creation methods.  IG-Match [Cong92],

EIG1 and EIG-IG [Hagen92] are spectral partitioning algorithms, used here to generate initial

partitions.  Entries labeled “n/a” are situations where the algorithm failed to find a partitioning

within the required partition size bounds.  Some of the spectral algorithms may move several

clusters from one side of the cut to the other at once, missing the required size bounds (required

only for our purposes, not for the ratio-cut metric for which they were designed).  “All Spectral” is

the best results from all three spectral algorithms.

Mapping Random EIG1 EIG1-IG IG-Match All Spectral

s38584 57 57 57 57 57

s35932 47 47 47 47 47

s15850 60 60 96 96 60

s13207 73 111 82 82 82

s9234 52 54 54 n/a 54

s5378 68 78 78 n/a 78

Geom. Mean 58.8 65.0 66.8 n/a 61.8

Table 11.  Performance comparison of spectral initial partition creation methods.  Values are total

CPU seconds on a SPARC-IPX for the clustering, initialization, and partitioning algorithms

combined.  Values marked with “*” do not include the time for the failed IG-Match runs.  “All

Spectral” is the combined times for all three spectral partitionings.

Mapping Random EIG1 EIG1-IG IG-Match All Spectral

s38584 1981 336 445 1207 1988

s35932 2100 444 463 540 1447

s15850 643 89 102 206 397

s13207 549 79 95 152 326

s9234 333 42 56 n/a 98*

s5378 181 26 39 n/a 65*

Geom. Mean 667.6 102.3 127.8 n/a 365.2*
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As the results show (Table 10 and Table 11), the algorithms (when taken as a group, under “All Spectral”)

produce fairly good results, but are still 5% worse than random initialization.  They do have the advantage

of faster run times (including the time to perform spectral initialization on the clustered circuits), since they

do not require, and cannot use, multiple partitioning runs.  Also, as we will show in the next section the

spectral approaches are competitive when our KLFM algorithm is restricted to the same runtimes as the

spectral algorithm.  However, the extra complexity of the spectral algorithm, along with their inability to

take advantage of multiple runs, make us conclude that spectral initialization is not worthwhile.
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Figure 74.  Graphs of cutsizes for different numbers of runs of both basic KLFM, and our

optimized version of KLFM.  Values shown are the geometric means of the results for all 6 test

circuits.

Multiple Runs

While all of our tests have involved ten separate runs of the algorithm under consideration, and we retain

the best result of these ten runs, we can consider using more or less runs per test.  Basic KLFM is

notoriously variable from run to run, and using multiple runs (up to even a hundred or more) is essential for

achieving good results.  To test how our algorithm responded to multiple runs, we ran one hundred runs of

our best algorithm.  We then used these datasets to determine the expected best cutsize found by an
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arbitrary number of runs of the algorithm.  The results are shown in Figure 74, as well as similar results for

the basic KLFM algorithm.  As can be seen, not only does our optimized algorithm generate better results

than the base KLFM algorithm, but it also has much less variability than the original algorithm, thus

requiring fewer runs to be performed in general.  Multiple runs are still valuable, since running the

algorithm twice produces results 10% better on average than only a single run, and ten runs produces

results 18% better than a single run.  However, there are significantly diminished returns from further runs.

Twenty runs produce results only 2% better than ten runs, and the best values found from all one hundred

runs are only 5% better than those produced from ten runs.  It is unclear exactly how many runs should be

used in general, since for some situations a 2% improvement in cutsize is critical, while for others it is

performance that is the primary concern.  We have chosen to use ten runs for all of the tests presented in

this chapter unless stated otherwise.
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Figure 75.  Graphs of cutsizes for different numbers of runs of our optimized version of KLFM

versus the spectral initialization approaches.  The spectral approaches are placed horizontally so

that they line up to the equivalent amount of time spent on the optimized KLFM algorithm.

Values shown are the geometric means of the results for all 6 test circuits.

Figure 75 shows details of the optimized KLFM runs from Figure 74, as well as the results from the

spectral initialization approaches discussed earlier.  The spectral results are placed horizontally so that they
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line up to the equivalent amount of time spent on the optimized KLFM algorithm.  That is, in the time it

takes to run both EIG1 and EIG1-IG initialized runs of our optimized KLFM algorithm approximately 3.2

runs of the optimized KLFM algorithm with random initializations could be performed.  Note that the time

to perform clustering is factored into the time to perform the first run of the optimized KLFM algorithm.

As can be seen, the spectral approaches are somewhat more time efficient than our optimized algorithm,

and thus might be useful in extremely time critical situations.  However, multiple runs of our optimized

algorithm can be run in parallel, performing better than the spectral approaches, and with slightly more

time sequential runs of our optimized algorithm on a single processor produce better quality than the

spectral approaches.  Because of this, and also because the spectral approaches are much more complex

than the optimized algorithm (since the spectral approaches perform spectral initialization, a complex

process, and then run our entire optimized algorithm as well), we will use random initialization for our

optimized algorithm.

Higher-Level Gains

The basic KLFM algorithm evaluates node moves purely on how much the move immediately affects the

cutsize.  However, there are often several possible moves that have the same effect on the cutsize, but these

moves may have very different ramifications for later moves.  Take for example the circuit in Figure 76

left.  If we move either B or E to the other partition, the cutsize remains the same.  However, by choosing

to move B, we can reduce the cutsize by one by then moving A to the other partition.  If we move E, it will

take two further moves (C and D) to remove the newly cut three-terminal net from the cutset, and this

would still keep the cutsize at 2 because of the edge from C to the rest of the logic.

To deal with this problem, and give the KLFM algorithm some lookahead ability, Krishnamurthy proposed

higher-level gains [Krishnamurthy84].  If a net has n unlocked nodes in a partition, and no locked nodes in

that partition, it contributes an nth-level gain of 1 to moving a node from that partition, and an (n+1)th-

level gain of -1 to moving a node to that partition.  The first-level gains are identical to the standard KLFM

gains, with a net currently uncut giving a first-level gain of -1 to its nodes, and a net that can be uncut by

moving a node A gives a first-level gain of 1 to node A.  The idea behind this formulation is that an nth-

level gain of 1 indicates that by moving N nodes, including the node under consideration, we can remove a

net from the cutset.  An (n+1)th-level gain of -1 means that by moving this node,  we can no longer remove

this net by moving the n nodes connected to the net in the other partition.  Moves are compared based on

the lowest-order gain in which they differ.  So a node with gains (-1, 1, 0) (1st-level gain of -1, 2nd-level of

1, 3rd-level of 0) would be better to move than a node of (-1, 0, 2), but worse to move than a node of (0, 0,

0).  To illustrate the gain computation better, we give the examples in Figure 76 right.  Net 123 has one
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node in the left partition, giving a 1st-level gain of 1 for moving a node out of this partition, and a 2nd-level

gain of -1 for moving a node to this partition.  It has two nodes in the right partition, giving a 2nd-level gain

of 1 for moving a node from this partition, and a 3rd-level gain of -1 for moving a node to this partition.

Thus, node 1 has a gain vector of (1,0,-1), and nodes 2 and 3 have gains of (0,0,0), since the 2nd-level gains

of 1 & -1 cancel each other.  This makes sense, because after moving either node 2 or 3 you have almost

the same situation for net 123 as the current state.  Note that if node 3 were locked, node 2 would have a

gain vector of (0,-1,0), and node 1 would have a gain vector of (1,0,0), since there is no longer any

contribution to the gain vector of net 123 from the state of the right partition.  For net 45 there is a 2nd-

order gain of 1 for moving nodes out of the left partition, and a 1st-order gain of -1 for moving nodes into

the right partition, giving nodes 4 and 5 a gain vector of (-1,1,0).  If node 4 was locked, then node 5 would

have a gain vector of (-1,0,0), since there is no longer any contribution to the gain vector of net 45 from the

state of the left partition.  Net 678 is similar to 45, except that it has a 3rd-order, not a 2nd-order, gain of 1.

So, we can rank the nodes (from best to move to worst) as 1, 23, 45, 678, where nodes grouped together

have the same gains.  If we do move 1 first, 1 would now be locked into the other partition, and nodes 2

and 3 would have a 1st-level gain of -1, and no other gains.  Thus, they would become the worst nodes to

move, and node 4 or 5 would be the next candidate.
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Figure 76.  Examples for the higher-level gains discussion.

Note that the definition of nth-level gains given above is slightly different than Krishnamurthy’s.

Specifically, in Krishnamurthy’s definition the rule that gives an nth-level gain to a net with n unlocked

nodes in a partition is restricted to nets that are currently in the cutset.  Thus, nets 678 and 45 would both

have gains (-1, 0, 0).  However, as we have seen, allowing nth-level gains for nets not in the cutset allows

us to see that moving a node on 45 is better than moving a node on 678, since it is easier to then remove 45

from the cutset than it is 678.  Also, this definition handles 1-terminal nets naturally, while Krishnamurthy

requires no 1-terminal nets to be present in the circuit.  A 1-terminal net with our definitions would have a

1st-level gain of 1 for having only one node in the starting partition, but a 1st-level gain of -1 because there

are no nodes in the other partition, yielding an overall 1st-level gain of 0.  Note that 1-terminal nets are

common in clustered circuits, occurring when all nodes connected to a net are clustered together.
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Table 12.  Quality comparison of higher-level gains.  Numbers in column headings are the highest

higher-level gains considered.  Note that a fixed gain-level of 1 is identical to KLFM without

higher-level gains.  Values are minimum cutsize for ten runs using the specified algorithm.

Fixed

Mapping Dynamic 1 2 3 4 20

s38584 57 57 57 57 57 57

s35932 49 47 49 47 47 47

s15850 60 64 62 60 60 60

s13207 75 77 77 73 73 73

s9234 52 56 52 52 52 52

s5378 66 71 70 68 68 68

Geom. Mean 59.2 61.2 60.4 58.8 58.8 58.8

Table 13.  Performance comparison of higher-level gains.  Numbers in column headings are the

highest higher-level gains considered.  Values are total CPU seconds on a SPARC-IPX for ten

runs using the specified algorithm.

Fixed

Mapping Dynamic 1 2 3 4 20

s38584 1904 1606 1652 1981 2078 3910

s35932 2321 1830 1862 2100 2297 2766

s15850 630 509 518 643 678 956

s13207 551 425 446 549 572 815

s9234 338 252 250 333 355 466

s5378 186 130 134 181 185 241

Geom. Mean 677.2 524.5 536.4 667.6 703.8 990.8

There is an additional problem with using higher-level gains on clustered circuits: huge runtimes.  The

KLFM partitioning algorithm maintains a bucket for all nodes with the same gains in each partition.  Thus,

if the highest fanout node has a fanout of N, in KLFM without higher-level gains there must be 2*N+1

buckets per partition (the N-fanout node can have a total gain between +N and -N).  If we use M-level gains

(i.e., consider higher-level gains between 1st-level and Mth-level inclusive), we would require (2*N+1)M
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different buckets.  In unclustered circuits this is fine, since nodes will have a fanout of at most 5 or 6.

Unfortunately, clustered circuits can have nodes with fanout on the order of hundreds.  This causes not only

a storage problem, but also a performance problem, since the KLFM algorithm will often have to perform a

linear search of all buckets of gains between occupied buckets, and buckets will tend to be sparsely filled.

We have found two different techniques for handling these problems.  First, the runtimes are acceptable as

long as the number of buckets is reasonable (perhaps a few thousand).  So, given a specific bound N on the

largest fanout node (which is fixed after every clustering and unclustering step), we can set M to the largest

value that requires less than a thousand buckets be maintained.  This value is recalculated after every

unclustering step, allowing us to use a greater number of higher-level gains as the remaining cluster sizes

get smaller.  We call this technique dynamic gain-levels.  An alternative to this is to exploit the sparse

nature of the occupied gain buckets.  That is, among nodes with the same 1st- and 2nd-level gains, there

will be few different occupied gain buckets.  What we can do is perform the dynamic gain-level

computation to determine the number of array locations to use, but each of these array locations is actually

a sorted list of occupied buckets.  That is, once the dynamic computation yields a given M, all occupied

gain buckets with the same first M gains will be placed in the list in the same array location.  In this way,

circuits with large clusters, and thus very sparse usage of the possible gain levels, have only 2 or 3 gain-

levels determining the array location, while circuits with small or no clusters, and thus more dense usage of

the smaller possible gain locations, have more of their gain orders determining the array locations.  In this

latter technique, called fixed gain-levels , the user can specify how many gain-levels the algorithm should

consider, and the algorithm automatically adapts its data structures to the current cluster sizes.

As shown in Table 12 and Table 13, using more gain levels improves the results, but only up to a point.

Once we consider gains up to the 3rd level, we get all the benefits of up to 20 gain levels.  Thus, extra gain

levels beyond the 3rd level only serve to slow down the algorithm, up to a factor of 50% or more.  Dynamic

gain-levels produces results between those of 2-level and 3-level fixed gains.  This is to expected, since at

high clustering levels the dynamic algorithm uses only 2 gain levels, though once the circuit is almost

totally unclustered it expands to use several more gain-levels.  In this survey we use fixed, 3-level gains.

Dual Partitioning

During partitioning, the goal is to minimize the number of nets in the cutset.  Because of this, it seems odd

that we move nodes from partition to partition instead of moving nets.  As suggested by Yeh, Cheng, and

Lin [Yeh91], we can combine both approaches in a single partitioning algorithm.  The algorithm consists of

Primal passes, which are the basic KLFM outer loop, and Dual passes, which are the KLFM outer loop,

except that nets are moved instead of nodes.  In this way, the Dual pass usually removes a net from the
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cutset at each step, though this may be more than balanced by the addition of other nets into the cutset.  Just

as in the KLFM algorithm, a single Primal or Dual pass moves each node or net once, and when no more

objects can be moved the state with the lowest cutsize is restored.  Primal and Dual passes are alternated,

and the algorithm ends when two consecutive passes (one Primal, one Dual, in either order) produce no

improvement.  When performing unclustering, we start with a Primal pass after each unclustering.

While the concept of moving nets may seem straightforward, there are some details to consider.  First,

when we move a net, we actually move all nodes connected to that net to the destination partition.  Nodes

already in that partition remain unlocked, while moved nodes are locked.  Because we are moving nets and

not nodes, the bucket data structure holds nets sorted by their impact in the cutsize, not nodes.  An odd

situation occurs when a net is currently in the cutset.  Since it has nodes in each partition, it is a candidate

to be moved to either partition.  Also, because we are moving nets and not nodes, it is unclear how to apply

higher-level gains to this problem, so higher-level gains are only considered in the Primal passes.

One of the problems with the Dual partitioning passes is that they are excessively slow.  When we move a

net, it not only affects the potential gain/loss of moving neighboring nets (where two nets are neighbors if

they both connect to a shared node), it can affect the neighbor’s neighbors as well.  The gain of moving a

net is the sum of the gain of removing the net from the cutset (1 if the net is currently cut, 0 otherwise), plus

gains or losses from adding or removing neighboring nets from the cutset (by moving a node connected to a

neighboring net, we may add or remove that net from the cutset).  Thus, when we move a net, we may add

or remove a neighboring net to or from the cutset.  That neighbor’s neighbors may have already expected to

add or remove the neighbor from the cutset, and their gains may need to be recalculated.  In a recursively

clustered circuit, or even in a circuit with very high fanout nets (such as clocks and reset lines), most of the

nets in the system will be neighbors or neighbors of neighbors.  Thus, each move in a Dual pass will need

to recalculate the gains of most of the nets in the system, taking a significant amount of time.

The solution we adopted is to ignore high fanout nets in the Dual pass.  In our study, we do not consider

moving high fanout nets (those nets connected to more than 10 nodes) since it is unlikely that moving a

high fanout net will have a positive effect on the cutsize.  We also do not consider the impact of cutting

these high fanout nets when we decide what nets to move.  Thus, when a neighbor of this net is moved, we

do not have to recalculate the gains of all neighbors of this high fanout net, since these nets do not have to

worry about cutting or uncutting the high fanout net.  Note that this makes the optimization inexact, and at

the end of a Dual pass we may return to what we feel is the best intermediate state, but which is actually

worse than other states, including the starting point for this pass.  To handle this, we re-evaluate the cutsize
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at this state, and only accept it if it is in fact better than the original starting point.  Otherwise, we backtrack

to the starting point.  In our experience the cutsize calculation is almost always correct.

Table 14.  Quality comparison of Dual partitioning.  Values are minimum cutsize for ten runs of

the specified algorithm.  The data does not include the largest circuit due to excessive runtimes.

Mapping No Dual Passes Dual Passes

s35932 47 47

s15850 60 62

s13207 73 75

s9234 52 51

s5378 68 67

Geom. Mean 59.2 59.5

Table 15.  Performance comparison of Dual partitioning.  Values are total CPU seconds on a

SPARC-IPX for ten runs of the specified algorithm.  The data does not include the largest circuit

due to excessive runtimes.

Mapping No Dual Passes Dual Passes

s35932 2100 10695

s15850 643 19368

s13207 549 8415

s9234 333 8293

s5378 181 5445

Geom. Mean 667.6 9532.5

Data from testing the Dual partitioning passes within our best algorithm is shown in Table 14 and Table 15.

As can be seen, there is little difference in the quality of the two solutions, and in fact using the Dual passes

actually degrades the quality slightly.  The Dual passes also slow overall algorithm runtimes by a factor of

over 14 times, even with the performance enhancements discussed previously.  Obviously, without any

signs of improvement in partitioning results, there is no reason to suffer such a large performance

degradation.
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Figure 77.  Graphs of partitioning results as the maximum allowed partition size is increased.  At

left are the results for separate clustering calculations for each run of the algorithm (“Separate

Clustering Per Run”), one clustering for each partition size (“Normal Clustering”), and one

clustering for each partition size, plus a maximum cluster size of 1% of the total circuit

(“Clustering with 1% Max Size”).  At right we have more detail on the “Separate Clustering Per

Run”, with the results for all circuits, plus one line for just the largest 2 circuits, and one for the

smallest 4.  Both “Largest 2” and “Smallest 4” lines are scaled to have the same value as “All

Circuits” for the leftmost data point.

Partition Maximum Size Variation

Variation in the allowed partition size can have a significant impact on partitioning quality.  In partitioning,

we put limits on the sizes of the partitions so that the partitioner cannot place most of the nodes into a

single partition.  Allowing all nodes into a single partition obviously defeats the purpose of partitioning in

most cases, since we are usually trying to divide the problem into manageable pieces.  The variance in

partition size defines the range of sizes allowed, such as between 45% and 55% of the entire circuit.  There

are two incentives to allow as much variance in the partition sizes as possible.  First, the larger the
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allowable variation, the greater the number of possible partitionings.  With more possible partitionings, it is

likely that there will be better partitionings available, and hopefully the partitioner will generate smaller

cutsizes.  The second issue is that there needs to be enough variance in partition sizes to let each node move

between partitions.  If the minimum partition size plus the size of a large node is greater than the maximum

partition size then this node can never be moved.  This will artificially constrain the placement of this node

to the node’s initial partition assignment, which is often a poor choice.  While we might expect that the size

of the nodes in the graph being partitioned will be small, and thus not require a large variation in partition

sizes, we will usually cluster together nodes before partitioning, greatly increasing the maximum node size.

A smaller partition variation will limit the maximum cluster size, limiting the effectiveness of clustering

optimizations.  In general, we will require that the maximum cluster size be at most half the size of the

allowable variation in partition sizes.  In this way, if we have maximum-sized clusters as move candidates

from both partitions, at least one of them will be able to move.

Conflicting with the desire to allow as much variation in partition sizes as possible is the fact that the larger

the variation, the greater the wastage of logic resources in a multi-chip implementation, particularly a

multi-FPGA system.  Specifically, when we partition to a system of 32 FPGAs, we iteratively apply our

bipartitioning algorithm.  We split the overall circuit in half, then split each of these partitions in half, and

so on until we generate a total of 32 subpartitions.  Now, consider allowing partition sizes to vary between

40% and 60% of the logic being split.  On average, it is likely that better partitions exist at points where the

partition sizes are most unbalanced, since with the least amount of logic in one partition there is the least

chance that a net is connected to one of those nodes, and thus the cutsize is likely to be smaller.  This

means that many of the cuts performed may yield one partition containing nearly 60% of the nodes, and the

other containing close to 40%.  Thus, after 5 levels of partitioning, there will probably be one partition

containing .65 = .078 of the logic.  Now, an FPGA has a fixed amount of logic capacity, and since we need

to ensure that each partition fits into an individual FPGA, all FPGAs must be able to hold that amount of

logic.  Thus, for a mapping of size N, we need a total FPGA logic capacity of 32*(.078*N) = 2.488*N,

yielding a wastage of about 60%.  In contrast, if we restrict each partition to between 49% and 51%, the

maximum subpartition size is .515 = .035, the required total FPGA logic capacity is 1.104*N, and the

wastage is about 10%.  This is a much more reasonable overhead and we will thus restrict the partition

sizes considered in this chapter to between 49%-51% of the total logic size.  Note that by a similar

argument we can show that partitioning algorithms that lack strong control over partition sizes, such as

ratio-cut algorithms [Wei89], are unsuitable for our purposes.

As we just discussed, the greater the allowed variation in partition sizes, the better the expected partitioning

results.  To test this out, we applied our partitioning algorithm with various allowed size variations.  The
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results are shown in Figure 77, and contain all of the optimizations discussed in this chapter, except:  the

“Clustering with 1% Max Size” only allows clusters to grow to 1% of the total circuit size, while the others

allow clusters to be as large as half the allowed partition size variation (that is, maximum partition size -

50%).  The “Separate clustering” line does not share clusterings, while the other lines share one clustering

among all runs with the same partition size bound.  As is shown, the achieved geometric means of the six

circuits decreases steadily as we increase the maximum partition size.  However, how we perform

clustering has an impact on achieved quality, and the difference is greater for larger allowed partition sizes.

Specifically, when the maximum allowed partition size is 51%, using the same clustering for all runs of the

algorithm produces results as good as using separate clusterings for each run.  Using a shared clustering is

also faster than separate clustering, at least when all runs are performed sequentially.  However, as the

allowed partition size gets larger, it becomes important to use multiple different clusterings.  Note that

while each of these runs is performed with the connectivity clustering algorithm, the algorithm randomly

chooses nodes as starting points of clusters, and thus different runs will produce somewhat different

clusterings.

The reason why a single clustering does poorly for larger partition sizes is that it reduces the value of

multiple runs, with almost all runs producing identical results.  Specifically, as the allowed partition size

grows, the allowed cluster size grows as well.  When a partition is only allowed to be at most 51% of the

total circuit size, no cluster can contain more than 1% of the circuit, and there will be at least 100 clusters.

When the maximum partition size is 75%, a cluster can be 25% of the circuit size, and there will be

relatively few top-level clusters.  Thus, when partitioning is performed with this few clusters, all of the

different runs will get the same results before the first unclustering, even though we create the initial

partitionings randomly.  Since the algorithm is totally deterministic, all of these runs will produce the same

values.  In fact, for partition sizes greater than 60% all ten runs of the algorithm for each circuit with shared

clusterings produced the same results, and only s15850 had more than one result for a maximum partition

size of 60%.  To deal with this, we also ran the algorithm with a maximum cluster size of 1% of the total

circuit size regardless of the maximum partition size.  This technique is successful not only in better using

multiple partition runs, with many different results being generated for a circuit with a specific maximum

partition size, but also produces results that are up to 14% lower than the normal clustering results.

However, this is still not as good as separate clusterings per run, which produces results up to 9% lower

than clustering with a fixed maximum size.  Because of this, for partition maximum sizes larger than 51%

we use separate clusterings for each run of the partitioner.

While increasing the maximum partition size can produce lower cutsizes, most of this gain is due to

improvement on the smaller circuits, while the larger circuits sometimes actually have worse results as the
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size variation increases.  The line “Largest 2 Circuits” in Figure 77 right is the geometric mean of only the

largest two circuits, s38584 and s35932, while “Smallest 4 Circuits” represents the other test cases.  These

lines have been scaled to be identical to the “All Circuits” value at the leftmost data-point, so that if the

benefit of increasing the maximum partition size was uniform across all circuits, the three lines should line

up perfectly.  However, our algorithm does worse on the larger circuits as the maximum partition size

increases, with the geometric mean actually increasing at the rightmost trials.  The true optimum cutsize

cannot get larger with larger maximum partition sizes, since when increasing the allowed partition size, the

algorithm could still return a partitioning that satisfies the smaller partition bounds.  Thus, the results

should never increase as the maximum partition size increases, and should in general decrease.  We are

forced to conclude that our algorithm is unable to exploit the larger partition size bounds for the larger

circuits, and in fact gets sidetracked by this extra flexibility.
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Figure 78.  Two methods of determining the contribution of individual partitioning techniques to

the overall results.  At left are the results of comparing our best algorithm vs. taking the specified

technique and replacing it with the worst alternative in this chapter.  At right are the resulting

cutsizes after starting with the worst algorithm, then iteratively adding the technique that gives the

greatest improvement at that point.
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Overall Comparison

While throughout this chapter we have discussed how individual techniques impact an overall partitioning

algorithm, it is natural to wonder which of these techniques is the most important, and how much of the

cutsize improvement is due to any specific technique.  We have attempted to answer this question in two

ways.  First, we can take the comparisons we have made throughout this chapter, and bring them together

into a single graph (Figure 78 left).  Here we show the difference between the cutsizes generated by our

best algorithm and the cutsizes generated with the same algorithm, except the specified technique has been

replaced with the worst alternative considered in this chapter.  For example, the “Connectivity Clustering”

line is the difference between our best algorithm, which uses Connectivity clustering, and the best

algorithm with Bandwidth clustering used instead.  Note that the alternative used for iterative unclustering

is complete clustering, not no unclustering, since complete unclustering is a very commonly used technique

when any clustering is applied.

Our second comparison was made by starting with an algorithm using the worst choice for each of the

techniques, and then iteratively adding whichever of the best techniques gives the greatest improvement in

cutsize.  Specifically, we ran the worst algorithm, and then ran it several more times, this time with one of

the best techniques substituted into the mix.  Whichever technique reduced the overall cutsize the most was

inserted into the algorithm.  We then tried running this algorithm several more times again, this time with

both that best technique inserted, as well as each of the other techniques inserted one at a time.  This

process was repeated until all techniques were inserted.  The resulting cutsizes, and the technique that was

added to achieve each of these improvements, are shown in Figure 78 right.  The initial, worst algorithm

used was basic KLFM with seeded initialization and technology-mapped files.

As shown in the graphs in Figure 78, the results are mixed.  Both of the comparisons show that connectivity

clustering, recursive clustering, and iterative unclustering have a significant impact, presweeping has a

modest impact, and both random initialization and higher-level gains cause only a small improvement.  The

results are somewhat mixed on technology-mapping, with the right comparison indicating only a small

improvement, while the left comparison indicates a decrease in cutsize of almost a factor of two.

The graphs in Figure 78 give the illusion that we can pinpoint which individual techniques are responsible

for what portion of the improvements in cutsizes.  However, it appears that cutsize decreases are most

likely due more to synergy between multiple techniques than to the sum of individual techniques.  In Figure

79 we present all of the data used to generate Figure 78 right.  The striped bar at left is the cutsize of the

worst algorithm.  The other groups of bars represent the cutsizes generated by adding each possible unused
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technique to the best algorithm found in the prior group of bars.  Thus, the leftmost group of 6 bars

represent 6 possible techniques to add to the worst algorithm, and the group of 5 bars just to the right

represent the 5 possible additions to the best algorithm from the leftmost group of bars.
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Figure 79.  Details of the comparison of individual features.  The bar at left is the cutsize of the

worst algorithm.  Each group of bars is the set of all possible improvements to the algorithm.

Gray horizontal lines show the cutsize of the best choice in a given group of bars.

The important observation to be made from Figure 79 is that any specific technique can have a radically

different impact on the overall cutsize depending on what other techniques are used.  For example, if we

take the worst algorithm and apply it to non-technology mapped files, the resulting cutsizes increase

(degrade) by about 9%;  once we add connectivity clustering to the worst algorithm we then see an

improvement of 3% by working on non-technology mapped files.  In fact, Figure 79 shows cases where we

degrade the cutsize by applying random initialization, presweeping, or higher-level gains, even though all

of these techniques are used in our best algorithm, and the cutsizes would increase if we removed any of

these techniques.  The conclusion to be reached seems to be that it is not just individual techniques that

generate the best cutsizes, but it is the intelligent combination of multiple techniques, and the interactions

between them, that is responsible for the strong partitioning results we achieve.

Pseudocode and Computational Complexity

In this section we present pseudocode for our algorithm, including the individual optimizations, as well as a

discussion of the computational complexity of the algorithm.  The overall algorithm flow is given in Figure
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80.  The first steps of the algorithm, reading in the input file and building the data structures, can be done in

linear time.  This will include constructing the pointers between nodes and signals in the circuit.

Presweeping (see Figure 81) can also be done in linear time.

Read in gate-level netlist;
Build internal data structures;

// Presweeping and recursive clustering
Presweep circuit;
do {

connectivity clustering;
} until no new clusters formed;

// Initialize circuit
Create random initial partitioning;

// Perform partitioning with 3 gain levels
repeat 10 times {

do {
perform KLFM inner loop;
remove highest level of clusters;

} until no clusters remain;
perform final KLFM inner loop on totally unclustered circuit;

}
return best of 10 results;

Figure 80.  Optimized Kernighan-Lin, Fiduccia-Mattheyses algorithm.

For each node N {
if N is an I/O node {

cluster N with any neighboring node;
} else if N is a 1-input function {

if any neighbor M is connected to N by a 2-terminal net {
cluster N and M;

}
}

}

Figure 81.  Presweeping.

Recursive connectivity-clustering (Figure 82) is more complex.  In each clustering pass each node is

examined, and for each highest-level cluster every signal connected to it is examined, as well as every

terminal on that signal (where a terminal exists at each connection between a node and a signal).  Since

every signal has at least one terminal, one pass takes O(C*T) time, where T is the number of terminals, and

C is the number of clusters in the highest level of the hierarchy at the beginning of the pass (where in the

first pass all nodes are at the same level, including clusters formed by presweeping).  Note that we do not

need to examine nodes and clusters at lower levels, since such elements were not clustered during the last

pass of the algorithm.  Any element not clustered in one pass will never be clustered in subsequent passes,

since the only reason not to cluster an element is that it has no neighbors small enough to cluster with, and
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this will not change in subsequent passes.  Thus, if there are C candidates for clustering in one pass, there

can be at most C/2 candidates in the next pass, and will probably be much less due both to clusters formed

by three or more elements in one pass, as well as elements which cannot be clustered.  Thus, in recursive

connectivity clustering, with N = the number of nodes in the circuit, the first pass will take O(N*T), the

second O(N/2*T), the third O(N/4*T), and so on.  Since N*T + N/2*T + N/4*T + N/8*T + ... = 2N*T, the

entire recursive connectivity clustering algorithm is O(N*T).  Gatelevel netlists have only a few terminals

per gate (usually two or three inputs and one output), and thus T is only a constant factor larger than N.

Thus, the entire clustering process is O(N2).

For each cluster N at the highest level {
If N has not yet been clustered during this pass {

for each node or cluster M in circuit {
bandwidth(M) = 0;

}
for each signal S connected to N {

for each node or cluster X connected to S {
bandwidth(X) = bandwidth(X) + bandwidth due to S;

}
}
find neighbor Y with highest connectivity(Y, N) where

size(Y) + size(N) <= maximum cluster size;
if Y exists {

cluster N and Y;
}

}
}

Figure 82.  Connectivity clustering.

The random initialization algorithm is shown in Figure 83.  The random assignment of numbers to elements

can be done in linear time: place the elements in any order in an array.  Then, randomly pick any element

(including the last) and swap it with the element in the last position.  Ignore this element and repeat with

the second to last position. Continuing this process, a random, non-duplicated ordering can be determined

in linear time.  Since the other steps in the initialization simply make linear passes through this array, the

time for the process is O(E), where E is the number of elements in the clustered circuit.  This is obviously

at worst O(N).

The KLFM algorithm, with 3rd-level gains, is shown in Figure 84.  In [Fiduccia82] it was shown that the

basic KLFM algorithm, without iterative unclustering and higher-level gains, is O(N).  Addition of iterative

unclustering increase the runtime to at most O(N log N) since there can be at most log N levels in the

clustering hierarchy, and the KLFM algorithm is run once per clustering level.  Note that the algorithm may
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actually do better than this, because at higher levels of the hierarchy there is less work to do, and an

argument such as that applied for the clustering algorithm may improve the runtimes to possibly even

O(N).  It is unclear what the addition of our optimized higher-level gains structure does to the runtimes.  A

naïve implementation of the bucket structure could require a linear search through a 3-dimensional table,

where each dimension can be as large as the number of nodes in the input circuit.  This would yield an

O(N3 log N) algorithm.  However, in our experience the optimized data structures presented here avoid

much of this performance degradation, and the algorithm operates nearly as fast as the version without

higher-level gains.  If the higher-level gain bucket data structure does prove to be a limiting factor, higher-

level gains can be removed from the algorithm with only a 4% quality degradation.

Max = total number of elements in clustered circuit;
Without duplication, randomly assign numbers 1..Max to elements;
below = 0;
above = total circuit size;
For (I = 1 to Max-1) {

below = below + size(element(I));
above = above - size(element(I));
balance(I) = absolute value(above - below);

}
J = value of I that minimizes balance(I);
For (K = 1 to Max) {

if K > I {
assign element(K) to partition 1;

} else {
assign element(K) to partition 0;

}
}

Figure 83.  Random initialization.

All the other steps in the algorithm are trivial with the proper data structures.  Thus, the dominant part of

asymptotic complexity of this algorithm is the recursive clustering step.  Ignoring higher-level gains, the

overall algorithm is O(N 2).  It is likely that under reasonable conditions the algorithm with 3rd-level gains

is also O(N 2).  If the algorithm is run multiple times, such as when the algorithm is recursively applied, the

runtime is O(max(N2, T*N log N)), where T is the number of partitioning runs performed.

Conclusions

There are numerous approaches to augmenting the basic Kernighan-Lin, Fiduccia-Mattheyses partitioning

algorithm, and the proper combination is far from obvious.  We have demonstrated that technology-

mapping before partitioning is a poor choice, significantly impacting mapping quality.  Clustering is very

important, and we found that Connectivity clustering performs well, though Shortest-path clustering is a
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reasonable alternative.  Recursive clustering and a hierarchical unclustering technique help take advantage

of the full power of the clustering algorithm, with iterative unclustering being slightly preferred to edge

unclustering.  Augmenting the basic KLFM inner loop with at least 2nd- and 3rd-level gains improves the

final results, while Dual passes are not worthwhile, and greatly increase run times.  Finally, when the

allowed maximum partition size is greater than 51% of the total circuit size, creating a clustering on a per-

run basis produces better results than shared clustering.  The table in the chapter introduction shows that

applying all of these techniques generates results at least 17% better than the state-of-the-art in partitioning

research.

Initialize bucket data structures (using 3 levels of gains)
While cutsize is reduced {

While valid moves exist {
Use buckets to find unlocked node in each partition that has

the best gain (using 3 levels of gains);
Move whichever of the two nodes has the best gain while not

exceeding partition size bounds;
Lock moved node;
Update nets connected to moved nodes, and nodes connected to

these nets;
} endwhile;
Backtrack to the point with minimum cutsize in move series just

completed;
Unlock all nodes;

} endwhile;

Figure 84.  The KLFM inner loop, augmented with 3rd-level gains.

This chapter has included several novel techniques, or efficient implementations of existing work.  We

have started from the base work of Schuler and Ulrich [Schuler72] to develop an efficient, effective

clustering method.  We have also created the presweeping clustering pre-processor to help most algorithms

handle small fanout gates.  We have shown how shortest-path clustering can be implemented efficiently.

We developed the edge unclustering method, which is competitive with iterative unclustering.  Finally, we

have extended the work of Krishnamurthy [Krishnamurthy84], both to allow higher-order gains to be

applied to nets not in the cutset, and also to give an efficient implementation, even when the circuit is

clustered.

Beyond the details of how exactly to construct the best partitioner, there are several important lessons to be

learned.  As we have seen, the only way to determine whether a given optimization to a partitioning

algorithm makes sense is to actually try it out, and to consider how it interacts with other optimizations.

We have shown that many of the optimizations had greater difficulty working on clustered circuits than on

unclustered circuits, yet clustering seems to be important to achieve the best results.  Also, many of the
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clustering algorithms seem to assume the circuit will be technology-mapped before partitioning, yet

technology-mapping the circuit will greatly increase the cutsize of the resulting partitionings.  However, it

is quite possible to reach a different conclusion if we use only the basic KLFM algorithm, and not any of

the numerous enhancements proposed since then.  By using the basic KLFM algorithm, cutsizes are huge,

and subtle effects can be ignored.  While a decrease of 10 in the cutsize is not significant when cutsizes are

in the hundreds, it is critical when cutsizes are in the tens.  Thus, it is important that as we continue

research in partitioning we properly place new concepts and optimizations in the context of what has

already been discovered.



Chapter 11.  Logic Partition Orderings

Introduction

Chapter 10 discussed methods of efficiently splitting a logic circuit into two parts.  In order to harness these

techniques for multi-FPGA systems, some method of breaking a circuit into more than two parts is

necessary.  There has been a significant amount of work done on multi-way partitioning .  However, these

works have primarily focused on problems where there are no restrictions on how the partitions are

interconnected (that is, there is no reason to prefer or avoid connections between any pair of partitions).

Unfortunately, in many multi-FPGA systems only a subset of the FPGAs are connected, and routing

between FPGAs not directly connected will use many more external resources than routing between

connected FPGAs.  Works that have handled the limited connectivity problem take a significant amount of

time [Roy93], possibly even exponential in the number of partitions [Vijayan90].

Our approach to the multi-FPGA partitioning problem is to harness the work on standard bipartitioning,

such as that discussed in Chapter 10, as well as multi-way partitioning algorithms for some restricted

situations.  We do this by recursively applying the bipartitioning algorithms to the circuit until it is cut into

the required number of pieces.  While this approach is greedy, and thus if applied unwisely can produce

poor results (Chapter 9), we can use the greediness to our advantage.  If the first “greedier” cuts of the logic

correspond to the most critical bottlenecks in the multi-FPGA system, then optimizing these cuts more than

subsequent cuts is the correct thing to do.  In fact, this method of iterative bipartitioning has already been

applied to partitioning of logic within a single ASIC to simplify placement [Suaris87].  In this approach, the

chip is divided recursively in half, alternating between horizontal and vertical cuts.

One issue the multi-FPGA system partitioning problem raises that ASIC partitioning does not is how to

find the critical routing bottlenecks in the system.  In an ASIC, all routing occurs on a flat surface, and a cut

through the center of the chip represents the routing bottleneck.  A multi-FPGA system can have an

arbitrary topology, and it may not be obvious where the critical bottleneck is.  What is necessary is to find a

partition ordering which specifies the critical bottlenecks in the multi-FPGA system and determines the

order of cuts to make in any logic being mapped to that topology.  In many cases we can handle this by

requiring that the designer of the multi-FPGA system explicitly specify the proper cuts to make.  However,

there are several issues in multi-FPGA systems that argue for an automatic method for finding these

bottlenecks.
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The primary argument for automatic methods to find critical bottlenecks is the current trend towards more

flexible multi-FPGA system architectures.  Instead of fixed systems with a finite mix of resources, many

current systems are offering much greater flexibility (see Chapter 5).  For some, it is primarily the ability to

connect together small systems to handle much larger problems, possibly with the additional capability of

adding other non-FPGA chips.  Other systems have a fixed connection pattern between daughter card or

chip locations, but allow a large variety of types and capacities of resources to be inserted.  There is also

the possibility of much greater flexibility, with systems that allow very complex and customized topologies

to be built (such as our Springbok system, described in Chapter 6).  While rules for static partition

orderings might be generated in some cases, the flexibility of current and future systems forces us to adopt

an automatic approach to the partition ordering problem.  A software system capable of automatically

adapting to an arbitrary multi-FPGA topology also becomes a valuable tool for people building their own

multi-FPGA system.  Since the tool automatically adapts to the topology, it can be used by designers of

systems who have little or no knowledge of partitioning techniques.

Another trend is towards faster automatic mapping turnaround times.  Just as was found for software

compilation, a faster turnaround time from specification to implementation allows a more interactive use of

a multi-FPGA system, making these systems more attractive.  One way to speed up the mapping process is

to retain most of a previous mapping after a small change, and simply update incrementally.  Even when

starting from scratch, if the mapping process fails because it uses too much of some resource, it is better to

remap only that part of the system where the failure occurred (possibly with neighboring parts that have

resources to spare) than restart the entire mapping process.  In either case, the area(s) to be remapped are

likely to be very irregular.  Even if it is easy for the designers to determine a partition ordering for the

entire system, precomputing a partition ordering for all possible subsets is very difficult.  Again, the

solution to this problem is to develop an automatic algorithm to determine partition orderings.

In the rest of this chapter we discuss our solution to a problem we believe has not yet been investigated:

determining how to iteratively apply 2-way and N-way partitioning steps to best map a circuit onto chips in

a fixed topology.

Partition Ordering Challenges

Before we discuss solutions, we need to define some terms.  In this chapter, the topology is the FPGAs and

connections built into the multi-FPGA system.  A partition is a subset of the topology where all FPGAs are

on the same side of all cuts made in the system.  A partition may be broken into groups by a candidate cut,

with each group being a set of FPGAs from the partition which are still connected after the cut is applied.
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Figure 85.  Example of iterative bipartitioning.  The circuit (top left) is partitioned onto the multi-

FPGA topology (bottom left) in a series of steps.  Each partitioning corresponds to the most

critical bottleneck remaining in the multi-FPGA system, and after each partitioning the placement

of the logic is restricted to a subset of the topology (labeling on circuit partitions).

We can approach the problem of determining a partitioning order as a partitioning problem on the multi-

FPGA topology itself.  That is, we recursively split up the topology graph, attempting to optimize some

cost metric on the routing resources cut.  Then, we split the logic graph in the same manner, restricting the

logic on each side of the split to the available capacity on either side of the corresponding cut of the

topology, while attempting to keep the number of signals cut in the logic graph to be less than the amount

of routing resources crossing the cut in the topology.  An example of this is in Figure 85.
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Figure 86.  Example topology for the discussion of connectedness of partitions (left), and for the

discussion of multiple partition creation (right).

There are two important issues that must be considered in any partition ordering computation:  partitions

must be connected, and a cost metric for evaluating cuts must be determined.  The issue of connected
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groupings is demonstrated in Figure 86 left.  The topology shown has a central chip R that acts as a routing

hub, and eight other FPGAs connected only to R.  If we apply a standard partitioning algorithm to this

topology, it is likely that the partition that does not include R will include two or more FPGAs.  For

example, one likely cut has A-D on one side, and W-Z plus R on the other.  The problem with this cut

occurs when we try to partition the logic according to this cut scheme.  If we assume all the connections

between R and the other FPGAs contain 10 wires, then when we do the cut described above we will allow

40 nets to be cut.  However, this ignores the fact that once the A-D partition is broken up into the individual

FPGAs, there may need to be connections between these FPGAs.  However, there are no wires within the

A-D partition to handle these connections, and the wires needed to make these connections may have

already been allocated for signals to the W-Z partition during the first split.  What is necessary is to require

that any partitioning of the circuit produce connected partitions.  Thus, there will be at least one possible

path within a partition to carry signals between its FPGAs (ensuring that there are enough wires is the

responsibility of the cost metric for evaluating partitionings, discussed below).  Thus, in a bipartitioning of

the topology in Figure 86 left, all but one of the FPGAs, including R, would have to be in one partition, and

the other FPGA in the other partition (better methods for this topology will be discussed later).

In the introduction, we discussed finding the critical bottlenecks in the system, and partitioning the logic

accordingly.  However, we didn’t define what a critical bottleneck is.  For our purposes, we define the

critical bottleneck as that cut through the system that most restricts the routing.  That is, assume that we

take a very small circuit and map it randomly to our topology.  If it fits, we repeat this with a slightly larger

circuit, until we can no longer route the circuit.  This will yield at least one set of edges that are completely

saturated with signals, and which splits the circuit into two or more pieces.  Since these edges are the first

that become cut, they are probably the edges that will most restrict the mapping of a circuit to this topology,

and represent where the most care should be taken during partitioning.  The critical bottleneck is within this

set of edges.  We can evaluate a cut in a topology (which splits it into two parts) and determine its

criticality.  If L1 is the total logic capacity of all FPGAs on one side of a cut, and L2 is the capacity on the

other side, then out of (L1+L2)
2 signals, 2*L1*L2 signals will cross this cut in a randomly mapped circuit

(The factor of 2 is because we treat the source and destination separately, so a route from A to B is different

that a route from B to A).  Thus, (2*L1*L2)/(L1+L2)
2 is the percentage of all nets crossing this cut.  Since

(L1+L2) is a constant for a given topology, we can ignore it.  Let wire12 be the number of edges in the

topology crossing the cut.  Thus, the cut that will saturate the earliest is the cut with the least edges to

handle the most routing.  To define the criticality of a cut, we use the ratio of wire12 to the percentage of

nets crossing this edge (without the constant terms), which is wire12/(L1*L2).  Note that this is the standard

ratiocut metric [Wei89].  The lower the ratiocut value, the more critical the cut in the topology.
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Basic Partition Ordering Algorithm

As we discussed earlier, what we want is an algorithm that will determine how to partition logic onto a

given topology.  It needs to find a cut in the topology that reflects the most constrained routing (assuming

random placement of logic), while ensuring that the partitions formed are connected.  There is an existing

algorithm that provides much of this functionality.  As proposed by Yeh, Cheng, and Lin [Yeh92], we can

partition a graph by iteratively choosing random start and end points of a route.  We then find the shortest

path between these two points, and use up a small fraction of the resources on this path to handle this route.

Distances are exp(10*flow/cap), where cap is the capacity of the edge, and flow is the amount of that

capacity already used by previous routes.  A net whose capacity has been used up is removed from the

system, and no longer connects between any of its terminals.  The iteration of choosing random points and

then routing between them is repeated until there are no longer any resources available to route between the

next random pair of points.  At this stage, we have broken the circuit up into at least two groups, where a

group is a set of all nodes still connected together.  Note that there may in fact be more than two partitions

created.  For example, if we are partitioning three FPGAs connected by only a three-terminal wire, the

system will be broken into three partitions.  If we are partitioning four FPGAs in a mesh (Figure 86 right),

it may be broken into four partitions, since the resources on all four edges may be used up.

There are several modifications that we have made to this basic algorithm.  First, using the edge length in

the original algorithm, namely exp(10*flow/cap), yields real-valued path lengths.  During the shortest-path

calculation, we have a queue of currently found shortest paths.  We remove the shortest of these paths, and

add the neighbors of this path back into the queue, as long as that neighbor has not yet been reached by a

shorter path.  Since the edge lengths are real values, we need to use a tree data structure for the queue,

resulting in O(log n) time for each insertion and deletion.  To fix this, we have changed the algorithm to use

an edge length of round(exp2(10*flow/cap)).  Since we round the edge lengths, all path lengths are integers.

This, plus the fact that the maximum length of an edge is 210 (or 1024), means we can very efficiently

implement the shortest path calculation.  Instead of a tree used as a queue of current shortest paths, we have

an array of lists.  Since the path we are extending at each step is the smallest still in the queue, and since the

maximum path we can add to the list is at most 1024 longer than the current path, we only need keep 1025

separate active queues (see Figure 87).  Thus, we can implement the queue as an array of 1025 elements

(with element j representing paths of length j+i*1025, for i≥0).  In this way, insertions O(1).  Deletions are

also O(1) since at most we must look at each queue location for the next element, and there are a constant

number of locations.
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Figure 87.   Queue formulation of the shortest-path algorithm.  In attempting to find the shortest

path from B  to Z in figure at left (number on edges are edge lengths), the queue states are shown

in order at right, from top (earliest) to bottom (latest).  In the first step, the source is inserted in the

0 bucket.  Then iteratively the shortest path is removed, and the neighbors are added to the

appropriate bucket.  Notice that the 0 bucket is reused as the 1025 bucket, 1 as 1026, and so on.  In

the final step, the shortest path from B to Z is found in bucket 1023, and the algorithm finishes.

Another issue is the distribution of sources and sinks of random routes in the algorithm.  Not all chips in a

multi-FPGA system are the same, and the choice of source-destination pairs needs to reflect this.  Most

obviously, if a routing-only FPGA or FPIC is included in the topology, there should be no sources or sinks

assigned to that chip.  The capacity of logic-bearing chips should also be considered.  If one FPGA in the

system has twice the capacity of another, then twice as much logic will likely be assigned to it, and twice as

many random routes should start and end there.  Thus, the distribution of random routes should be directly

related to the logic capacities of the chips in the system.  Note that if a route starts and ends in the same

FPGA it can be ignored.  One final consideration is the handling of external inputs and outputs.  In many

multi-FPGA systems there will be specific ports that are used for communication with the environment, or
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with non-FPGA chips within the multi-FPGA system.  Note that for our purposes FPICs are treated as

FPGAs with zero logic capacity, so “non-FPGA chips” refers to memories, microprocessors, and other

devices that cannot be assigned random logic nor can be used to route inter-FPGA signals.  To handle the

routing demands caused by these external connections, the FPGAs to which they are connected have their

capacities increased, which increases the portions of random routes beginning or ending in that chip.
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Figure 88.  Examples of multiple cuts in a topology (cuts are in gray, with lower numbers

indicating earlier cuts).  If the initial cut (a) is used to split the entire system, uncoordinated

subcuts (b) may occur.  Keeping the system together would generate more coordinated cuts (c).

An example circuit is also shown (d).

Now that we know how to perform a single cut of the topology, the question arises of how to recursively

apply this algorithm to generate multiple cuts in the system.  The obvious approach is to use the cut

generated in each step to break the topology into two separate topologies, and handle these halves

independently.  However, consider the system shown in Figure 88a.  If we use the first cutline generated

(gray line labeled “1”) to split the topology, then the two halves will independently choose either a

horizontal or vertical cutline (Figure 88b).  There are two problems with this.  First, there is the issue of

terminal propagation [Dunlop85].  When we perform the split between AB and EF, there often needs to be

information transferred between both sides of the previous cut.  For example, say that we are mapping the

circuit in Figure 88d, and have already partitioned u and v onto CDGH, and w-z onto ABEF.  It should be

obvious that w and x should be partitioned into the same group, so that u can be placed in the adjacent

FPGA on the other side of the first cut (for example w and x can be put into B, and u into C).  If this is not

done, one or more extra vertical connections will be necessary.  However, with the partition ordering

specified in Figure 88b, there is no way for the partitioner to figure this out, since u and v have not yet been

partitioned into the top or bottom half of the system.  However, if we use the partition ordering shown in

Figure 88c, u and v will be assigned to either the top or bottom half of the topology, and terminal

propagation algorithms [Dunlop85] can be applied to properly group together w and x.  A second issue is

multi-section algorithms [Suaris87, Bapat91].  These algorithms can often take two or more intersecting

cuts, such as those in Figure 88c, and perform them simultaneously (both cuts labeled 2 in the figure would

be considered as one single cut, so all three cuts shown could be done simultaneously).  These algorithms

would be able to recognize a situation such as the mapping in Figure 88d, and handle it correctly.
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The answer to the previous issues is to perform similar cuts on either side of a previous cut simultaneously.

There is a simple way to accomplish this in our current algorithm.  Instead of breaking the topology up into

two independent halves after a cut is found, we instead keep the topology together, and restrict the random

routes we consider.  That is, we only consider random routes that start and end in the same side of all

previous cuts.  So in Figure 88a, after the cut labeled 1 has been performed, the topology is kept intact.

Routes between A, B, E, and F would be considered, but no routing between FPGAs on both sides, such as

between A and C, would be generated.  However, the shortest paths found in the algorithm could cross the

previous cut.  So, if a large number of routes had already used some of the vertical wires AE and BF, a

route from B to F could choose to go through C and G.  In this way, the two sides of the cut will tend to

affect each other, and generating similar cuts in both partitions is likely.  Note that it is possible that edges

moving across a previous cut will become saturated before others, and we might expect to find this

previous bottleneck again.  However, our stopping condition on the iteration is when there is no path

between the source and sink of a random route.  Since we never consider routes between FPGAs on both

sides of a cut, the iteration continues until at least one of the partitions is split.

321 N-2 NN-1

Figure 89.  Ring topology, one of the most symmetric topologies.

As was alluded to earlier, it is possible (and quite likely in topologies such as tori and rings) that the

sectioning found will split a partition into more than two groups.  For example, consider a ring of N FPGAs

where FPGA i is connected to FPGAs (i+1) and (i-1), with FPGA N connected to FPGA 1 (see Figure 89).

If all the connections and FPGAs have the same capacities, there is no obvious point to cut the topology,

and in fact many or all of the connections may be cut in one partitioning step.  If we allow partitions to be

broken into multiple groups, we would then need an algorithm that can do multi-way partitioning with

routing constraints between partitions, the very thing this algorithm is built to avoid.  The solution to this is

to detect cases where a partition is being broken into multiple groups, and combine groups together until no

partition is broken into more than two groups.

To combine groups together, our algorithm selects the two largest groups (based on the total logic

capacities of the FPGAs in the group) as seeds.  It then iteratively selects the largest remaining subgroup,

and combines it with whichever of the two seeds has the greatest ratio-cut with this group (i.e., largest

wireij/(sizei*sizej), where i is the largest remaining group, and j is one of the two seeds).  Note that if the
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largest remaining group isn’t connected to either of the seeds, we ignore it and move on, returning to it only

once a group is successfully combined with a seed.  The reasoning behind this combining algorithm is as

follows:  we start with the largest groups, since this will hopefully allow us to best balance the sizes of the

two final groups created.  We merge based on ratio cut, since we are trying to minimize the overall ratio

cut.  We do not combine unconnected groups, since (as discussed in the chapter introduction) all partitions

created must be connected.
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Figure 90.  A failure of Global combining (left), and a comparison of ratio-cut metrics (center and

right).

This combining algorithm can be turned into either a Global or a Local version.  The Global version

ignores partitions, and considers the entire topology at once.  The groups considered are the sets of

connected FPGAs after only applying the final cut.  The Local version works on one partition at a time, and

the groups considered are the sets of FPGAs in a partition that are connected after all the cuts (including the

current one) are applied.  The Global version produces better results, since it considers the entire topology

at once, but is not guaranteed to successfully combine groups.  For example, if we are partitioning the

topology in Figure 88a, and have already found cut #1, we could end up breaking both partitions into

multiple groups.  The Local algorithm would ignore global concerns, and could generate the results in

Figure 88b.  While the Global algorithm has a good chance of generating the partitioning in Figure 88c, it

might also fail to produce a good partitioning.  One possibility is that it would simply find cut line #1 again,

and the algorithm would make no progress.  A second possibility is demonstrated in Figure 90 left.  As

shown, the second cut breaks the topology into two halves, and could be found by the Global algorithm.

However, with the pre-existing cut #1, this breaks the lower partition into three groups, and is thus a

failure.  The Local algorithm will always ensure that a partition is broken into at most two groups.

A final issue in the basic algorithm is that of controlling the randomness of the process.  Since we use a

random process to select the cuts to make in the system, it is possible that any specific cut selected by the

algorithm will be a poor choice.  This is particularly true if the Local combining process is used.  To deal

with this, we perform multiple runs of the algorithm for each cut, and select the best at each step.

Specifically, we make ten passes of the cut selection algorithm, as well as the combining algorithms (if
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necessary), to find the first cut.  The best cut from all these runs is selected, and used as the starting point

for ten runs to find the second cut.  Each cut is selected from ten individual runs, and the best is used as the

starting point for subsequent passes.  Since we are trying to find the best ratio-cut partitioning, we could

evaluate a cut based on a multi-partition ratio-cut metric [Chan93a].  This cost is shown in Equation 3.

1
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LogicCapacityi

 

 
 

 

 
 

i =1

k

∑

Equation 3.  Multi-partition ratio-cut metric.

K is the current number of partitions, RoutingCapacityi is the amount of routing capacity connected

between partition i and any other partition, and LogicCapacityi is the total logic capacity of partition i.  The

lower the ratio-cut, the better.  One problem with this formulation is that it tends to penalize larger numbers

of partitions.  For example, the cuts shown in Figure 90 center have a ratio-cut cost of (3-1)-1(3/3 + 3/2 +

4/4) = 1.75, and the cuts in Figure 90 right have a cost of (4-1)-1(3/2 + 2/1 + 3/2 + 4/4) = 2.0 .  Thus, the

cuts in Figure 90 center are preferred by the ratio-cut metric, but the cuts in Figure 90 right are actually

better for our purposes.  The reason for this is that the standard ratio-cut metric tends to favor less

partitions, while for our purposes it is usually better to break a topology into a larger number of partitions,

which reduces the total number of cuts necessary.  To fix this, we divide the ratio-cut metric given above

by k (the number of partitions) since this will tend to favor more partitions.  This results in costs of 1.75/3 =

.5833 for Figure 90 center, and 2.0/4 = .5 for Figure 90 right, which indicates that Figure 90 right has the

preferred cuts.  One final piece is necessary:  it is possible in the ten runs that some cuts will be generated

directly from the partitioning algorithm, some will result from the Global combining algorithm, and some

from the Local combining algorithm.  The Global algorithm produces better results than the Local

algorithm, and results that need no combining are better than results from the Global algorithm.  Thus, we

always prefer results generated by the partitioning algorithm above any combining algorithm results, and

we prefer results of the Global algorithm above results from the Local algorithm.  This preference takes

precedence over the ratio-cut metric.

Algorithm Extensions

While the algorithm described so far is capable of handling arbitrary partitioning situations, there are two

extensions that can be made to greatly improve the results.  These are parallelizing cuts, and clustering for

multi-way partitioning.
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Figure 91.  Example of parallelizeable cuts (left), and multi-way partitioning opportunities (center

and right).

In parallelizing cuts, we observe that two or more cuts can be performed in parallel if they do not cut the

same partition into more than two groups.  For example, in Figure 91 left, given the set of cuts shown we

would have to run four partitionings in series.  We cannot combine cuts 1 and 2 since they cut the initial

partition (the entire system) into four groups.  We cannot combine cuts 2 and 3 since they cut partition A-H

into four groups.  We do not consider combining cuts that are not sequential since that would disrupt the

order of partitionings.  However, the last potential pair to combine, namely cuts 3 and 4, can be combined

since they do not both cut the same partition.  By combining these cuts, we only have to perform three cuts

in series, potentially speeding up the partitioning process in a multiprocessing environment.  To parallelize

cuts, we consider each pair of sequential cuts, from earliest to latest, and combine all pairs that do not cut

the same partition.  Note that a similar algorithm could parallelize cuts to allow a quadrisection algorithm

[Suaris87] to be applied.  Quadrisection breaks a partition into four separate groups, while handling the

connectivity constraints between the partitions.  So, in Figure 91 left we could combine cuts 1 and 2

together, further accelerating the partitioning process.

The final extension we made to our algorithm is clustering to enable multi-way partitioning.  As we

mentioned earlier, the reason we do not use standard multi-way partitioning algorithms for the multi-FPGA

partitioning problem is that we normally have to optimize for inter-FPGA routing capacity constraints,

while standard multi-way algorithms do not allow inter-partition constraints.  What these algorithms do

optimize for is either the total number of nets connecting logic in two or more partitions (the net-cut

metric), or the total number of partitions touched by each of these cut nets (the pin-cut metric).  For

example, if one net touches partitions A and B, and another touches A, B, and C, then the net-cut metric

yields a cost of 2, and the pin-cut metric yields a cost of 5.  It turns out that there are places in some

topologies where a multi-way partitioning under the net-cut or pin-cut metric is exactly the right solution.

For example, in the topology in Figure 91 center, which has only a set of buses connecting the individual

FPGAs, there are no specific routing capacities between individual FPGAs.  The only thing that is

important is minimizing the number of nets moving between the partitions, since each net uses up one of
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the inter-FPGA buses, regardless of which or how many FPGAs it touches.  In this situation, the net-cut

metric is correct, and we can partition into all of the FPGAs simultaneously.  Note that if there were other

wires between a subset of the FPGAs in Figure 91 center we could not perform this 4-way partitioning,

since there would be capacity constraints between individual FPGAs (most multi-FPGA systems with buses

also have other connections, so we will ignore the net-cut model for multi-way partitioning).  In the

topology in Figure 91 right, there are four FPGAs connected to only a purely routing chip R.  In this

situation, it is necessary to limit the number of wires going between R and the other FPGAs, but there is no

other limitation on the number or connectivity of the inter-FPGA nets.  For example, if the wires in the

topology had a capacity of one, it would make no difference if there was one net connecting all four

partitions, or two connections between two different FPGAs (i.e., A-B and C-D).  In this situation, which is

common in two-level topologies (Chapter 5), a multi-way partitioning based on the pin-cut model is the

proper way to partition.

We have the following algorithm for finding multi-way partitioning opportunities.  Before we do any

partitioning, we search for multi-way partitioning opportunities.  We remove all routing-only nodes from

the system, and find all maximally connected subcomponents of the topology.  We examine in order (from

smallest to largest in total capacity) each subcomponent, and examine if it can be multi-way partitioned.

Specifically, for multi-way partitioning to be performed, this subcomponent must be connected to only one

routing-only node.  Also, removal of this routing node from the complete topology must break the topology

into at least three connected components (if it didn’t, the k-way partitioning that could be performed here

would be 1-way or 2-way, and thus best left to the normal algorithm to discover).  If these constraints can

be met, we group together the original component, the routing node, and all but the largest of the other

components found in the complete topology minus the one routing-only node.  This cluster becomes a new

node, which replaces all nodes being grouped, and all edges that were incident to grouped nodes are

connected to the new node instead.  The cluster node’s logic capacity is equal to the total logic capacity of

all nodes being grouped.  This process of clustering multi-way partitioning opportunities continues until no

more clusterings can be performed.  During the partitioning process, once one of these clusters is broken

off into a partition by itself, or with only other routing-only chips, we add the multi-way partitioning of this

cluster to the list of partitionings to be performed.  The cluster node is replaced with the nodes it clusters,

and the algorithm is allowed to perform further partitioning of the nodes that were in the cluster.  Note that

if the first cut found causes a clustered node to be unclustered next, we make this multi-way partitioning the

first cut performed.
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Experiments

All of the experiments in this section were performed with the algorithms described in this chapter.  The

topologies are a mix of a set of existing multi-FPGA systems, as well as a few hypothetical mesh structures

included to demonstrate some specific features of our algorithm.  All processing occurred on a SPARC-10.

For each cut, we chose the best of ten runs.  The flow increment (the amount of capacity used up by each

random route) was ten percent of the average capacity of the wires in the system, after all wires connecting

the same destinations were combined.
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Figure 92.  The DECPeRLe-1 board.  Connections from U,V,W, and X going off to the right

connect to each of A-P.  Some connections are not shown.
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Figure 93.  The NTT board.  Connections going off the left side connect to the corresponding

FPGA on the right side.  All chips still connected are cut by the 6th cut line.  Note that there is

50% more capacity on the horizontal wires than on the vertical ones.

The first three figures demonstrate our algorithm on three different current topologies. Figure 92 is the

DECPeRLe-1 board [Vuillemin95].  Note that the connections dangling off of U-X are actually buses

connecting to all the FPGAs A-P in the center.  As can be seen, the algorithm first partitions three times

through the left half, which are crossbars connected throughout the system plus the host interface.  It then

partitions up the main mesh twice (center), and finishes both halves in the last two cuts.
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In Figure 93 is the NTT board [Yamada94], which is a mesh with wrap-around connections from left to

right.  While most of the cuts are reasonable, note cut #5.  The algorithm actually attempted to do both a

horizontal and a vertical cut at once.  The partition ABFG is actually split several times in this step, but the

combining algorithm reduces it to a single cut.  Note that cut #6 is not depicted - it splits all remaining 2-

FPGA partitions in half.
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Figure 94.  The Splash topology.  Note that the cuts are somewhat imbalanced because of limited

resources between FPGAs A and 7.

In Figure 94 we partition the Splash board [Gokhale90].  Note that while there are 68 connections between

most of the neighboring FPGAs, there are only 35 connections between A and 7.  Because of this, the cuts

made in steps 2 and 3 are shifted over one FPGA from an even split, and it takes a total of 6 steps to

subdivide the entire system.  If we change the topology, putting 68 connections between A and 7, the

algorithm completes the partitioning in 5 steps, performing even splits in each step.  Note that if we did not

apply our parallelization of cuts technique to the original topology, it would actually require 17 separate

partitionings.
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Figure 95.  Demonstration of the clustering to discover k-way partitioning opportunities.
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To demonstrate our method for finding k-way partitioning opportunities, we ran our algorithm on the

topology in Figure 95.  This two-level topology is a 2x2 mesh of routing FPGAs, with each routing FPGA

connected to four logic-bearing FPGAs.  The algorithm clusters together the logic FPGAs connected to

each routing FPGA.  The first two cuts separate the routing FPGAs, and then the four 4-way partitionings

can all be accomplished simultaneously (the latter was done with the help of the parallelization routines).
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Figure 96.  Demonstrations of how the algorithm reacts to different topological parameters.  At

left, the array is half routing-only chips (those marked with R).  At center, a normal array with

three times as much routing capacity on the horizontal edges as on the vertical edges.  At right, all

edges have equal capacity, but the corner four FPGAs have ten times as much logic capacity as the

others (to simulate external connections).

As a final test of our system, we took a 4x4 mesh and varied some of the parameters we have discussed

previously.  Figure 96 left demonstrates routing-only nodes (labeled “R”).  As can be seen, since there is no

need to separate a logic-bearing node from routing-only nodes, the algorithm stops after 3 steps.  In Figure

96 center, we show a topology where the horizontal edges have 3 times the capacity as the vertical edges.

As might be expected, the algorithm adjusts by partitioning the vertical edges before it cuts the horizontal

ones, since the excess capacity makes the horizontal edges much less critical.  Finally, Figure 96 right

assigns the same routing capacity to all edges, but gives the four corner FPGAs 10 times as much logic

capacity as the other FPGAs (to simulate external connections for example).  As can be seen, the algorithm

decides it needs to deal with the connections to these FPGAs first, and isolates them in the first four cuts.  It

then cuts the rest of the topology.  Note that the four unlabeled gray lines are cuts from step #7, and the

remaining uncut edges are all cut in step #8.

Pseudocode and Computational Complexity

In this section we present the pseudocode for the logic partition ordering algorithm, as well as its

computational complexity.  The overall algorithm is given in Figure 97.
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read in topology;
group nets connected to same set of chips, incrementing capacity;
cluster for multi-way partitioning;

While two logic-bearing FPGAs are in the same partition {
compute probabilities;
repeat 10 times {

saturate network;
if more than two groups are formed {

apply global combining;
if global combining failed {

apply local combining;
}

}
}
select best of 10 cuts;
if cluster is isolated {

select multi-way partitioning of cluster;
remove clustering;

}
}
parallelize cuts;

Figure 97.  Logic partition ordering algorithm.

remove routing-only nodes from topology;
find maximally connected components;
replace routing-only node;
foreach component C, smallest to largest {

if C is connected only to one routing-only node R {
remove node R from topology;
if there are 3 or more maximally connected components {

cluster R and all but largest connected component;
}
replace node R;
restart clustering algorithm on clustered topology;

}
}

Figure 98.  Clustering algorithm for multi-way partitioning.

In [Yeh92] the algorithm that formed the basis of this work was presented, and it was shown that it has a

complexity of O(R*M*N log N).  N is the number of nodes and M the number of nets in the graph being

partitioned.  Note that for our purposes, M is actually the number of different types of nets, where all nets

connecting exactly the same set of nodes are in the same category.  Multiple nets in the same category in a

multi-FPGA systems simply increase the capacity on the single edge that represents the entire category.  R

is the number of flow increments necessary to saturate the largest-capacity net in the circuit.  This flow
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increment can easily be modified to always keep the value of R constant, and thus R can be ignored.  The N

log N is the time to find the shortest path between the random points in the original algorithm’s real-valued

edge length model.  Because of our reformulation of the edge lengths, which allows constant-time access to

the queue, the shortest-path search can be done in O(T), where T is the number of terminals in the graph

(one terminal exists at each connection of nets to nodes in the graph).  In any reasonable multi-FPGA

system the number of terminals will be only a small constant factor larger than the number of nets in the

system (almost all nets will be 2-terminal nets, with only a few large fanout nets).  Thus, one cut in the

system can be found in O(M2).  All other portions of the algorithm are dominated by this runtime.

total_probability = 0.0;
foreach group G {

cum = total capacity of nodes in group;
cum_prob(G) = 0.0;
foreach node N in group G

cum_prob(G) = cum_prob(G) + (cum - capacity(N))*capacity(N);
total_probability = total_probability + cum_probability(G);

}
foreach group G

probability(G) = cum_probability(G) / total_probability;

Figure 99.  Algorithm for computing probabilities for random route distribution.  A group is the

set of nodes that have been on the same side of all previous cuts.  Probability(G) is the portion of

random routes that should occur within a given group, and is based on the capacity of the nodes in

that group.  Note that a group with only one logic-bearing node will have a 0 probability of routes.

set flow on all edges to 0;
set length on all edges to 1;
do forever {

randomly pick group G based on probabilities;
randomly pick source node S in group G based on capacities;
randomly pick different destination node D in group G

based on capacities;
find shortest-path P from S to D using queue structure;
if no path exists

return topology;
increment flow on all edges in P;
recompute edge length on all edges in P;

}

Figure 100.  Network saturation algorithm.

The combining algorithm will have to be run multiple times to create a complete partitioning ordering for a

multi-FPGA system.  While for many situations there will only need to be O(log N) cuts in the multi-FPGA

system, it is possible to need up to O(N) cuts.  This is true for a linear array of FPGAs, where each of the
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N-1 links in the array will need to be cut separately.  Thus, the complete runtime for this algorithm is

O(N*M2).  While a cubic complexity may not be ideal, one must realize that N and M are unlikely to grow

that quickly in future.  While FPGAs will increase in internal capacity and external I/Os, neither of these

numbers increases N nor M (remember that more nets going to the same location simply increase the flow

on the edge in the graph being partitioned, and greater capacity simply alters the distribution of random

sources and sinks of routes).  Thus, improvements in multi-FPGA systems are likely to come mostly from

improved chips, while the number of FPGAs and the types of routing are unlikely to change much in the

future.

partition topology based only on current cuts;
find largest group L, second-largest group S;
repeat until no groups other than L and S remain {

find largest group G other than L and S which is connected
to L and/or S;

L_ratio = bandwidth(L, G) / (size(L) * size (G));
S_ratio = bandwidth(S, G) / (size(S) * size (G));
if S_ratio >= L_ratio

combine S and G;
else

combine L and G;
if size(S) > size (L)

swap(L, S);
}

Figure 101.  Global combining algorithm.

foreach group G in topology, ignoring current cut
apply global combining to group G only;

Figure 102.  Local combining algorithm.

max = total number of cuts in partition ordering;
base = 1;
target = 2;
while next <= max {

if cut(base) and cut(next) do not subdivide the same group {
combine cut(base) and cut(next);
next = next + 1;

} else {
base = next;
next = next + 1;

}
}

Figure 103.  Cut parallelization algorithm.
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Conclusions

In this chapter we have considered applying standard partitioning algorithms to multi-FPGA systems.  We

have detailed an algorithm that determines the order to perform bipartitioning by finding the critical

bottlenecks, while ensuring that all partitions created are connected.  We have also detailed a method for

increasing the parallelism, and decreasing the required run time, of partitioning in a multiprocessing

environment.  This technique is also capable of finding multi-sectioning opportunities.  Finally, we have

included a method of determining when multi-way partitioning can be used.  In this way, we have

developed an integrated method for best harnessing the numerous existing bipartitioning, multi-sectioning,

and multi-way partitioning algorithms.  The algorithm is efficient, and handles arbitrary topologies and

heterogeneous FPGAs.

As mentioned earlier, an automatic method for generating partition orderings has several benefits.  For

current and future multi-FPGA systems, it allows a large amount of flexibility and extendibility to be built

into the system, since the software can cope with arbitrary topologies.  Thus, small systems can be grouped

into even larger machines, arbitrary chips and connections can be introduced, and the topology itself can be

dynamically modified.  Automatic mapping software can be generated that requires little user intervention,

since the designer is not required to determine the location and ordering of cuts to be made.  Also, failure

recovery and incremental update capabilities can be included easily, since the software can partition to an

arbitrary subset of the full system.

By combining the logic partition ordering algorithm from this chapter with the bipartitioning work from

Chapter 10, a complete logic partitioning algorithm for multi-FPGA systems can be developed.  It is fast

and efficient, and automatically adapts to an arbitrary topology.  In Chapter 12 we discuss a topology-

adaptive algorithm for pin assignment, which handles part of the inter-FPGA routing problem for multi-

FPGA systems.



Chapter 12.  Pin Assignment

Introduction

A theme running throughout this thesis has been the need for the highest performance automatic mapping

solution possible, especially one that can adapt to arbitrary topologies.  In Chapter 10 we presented a fast

and efficient algorithm for logic bipartitioning.  Chapter 11 takes this algorithm and automatically applies it

to arbitrary multi-FPGA system topologies.  In this chapter we present a topology-adaptive pin assignment

algorithm.  By applying this algorithm, the overall mapping quality is improved, and the time it takes to

place and route the FPGAs in the system is reduced.  Current systems can require placement and routing

times of seventeen hours or more on a uniprocessor system.

In this chapter we will examine the global routing stage of the automatic mapping process.  It is important

to remember during the following sections the context we are working in: we are mapping to a fixed

structure of FPGAs, where wiring between the pins of the FPGAs are fixed, and while the logic has been

partitioned to the individual FPGAs, these individual FPGA mappings have not yet been placed nor routed.

Global Routing For Multi-FPGA Systems

The global routing phase of mapping to multi-FPGA systems bears a lot of similarity to routing for

individual FPGAs.  Just as in single FPGAs, global routing needs to route on a fixed topology, with strictly

limited resources, while trying both to accommodate high density mappings and minimize clock periods.

The obvious method for applying single-FPGA routing algorithms to multi-FPGA systems is to view the

FPGAs as complex entities, explicitly modeling both internal routing resources and pins connected by

individual external wires (Figure 104 left).  A standard routing algorithm would then be used to determine

both which intermediate FPGA to use for long distance routing (i.e., a signal from FPGA A to D would be

assigned to use either FPGA B or C), as well as which individual FPGA pins to route through.

Unfortunately, this approach will not work.  The problem is that although the logic has already been

assigned to FPGAs during partitioning, the placement of logic into individual logic blocks will not be done

until the next step, FPGA placement.  Thus, since there is no specific source or sink for the individual

routes, standard routing algorithms cannot be applied.

The approach we will take here is to abstract entire FPGAs into single nodes in the routing graph, with the

arcs between the nodes representing bundles of wires.  This solves the unassigned source and sink problem

mentioned above, since while the logic hasn’t been placed into individual logic blocks, partitioning has
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assigned the logic to the FPGAs.  It also simplifies the routing problem, since the graph is much simpler,

and similar resources are grouped together (i.e., all wires connecting the same FPGAs are grouped together

into a single edge in the graph).  Unfortunately, the routing algorithm can no longer determine the

individual FPGA pins a signal should use, since those details have been abstracted away.  For example, in

Figure 104 left, logic function a in FPGA A may best be placed in the lower right corner, and logic

function b  in FPGA B’s lower left corner.  Thus, a connection between a and b would best be placed on

one of the lower wires connecting these FPGAs.  A global routing algorithm could not determine this fact.

It is this problem, the assignment of interchip routing signals to FPGA I/O pins, that this chapter addresses.

C D

A B A B

C D

7

7

7 7

Figure 104.  Two views of the inter-FPGA routing problem:  as a complex graph including

internal resources (left), and a more abstract graph with FPGAs as nodes (right).

Pin Assignment For Multi-FPGA Systems

Currently, the only work done on multi-FPGA pin assignment has been for the restricted case where no two

logic-bearing FPGAs are directly connected (Chapter 9).  For crossbars, hierarchical crossbars, and two-

level topologies, where routing-only chips handle all connections between logic-bearing FPGAs, these

algorithms works well.  However, many systems map logic to most or all of their FPGAs (Chapter 5), and

are beyond the scope of this algorithm.  Also, as pointed out in Chapter 9, there is no way to adapt the pin

assignment techniques from other technologies (such as ASIC routing channels, general routing for cell-

based designs, and printed circuit board routing).  This is because these algorithms optimize for features

that are fixed in the multi-FPGA system domain, yet ignore the issues critical to multi-FPGA systems.
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One solution to the pin assignment problem is quite simple: ignore it.  After global routing has routed

signals through intermediate FPGAs, those signals are then randomly assigned to individual pins.  While

this simple approach can quickly generate an assignment, it gives up some optimization opportunities.  A

poor pin assignment can not only result in greater delay and lower logic density, but can also slow down

the placement and routing software, which must deal with a more complex mapping problem.

1 2 1 2

2 1 2 1

1 2 1 2

2 1 2 1

1 2 3 4

2 3 4 5

3 4 5 6

4 5 6 7

Figure 105.  Checkerboard (left) and wavefront (right) pin assignment placement orders.

A second approach is to allow the FPGA placement tool to determine its own assignment.  This requires

that the placement tool allow the user to restrict the locations where an I/O pin can be assigned (a feature

available in tools such as the Xilinx APR and PPR placement and routing tools [Xilinx94]).  With such a

system, I/O signals are restricted to only those pin locations that are wired to the proper destinations.  Once

the placement tool determines the pin assignment for one FPGA, this assignment is propagated to the

attached FPGAs.  It is important to note that this does limit the number of placement runs that can be

performed in parallel.  Specifically, since the assignment from one FPGA is propagated to adjacent FPGAs

only after that entire FPGA has been placed, no two adjacent FPGAs can be placed simultaneously.  Since

the placement and routing steps can be the most time-consuming steps in the mapping process, achieving

the greatest parallelism in this task can be critical.  An algorithm for achieving the highest parallelism

during placement, while allowing the placement tool to determine the pin assignment, is to find a minimum

graph coloring of the FPGAs in the routing graph.  Since the structure of a multi-FPGA system is usually

predefined, the coloring can be precomputed, and thus the inefficiency of finding a graph coloring is not

important (techniques introduced later in this chapter will be able to handle topologies without a predefined

structure).  Then, all the FPGAs assigned the same color can be placed at the same time, since any FPGAs

that are adjacent cannot be assigned the same color.  For example, in a four-way mesh (every FPGA is
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connected to the FPGA directly adjacent horizontally and vertically), the FPGAs could be placed in a

checkerboard pattern, with half handled in the first iteration, and half in the second (Figure 105 left).  Note

that since the pin assignment will be determined during placement, the FPGA routing can be run in parallel

with other placements or routings.

B D
ECA

Figure 106.  Example problem with the Checkerboard algorithm.

One problem with the maximum parallelism (or “checkerboard”) method just described is that while the pin

assignment for the FPGAs placed first will be very good, since the placer is mostly free in its placement

choices, other FPGAs may be placed fairly poorly.  For example, consider the mapping of a systolic circuit

to a linear array of FPGAs (see Figure 106).  If allowed to map freely, the algorithm will map in a certain

manner (the up arrows), or the mirror image around the horizontal (the down arrow).  Since the individual

FPGAs are mapped independently, some will choose one orientation, while others will choose the other.

The problem is that there is a good chance that one of the unmapped FPGAs will be left with some

neighbors in one orientation, and others in the other orientation (FPGA D).  These FPGAs will have their

mapping task complicated by the pin assignment imposed on them by their neighbors.

There is an alternative approach to the checkerboard algorithm, which trades longer mapping run times for

better results.  The idea is to make sure that FPGAs are not mapped completely independently of one

another.  In the first step, a single FPGA is placed.  The FPGA that is most constrained by the system’s

architecture (i.e., by special global signals or external interface connections) is normally chosen, since it

should benefit most from avoiding extra pin constraints.  In succeeding steps, neighbors of previously

placed FPGAs are chosen to be placed next, with as many FPGAs placed as possible without

simultaneously placing interconnected FPGAs.  For example, in a 4-way mesh, where the first FPGA

routed is in the upper-left corner, the mapping process would proceed in a diagonal wave from upper-left to

lower-right (Figure 105 right).  In this way, mappings “grow” from a single “seed” assignment, and will be

more related to one another than in the checkerboard approach, hopefully easing the mapping tasks for all

of the FPGAs.
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Unfortunately, even this “wavefront” placement order may not generate good pin assignments.  Most

obviously, while the individual FPGA placements attempt to find local optimums, global concerns are

largely ignored.  For example, while pairs of signals that are used together in an FPGA will be placed

together in the mapping, the fact that two of these pairs are used together in a neighbor will not be

discovered, and these pairs may be assigned pin locations very distant from each other.
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Figure 107.  Examples of FPGA topologies that cannot be handled by sequential placement pin

assignment techniques.  Each of these topologies can be found as subcomponents in current

systems, with all of these occurring in [Lewis93], and all but the topology at right in both

[Thomae91, Vuillemin95].

Even worse than the speed and quality problems of both the checkerboard and wavefront methods

(hereafter referred to jointly as “sequential placement methods”) is the fact that there are some topologies

that cannot be handled by these methods.  Specifically, when the wires that connect FPGA pins are allowed

to connect more than two FPGAs there is the potential for conflicts to arise, conflicts that can cause

assignment failures with sequential placement methods.  For example, consider the topology in Figure 107

left.  Assume that the logic we wish to map to this topology has one connection between A and C, one

between B and C, and six between A and B (Note that while this and other examples in this paragraph are

specifically crafted to best show the underlying problems, each of these specific examples represent more

general situations, and most wire and mapping connection counts can be changed without fixing these

problems).  Since all three FPGAs in this topology are directly connected, both the wavefront and

checkerboard approach would place these FPGAs sequentially.  If FPGA A is placed first, it could assign

five of its connections to B, as well as its single connection to C, on the three-destination wires connecting

A, B, and C.  This means that there is no longer any way to route the connection between B and C, and the

assignment fails.  The same thing can happen when FPGA B is placed first.  In the specific case of the

topology at left, we could place FPGA C first, and avoid the conflicts described previously.  Unfortunately,

topologies such as the one in Figure 107 center have no order that is guaranteed to work.  Assume that for
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this topology we wish to map a circuit with one connection between A and C, seven between A and B, and

seven between B and C.  In this situation at least one connection between each pair of FPGAs must be

placed on a three-destination wire.  However, regardless of the order, the first FPGA placed can use all of

the three-destination wires for its own signals, causing the assignment to fail.

Instead of trying to find a placement order that will work, we could instead try to restrict the choices

available to the placement tools.  For example, in the mapping to the topology in Figure 107 center we

know that each FPGA pair must have at least one connection assigned to the three-terminal wires.  We

could ensure that the placement tool generates a successful mapping by reserving wires for these signals.

That is, if we placed FPGA B first, one of the three-destination wires would be reserved for a connection

between A and C by disallowing the placement of signals from B onto the corresponding pin location.

However, not only is this decision arbitrary, generating lower quality mappings since we have no method to

pick a good wire to reserve, but it can also require significant effort to determine which and how many

wires to reserve.  For example, in the topology in Figure 107 right, a connection between B and E could be

assigned either to a BCE or a BDE wire.  If we do nothing to reserve space for it, connections between

other FPGAs can fill these wires, making the assignment fail.  We cannot reserve space on both wires,

since all the capacity in the system may be required to successfully handle the mapping.  However, to

determine which wire to reserve requires the system to examine not only FPGA B’s and E’s connections,

but also D’s, C’s, and A’s connections, since congestion on one wire can ripple through to the wires

between B and E.  Thus, determining the wires to reserve for one FPGA’s connections can involve

examining most or all FPGAs in the system.  Note that while some of these topologies may seem contrived,

topologies similar to the one in Figure 107 center are fairly common, and arise when a local interconnect is

augmented with global connections, connections that include adjoining FPGAs.

Force-Directed Pin Assignment For Multi-FPGA Systems

As we have shown, pin assignment via sequential placement of individual FPGAs can be slow, cannot

optimize globally, and may not work at all for some topologies.  What is necessary is a more global

approach which optimizes the entire mapping, while avoiding sequentializing the placement step.  In the

rest of this chapter, we will present one such approach and then give a quantitative comparison with the

approaches presented earlier.

Intuitively, the best approach to pin assignment would be to place all FPGAs simultaneously, with the

individual placement runs communicating with each other to balance the pin assignment demands of each

FPGA.  In this way a global optimum could be reached, and the mapping of all FPGAs would be completed
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as quickly as any single placement could be accomplished.  Unfortunately, tools to do this do not exist, and

even if they did, the communication necessary to perform this task would be prohibitive.  Our approach is

similar to simultaneous placement, but we will perform the assignment on a single machine within a single

process.  Obviously, with the placement of a single FPGA consuming considerable CPU time, complete

placement of all FPGAs simultaneously on a single processor is impractical, and thus simplification of the

problem is key to a workable solution.

Our approach is to use force-directed placement of the individual FPGAs [Shahookar91].  In force-directed

placement, the signals that connect logic in a mapping are replaced by springs between the signal’s source

and each sink, and the placement process consists of seeking a minimum net force placement of the logic

(“net force” indicates that forces in opposite directions cancel each other.  Note that the spring force is

calculated based on the Manhattan distance).  To find this minimum net force configuration, and thus

minimize wirelength in the resulting mapping, the software randomly chooses a logic block and moves it to

its minimum net force location.  This greedy process continues until a local optimum is found, at which

point the software accepts the current configuration.

Force-directed placement may seem a poor choice for pin assignment, and is generally felt to be inferior to

simulated annealing for FPGA placement.  Two reasons for this are the difficulty force-directed placement

has with optimizing for goals other than wirelength, and the inaccuracy of the spring approximation to

routing costs.  However, as will be shown, force-directed placement can handle all of the optimization tasks

involved in pin assignment, and the spring metric is the key to efficient handling of multi-FPGA systems.

As implied earlier, we will not simply place individual FPGAs, but will in fact use force-directed

placement simultaneously on all FPGAs in the system.  We make two alterations to the basic force-directed

algorithm:  first, we do not restrict logic blocks to non-shared, discrete locations, but instead allow them to

be freely placed into any location in the FPGA with no regard to congestion or physical logic block

boundaries (however, I/O pins ARE constrained to exact pin locations, and I/Os cannot share a single pin

location).  Second, we assume that all logic blocks are always at their optimal positions.  While the second

alteration is simply a change in the movement order of nodes, the first change could cause a significant loss

in accuracy.  However, the resulting degradation of the local optimum will turn out to be more than made

up for by the ability to seek the global optimum.  Also, while this assumption allows logic blocks to share

physical locations, something that cannot be done in valid FPGA mappings, our force-directed placement is

used only to determine I/O pin assignments, and the logic blocks will be placed in a later step by standard

FPGA placement tools.
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Figure 108.  Example of spring simplification rules.  Source circuit at left has logic node U

replaced at center, and any springs created in parallel with others are merged at right.

By making the two assumptions just given, we now have the opportunity to greatly simplify the mapping

process.  We can examine the system of springs built for the circuit mapping, and use the laws of physics to

remove nodes corresponding to logic functions, leaving only I/O pins.  As shown at the end of this chapter,

as well as in the example of Figure 108, the springs connected between an internal logic node and its

neighbors can be replaced with a set of springs connected between the node’s neighbors while maintaining

the exact same forces on the remaining nodes.  By repeatedly applying these simplification rules to the

logic nodes in the system, we end up with a mapping consisting only of I/O pins, with spring connections

that act identically to the complete mapping they replace.  In this way, we simplify the problem enough to

allow the pin assignment of a large system of FPGAs to be performed efficiently.  Note that this spring

replacement process can take a significant portion of the algorithm’s run time, primarily because the

replacement time is dependent upon the number of springs connected to the node being removed, and the

removal of a node causes all of its neighbors to become connected.  This effect can be mostly alleviated by

removing nodes in increasing order of the number of springs connected to that node.

There are some details of the force-directed algorithm that need to be considered here.  First, there are two

ways to perform individual node moves in the algorithm.  A simple approach is to pick a node and swap it

with whichever node yields the least overall net force.  A more complex approach is to perform a ripple

move, where a node is moved to its optimum location, and any node occupying this location is then moved.

This continues until the destination of the current node being moved is empty, at which point the move as a

whole is evaluated.  If it is a beneficial move, it is accepted;  if not, it is rejected.  Note that during this

process the nodes already moved are flagged, and are not allowed to move again until a complete ripple

move is over.  While it is tempting to go with the simplicity of the swap move, there are some topologies

for which swap moves yield poor results.  Specifically, consider an FPGA with a total of 3 three-terminal
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wires (Figure 109), one to A and B, one to B and C, and one to A and C.  Now consider a mapping onto

this structure with a separate connection to each of the neighbor FPGAs.  In this situation it is impossible to

make a correct swap move, since no two connections have the same two wires as possible assignments.

A B

C

D

Figure 109.  Topology for demonstrating the advantage of ripple moves instead of swap moves.

Another issue with the algorithm has to do with the starting position.  While we would like to construct an

initial, correct assignment for each wire, this can be very complex.  As we indicated in the discussion of the

topology in Figure 107 right, determining onto which wire a signal can be placed can require the

examination of most or all connections in the system.  An easier answer is to start with all wires

unassigned, and always accept all valid ripple moves that start with an unassigned connection.  In this way

the mechanisms already required to perform moves of previously assigned pins can be easily extended to

handle unassigned pins as well.

Efficiency in the calculation of the individual moves is another important problem.  To determine the best

possible destination of a node during a ripple move it is necessary to calculate the change in net force for

assigning the connection to each wire that connects the FPGAs the signal moves between.  This is

necessary because there is not necessarily any relationship between the location of an I/O pin on one FPGA

and the location of the pin the wire goes to on another FPGA (in fact, as described in Chapter 7, there is

some advantage to be gained by scattering pin connections).  Because of this, it is unlikely that there would

be any method for pruning the search space of possible move destinations.  This can be very troubling,

especially because the node replacement method described above causes nodes to be connected to most or

all other nodes in the same FPGA.  However, as shown in Equation 4, the standard force equation (at left)

can be reformulated so that the information from all springs connected to a node can be combined at the

beginning of a move, and the calculation of the net force at each location requires only a small amount of

computation.  Another method for speeding up the process is to remember which connections have been
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starting points of ripple moves that were determined not to be beneficial, and thus not moved.  Then, the

algorithm will not try these moves again until another pin on one or more of that connection’s FPGAs has

been successfully moved.
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Equation 4.  Reformulation of the standard force equation.

A final extension necessary is software support to help avoid the problems found in the sequential

approaches on some topologies.  Just as the topologies in Figure 107 caused problems for the other

approaches, they could cause difficulties with the force-directed approach.  Imagine that we have the

topology in Figure 107 left, and there are six connections between A and C, and one connection between A

and B.  At some point, all the three-destination wires will be occupied by connections between A and C.  If

we begin a ripple move with the connection between A and B, its best position might be on one of the

three-destination wires.  Unfortunately, while these wires must be occupied by the connections between A

and C, and cannot accept the connection between A and B, this fact will not be determined until 5 of the 6

connections between A and C have been moved as part of this ripple move.  At that point all of the wires

will have connections assigned to them which have been flagged as part of the current ripple move, and the

final connection between A and C will have no allowable assignment.  While we can undo the ripple move,

there is no way to tell the connection from A to B that it needs to try one of the two-terminal wires.

Our solution to the problems with the topologies in Figure 107 is to add the notion of equivalence classes to

the system.  That is, every wire in the system is a member of exactly one equivalence class, and each class

contains only those wires that connect exactly the same FPGAs.  For example, the topology in Figure 107

center would have three equivalence classes, one for the two-terminal wires between A and B, another for

the two-terminal wires between B and C, and a final class for the three-terminal wires connecting A, B, and

C.  For each equivalence class we maintain a count of the number of wires within the equivalence class that

have no connection assigned to them.  Then, whenever a connection wishes to be assigned to a wire in an

equivalence class, it can only do so if either the equivalence class has an unassigned wire, or if one of the

(unflagged) connections already assigned to the class can be moved to another equivalence class (moving

this connection to another class requires the same check to be performed on that class).  Note that much of

this information can be cached for greater efficiency, since if at one point in a ripple move an equivalence

class cannot accept a connection, it cannot accept a connection at any future point during that move.  Thus,

in the previous example where it took several moves to determine that the connection between A and B

shouldn’t be moved onto a three-terminal wire in Figure 107 left, this fact would be immediately apparent
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from the equivalence classes.  This would allow the search for possible moves to be pruned, and the

connection would be forced to move to one of the two-terminal wires between A and B, the only legal

assignments for that connection.

Table 16.   Quantitative speed comparison table.  Numbers in parentheses are normalized to the

force-directed algorithm’s results.  Time is the time on multiple processors, while Uniproc. is the

time on a single machine.

System Splash NTT DECPeRLe-1

Mapping DNA Comparator Telecom Calorimeter

Force -
Time

34:25 8:45 29:14

Uniproc. 12:05:12 19:31 2:43:18

Wave -       Time 5:35:40 (9.7530) 20:50 (2.3810) 2:11:33 (4.5000)

Uniproc. 13:24:58 (1.1100) 22:36 (1.1580) 3:10:02 (1.1637)

Checker -  Time 1:07:00 (1.9467) 12:22 (1.4133) 1:51:24 (3.8107)

Uniproc. 12:37:36 (1.0447) 21:55 (1.1230) 2:55:24 (1.0741)

Rand -         Time 1:00:18 (1.7521) 8:18 (0.9486) 30:47 (1.0530)

Uniproc. 17:45:56 (1.4698) 20:59 (1.0751) 2:56:44 (1.0823)

As mentioned earlier, our force-directed approach is capable of handling most of the optimization issues

necessary for pin assignment.  First, since little information about the individual FPGA architectures is

necessary beyond the location of the I/O pins, it is very easy to port this software to different FPGAs.  In

fact, our current system allows different FPGA architectures and sizes to be intermingled within a single

multi-FPGA system.  Note that the locations defined in the software’s chip descriptions need not be exactly

the same as the real chip’s geometry.  In fact, our definitions of the Xilinx chips used in the comparisons

below space pins at the corners closer together than others to reflect the lower expected congestion at these

locations.  We can also accommodate crossbar chips and FPICs, chips where minimizing wirelength is

unnecessary, by setting the spring constant of all springs within such chips to zero.  The assignments to

pins going to the crossbar can also be removed after the pin assignment is complete.  In this way,

connections that require pin assignment can be assigned by our tool, while connections to the crossbar can

be left unconstrained.  More details on this can be found in Chapter 9.
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Table 17.  Continuation of quantitative speed comparison from Table 16.  Numbers in parentheses

are normalized to the force-directed algorithm’s results.  Time is the time on multiple processors,

while Uniproc. is the time on a single machine.

System Virtual Wires Marc-1

Mapping Palindrome Logic Sim. Processor

Force -         Time 13:18 26:36

Uniproc. 1:44:37 3:38:11

Wave -       Time 22:01 (1.6554) Failure

Uniproc. 1:27:34 (0.8370)

Checker -  Time 13:56 (1.0476) Failure

Uniproc. 1:28:19 (0.8442)

Rand -         Time 10:37 (0.7982) 26:38 (1.0013)

Uniproc. 1:28:35 (0.8467) 4:36:32 (1.2674)

Table 18.  Routing resource usage comparison table.  Numbers in parentheses are normalized to

the force-directed algorithm’s results.

System Splash NTT DECPeRLe-1 Virtual Wires Marc-1

Force 143690.9 7292.2 45159.4 41255.4 102728.6

Wave 146424.8 7345.6 45661.2 41111.8 Failure

(1.0190) (1.0073) (1.0111) (0.9965)

Checker 149860.5 7714.6 46522.5 41900.7 Failure

(1.0429) (1.0579) (1.0302) (1.0156)

Random 156038.2 7854.8 48713.4 42225.3 108236.1

(1.0859) (1.0772) (1.0787) (1.0235) (1.0536)

To optimize for delay, spring constants can be altered.  Although our tool currently does not optimize

critical paths, and assigns a spring constant of one to all non-crossbar springs, the tool could easily be

extended to increase the spring constant on critical paths.  This would cause critical path I/Os to be

clustered closer together at the chip edge, improving performance.
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Another important consideration is support for predefined pin assignments for some special connections.

Specifically, special connections such as clocks, reset signals, fixed global communication lines, and host

interfaces need to be assigned to specific pin locations.  Handling these constraints in the pin assignment

tool is trivial, since the support necessary to flag nodes that participate in the current ripple move can be

extended to permanently freeze a connection in a specified position.  Note also that any special chip

features in an FPGA, such as the source of global distribution lines, can be handled similarly by defining a

special pin location at the special feature site, and always preassigning the feature node to that point.  For

signals within FPGAs that are globally distributed via special resources, resources that make wirelength

minimization irrelevant, the corresponding springs can simply be removed, or have their spring constants

set to zero.  Finally, there are other limited resources within an FPGA that might require special processing.

For example, in Xilinx FPGAs [Xilinx94] there are a limited number of horizontal longlines which can be

used as wide multiplexers or wired ANDs.  To handle these features, the corresponding nodes in the circuit

graph could be left unremoved, and force-directed placement could be applied to these elements as well

(though these resources would of course require different potential positions than the pin locations).  By

doing this, a more accurate assignment could be performed without greatly affecting runtimes.  Also, for

the specific case of the Xilinx longlines, where the horizontal portion of the Manhattan distance is

unimportant (the longlines stretch the width of the chip), these nodes could be specially marked, and the

force calculation could be set up to properly ignore the horizontal component.

Comparison of Pin Assignment Approaches

To compare the various pin assignment approaches, we tested each approach on mappings for five different

current systems.  These include a systolic DNA comparison circuit for Splash [Lopresti91], a

telecommunications circuit for the NTT board [Yamada94], a calorimeter circuit for DECPeRLe-1

[Vuillemin95], a palindrome circuit for the Virtual Wires Emulation system [Tessier94], and a RISC

processor configured for logic simulation on the Marc-1 system [Lewis93].  The pin assignment systems

compared are: “random”, which randomly assigns connections to wires; “checkerboard” and “wavefront”,

which use sequential placement runs to do pin assignment; and “force”, which uses the force-directed pin

assignment technique described above.  The results include both mapping time and resulting wirelength

(Table 16, Table 17, and Table 18).  The time is CPU time on a SPARC-10, and includes the time to

perform pin assignment as well as individual FPGA place and routes, and assumes enough machines are

available to achieve maximum parallelism.  Uniprocessor time, the time it takes to complete all of these

tasks on a single machine, is also included.  Note that the sequential placement techniques only

sequentialize the placement step, while routing is allowed to be performed in parallel with subsequent
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placements and routings.  Also, these placement attempts are begun as soon as possible, so that for example

in the checkerboard algorithm, we do not need to wait to begin placing FPGAs of one color until all FPGAs

of the previous color are placed, but instead can proceed with a placement once all of its direct neighbors in

the previous color(s) have been completed.  Also, the random approach is assumed to be able to generate a

pin assignment in zero time, so its time value is simply the longest time to place and route any one of the

individual FPGAs. The wirelength is determined by summing up all source to sink delays for all signal in

the FPGAs.  While this is not exact, since some portions of a multi-destination route will be included more

than once, it gives a reasonable approximation of the routing resource usage of the different systems.
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Figure 110.  The Splash (left) and Virtual Wires (right) topologies.  Note that system features not

used in the example mappings, as well as global communication wires and clocks, are omitted.

The Splash system [Gokhale90] is a linear array of Xilinx 3090 FPGAs (Figure 110 left), with memories

attached to some of the communication wires.  As expected, Random does poorly on the average

wirelength, with Checkerboard and Wavefront each doing successively better.  However, the Force-

Directed approach does the best, since it is able to optimize the mapping globally.  More surprising is the

fact that the Force-Directed approach is actually faster than all the other approaches, including the Random

approach, in both parallel and uniprocessor times.  The reason for this is that the poor pin assignment

generated by the random approach significantly increases the routing time for some of its FPGAs, up to a

factor of more than 4 times as long.  Note that the time to perform the force-directed pin assignment does

not dominate for either this or any other mapping.  For the DNA mapping it is only 9% of the overall

runtime, for Palindrome and Telecom it is 6%, and for Calorimeter it is 8%, though for the Marc-1 mapping

it is 31%.
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Figure 111.  The NTT topology.

The results are almost identical for the DECPeRLe-1 board [Vuillemin95], a four by four mesh of Xilinx

3090 FPGAs with seven additional support FPGAs, and the NTT board [Yamada94], a five by five mesh of

3042 Xilinx FPGAs with wrap-around connections on the top and bottom edges (Figure 111).  However,

the Checkerboard approach takes much longer on the DECPeRLe-1 board than it did on the Splash board,

making it only about 15% faster than the Wavefront approach.  The reason is that the DECPeRLe-1 board,

which has 23 FPGAs, is only 19-colorable, leaving very little parallelism for the Checkerboard algorithm to

exploit.

The Virtual Wires board [Tessier94] is a 4-way mesh of Xilinx 4005 FPGAs, with the connections in a

given direction scattered around the FPGA’s edge (Figure 110 right).  The results for this mapping are less

favorable than for the DNA comparator and the calorimeter, with the Wavefront method actually

generating a slightly better assignment than the Force-Directed approach.  However, we believe the reason

for this poor performance is the special techniques applied to the mapping prior to pin assignment.  The

Virtual Wires system [Babb93, Selvidge95] attempts to overcome FPGA I/O limitations by time-division

multiplexing the chip outputs.  Thus, each chip I/O is connected to a shift chain, which is connected to the

actual I/O signals of the mapping.  Unfortunately, the choice of which wires to combine is done arbitrarily,

without regard to the mapping structure.  Thus, instead of combining signals that are close together in the
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logic, signals from very distant portions of an FPGA’s mapping may be merged.  Because of this, there is

very little structure left in the mapping, and there is little pin assignment can do to improve things.  We

believe that a more intelligent combining strategy, possibly driven by the spring constants generated by our

spring simplification approach, would generate better mappings, mappings that can also be helped by good

pin assignments.
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Figure 112.  Schematic of the Marc-1 board.  The entire board consists of two copies of the

subsystem at left, and one copy of the subsystem at right.  Labels without circles indicate

connections to the corresponding FPGA circle.  Note that system features not used in the example

mappings, as well as global communication wires and clocks, are omitted.

The Marc-1 board [Lewis93] is a complex system of Xilinx 4005 FPGAs, as shown in Figure 112.  As

mentioned earlier, this board includes all topologies from Figure 107, topologies that make mapping

failures possible in sequential placement approaches regardless of placement order.  We attempted to use

these sequential approaches four times each on this system, but each time it failed because of resource

conflicts (note that even had they succeeded, the topology is only 5-colorable, and the Wavefront method

would sequentialize 9 placement runs, which in both cases would greatly increase runtimes).  However, our

force-directed approach easily handled this topology, and generated a good assignment.  Note that while the
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force-directed result is somewhat less of an improvement than the other examples led us to expect, this may

be due to the fact that only 51% of the logic pins are assignable, with the others fixed by memory interfaces

and other fixed global signals.

Table 19.  Unconstrained pin assignment distances.  Numbers in parentheses are normalized to the

force-directed algorithm’s results.  The NTT results show the “optimal” value is worse than what

we achieve.  This is due to the random nature of the placement process.

Splash 138899.9 (0.9667)

NTT 7380.7 (1.0121)

DECPeRLe-1 37373.3 (0.8276)

Virtual Wires 39789.1 (0.9645)

Marc-1 91267.4 (0.8884)

While the previous comparisons demonstrate the advantages of the force-directed approach over the simple

approaches described earlier, it would be useful to find out how close to optimal the force-directed

approach is.  In general, we can expect that the best a pin assignment can do is to equal the placement

qualities the placement and routing tools can achieve without fixed pin assignments.  That is, if we place

and route the individual FPGAs and only require that logic pins be assigned to chip pins going to the

correct neighbor (though we do not require that connected logic pins on neighboring FPGAs match up, that

they occupy connected FPGA pins), this is probably as good as any pin assignment can hope to achieve,

and probably better than is achievable.  We did exactly this experiment, and the results are in Table 19.  As

can be seen, our pin assignments achieve results within 3.5% of “optimal” on half of the examples, with the

geometric mean of the lower bound results being 93% of the force-directed results.  In one case our results

are even better than the lower bound results;  however, we believe this is due mainly to the random nature

of the placement process.  It is unclear exactly how much can be inferred from these results, especially

since it is not clear any approach can achieve results as good as those shown in Table 19.  One important

observation to note is that most likely not much improvement (at least in routing resource usage) can be

achieved beyond what our algorithm provides.

Pseudocode and Computational Complexity

In this section we present pseudocode for the force-directed pin assignment algorithm, as well as a

discussion of the computational complexity.  The overall algorithm is presented in Figure 113.
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read in topology and circuit description;
// Apply spring reduction rules

foreach FPGA F {
foreach logic node L in F, from low to high connectivity {

T = total spring constants of springs incident to L;
foreach pair of L’s neighbors N and M {

spring(N, M) = spring(N, M)
+ (spring(L, N)*spring(L, M))/T;

}
foreach of L’s neighbors N

remove spring(N, L);
}

}

create equivalence classes;
while moves possible {

randomly pick IO signal S;
perform ripple move for signal S;
if S was originally unassigned, or ripple move is beneficial

accept ripple move;
else

undo ripple move;
}

Figure 113.  The force-directed pin assignment algorithm.

S = IO signal starting ripple move;
Compute constants from Equation 4 for each FPGA connected to S;
foreach wire W connecting between S’s FPGAs {

if equivalence classes allow S to be assigned to W {
compute net force of S assigned to W;

}
}
pick W with lowest net force;
temporarily assign S to W;
alter equivalence class so that S cannot be moved again in ripple;
if W is unoccupied {

return change in force of assigning S to W;
} else {

perform ripple move for signal assigned to W;
return change in force of assigning S to W plus rest of ripple;

}

Figure 114.  Algorithm for applying ripple moves.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to quantify the computational complexity of the force-directed pin assignment

algorithm.  The primary problem is bounding the number of iterations for the algorithm to find a minimum

net-force state.  It is possible to believe that degenerate situations exist where the system will take a
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significant number of moves to find a local minimum.  Also, it is possible for a single ripple-move to move

every I/O node in the system.  Specifically, imagine a system that only has three-terminal wires, and a

mapping with two-terminal connections.  A connection between FPGAs A and B might move to a three-

terminal wire between A, B, and C.  This will displace a connection from B to C, which goes to a three-

terminal wire between B, C, and D, displacing a connection from C to D.  Thus, the worst-case complexity

is significant.  Also, the spring reduction process can be O(N3) in the worst-case.  Specifically, imagine a

mapping to an FPGA where every logic and I/O node is connected to a single signal (such as a reset or

clock signal that does not use the FPGA’s global distribution resources).  When the first node is replaced,

all pairs of nodes in the FPGA will become connected.  Thus, every subsequent step in the process will

have to modify a spring between each pair of nodes in the FPGA, resulting in O(N3) performance.  Note

that it is unlikely that such a situation will occur, since most huge-fanout nets will be handled by global

routing resources, and thus will be removed from consideration by the spring reduction algorithm.  For real

circuits, the runtimes should be more on the order of linear or quadratic because of the sparse, localized

connection patterns.  Thus, while the worst-case complexity of this algorithm is quite large, and hard to

bound, the program runs efficiently on current systems, and should scale reasonably to future machines.

Conclusions

As we have shown in this chapter, pin assignment for multi-FPGA systems is a difficult problem that has

not been previously studied.  We presented some approaches for using existing tools, as well as a new

force-directed algorithm that can help improve mapping quality.  Placement and routing with the force-

directed approach is almost always faster than the random approach, by up to 43%, and almost always

delivers superior routing resource usage, by up to an 8% decrease in total resource usage in the entire

system.  We have also shown that this is within at least 7% of optimal.  Given these results, it is clear that

pin assignment improves the mapping process for multi-FPGA systems.

Several possible extensions have been mentioned earlier for improving mapping quality, and these are

worth further study.  More importantly, the spring cost metric is not necessarily tied to force-directed

placement, but could instead be used within a simulated annealing algorithm.  While we believe simulated

annealing would not yield significant improvements, since the cost metric is so abstracted from the real

situation, and since simulated annealing is so time-consuming, a study of its actual benefits should be

performed.  More interesting is the approach mentioned above for improving Virtual Wires mappings by

guiding wire combining by the spring forces our system generates.  We hope that such an approach would

not only improve the overall placements achieved by Virtual Wires, but also show the benefits of good pin

assignments in this domain.
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Spring Replacement Rules

As discussed earlier, we wish to reduce the complexity of the force-directed placement algorithm by

replacing all springs touching non-I/O nodes with equivalent springs only involving I/O nodes.  To do this,

we iteratively remove individual internal nodes from the system, and replace the attached springs with new

springs between the removed node’s neighbors.

Since we are using a Manhattan distance metric, the forces along the X and Y dimension are independent,

and are given in Equation 5.

Fx = C × (X1 − X2 )

  

Fy = C × (Y1 − Y2 )

Equation 5.  Spring forces in the X and Y direction.

C is the spring constant, and (X1,Y1) and (X2,Y2) are the locations of the nodes connected by the spring.

There are two simplification rules necessary for our purposes: parallel spring combining, and node

removal.  For parallel springs, springs which connect the same two endpoints, the springs can be merged

into a single spring whose spring constant is the sum of the parallel springs.
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Figure 115.  Spring system before node U is removed (left), and after (right).

In node removal, we remove an internal node, and replace the springs connected to that node with springs

connected between the node’s neighbors.  As shown in Figure 115, we have node U with N+1 neighbors

labeled 0…N (note that if U has only one neighbor, the node and the spring can simply be removed, since it

will never exert force on its neighbor).  Node i is located at (Xi,Yi), and is connected to node U by a spring

with spring constant Ci.  As discussed earlier, we assume that internal nodes are always placed at their

optimal location, which is the point where the net force on the node is zero.  Thus, we can calculate the

location of node U as shown in Equation 6 and Equation 7 (note that from now on we will work with only

the X coordinates of all nodes.  Similar derivations can be found for the Y coordinates as well).
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0 = Ci × Xi − XU( )
i=0

n

∑ = Ci × Xi
i= 0

n

∑
 

 
  

 

 
  − XU × C j

j=0

n

∑

Equation 6.  Total forces on node U, assuming U is placed at its optimal location.

XU =
Ci × Xi

i=0

n

∑

C j
j=0

n

∑

Equation 7.  Optimal X position of node U expressed in terms of its neighbors’ positions.

To replace the springs connected to node U, we must make sure the new springs provide the same force as

the old springs.  So, we start with the force equation from Equation 5, and substitute in the location found

in Equation 7.  The results are Equation 8-Equation 11.

Fk = Ck × ( XU − Xk ) =

Ck × Ci × X i
i=0

n

∑
 

 
  

 

 
  

Cj
j=0

n

∑
− Ck × Xk

Equation 8.  Substitution of Equation 7 into Equation 5.

Fk =

Ck × Ci × Xi
i=0

n

∑
 

 
  

 

 
  − Ck × Xk × Cl

l=0

n

∑

Cj
j =0

n

∑

Equation 9.  Simplification of Equation 8.
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Equation 10.  Simplification of Equation 9.
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Fk =
Ck × Ci

Cj
j =0

n

∑
× Xi − Xk( )

 

 

 
 
 
  

 

 

 
 
 
  

i=0

n

∑

Equation 11.  Simplification of Equation 10.

From Equation 11 it is now clear how to replace the springs incident on node U.  We can replace all of

these springs, and insert a new spring between each pair of neighbors of node U.  The new spring between

nodes I and K will have a spring constant Sik as given in Equation 12.

S jk =
Ck × Ci

C
j

j= 0

n

∑
Equation 12.  Spring constants for spring replacement, derived from Equation 11.



Chapter 13.  Conclusions and Future Work

Multi-FPGA systems is a growing area of research.  They offer the potential to deliver high performance

solutions to general computing tasks, especially for the emulation of digital logic.  However, to realize this

potential requires a flexible, powerful hardware substrate and a complete, high quality and high

performance automatic mapping system.

In the last five to ten years there have been a large number of multi-FPGA systems built and proposed.

Work has also been done on creating software algorithms to support these machines.  However, in general

these hardware and software systems have been created in an ad hoc fashion.  The hardware systems are

grab-bags of appealing features with little investigation into what is truly best for the applications they will

support.  For software, individual algorithms have been proposed, but with little insight into which

approaches are the most important, and how these pieces can be combined into a complete solution.

The primary goal of this thesis has been to offer a disciplined look at the issues and requirements of multi-

FPGA systems.  This includes an in-depth study of some of the hardware and software issues of multi-

FPGA systems, especially logic partitioning and mesh routing topologies, as well as investigations into

problems that have largely been ignored previously, including pin assignment and architectural support for

logic emulator interfaces.  This work points out the challenges of multi-FPGA systems, and presents

solutions to many of them.

In Chapter 6 we presented Springbok, a novel rapid-prototyping system for board-level designs that offers

many advantages over current systems.  Its flexible architecture accommodates a great range of system

sizes and topologies.  With the ability to solve problems as they occur, Springbok uses its resources more

efficiently than do fixed FPGA-based systems, which require a very conservative style.  Including arbitrary

devices and subsystems into the Springbok structure allows even greater efficiency and accuracy.  Finally,

the use of FPGAs instead of FPICs for the routing structure reduces overall costs, adds flexibility, and more

easily handles the functionality necessary to interface to timing-inflexible components.

To design Springbok, as well as many other multi-FPGA systems, requires a hard look at the hardware

structures used to build them.  Chapter 7 presented several techniques for decreasing routing costs in mesh

interconnection schemes: 1-hop interconnections, Superpins, and Permutations.  These topologies reduce

I/O and internal routing resource usage, increase bandwidth, and reduce delays in the system.

Including an emulation into its target environment is one of the most important benefits of emulation over

simulation.  However, with current systems the user is required to develop an application-specific protocol
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transducer to allow the emulation to communicate with its environment.  In Chapter 8 we demonstrated that

many logic emulator interfaces can be handled by a simple, generic interface transducer board.  While the

protocol transducer mappings can be somewhat involved, we have shown that they can be quickly

developed in a high-level language, and automatically translated into FPGA logic.  Thus, with a small

amount of design effort, an emulation can be run in its target environment, greatly increasing its utility.

To be successful and widely used, a multi-FPGA system needs more than just a flexible hardware system.

Also necessary is automatic mapping software that maps circuits onto this structure.  This software needs to

be fast, fully automatic, and capable of producing high-quality results.  Chapter 10 presented a survey of

bipartitioning techniques, mainly those based on the Kernighan-Lin, Fiduccia-Mattheyses algorithm.  We

have discussed many optimizations to the algorithm, including several new approaches, which have yielded

a fast and efficient bipartitioning algorithm that is significantly better than the current state-of-the-art.

Chapter 11 presented an algorithm for automatically applying bipartitioning to an arbitrary multi-FPGA

system.  It analyzes the multi-FPGA system topology, and recursively applies bipartitioning, as well as

multi-way partitioning and multi-sectioning where appropriate, as part of a fast and automatic method for

mapping to a multi-FPGA system.

Pin assignment was covered in Chapter 12.  Our algorithm adapts to an arbitrary multi-FPGA system

topology.  It creates better routing than current systems, which results in faster mapping runtimes, and

higher quality mappings.

By combining the algorithms discussed in this thesis with those commercially available, a complete

automatic-mapping system can be developed.  It offers fast runtimes, with good quality results, and adapts

to an arbitrary topology.  In this way, a single system can be applied to the numerous different topologies

proposed, including topologies with flexible interconnection patterns.

This thesis has provided an in-depth investigation into most of the issues in multi-FPGA hardware and

software.  As a result, the hardware and software structures of multi-FPGA systems have been optimized,

yielding faster and higher-quality systems.  Bringing these advantages to bear on board-level prototyping,

such as in the Springbok system, gives logic designers a powerful new tool for system-level debugging.

One of the most important aspects of the work contained in this thesis is that the approaches given here are

applicable not just to Springbok, but also to multi-FPGA systems in general.  The routing topologies can

improve many multi-FPGA systems, and the generic interface support is useful for existing logic

emulators.  The software algorithms provide architecture-adaptive tools to optimize to arbitrary topologies,

delivering improved quality, in much less time, than current mapping software.
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While the techniques discussed can help many different systems, there are other opportunities to improve

multi-FPGA systems, and to achieve the full promise of reconfigurable logic.  There are many outstanding

issues in both the hardware and software constructs of FPGA-based system.

While this and other works have focused on some portions of the mapping software flow, there is still much

yet to be done.  One example is the partitioning of digital logic onto multi-FPGA systems.  This thesis has

included a survey of many bipartitioning techniques, resulting in significant quality and mapping speed

improvements over current techniques.  However, in many cases multi-way partitioning algorithms make

more sense than bipartitioning techniques.  Thus, a similar study investigating the many multi-way

partitioning algorithms, which integrates the techniques discussed in this thesis, has the potential to provide

even better results.  Also, while iterative bipartitioning can map to an arbitrary topology, its greedy nature

may generate substandard results.  Alternatives are possible, including extensions of quadrisection and

other techniques that simultaneously perform multiple cuts.  However, these techniques must be modified

to handle the different possible topologies found in multi-FPGA systems.

Another important issue in the mapping tools for multi-FPGA systems is the time the software tools take to

create a mapping.  With current software taking up to a full day to complete a mapping, there are many

applications that do not take advantage of multi-FPGA systems because of the mapping delays.  There are

several ways to combat this issue.  The fast partitioning and pin assignment tools contained in this thesis

are one such step.  Another possibility is to examine the other parts of the mapping software and develop

new algorithms optimized for this domain.  Specifically, current systems use technology-mapping,

placement, and routing software originally created for single-chip systems.  However, single-chip systems

have much different constraints than multi-FPGA systems.  The FPGAs in a current multi-FPGA system

can expect to have only a small fraction of their logic capacity used, but all of their I/O pins will be

consumed.  Tools that understand this domain may be able to perform their optimizations much faster than

tools optimized for single-chip mapping situations.

Another possibility for improving the performance of multi-FPGA system mapping tools is to adopt and

extend the two-phase methodology proposed in this thesis’s partitioning chapter.  That is, it is not always

necessary to achieve the best possible mapping, and a lower quality, but faster, mapping algorithm may be

a better choice.  Cases where more than ample resources are available, and optimal performance is not

critical, are obvious situations for applying poor but fast software.  However, even when the highest

performance is required, only using high-quality but slow software may not be the best answer.

Specifically, when using the best possible mapping software the initial mapping steps (such as partitioning)

will usually need to be run on a single processor, and will take a long time.  Once these steps are done,
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multiple independent place and route processes can be run on different machines, speeding up the mapping

process.  However, there is no reason that these processors must remain idle in the early mapping phases.

One possibility is to run the fast, but lower quality, mapping tools concurrently with the high quality, but

slow, algorithms.  These faster algorithms could quickly generate a mapping, and have the emulation

system running the mapping much sooner than the other approach.  While the emulation will run more

slowly than the higher quality mapping produced by the slower software, the emulator will be making

headway as the slower software completes.  Once the improved mapping is completed, it is relatively

simple to pause the emulator, save the current state of the emulation, and load the improved mapping.  By

properly setting the stateholding elements in the new mapping, the high-quality mapping can resume where

the slower mapping ended.  In this way, the emulator can be used more efficiently, with shorter down

times, and the user gets answers much more quickly than current systems can achieve.  However, there is

much research to be done on determining how to quickly create these lower-quality mappings.

One can also speed up the software by minimizing the amount of remapping necessary.  Specifically, if a

minor upgrade or bug fix is made to an input circuit, it should be possible to reuse much of the previous

mapping.  Since much of the circuit remains the same, a fast way to create a new mapping is to just remap

that portion of the circuit that has changed.  While our architecture-adaptive partitioning and routing tools

are capable of working on arbitrary subsets of a multi-FPGA system, there are several other pieces

necessary to achieve a true incremental update facility.  Specifically, the synthesis tools that generate the

mapping need to modify only those portions that have changed, or else the modification will alter the entire

mapping, and the incremental facilities of subsequent tools will be useless.  Also, technology-mapping,

placement, and routing tools can also be given an incremental-update capability, yielding even greater

performance increases.

While the ability of our algorithms to adapt to an arbitrary topology can be important as part of an

incremental update mechanism, this adaptability also opens up another opportunity.  Since the tools can

optimize for any architecture, the tool suite becomes an ideal system for performing architecture

exploration.  In this thesis, we examined mesh routing topologies based on totally random routing

requirements.  While this made it possible to get some idea of the tradeoffs in mesh architectures, it also

limited the study’s scope.  Most obviously, real circuits are not completely random, and although our study

took into account some of the non-randomness of circuits (such as buses), better results could be achieved

by using actual circuits in the study.  Thus, a toolset that can automatically adapt to an arbitrary topology is

the key to better understanding how multi-FPGA systems should be constructed.  This would not only yield

comparisons of different optimizations to a given type of topology (i.e., comparing meshes to meshes, and

crossbars to crossbars), but also allow comparisons between different types of topologies (i.e., meshes to
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crossbars).  In this way, we can continue the search for better architectures, resulting in higher quality

systems.

There are many other opportunities for work in multi-FPGA systems and reconfigurable hardware.  One

possibility is to push forward with the deployment of systems such as Springbok.  Although Springbok

holds a lot of promise for the prototyping of board-level designs, there is still much work necessary to bring

it to fruition.  Detailed design of the hardware, especially in the connector technology to enable

Springbok’s flexibility, as well as communication and debugging support to help the user understand the

operation of their prototype, is key to a complete implementation.  The software tools will also need to be

extended.  Most obviously, there is currently no algorithm for assigning daughter cards to specific locations

to achieve the highest-quality mapping.  That is, while the input specification for a circuit may require a

specific mix of daughter cards, there still needs to be an algorithm that decides where on the baseplate these

daughter cards should be placed to minimize communication and improve performance.  While simulated

annealing should be able to handle this task, this would be a very slow answer to the problem.  It is likely

that alternative placement algorithms, such as force-directed placement, or possibly combining daughter

card placement with the partitioning algorithm (assigning daughter cards to different partitions as well as

logic nodes), could produce nearly equal quality results in much less time.  There is also the issue of how

and when to insert extender cards into the array.  As each of the software mapping algorithms run, they

may encounter resource limitations that cause significant decreases in mapping quality, or even cause the

mapping to fail.  A way to solve these problems in the Springbok system is to add extender cards with extra

resources to ease these bottlenecks.  However, how best to integrate this feature into current algorithms is

an open question.

Looking beyond Springbok, there are many other opportunities in reconfigurable hardware.  One of the

most promising is combining together reconfigurable logic and standard processors.  While we have

discussed many applications where FPGAs can provide the highest performance implementation, most

situations fit better onto standard processors.  In current systems, there is usually a strict separation of the

two resources.  If a problem fits well onto FPGAs, it is mapped onto an array of FPGAs.  If not, it must be

run on a separate, standard workstation.  This separation ignores the numerous applications where a mixed

approach might be better.  Normally, an algorithm goes through a series of phases.  Often this might

involve some complex initialization protocol, a regular inner loop that consumes most of the computation

time, and another complex final cleanup step.  The complexity of the starting and ending phases require the

flexibility of standard processors, while the inner loop could be best implemented in FPGA logic
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The answer to this problem is to integrate together the two types of resources.  One way is to construct a

mixed FPGA-microprocessor system.  By combining several off-the-shelf FPGAs and processors, a single

system can provide efficient mappings for many different types of algorithms.  The processors in the

system provide complex control flow for external interaction, complex mathematical computations, and

irregular initialization and cleanup.  The FPGAs provide huge amounts of fine-grain parallelism for fast bit-

manipulations, large data-parallel operations, and custom datapaths.  Thus, merging the two resources

together could achieve much greater performance than either type of resource separately can provide.

A more exciting possibility is to add reconfigurable logic into the processors themselves.  Specifically, for

many applications there is a small set of operations that would greatly improve their performance, but

which are not useful widely enough to be included in a general-purpose processor.  By including

reconfigurable logic into the processors, these instructions can be built on a per-application basis, with

different mappings to the reconfigurable logic for different programs (or even different sections of a single

program).  Thus, we would have a general-purpose method of providing special-purpose processors.  This

logic may not look anything like current FPGA logic.  The reconfigurable logic will need to be optimized

to this application domain, opening up a very interesting area for future architectural investigations.  Also,

the processors themselves may need to be modified to accept this new type of resource.  However, the most

critical area of research for these types of systems is in determining how compilers can be made to

recognize and optimize for the opportunities provided by this added logic.  Good compiler support for this

application is critical to achieving widespread benefit from the reconfigurable logic.

This logic need not be solely a method of adding extra instructions to the processor's instruction-set.  A

different model for using these resources is FPGAs used as a generic coprocessor system, where the

reconfigurable logic is viewed more as a separate processing element, perhaps with a different control

stream, than as just another unit in the processor.  In current machines, coprocessors are typically provided

for floating-point arithmetic, graphics acceleration, and possibly data encryption.  These coprocessors are

used not only because they can speed up these applications, but also because these applications are

perceived to be important enough to merit special-purpose hardware.  Many other algorithms could benefit

from special-purpose coprocessors, but are used so infrequently that providing this custom hardware is

impractical.  A solution to this problem is to add a generic, reconfigurable coprocessor to the system.

While it may not be able to achieve the same performance as a custom chip, a reprogrammable coprocessor

can economically provide improved performance to many different algorithms.  The coprocessor will be

shared across many different algorithms, since each algorithm can have its own configuration.  Thus,

although each algorithm individually is not of wide enough utility to merit a special-purpose coprocessor,

by sharing the same generic coprocessor with many different algorithms the hardware becomes practical.
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Such processor-FPGA hybrids, even if they prove practical, are still many years away.  In that time there

are several changes in the reconfigurable logic domain that are important to anticipate.  First, the primary

bottleneck of current systems may (at least partially) be alleviated.  While today’s systems suffer from a

significant I/O bottleneck, this need not always be so extreme.  There currently are much higher-I/O

packages available, such as those used by FPICs to achieve 1,000 pin chips.  Although these technologies

are quite expensive now, with relatively few applications taking advantage of the extra connectivity, as

more applications migrate to these technologies the cost should greatly decrease.  Thus, it is quite likely in

the near future that FPGAs may see a nearly fourfold increase in the available I/O pins.  Also, there are

techniques such as Virtual Wires that can also help alleviate the I/O bottleneck.  Time-division or voltage-

division multiplexing can greatly increase the available bandwidth even in today’s I/O-bound chips.  Thus,

while the I/O bottleneck may never completely disappear, there is great potential to ease the current I/O

crunch.

If the potential for increasing the external bandwidth of current FPGAs actually is realized, it may require a

complete re-evaluation of our current systems.  While today’s software and hardware constructs are

primarily built to minimize the required inter-chip routing, with more I/O bandwidth other issues become

more critical.  Primarily, the performance of the mapping becomes an even greater concern, and algorithms

such as min-cut partitioning may give way to more critical path oriented approaches.  Investigating these

issues will become an even greater concern in the future.

Another change in the current multi-FPGA system equation is in the types of circuits handled, or at least in

the perception of what these circuits look like.  Most current systems either are hand-mapped, and thus

highly aware of the peculiarities of a given mapping, or automatically mapped, where the input circuit is

assumed to be purely random logic.  However, even in our current mappings, the circuits are not truly

random.  Much of the current logic is regularly structured datapaths.  By treating these datapaths as random

logic, the automatic mapping software throws away many potential optimizations.  While optimizing for

random logic may have been the right answer for initial system construction, since if you can map random

logic you can handle anything, future systems may need to be more circuit-aware.  Specifically, the

automatic-mapping software should be able to recognize highly regular datapaths - or require that the user

highlight these components - and take advantage of the regularity to provide much better mapping quality.

Techniques such as bit-slicing or pipelining at chip boundaries can both improve the performance while

decreasing the inter-chip bandwidth.  Memory elements in input circuits can also require special

processing.  While many multi-FPGA systems include separate memory chips, and thus memory structures

in the circuit can be handled by these elements, the circuit may need to be restructured to take advantage of

these facilities.  Since the memories in the hardware may differ from those specified in the circuit,
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resynthesis and repacking into the available memories will be important to achieve the highest quality

mapping.  Such circuit-sensitive optimizations should become an ever more important part of a complete

automatic mapping solution.

Although there is much work to be done on the hardware and software aspects of multi-FPGA systems, and

reprogrammable logic in general, the potential payoffs are significant.  With ever faster mapping tools, as

well as hardware systems that simplify the job of the mapping algorithms, we may be able to create

mappings in the same time it takes us now to compile programs.  With such a system, it may be as easy to

implement an algorithm in hardware as it is now to run them on a processor.  Thus, software programmers

will then have access to the power and performance to which the hardware designers are accustomed.

These advanced software processes, as well as improved hardware systems, will push logic emulation

further and further into the currently exclusive domain of software simulation.  Where today a designer will

only use emulation when no other solution will suffice, with fast mapping software logic emulation

becomes much more competitive.  While very small, short tests will always be the domain of software

simulation, testing of large subsystems can much more quickly be performed on a logic emulator if the

mapping tools are fast enough.  With board-level emulation systems similar benefits will also be achieved

for multi-chip designs.

Higher quality software may also push FPGA-based custom-computing machines into the mainstream.

Where large supercomputers currently hold dominance, multi-FPGA systems may become an equal

partner.  While there are some algorithms for which a supercomputer will always be the best answer,

likewise there are algorithms for which only the fine-grain parallelism of a multi-FPGA system will suffice.

However, the key to making FPGA-based supercomputers generally useful is automatic mapping software

that can deliver high enough quality to rival software compilers for traditional programming languages.

Finally, we may see reconfigurable logic making inroads into the workstation and PC workplaces.  While

this logic may bear only passing similarity to current FPGAs, it will have many of the software and

hardware issues of FPGAs.  With the ability to add custom instructions to standard processors, as well as

truly generic coprocessors for accelerating many types of algorithms, reconfigurable logic may provide a

significant performance boost for many situations.
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